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PREFACE

EARLY in the year 1873 the late Dr, Samuel

Birch, Keeper of Oriental Antiquities in the

British Museum, gave me permission to copy

cuneiform tablets in his private study, and to use

the Departmental Library, His study, which was

entered from the K&yflnjik GaHcty and no longer

exists, was a comparatively small room, and lit

was obliged to transact his business, both official

and private, in the presence of the few students

whom he allowed to work in it. These were accom-

modated at a table and a desk which stood under

the north and west windows respectively, Day by

day there came to him aiitica dealers and amateur

coElentors, who wished to show him objects which

they possessed or were about to acquire, and to

know what purpose Lhey had served, what the marks

or inscriptions on them, meant, and what their

pecuniary value was, The objects brought were

usually Oriental, papyri, Egyptian and Coptic,

cuneiform tablets, figures of gods, palm-leaf manu-

scripts, rings, pendants, necklaces, amulets of all

kinds, inscribed metal plaques, Chinese pottery

and seals, etc. But no matter what the object

put before him was, Birch always seemed to know

something about it, and to be able to refer his

visitors to authoritative books, or to living scholars,

for [nether information. That he was the greatest

Egyptologist in England, and that officials from the
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Chinese Embassy in London came to him for infor-

mation about ancient Chinese history and the old

forms of Chinese pictographa we all knew, but one

could only listen and wonder at the encyclopaedic

character of his general knowledge. Naturally he
was consulted by many members of iht general

public an matters dealing with Egyptology and
AsSyrioIogy, for the greater number of the anti-

quities under his charge came from Egypt, Baby-
lonia and Assyria But some of his visitors asked

him fox information, and usually got it, about the

Moabite Slone, the Cyprian inscriptions [which were
at that time un,deciphered) j, the Massorah, the Kah-
baiiih, the Sinaitic inscriptions, the monuments of

Susa and Persepolis, the inscriptions of Mai Amir,
the Himya.ritic inscriptions, astrology, the ritual of

fire-worship, the rites of the Yacidis or Devil-

worshippers, etc. His answers and short, disserta-

tions were always interesting, and that we, i.e,

Navthe, StraasmaifiTj W, H. Rylands and myself,

more often listened to them than worked need not

"be wondered at.

One day, when he seemed to have a little leisure,

T ventured to ask him if members of the public e ver

put to him questions which he could not answer ?

and he replied,
,f
Yes, often.

,J

Said I, Then what
happens ? He answered promptly, " I confess

my ignorance, and refer die visitor to another member
of the staff. When the cnqniner has gone 1 at once
write down the question he has asked on a slip of

paper, and as soon as I can I try- to obtain the
information necessary to answer the question, And
if the day ever comes when you are an Assistant in

this Department I recommend you to write all the
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sensible questions which you are asked upon slip^ of
paper and search out the answers to them. Many
members of the public ask the same question

,

especially about matters of general interest"-
Ten years later I had the good fortune to become

one of Dr. Birch's Assistants, and in due course I

was asked many questions by the public which 1
could not answer satisfactorily. Therefore 1 .adopted
Dr. Birch's plan and wrote such questions on slips

of paper, and T continued to do riiis during' the years
of my long service in the British Museum. When I

resigned in 1924 and left, my official residence I

brought away with me a very thick bundle of slips

with questions written on them. During the first

years of my service the questions were of a very
miscellaneous character and dealt with a great

variety of subjects. But when Dr. Birch's Successor
found chat the answering of q’lesiiuais orally and by
Id ler took up so much of his time daily., he moved
the Trustees to change the title of the. Department
to that of

if

Department of Egyptian and Assyrian

Antiquities." This change limited the scope but

not the number of enquiries, and little by little the

questions chiefly concerned Egyptian and Assyrian,

"Babylonian and other Semitic antiquities.

As opportunity offered, alter my retirement I

read ever the mass of slips which I had collected,

and discoveil tig by the letters sent to me that the

public were asking much the same kinds of questions

which their fathers and mothers had asked ere thirty

and forty years ago, I determined to deal with the

questions, as far as passible comprehensively J and

to write a book which in a series of chapters would

supply answers to them
;
and the present volume
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is the result, As at least three-fourths of the

questions concerned amulets and. the beliefs which

they represented I have called it Amulets AND

SttPES£TTTiON5 p

' J

though perhaps a more correct

title would have substituted
<r
Magic

,J

for " Super-

stitions.
1" But the reader must note that in this

book no Attempt has been made to deal with amulets

in general, for the witting of a history of the amulets

which have been and still are in use throughout the

world is beyond the power of any one man. Such

a work would fill many thick volumes, and only a

syndicate of specialists working together could pro-

duce the necessary " copy " for the printer. The use

of amulets is the result of the belief in the power of the

Evil Eve in man and beast, and a proof of the vast-

ness of the literature of this subject, which is growing

daily, is furnished by the fact that the
,J

QueUen-

Register
' J

in Dr. Seligmanic's Der Buss Stick (Berlin,

lt^io) contains nearly 2,500 entries. And in his

Die z&vbsrktaft der Augtt (Hamburg, 1922) the

authorities quoted number many hundreds more.

In this volume I have described the principal

amulets which were used by the Semitic peoples of

Western Asia, Egypt, Nubia and Ethiopia, beginning

with those of the third millennium B,c. from Sumer

and Elam, 1 have given many illustrations of them,

reproduced photographically from the collections in

the British Museum, and from those which are in

the hands of private collectors, including my own.

Tire description of the actual amulet is a com-

paratively simple matter, for in most cases the

object explains itself. But when we come to the

inscriptions on amulets, which consist of symbols,

sacred and divine names used as words of power,
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spells, etc., explanations of jome length arc necessary

of the ideas and belief which they represent.

Therefore I have added a series of short chapters

in which I have cried to set forth the principal

theories about the powers nf " working
,x
amulets, and

the meaning of the inscriptions and symbols inscribed

on them, and to indicate the beliefs concerning

them which were held by the aindent Babylonian

and Egyptian magicians, and by the later Ifab-

balists, Gnostics, both, pagan and Christian, and

astrologers. And I have incorporated in them

many of the views of the astrologers, makers of

horoscopes, casters of nativities dividers, crystal-

gazers, palmists and fortune-tellers with whom I

came in contact id Egypt, the Sudan and Meso-

potamia during my official Missions to those countries.

The use of amulets dates from the time wheal

animism or magic satisfied the spiritual needs of

man. Primitive man seems to have adopted them

as a result of an internal urge or the natural instinct

which made him take steps to protect himself arid

to try to divine the future. Iff1 required amuLets

to enable him to beget children, to give him strength

to overcome his enemies, visible and invisible, and

above all the Evil Evf, and to protect his women
and children, and house and cattle

;
and his de-

scendants throughout the world have always done

the same. When the notion, of a god developed

in his mind, lit ascribed to that god the authorship

of the magical powers which he believed to be

inherent in his amulets, and he believed that his

god needed them as much as he himself did. He
did not think it possible for hit god to exist without

the help of magi-c&l powers. At a later period he
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regarded hit god as the bestower of magical powers
on men, and we find this view current among the

civilized pnests of Egypt
, Sumer and Babylonia.

These priests did not reject the crude magical beliefs

and practices of their predecessors, whether savage
or semi-savage

;
on the contrary they adopted many

of them unaltered, and they formed an integral part

of the mysteiyr of the bLELiwoN which they formu-
lated. Henceforth magsc and religion went hand
in hand. The gods became magicians, and employed
magic when necessary, and dispensed it through
their priests to mankind.

The Jewish Rabbis and some of the Christian

Fathers condemned the use of amulets, some because
they associated them with magic, and some because
they regarded their use as an indication of distrust in

the wisdom and arts cf Divine Providence. But
their condemnation barf no lasting effect except to

incite men to do what was arbitrarily forbidden,

and the making and wearing of amulets went on
as before. Men have always craved for amulets
and the priests, both Pagans and Christians, should
have taken steps to satisfy this craving. In this

wav they could have more or less controlled the
use of amulets oi every' kind, The ancient literature

of Babylonia and Egypt makes it clear that magic
was believed to be an essential part of the equipment
of the gods, who used it to help themselves and each
other, and when they willed transmitted it to men.

In a papyrus at St. Petersburg' there is a remark-.
1 PubJibed liy W. Goj-tN ]SC HEFF

, Papyms
Vn. U15. uitij. and nrSE ds r&nmtage imperial <z

St, PSterzbsii.rg, 1313, The papyrus not older than che

XYIIIih Uynasty, but the work itsed was written under the

IXth or Xth Dynasty.
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able passage in which it is stated that the great god,

presumably Ka, created magic for the benefit of

mail. It occur* in a work written by a king called

Khati, who reigned during the troublous times

between die downfall of the Vlth Dynasty and tlic

rise of the Theban Kingdom, in the third niiilenniuiii

before Christ. This work contains a series. oi
<H

Teachings,” which the king advised his son

Heri-ka-Ka to follow closely. In section. XXVIII
the king enumerates the great things which God
has done for men and women, whom he describes as

the " flodts and herds of God/ 1

and says, '' He made
heaven and earth for their pleasure

;
He dissipated

the darkness of the waters (i.e. the primeval ocean)
;

He made the breezes of life for their nostrils
;
they

(i.e. men and women) are the images oi Him and
they proceeded from His members

;
He rises in

the sky to gratify them, He made fruits and
vegetables and flocks and herds, and feathered

fowl and fish for their food
;

lie slew his enemies,

he destroyed Ins own child ren when they murmured
against him and rebelled

;
He made the daylight

to gratify them ; and

lift made for tbum magic for a weapon

° fl! '

lor resisting thepoiver Of [evil] happenings [and] the cream

of the night as well as of the day."

The word Aekan here rendered
er
magic," includes

m its meaning, spells, incantations, words of power.

&
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and. all the arts of the witch and sorcerer. The
word Kkeprit must mean unlucky or untowards or

evil happenings. And the kind of dream is not

indicated ; the writer may mean the dream which

terrifies, or the dreams in which the dreamer is

shown future events, and is enabled m consequence

to arrange or rearrange his affairs in respect of

them. If it is the latter kind of dream which is

referred to by the king, we have a proof that dreams

were often employed by Lhe gods in making their

will known 1o the Egyptians, And this proves that

the art of divining by means of dreams was commonly
practised.

The literature of Babylonia also gives ms Lances

of the use ol magic by the gods themselves. Thus

when the Abyss-god Apsu rebelled against his

overlord Ea, he had no opportunity or fighting him,

for Ea first cast a mighty spell on him which made
him. fall into a heavy sleep, and then he killed him
and seized his habitation; and Mummu, the com-

mander-in-chief of the forces of Apsu, was over-

powered or bewitched by the same means and

rendered impotent. When the gods found that

they were to be attacked by Tiffinat, the personifica-

tion and mother of all evil, and by all the powers of

darkness under the leadership of her son Kingu,

they selected Mardnk, the son ot Ea, as their

champion, and endowed him with the power which

they believed would enable him to avenge their

cause effectively. But before he set out on bis

mission, they felt it necessary to make quite sure

that his power. as a magician was adequate for his

task. They caused a cloak to appear in their

midst, and said to him,
“ Thou shall he chief among
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the gods, to cause the overthrow [of Tiluna,t] and
the reconstruction [of creation ], and it shall come
to pass, .Nevertheless speak one word only and let

the cloak disappear. Speak a second [word] and
let the cloak reappear uninjured,” Thereupon
Marduk uttered .a word, of power and the tloak

disappeared ; he uttered a second and the cloak
reappeared. When the gods saw rhat their champion
was able Lo invest his words with magical power
they were satisfied and gave him the sceptre and
throne and other symbols of sovereignty and the

invincible weapon with which he was to slay Ti&jnat
An instance of the invincible magical power

attributed to the great god Nub-er djer {f.e. the Lord
to the limit] or Kbepera is furnished by an Egyptian
papyrus in the British. Museum (Kq. iotBS). .f Tithe

Book of Knowing ike Generations of Ra it ia stated

that the god existed by himsdf in the primeval
ocean in name only. In some way not described

by the use of £eka or magic, he worked on his heart

mind) and so became a being, whom the Egyptians
knew as Khepera or Ra. That the god existed by
me^ng of his name only is proved by the well-known
legend in which the god rea-eals the secret name to

JgiS, who craved to know it so that she might rule

over the whole world. Through her knowledge of

magic Isis was able to construct a venomous reptile

and to make it bite the god with such terrible effect

that he nearly died. When death stared him In the

face, he revealed his secret name to Isis, and she

recked a spell which healed him. Thus Isis was
skilled in the art of Black Magic as well as White.

The idea of a god existing in name only is also found

in Ethiopic literature, and some native writer?: have
hi
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gone so fa.s- aa to stats that the Three Persons of the

Trinity at first existed in name only in, the primeval

ocean, and that their existence is maintained by
the use of words of power, i.t. magic.

And the ancient gods oi Babylonia also used

amulets. A most interesting example, oi this fact

is given in the Creation Epic, When the great god

Mard.uk, the son of Ea, the champion of the gods,

set out to fight Tiamat, he was heavily armed and

carried invincible weapons ;
but he carded between

his lips an amulet made of red paste, or red stone,

in the form of air eye, and he hdd in one hand

a bunch of herbs which was intended to protect

him from any magical influence which would be

hostile; to him. 1 And there is no doubt that Tiamat,

the " mother of everything," the fomen ter and leader

of rebellion against the gods, also possessed a

remarkable object, which seems to have beer, oi the

nature of an amulet and which, in any case, was the

source of all her power, in the texts this object is

caked
**
Ik'PPU Skebiatj," which is usually trans-

lated
ri
Tablet of Destinies," but no detailed descrip-

tion of it is extant. Whence she obtained it is not

known, and whether she carried it on her head or

wore it on her breast ii not clear,

TifLmat created a number of horrible creatures

of monstrous shape and form, to help Iter in her

fight against lire gods, and she made her first borti

son Kingn tire donamander-in-chief of her forces.

In one place she calls Kingn l< my only spouse.
71

She bestowed upon him all the power which she

could, and sire gave Sum the Tablet of Destinies

and fastened it to his breast, though a variant

1 ^toLsEner, A-Uorientaftsckt Tesfte, II, 41, 44, line fir f.
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T0 5* Third Tablet of Creation) says that she
placed it on his head. When Marduk had defeated
Kingu and his host, he took from him the Tablet
of Destinies

iJ

which should never have bean his/
1

and sealed it with his seal, which showed that he
regarded the Tablet as being legally his, and fastened
it on his breast. This action suggests (fiat the
[ ablet was, like the PlLl&b of the Mongols, a sign of
authority, which was worn on the breast, being
suspended from the neck by a chain. In thi s case
also we must ask, How did Tifimat get it ? Was it

given to her, arid if so by whom ? It is evident from
the narrative of the Creation Texts that the Tablet
was the source of Tiamahs power, and that her
spells and incantations enabled her to use it in

producing evil results, t.e. to work Black Magic with
it, In itself it cannot have been a thing of evil,

for when Marduk obtained possession of it he fastened
it to his breast, Therefore it seems that we must
regard the Tablet of Destinies as an amulet.

The whole of the Babylonian story of ihe Creation
shows that men believed that all the great worts
of the gods and devils were performed by magic,
ihe magic of Marduk was more powerful than that

of l ihmat, and his spells and incantations were more
powerful than hers and therefore made her curses

and spells to "nave no effect.

Some form of the belief that the, gods of the

Sumerians, Babylonians and Egyptians made use

of amulets as protectors on urgent occasions made
its way, probably at a very early date, into Ethiopia,

Tn the Bofih of thv .MysfeirtK of Hsayen and Earth
we find an account of Lire rebellion of Satan against

the Almighty. The Prince of Darkness mustered his
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troops and engaged in battle with, the hosts of God.

Twice the divine armies were repulsed and over-

thrown and Satan was about to assume the position

of the conqueror of God. The Almighty reformed

His armies and sent them forth a third time to

destroy Satan and his followers
t
but on this occasion

He sent forth with them & Cross of Light on which

the Names of the Three Persons of the Trinity were

written. When Satan saw the Cross and the Three

Karnes of Power, his boldness and courage forsook

him, his arms lost their strength and the weapons

which he was wielding fell from them and lie and

his hosts turned their backs and were hurled down

into the abyss of hell by the. now invincible angels

of God. The Abyssinian belief in the power of the

Cross to vanquish evil spirits and the diseases caused

by them is based on this Legend
;
and from early

Christian rimes the Cross has been regarded as the

amulet and talisman par exedUncs throughout

Ethiopia,

Since the oldest civilised ancient nations believed

that their gods had need of and made use of magic,

it is not surprising that men and women had recourse

to magic in periods of stress and difficulty. What

was ^ood for the gods was good also for man.. Men

made and used amulets to protect themselves, and

the fundamental idea, in thoir minds was to safe-

guard the life and strength which had been given

to them by the gods, although the divine powers

seemed inattentive to them; each generation in

every country borrowed something from its pre-

decessors, but, apparently, abandoned no essential

part of the tradition, belief or teaching concerning

amulets. It was always assumed that materials
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front which amidflts. were made possessed certain

qualities or attributes orpowers which were beneficial

10 man, The influence o£ the i riser i prion or device

or name or word of power which was written upon

the amulet, supplemented and perhaps increased

the innate power in the material. To this power

belief added that of the good will or affection or Love

of the giver of the amulet, 'When to these was
added the tirm belief of the wearer of the amulet

in the qualifies of the material it is clear that no

amulet could be regarded as a piece of inert and dear)

matter, It became, in fact, a “ working
,r

amulet,

A dose of medicine might tie regarded as an amulet

applied internally, and the effect of the matter which

composed the dose was supplemented by the spell

of the pagan, nr rhe prayer of the Christian. The

good will of both, and the Faith of the patient

joined to them, healed him and saved his Hie. The

power and effect of 1
:A17II in all such matters callnot

be over-estimated.

Looking back over the history of amulets it is

difficult to understand why ecclesiastical and ocher

bodies condemned their use. The universal use of

the amulet was. and still is, due to an instinct of the

race, viz., that of self-preservation, and has nothing

evil connected with it ; it lias never been, and never

caai be, connected with what is commonly called
M
Black Magic.,'' If we examine carefully the groups

of amulets and amule tie inscriptions described and

translated in this book, we find that each and all of

them was believed lo derive its protective powers

from figures of the gods either engraved or drawn,

and from the great names of Lhe gods and of their

divine attributes and the figures of sacred animals,
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and from inscriptions which contain divine names in

various forms, All these amulets base their appeal

to the Divine Powers for virility, fecundity, pre-

servation of the family, success and well-being on.

the belief of thdr makers and wearers in the triumph

of the Power of God over the Safaris of every age

and country, and the victory of Good over Evil,

Law over Chaos, and Light over Darkness, The

wearers of many of them may be said to have per-

formed acts of worship when they wore them, and

should have won the approval of their spiritual

pastors and masters. It is probable that in Baby-

lonia, Assyria and Egypc amulets were designed

and made by workmen attached 10 the great temples,

and that the inscriptions on them were drafted by

the priests and engraved by employes in the

temples.

From the Babylonian sod Egyptian inscriptions

we know chat amulets made of certain kinds of

stones secured for their wearers the presence of

gods and goddesses, and brought them into daily

contact with divine beings. Men possessing these

had no need to have recourse to any system of

divination in order to find out what the will of the

gods was in respect of themselves, for no man
i,:

whose

god was always with him " could come: to harm.

The insatiable desire to know' the future was and

stilt is a deep-rooied instinct in man, and many

kinds of divination were practised in the earliest

times. Some amulets were believed to make the

wearer dream dreams in which Ids future would be

revealed to him, but as few men were satisfied with

their own interpretations of their dreams, a class of

professional interpreters of dreams came into being,
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Oie interpreters of dreams and omens were usually
members of the priesthoods of the temples, and
’were men of solid learning, hut in country villages

impostors and charlatans were many. The ancient

Asiatic peoples seem to have had three methods of

divination, viz., by Jots, by :he pronouncements of
astrologers, and by oracles which were given by the
priests of the great temples. And among many
peoples the

ir
seer " was commonly consulted about

the future. Ordinary folk Oast lots and though iheic

kind of divination was denounced by both the

Hebrews and the Christians, it was often resorted

t.o by them when other means of divination failed.

Balaam, the diviner, was slain by die Israelites

(Joshua xiii. 22) r
but Matthias was chosen to be an

apostle by the casting of lots [Mark xv. 24) t The
astrologer and the " seer

!>
{especially the latter)

were likewise demounted, because their prophetic

ecst&cy 01' frenzy was regarded as mildness and
delirium.

The most reputable form, of divination was
enquiry by oracle. Shamash was the “ Lord of

Oracles,” but many other great Babylonian gods were
givers of oracles the first man in Babylonia to

enquire by oracJe was Enmeduranki, the king of

Sippar
r
who reigned :n prehistoric times. The

goddess Ishtar of Arbela, too, gave oracular responses,

to Esa.rhadd.on, King of Assyria. In Egypt the

great giver of oracles was Ra, the Sun-god „ or Amen-
R3, In Israel God gave His oracles through Aaron
and his successors, but the story of Saul shows that

there were occasions when He would give no oracle.

" Saul asked counsel of God. r , , bvt He answered

him not Lbat clay" (1 Sam. xiv. 37), And again,
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" r

When. Saul enquired of the Lord, the Lord

answered him not, neither by dreams, nor by Urini,

nor by prophets
,J

(i Sam. xxviii. 6), In desperation

Saul consul led the witch of Endor and a day or so

later met his fate. The witch herself, before she

obeyed his commands, reminded him that he had
11
put away those who had familiar spirits, and the

wizards out of his land
',p

fi Sam, xxviii, 3],

Now although the Law decreed that there should

not be in Israel any one who used divination, or

observed times, or who was an enchanter, or a witch,

or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits,

OJ‘ a wizard or a necromancer (Deut, xviii. 10
,
It),

we find that one kind of divination was permitted

by the Law, namely, tire enquiry by Urim and Tu.ni-

nalm, and that Moses gave very careful directions

for the preparation of the means by which it could

be carried out. Urim and Tummtm were the names

of two small pebbles, or plaques, or bits of wood,

which were used much as we nee dice. They were

kept in a small pocket or pouch which was made at

the b?_ck of the " breast-piate of judgment " [Evod-

xxviii. 30 ;
Lev. viii, 8), and it was the duty of

Aaron and his successors to keep them rhere in

safety, and to produce them when inen wished to

enquire of them, It is quite clear that the use of

these two little objects for divining purposes was very

ancient, and that Moses, being unable to suppress

entirely the arts of divining which were among the

Israelites, adopted this the oldest and most reputable

form of divination and kept it under the control of

himself and the priests of the Levites, la short, he

regularised the use of Uritn and Tiunmim and made
enquiry by them a semi “religious ceremony

]
and
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naturally he condemned all other forms of divination
just as "he condemned the use of all other amulets
except the Phylacteries or frontlet bands winch were
worn between the eyes, the Mezftz&h or door-post
amulet, and the Sisitlu is. tassel or fringe r

The object of all systems of divination was to

compel the gods and the Deity? to make their wills

in respect of certain matters know, to earnest,

and ft may be added, lawful enquirers, and Moses
in common with pagan priests considered ihai there

were occasions when the orthodox Israelite might
be assisted in Ills quest.

Chrysostom and many other Christian Fathers
condemned the use of amulets and systems of divina-

tion because of their connection with magic r but it is

quite dear that the Christians, of rhe Orient dung
to many practices of pagan magic long alter they

had ceased to exist among European Christians. To
the latter faith in God's Government was sufficient,

and systems of divination were therefore unnecessary,

and their priests were not called upon to be as

tolerant as their brethren in the European parts of

Asia Minor, Egypt, Xubia, Palestine, and Syria,

Evidences of this are given in the New Testament.

The story of the Siar which ied the Magi (Matt,

ii. 2) shows Lbat astrology was regarded with tolera-

tion by St. Matthew and his readers ; the mention

of the dream of Joseph {Matt. ii. IS, 13, 19, 22) and
the dream of Pilate's wife proves that dreams were

still. regarded as legalized forms of divination. The
waking dreams or trsmee of Peter (Acts x. 10) and
Paul (Acts xxii, 17) were thought of in the same

light by the early Christians. The pagan belief in

the virtue which is latent in the shadow of a holy
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man is referred to in Acts V, 15, where we are told

that the sick folk and demoniacs on whom the shadow

of Peter fell “ were healed every one.” The belief

was common that there were. healing powers in the

apparel of holy men, and when the
14

handkerchiefs

and aprons” of Paul were brought and laid upon

the sick, “ the diseases departed from them, and the

evil spirits went out of them Jh
(Acts xix. 12).

Soon alter the close ol the IVth century of our

Era. a sort Of revival in the mse of amulets began,

and the Christians began to make use of amulets

which were connected with their religion. First and

foremost was the Cress, which appeared in various

forms, and the sign of the Cross, which was commonly
used by the clergy and. laity alike to dnvc away

devils and disease-producing spirits. Then came

pictures of the Virgin Mary, and pictures and figures

of the Archangels and the great saints, and the

cult of the relics of the martyrs who were the victims

of the numerous persecutions which took place in

the first four centuries of our Era. Untamed leather

and parchment and papyrus and stones were also

inscribed with extracts from the Scriptures, and

finally, after the invention of paper, amulets and

talismans of pa.per became common. And a species

of Christian Magic came into being. The greatest

INiame and word of power was Jesus, and the Host

and sacrament a.l oil and incense became to many
amulets of invincible power, and the Sacred Elements

were actually called
if immortal medicine.”

Oriental magic of every kind made its way into

Europe in the Middle Ages, and traces of it are

recognisable throughout the West, even at the pre-

sent day. The mathematician and the astronomer
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and the physician have founded their sciences on
the lore of the Sumerians and Babylonians and

Assyrians, and believe that they have taken from
the arithmetic and astrological and medical tablets

everything there is of value in them, hut in this

they are mistaken. Astrology, divination, the use

of numbers, and the system of medicine which were

in use in Mesopotamia in the third millennium before

Christ are as much alive ar.das active in that country

as ever, and are held by the natives in far higher

esteem than the exact sciences which. Europeans

have derived from them, And even in England
and America at the present time large numbers of

people are influenced by beliefs which were common
in Babylonia four or five thousand years ago. No
amount of development, culture or education will

make tnen abandon wholly the use oi amulets and

systems of divination, For amulets give their

wearers a sense of comfort, and protection and well-

being, atul they b arm no one. And he who practises

the arts of divination can harm nobody but himself.

Writers ol books and articles on occult matters

in encyclopaedic works frequently refer to astrology

and divination and kindred subjects as if they were

products of the ages of ignorance and are rapidly

becoming non-existent
;

but if they coally believe

this they have fallen into grievous error, Wo are told

that astrology is a pseudo-science, although it has

been developed entirely on the lines of experiment

and experience, and accurate records of facts. This

development does not make it an exact science, but

it is impossible not to he struck with [he general

accuracy of the. readings of a large number of the

characters of men and women which are based upon
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the readings of horoscopes. There are living among

ns parents who have had horoscopes made imme-

diately after births of their children, and who bring

up their children according to the directions supplied

by the horo&copist. Similarly there are medical

practitioners who have horoscopes of their patients

made, and who use the information derived from them
as a guide to the treatment which they eventually

prescribe for their patients. Among one's friends

and acquaintances are many men and women who
have their horoscopes made annually, and who
plan their work and travel and pleasure in accord-

ance with the positions of the planets and the Signs

of the Zodiac, at the Vernal Equinox, The publica-

tion of the astrological works by Mr. Waite and

Sepha rial
,p and Miss Adams and others proves

that the number of astrologers and amateur astro-

logers in our country must be very great, Mon
have always believed that their lives are directed

by the stars, and among a large proportion of the

dwellers on the earth 3t wall never die. The results

which astrologers obtain sometimes are so remark-

able, and their prognostications are often

fulfilled to the letter by subsequent events, that even

the unbeliever is compelled to admit that there

must he something in it."

Palmistry likewise is dubbed a pseudo-science.

It grew up in the East and made its way into Europe

via India and Mesopotamia and Egypt, The Oriental

experts in palmistry are usually learned and able

men who are shrewd and wise jndges of character,

and they can undoubtedly give accurate estimates

as to the nature of the past and present of men's

lives by examining the tines of the hand. When
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palmistry came into being is unknown, but it seems

to "have been used as a means of divination by the

earliest inhabitants of our earth. Parser friends

assert that the face mid the palms of the hands supply

a key to the true nature, character and disposition

of every man. Anri every one who has seen the

Parsec expert handling this key. and been able to

check his; statements subsequently
,
must admit

that his character sketches are accurate, and that

the fulfilment of his prophecies is so exact as to be

uncanny. He can literally read Faces and hands

and rhe ability to do so enables him to avoid contact

with bad and vicious men.

The art of chYSTaWJAZHJG, or
f<
Scrying/* is

practised by many men and women, and some
“ gazers " obtain very remarkable results. There

is HO imposture when the
*'
gaztt is honest, for the

staring into the crystal globe hypnotizes the
:f

gazer/'

and his mind falls into the state of the " seer " of

old, who saw visions whidh lie was unable to describe.

In short, he goes into a sort of trance, which causes

the optic nerve to stimulate the brain, and makes

it dispatch visions along it into the eye, Excessive
r<

Scrying " is harmful to the sight, and excess in the

use of the ball of crystal should be carefully avoided -

The Skilled
* J

gazer " can obtain just as good results

for the enquirer hy gazing into a mirror, or into

water or a cup or howl, or pail, or a pond, or water

or ink cupped in the hand.

The belief in the existence oC wrTCHES has perished

in our land, although at a few outlying districts

in Western Scotland and Ireland
!r
spae women

,r
(or

' r

i^se women ") are said still to be found. But it

must net be thought that the belief in witchcraft
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lias died oat, for such, is not the case. There are in

all large towns numbers of women who earn quiet

good livings by fortune-telling by cards and by

trances in which they claim to hold converse with

the dead, and to be able to bring the living and the

dead together. These women make no pretence

to read the past in the lives of their clients, but

claim to foretell the futures of some of them, and

it must be admitted that their efforts are sometimes

extraordinarily successful r
that is to say their

prognostications are often fulfilled literally. An

experienced and discreet clairvoyants numbers her

clients by the score, and they belong to all classes—

soldiers, sailors, politicians, civil servants, and

ecclftsiasticSjhe&ides a considerable number of women,

titled and untitled. The wish to divine tire future

seems to he as general now as ever. Divining by

means of trance is described as very exhausting for

the diviner, mid conscientious dairvoyuntes say

that they can only ".work " for a limited number of

hours each day, acid that these hours musi not be

consecutive. The modern witch, male or female,

no longer dispenses
fr
hell broth ” and decoctions of

dings, and philtres made from bats' eyes, and the

insides of reptiles, and human fat, and the juice of

adders, because the Law stands in the way, and she

no longer travels through the air astride of a besom

or broomstick. But there is little doubt that she

still exercises her traditional wiles and crafts among

civilised folk who pay her well for her trouble. Lt

s= only fair to say that she deceives herself as well

as her clients.

The witch man of the West is much less to be

feared or concerned about than his colleague in the
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iLast, No one who Las. lived among Sudani peoples
and the Vang people of West Africa and the devil-

ridden natives of the swamps of Lower Ba.hyIonia

can help believing that their witch-doctors possess

some kind of psychic power unknown no us. They
seem to kill their own enemies, and for payment
other people's enemies, by SUGGESTION, that is to

say, the witch doctor got?, to a man and fells him
that he should die on Or before a certain day, and
he follows this up by wishing intensively for the

man's death, and at length the man does actually

die. Tine witch doctor also seems to have the power
of *' suggesting" blindness or rheumatism, or some
wasting disease which will cause the victim to

welcome death. The only answer that anyone who
has seen the witch-doctors of the East work can give

to the question,
iT
Is it possible for any man, black

or white, to possess -.itch a power of Suggestion ? ” is

" I do not know," When in the Easr the traveller

believes that his possible and goes delicately, and is

afraid
;
in Lbe West be still believes but is unafraid.

Against tbe wearing of amulets little objection,

it seems to me, can be made. It may be foolish or

superstitious to wear and treasure inanimate objects,

even thought they be made of gold or silver or plati-

num or precious stones. Tire wearers gain from them
feelings of comfort and protection, and they often

represent the affection and love uf friends. And
beautiful amulets evoke the admixunon of their

wearers and their friends, and frequently satisfy

the lust of the eye for beauty. In the Near East
amulets are used universally and unashamedly. The
old camel postman who guided me from Damascus
to Baghdad attributed qur sate arrival to the five
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blue beads which were fastened, on. the foreheads of

each of his camels. Such success as l had in collect-

ing manuscripts in the Tiy&ri country was also

attributed to the blue beads
,

und the Kur'&ji amulets

which T bought there. Under the protection of a

small bag of dust front the tomb of Rnbhan H6nnlzd
Our caravan travelled from .Mosul through the Country'

of the Yazidis or Devil-worshippers, and under the

protection of a bag of dust from Kabbah Idris our

boat sailed in safety from Dulgo to Kdshah in the

Third Cataract. When the Shammar Arabs pillaged

our caravan and stole our food and clothes and
carried off our beasts they discussed the question

as to whether they should cut our throats or strip

us naked and turn us loose into the desert for God
to kill by thirst and cold. They did neither, but
Muhammad Amin assured mo that we escaped only

because he was wearing on his breast an agate

plaque engraved with the Throne Verse from the

Kur'aUj and T had another in my cigar case. From
this it seems "hat Muslim amulets are tolerant of

Christians. The same authority assured me that

wre were able to shoot two of the thieves who came
to steal two cases of indigo from our raft at Kal'ali

SherkSt, and to slit our sheep shin bags and gink US,

because we bad those two amulets in our possession.

To liimthe wearing of orthodox amulets was a species

of worship. It was the same in Egypt, The acrobats

refused to exhibit their sword dance until we gave
them time to put on their amulets, and the dancing

women of Kami and Manru rah cheerfully divested

themselves of everything except the little neck
bands on which, they. wore their amulets. Dozens
of instances of a similar character might he quoted.
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Tn the West, too, many great and distinguished

men had a firm belief in the power of their amulets
to protect them. Tile late Czar of Russia attached

great value to a ring which contained a piece of the

wood of the True Cross ’ the ring had protected his

grandfather , bat on the day in which he forgot

to take the ring with him he was assassinated.

{Sharper Knocwlson, Origins of Popular Super-

sHUojtst p. 156), Mr. J. D. Rockefeller, a Non-
conformist

,

has for years carried in bis pocket an
r

' eagle stone " in a hollow in which there are con-

cretions which rattle when the Stone is shaken.

He regarded it as a charm against disease, shipwreck

and other calamities (ibid., p. no). The late Prof. VV\

Wright, of Cambridge, a very hard-headed Scotsman,

wore "by day and night a gold ring from Loango on
which were worked in wire; the Twelve Signs of the

Zodiac. He used to say that he could never work

unless he had it on his hnger, A colleague at

Cambridge being worsted in an official dispute with

him, cursed him by Hie ineffable Name of God,

and Wright believed that the fatal disease which

attacked him was due to this curse.

During the last fifty years the Egyptian scarab has

become a very favourite and popular amulet or

mascot hecause of the ideas of new life and resurrec-

tion which the Egyptians associated with it. But one

lady paid £50 for a pretty blue glazed porcelain scarab

of Queen l-latshepsut because she believed that she

was a reincarnation of the Great Queen, and had

in herself the divinity of the god Amen her father.

And another lady paid a large sum for a pretty

scarab of Queer. Ti because she believed that she

a reincarnation of that beautiful woman, whom
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in features she thought she Teseznbled, On the

other hand many owners of scarabs, have changed

their opinions ,
and because they regarded them as

sources of ill-luck and misfortune have presented

them to the British Museum.
Paragraphs in the daily press often contain in ter-

es Ling reading about the objects which are chosen

as mascots. The ]are Sir Henry Segrave always

carried with him a rabbit's paw, which the negroes

say is the luckiest thing in the world. The paw
was with him at Daytona when he made nil his

great successes as the speed king, But when calamity

overtook Iris boat and death claimed liim the rabbit’s

paw was not with him f [Evening Standard, June 14,

1930}. The Australian cricketers had a large rubber

kangaroo mascot, which one of their number knocked

Over and broke. Mr, Woodfull had it repaired and

set up at once [Evening Standard, June 16, p. 11).

Eight people killed an octopus near Corbifere light-

house in Jersey ;
they took It hack to their hotel

and set it up as a mascot {Daily Ex-press, June 17,

p. 11}. An instance of how the rabbit's paw saved

the life and Lbe money of a man is told in Mr. Ernest

Poole’s excellent story. The Car oj Cross as, p, 164.

When Hobbs went in to piay he wanted 7 6 runs to

beat Grace’s record of 3 4,896 runs, and with him went
a white sparrow

;
the sparrow' stayed until he scored

40 runs and then flew away. The: bystanders said
“ Hobbs’ luck hat: gone." and three balls later Hobbs
was bowled {Sunday Graphic. August to, 1930, p.2).

Surely one of the strangest mascots ever placed on

a motor car is that of Mt. Somerset Maxwell : this

is a tiny figure of a huntsman in pink, holding up

ft de^d fo& [Eyfipng Standard, Oct, 15, p, 1). .
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"Fear,” the Wisdom of Solomon saith, "is
nothing else but a betraying of the succours which
reason offereth " (xvii, 13), It is impossible not to

conclude that it was man's fear which: brought
amulets into being, and that it is only Ills belief

which endows them with power, and his implicit

and invincible faith which makes them operative.

My grateful thanks arc due to die Trustees of the

British Museum for their permission, to photo-
graph extracts from—1, Mandaean, Samaritan and
Syriac manuscripts 2, diagrams from MSS. of the

Kabb aiih
] 3, amulets and drawings from printed

books, including the rare Book of Ride!
;

and 4, a

comprehensive collection of Sumerian, Babylonia n,

Assyrian, Phoenician, Pehlevi and other amulets.

This work has been greatly facilitated through the

kindness of my former colleagues, Dr. L. O. Baknett,
Keeper of the Department of Oriental Printed Books

and Manuscripts, and Mr. J, D. Leveu^, B.A., and

their staff of Clerks. The selection of the amulfcts

from Babylonia and Elam for publication was made
by Mr. Sjuney SMITH. of the British Museum. His

translation of the tests explaining the u&e of the

prophylactic and atropoputiic figures which Mr.

Woolley excavated at Ur of the Chaldees and

dc&crifced in a learned paper in the Jour<m! of the

Royal Asiatic Society, have brought to light many
fundamental facts concerning early Mesopotamian
religion. The co-operation of the trained philologist

and the expert excavator lias produced most ex-

cellent results. To Mr. C. J. Gadb, of the British

Museum, I am. indebted for many facts concerning

ancient Babylonian beliefs about precious stones,

and for the information, about the clay model of 3.
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sheep's liver in the British Museum, which his

researches have made available. Further, 1 artl

greatly indebted to Dr. Moses Ga-.stt.u, Chief Rabbi

of the Sephardic Communities liL England, fnr

permission to publish -several extracts from the

Corpus of his. works which he published this year

under the title of Studies and Texts in Magic, Folk-

lore, Samaritan Archaeology, 3 vols., Much
has been written by commentators and others about

the phylacteries which are mentioned in the New
Testament, what they were and what they were not,

etc,, but Dr. Caster was the first to publish phy-

lactery-tests, and to translate and explain not

only the language of the Samaritans, but also their

philosophy and their religion.

During the writing of this book I have consulted

many works on the so-called
f

4

Occult Sciences/
'

and read many scores of papers and articles on the

various subjects which I have dealt with in the

following pages. The more useful to the student

are undoubtedly the volumes of Dr. S. SeligmaNN,

This distinguished author has shown that amulets

and amuktic objects are the result of the belief

of man in the Evm Eye, and its iar-reaching and

terrible power. This he has made dear in his works.

Der b&$$ Blicfi and Vsrwa-ndtcr
,

2 vols., 1910, and

Die Zauberkraft der Atfges, ig.22, and they will form

rfn- standard works on the subject for many years,

to come. The l£abh£lih is a great fount of occult-

ism and. mysticism as well as forming a great system

of religious philosophy. The Kabbala Denvdata by

Baron von Rosenrotii (1677-78), and the Kabbdtdh

by Ginsburg (1865), and the works of Mr, Waits

arc very useful books on the subject, hut the practical
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side of Kabbalah is very successfully handled by
Dr. Erich BisciiOdF, a skilled Hebraist, in Ills

Die Kabbalah (EinfUkrmg
) 3 Leipzig, T9^3„ and more

fully in his larger work, Die Eteft'snte det Kabbalah,

% veds., 1930. The student will also find much of

interest Ln the Gorman translations af the old books

of magic by Peter of Abano, PictokiUS of Villi ngen,

Gsrhabl of Cremona, in Lindens edition of

Cor nf.lt ms Aghij’pa, 3 vols.j BeTim
r 1921. The

extracts from Mr. Montgomery's translations of tins

texts on the terra-cotta '' devil-traps
M

found at

Babylon and Niffai well illustrate the character of

the magic of the Manejaeaks.

Hie addition of a Bibliography to a volume already

bulky was unnecessary, because the works of the

principal authorities are 71&mod in the various

chapters. Those who wish to explore occult litera-

ture, both ancient and modem, more fully should

consult the lists of books and papers given by

Dr. Schgniann, and the invaluable SL'njKCrrTndex

volumes published by the British Museum, The

long and very full Index which I have added

will, I hope, make reference to this book easy-

My thanks are also due to Messrs, Q, A. Cmiio,

S. J. WadJow ar.d the Readers of the staff of

Messrs. Harrison &. Sons, Ltd., for many practical

suggestions which 1 have gladly adopted.

E. A. Wallis Budge.

21st October, 3930 ,

S, Blooms bitry Street,

Bedford Square, W.C,i,



CHAPTER I.

THE UNIVERSAL USE OF AMULETS DUE TO MAN'S
BELIEF IN THE EXISTENCE OF DEMONS AND
EVIL SPIRITS.

In every piaee in our own country and in foreign

lands where excavations nn the sites of ancient

cities have been nmde, the spade of the excavator

has brought to fight a. number of objects of various

kinds and sizes which we may call generally

Amulets and Talismans* and regard as the works
of men who were believers in Magic. The use of

these objects was not confined to any one place,

or people, or period* and the great mass of the

evidence about the matter now available justifies

the statement that the use of amulets and. talismans

was and, it may be added, still is, universal. We
may even go further and say that if is coeval with

the existence of Homo sapiens on the earth. It is

natural to ask why amulets and talismans sure so

numerous, and so widely distributed over the earth,

and what purpose they served ? Tire answer to

these questions is not far to iuek, Early man lived,

days of misery and nights of anxiety and fear, nut

to say terror. To feed himself and Iris woman and
their children was often difficult, and to avoid or

overcome the beasts and reptiles which were his

natural enemies must have taxed his wit and

strength to the uttermost ;
and the fear of the

unknown dangers of the darkness and night* when
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the "beasts oi prey were prowling round liis cave

or his thicker, added greatly to bis misery. In

some places the vicissitudes oi climate laid an

fjuj-e ivf ehf! very aarly Babytool ch Ueciub Htinrtubt. wliO*e .'pic* was liic

that of a itntltt, and WilCSR breath ll'kc ? hunriciiTM!. He w:u oxsu-

(|ue;ed by tl]gan'il i tl, King of Hnsth. rod itnkid'n . Thu faiM i.3 fQL'JllCt] Of

a sLagl* reused line, the twistinga of which. ™ptsE*iL? the flonuoLution? of

Lh-0 ciutjmK .T,nd fane, tliu feuturtfl. Hew tho doJTKHl ante to have a£s

fB5C repr-ssmtcc ttmi la OteCuSEOd by Srputv Stu-ni lh the LivtipKj]
y&l. xi. p. [Q7 f.

Thu above tracing mada from P5n.cs V of the nf lh4

Ha^tli Afiptif S July, JB2S, ia pubbabed wil.Ii. the kind permission

of rho Couo-ii pf the haciiftv. ThS PriClhHJ 5 in the British M^iujiL...
' Mt 1IW37.

additions! burden upon him and he had to be ever

on the watch in order to frustrate the attacks of

his human enemies. The physical difficulties which
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he laced and triumphed ever ware indeed sufficient

to trouble and exhaust him ; but, though why lie did

so is inexplicable,, lie proceeded to fashion in bis

mind a. whole host of invisible* hostile beings

devils, demons and. evil spirits.. These., he

believed, not only had the power to curse him and

everything he had, but also 10 cast upon him and

Ids woman and beasts the Evil Eve, and he went

daily and hourly in terror lest they should do 50.

attributed all his bodily ilia and ailments to the

operations of the evil spirits, and any and every mis-

fortune that might befall any member of hit family

and bis servants and ocher possessions. He attri-

buted horrible forms to them, and thought them

capable of assuming any disguises, animal or human,

which would enable 1 hem to work their wicked wills

on him. The men and women who openly made

themselves servants of the evil spirits he regarded

as MAGICIAHs and witches, and he believed that

they as wdl as the evil spirits could, at will, do

him incalculable harm, and compass his death.

As time went on lbs tear of evil spirits did not

diminish; on tike ocher hand., it increased, arid

each generation became more devil-ridden than

its predecessor. The civilized Sumerians, Baby-

lonians. and Egyptians, like the savages or half-civil-

ized peoples who were their neighbours, were as

much obsessed bv the fear of evil spirits as their

savage ancestors who had lived in Mesopotamia

and Egypt some thousands at years before them.

This, in the case of the Sumo darts and Babylonians,

is made quite dear by the great Legend of the

Creation, written in cuneiform, which has come

down to us.
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THE EVIL SPIRITS OT BABYLONIA.

According to this Legend the great primeval,

watery abyss called Afs# WAS "the home of both

devils and gods. j.e. evil spirits and good spirits
;

the abyss and its inhabitants had existed from ever-

lasting. The evil spirits had hideous forms, part

animal, paid bird, part reptile and part human ;

the good spirts were in The image of men. Alter a

countless scries of aeons had passed two gods

appeared, AhsraK and Ki$Ha& and they performed

some preliminary act of creation, and after another

very long period of time had elapsed the great gods

of Babylonia, among them Anu, the Sty-god, B£l,

the Earth-god., and Ea, god of the watery abyss,

came into being. These gods began the work of

ordering Creation, and in so doing caused Apsti to be

greatly troubled. This god saw with dismay that

chaos, of which be was the symbol and typo was

doomed to disappear as a result of the operations of

the gads, and he took counsel with TiaMaT ar.d

began to evolve plans to destroy the works and powers

of the gods. Tiamat is shown by native reliefs and

figures to have had the scaly body of a Typhonic
animal or serpent, and to have possessed wings and

claws. She was the personification of all evil, yet,

strange to say, she was the “ mother of everything,”

and was the keeper of the Tablet of Destinies,

probably a sort of talisman by means of which she

preserved her being , Arsti and TiAmat sent forth an
envoy called Mummtj to obstruct the work of liA, but

in. the fight which followed Ea was the conqueror.,

and Tl&MAT's plan was defeated and Apsft was
slain. Then Tiamat spawned a brood of devilish
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ministers, and she and her male counterpart KlNGU
collected their hosts ot evil beings, and made ready

tt) tight the gods
;
and the Tablet of Destinies

was transferred to TCOngu by TrAMAr to assist him
in gaining the victory over them.

The gods, feeling themselves unable to cope with

TiAmat, nominated Mauduk, their champion, and

having bestowed upon him all their powers this

god armed himscli with a bow
r
spear, a club and

a net* and set Out to do battle with Tiawat, When
Kingu saw Mamuk arrayed in his terrible panoply
of war, be was terrified and stumbled about and

took refuge in the body of TiAmat, and ail bis allies

became stupefied with fear. When Marduic ap-

proached TiaMaT she recited, the Spells and incanta-

tions which she believed J

.c> render him powerless,

but they had no effect upn him, Straightway he

cast hia net over her, and blow a gale of wind into

her through her mouth, and as soon as her body
was blown up [ike a bladder >n> drove his spear

through her hide, and she split asunder and her

womb fell out from her. lie took the TABLET of

Destinies from Kingu 's breast, and then one by
one he caught the Eleven Allies of Tiimat in his

net and trampled upon them. He smashed in the

skull of Ti A.MAT with bis dut and, having split hef

body into two parts, he fashioned the vault of

heaven out of one of them, and out of Lhe other he
constructed the abode of Ea or the World-Ocean.

This done, Makdiuc sei to work to arrange the

heavens and the earth and everything which i?

in them in the order in which they now are. As the

gods complained to turn that there was no one to

worship them or to bring offerings to them, MriRriuK,
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after consultation with the other gods, determined

to create man. lie proposed that one of the gods

should be sacrificed, so that the others might be

rendered free of service
r
and the gods decided that

KtWGTJ should suffer death because he had been the

commandcMn chief of the forces of evil winch had

opposed Maeduk. Thereupon Kihgu was seized

and bound in fetters, and slain, and La fashioned

man from his blood for the service of the gods, Man

therefore had in him the taint of evil which always

prompted him to evil ways and deeds.

The Babylonian story of the Creation makes it quite

clear that .\tAKDUK conquered nil the ringleaders of

the revolt against the gods, but he did not destroy

the hosts of evil utterly, and these remained in

existence to vex and harass and injure men who were

descended from the man who had been made from,

the evil blood of Krngu. Thus Majujuk's victory

was not complete and absolute, for he did not destroy

evil once and for all. He safeguarded himself and

lus fellow-gods, but men were left by him to he the

prey of the evil spirits which had escaped from his

wrath, The enormous number of day tablets in the

great Museums of the world, inscribed in cuneiform

with spells and incantations against devils and evil

spirits, prove that the Babylonians were far more

afraid of evil spirits than of their gods.

THE EVIL SPIRITS OF EGYPT.

The Literature of Ancient Egypt does not supply

us with any detailed account of the Creation,

but the texts scale briefly that there was a time

when nothing existed except a mass of dark and

inert water, of great and indefinite extent, called
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Ku or Nettlt. It was covered by dense darkness,

and was the abode of a- god called hi it b-erdj a r p

who existed there either in the form of a liquid or

essence, or in name only, and ol A host of creatures

in Typhonic forms who are called “ Mesu Beishu,"

Thff grvl IChdptMTV. i.H. tS* " GuncTaiDt." in thu Emu dE 1 bwEle-lkJCUGlcdi

aca-iid in hi* pluuihlfll ur " s(*ifiL " IxfeL, which IS frilling over lius

(rfilKra u? rtn- primeval Ocean «ulf'j X.f nr QThiU- Mctiijn was given Li*

IttC brat by tbs hawk jujiScd pidill-E which poSMSbrii iua$jCdL jow*r..

*,£, Spawn of rebellious malice, TJbe god took

counsel wHt'n his heart, and possessing magical

power thefts) J
he uttered his own name as a Spell

or word of power, and lie straightway came into

being under the form of the god Khkferaj and

began the work of creation. Ike inert powers of
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evil were disturbed by his actions and at once began

to oppose him actively. The making of light was

the first act of creation, and the fight between Set,

the personification of darkness and night and evil,

and Id er-ur, the personification of light and day

and night, began, The Day was established! but So

was the Night, and thus matters stood lor a long

period. Kunt'EftA next Created a god, Shu, and a

goddess, Tetnut, from matter ejected from his

body, and thus was formed the first, triad or TftlHlTY.

The work of creation proceeded rapidly and the

heavens and the earth were fashioned
;

the sun,

moon, and slam were assigned their places in* the

sky, men and women were formed from the tears

which dropped from the eyes of Khephra, and

animals, birds and reptiles appeared on the earth.

Then Set collected his powers of darkness and evil,

and waged war against the Sun-god R,\ and was

defeated. He next set the monster A par in the

eastern part of the cky so tliat he and his allies

might destroy tho Sun-god RA, and prevent him

rising upon our world. Ra sent forth his rays and

darts of fire and scattered the allies of A pep, and

he cast a spell upon Afef himself which paralysed

him and reduced him to impotence. The Sun-god

rose in the heavens triumphantly and continued his

course across the sky until the evening, when he

disappeared into the darkness of night, But when

he wished to rise on the following morning he found

all his enemies lying in wait for him, for Ape? had

recovered his strength and surrounded himself with

his oid allies, and the fight with the Sun-god was

renewed and enacted daily. Thus JSa never gained

fin absolute victory over Apep, and he failed to
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slay him, and as a result his evil spirits were able

to attack men and in harm them spiritually and

physically

In spite of the high character of their religion, the

Egyptians found it necessary to bum daily a wax
figure of Anur in the great temple of Amum-Ra at

Thebes, and to recite numerous spells in order to

prevent ihat monster from obstructing the Course

I'jsuTjj Oil: mind, and innfji:r nf R.T.

Rt, the soltoreabed, iiujfjrJaU-tii, liK Wocd-Bod, thm-ig-li whcSi utl.ijr-

and#veriaatin*Sim-iiisd,wbocii ,

.iBn3 ancE* mil thm.ja materia] con« iittio

hie materia) body ojme in-ta ttuvj. Hfl HlL'fFi^d writing and
beti;i£ by yian.Diir.LLnu -'-is UWJI W3A Ibf. fitat writer of ma^Sai Slid

seem kaki, v»biah v^-.s unknown rniRirus books, and tbe runner ol

to mortal evtr. sprilt, ibtanbatJOQB, cts.

of the Sun-god and from working destruction upon

themselves through the operations of the spirits of

evil. The Egyptians embraced Christianity in the

first century of our Era, but retained their belief

in evil spirits and in the efficacy of amulets and

tatisrnans, and magic, as means of defence against

them
;
and they believe this at the present day.

The greater number of the modem Egyptian? are
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Muhammadans, but though they confess many times

daily their belief in the aJ might taess of AllAh
r
their

fear of evil spirits is very great, and they resort to

many forma of magic for protection, for themselves,

and their families and their beasts and cattle.

EVIL SPIRITS IN CHRISTIAN" LANDS.

Several Christian Apocrypha contain the state-

ments based upon Hebrew traditions written after

the Captivity, that God created nine classes of

argots who were divided into three groups, viz,

I. Cherubim, Seraphim, and Thrones. 2, Lords *

Powers and Rulers. 3. Prindpolities, Archangels

and Angels. The Egyptian and Ethiopian Churches

bold the view that MICHAEL, n
tile angel of the

Face," was the commander-in-duef of all these

angers, and that he and all the angels of his class

were created during the first hour of the sixth day
of Creation, i.s. on Friday. But another class of

angels, the tench, was created on that day, towards

the evening, and its commander was SatnaTLl or

Satan. The creation of Adam followed that of the

angels, and when Satan saw the great honour which

God bestowed upon the first man he was filled with

wrath, A week later he usurped the honour due to

God, and declared war on the hosts of the Almighty.

These consisted of horsemen, shield-bearers, chario-

teers, torch-bearers, dagger-bearers, axe-bcarers,

cross-be&ntrs, limp -bearers and slingers, in number
about 4,100,000 beings of fire. The angels uttered

their battle cries and prepared to fight
j
but Satan

charged them and put them to flight ; the divine

hosts reformed and renewed the light, but Satan,

charged them and put them to flight a second time.
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God then sent to His hosts a Cross of Lijght on which

was inscribed the names of the Three Persons of

the Trinity, and when Satan and Ids devils saw this,

their strength oozed out of them and they became

faint, and turned their backs and fled, MICHAEL
and the angels pursued them, and drove them
dow n into helE

r
where they are still believed to dwell

by many Christian copies, None of the founders

of the great religions of the world have attempted

to teach their followers that the Devil, "by whatever

name he may be called, and the spirits of evil have

been, destroyed. In some religions systems the

Devil and God have been regarded as almost equal

though opposing powers, and there have not been

wanting peoples, e,g, the YazSuIs, who worshipped the

Devil, And even in Europe there arc many more

adherents to Satanism than is commonly thought.

The mind of primitive man was not snfficie fitly

advanced to enable him to understand, stories of

the tight between the Devil and God, flfi- Darkness

and Evil, and Good and Light, such as have been

described in the preceding paragraphs, si ill less to

invent them. It seems, to have been instinct rather

than reason which directed him :o the use of amulets

and talismans as a means of defence against the Evil

F.ye and the attacks of evil spirits, and which induced

him to believe that the things which he chose as

amulets possessed some annate power to protect him.

But before further consideration of this question we

must try to find out what the words
** amulet " and

"
i a! isman 1

really mean and, supposing we can And

their correct, or even probable, meanings, whether

they will tell us what was the idea in the mind of

primitive man which underlay his use of amulets.
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" amulet and if
talisman/'

The word AMULET is borrowed from the Latin

amulStum, which we find irt Pliny
,
who uses the

word to indicate (i) an object which preserves a

man from some trouble
; (2} medical or prophylactic

treatment
;

and [3) a substance used in medicine.

He says that the European cyclamen prevents ail

magical arts from coming near the place where it

is planted, and that it is therefore called
”
amulet

”

(
N(U . Hist., xxv. p. 115) j

that if a living bat be

carried round the house, and nailed to a window with

its head downwards, it will ad as an amulet
'

[ibid., xxix. p. S3)
;
the large, indented horns of the

scarabaeus, attached to the bodies of infanta, have

all the virtues of an 11 amulet " [ibid., xxx, p, 130) ;

it is useful CO tsc a piece of amber to delicate children

as an
J

' amulet
,J

{ibid.
f
xxvii, p. 51) ; ah over the

East men wear jasper as an “ amulet
IJ

f
ibid,, xxvii.

p. 1 17) ;
in connection with ihe use of another

"amulet/ 1

the user Lad to Spit upon urine and

into the shoe of the right foot xxviii, p, SS)
;

the blood 0 1 the basilisk is regarded as a remedy for

various diseases, and as an " amulet ' which will

protect a man from spells and incantations (ibid,,

xxbc. p. 66) ;
the gall of a black dog is an “ amulet

J '

for the whole house, if it be cleaned or fumigated

therewith (xxxi, p. S2). One ancient writer thought

that " amulet
JJ was equivalent to ''phylactery,"

and according to another it meant something which

drove away the Evil Eye
]

but no one seems to

have known the exact meaning of the wrord. Some

have connected " amulet
J

' with the sacramental

vessel called and others with a knot
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or band, and upvkuv.or aniyfimi, but .It is unlikely

that any one of these suggested derivations, except

the last, will 1w accepted. In many books it is

stated that " amulet
,J

is derived from the Arabic
Idrndla, which the Lexicographer Dozy says is the

word for the cord by wluch an amulet is suspended
from the- neck, as well as for the amulet itself,

Hoflejr thought that
ri

amulet " was derived from
some last Etruscan word, or from an Etruscan word
to which the Latin suffix Ho was added. Smlignlakw

(Heil tjW Scftuizmittel, Stuttgart, igzo, p. 26
j

is

cf opinion that " amulet ''
is derived from the Old

Latin AJiOLETUM, i.a. a
M means of defence,.

1

’ ar.d

this derivation seems to me to be the best of those

which have been suggested.

We shaL never knew exactly whaL meaning was
attached to the word M

amulet " by its inventor, or

by those who first used one, or even by Pliny, but

clearly it was different from the meaning which WC
attach to it to-day. To us an " amulet " is an object

which is endowed with magical powers, and which of

its uwjl acorud uses these powers ceaselessly on be-

half of the person who carries it, ur causes it to be
laid up in his hou&e, or attaches it to some one of his

possessions, to protect him and his belongings from

the attacks of evil spirits or from the Evil Eye.

As for
<f
Talisman/' the derivation and meaning

of this strange ward are difficult to determine.

It is found in Arabic under the forms ttiasm and
tiUasm, plura" tcd&sim

t folasmcit and filnssam&t, and
the root falisam means r<

to make marks like a

magician/' But there is little evidence that the

Arabs borrowed the word from the Greek r^Wjua,

one of the meanings of which is a “ consecrated
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religions object,” Tiic object of the talisman is

quite different from that o f the amulet. The amulet

is supposed to exercise its protective powers on

behalf of the individual or ihijig continually, whereas

the talisman es only intended to perform one specific

task. Thus a talisman niav be placed in the ground

with money or treasure, which it is expected to

protect and to do nolliing else. But t he line which

divides the amulet from the talisman has rarely

been observed by any people who regard such things

as parts of the machinery of magic, and in modem
limes the use and meanings of the two objects arc

generally confounded, even "by educated folk who

are superstitious. And the experts are not agreed on

the subject.

BULLA, TASCttfUM AND fETJSH.

Bulla %vas the name given to a certain land of

amulet by the Romans and Christians during the

early centuries of our Era
;

its primary rneaTLisig

is some object which is rounded and inflated or

swollen, s.g. a bubble, the bo^s of a shield, a metal

stud, the head of rail or door-bolt, etc. This amulet

was made of wood or metal, and was worn by the

living as an ornament, and also buried with the dead
;

in shape it resembled a flat, rounded capsule, with

a little loop aL the top. When made of metal it

was o fieri engraved with magical figures and inscrip-

tions, and it was filled with some substance to which

magical powers and properties were attributed,

this substance being the real amulet. Thus the

complete Bulla was
_

an amulet in its case. The

substance in the case was called praebii, and

was composed of various ingredients, each of which
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was believed to dove away evil from the wearer and

to defeat the machinations of witches and magicians.

The Christians (Copts) of AkhmIm in Upper Egypt
tied bullae to the necks of their dead, and they

contained dust from a saint's tomb, or dust made
from saints" bones, or some small bone or other

sacred relic.

The Greeks and Romans believed firmly that

certain men had the power to harm their fellows,

and oven to Idll them, and to destroy cattle by

looking at them The Greek ^aa-HAonw means to

kill with a glan.CC of the eye," The amulet used

against the EvjL Eye if ^ao-vetto? was called

Baskanion or Pkobaskanion, and Fa sot hum. and

it was usually in the form oi the PHALLUS, As

children were specially liable to he attacked by the

Evil Eye, models of the phallus were hung round

theiT necks {Varro, De- Lingua Lai., vih pp. gy, IQ 7).

it was used as, a house-amulet and was also placed

in gardens, and in front of blacksmiths' forges, and

even under chariots. Other names of the phallus

amulet were muiomwm, SCaevak, and Saiyrica tignu /

for the last name see Pliny, Nat. HisL
t
xix. p. 19, |i.

FETISH

The word FETISH is of Portuguese origin. Some

derive if from ” feitico," i.t. somdjnng which is

made by the hand, and is therefore regarded as

artificial., and unnatural, and later the wrord comes

to mean magical
;

others derive it from
**

faticedra/"

i.t.
if
witch,” or from " iaticaria*" i f.

n witch-

craft ,

' * The word was, as D R. NASSJ-Q says, ariginally

applied to the amulets and talismans, crucifixes,

crosses, rosaries, images of saints, relics, etc., which
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.were in use- among the Roman Catholic natives on
the west coast oi Afnca in the XVth and XVIth
centuries. The natives themselves used quite other

words to describe their amulets and talismans which
they regarded as

JJ
Medicine/* because rhcy healed

sicknesses as well as warded oft evils, Thus
we have "Gri-gri/

1

"JujuT "Wcing
r

IJ " Monda/"
11
Mkissi/

J “Eiang/* etc.

The religions of the negro peoples on the wed-
coast of Africa and elsewhere is commonly known
as Fetishism. According to some travellers and
students, the natives believe that the fetish con-

tains a god or spirit which the priest can keep
there and command to do his will

;
but such

is not tire case. This view is the result of a
misconception, and is due to the teachings of the

Christian imssionaries who die not understand the

natives' views about the fetish, or realize Lhe fact

that it only contained medicine. There is no doubt,

as Selicmanij Says, that there are two kinds of

fetishes, viz. the natural or simple fetish, and the

artificial fetish, which is either charged or impreg"

nated with
11

medicine/' i.s, some substance which
is supposed to possess magical properties and to be

aiso prophylactic in character. The simpti fetish

corresponds roughly to our amulets and talismans,

and Ute objects forming them are simple m nature,

and are easily made, and they product their effects

by means of the native power which dwells in them.

They arc commonly employed for household pur-

poses. The artificial fetish contains two Substances,

viz, the substance which possesses magical powers,

and the
if
medicine/' which is really an extract, or a

decoction, or an essential form of some wdll-known
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medicine. The choice of the magical substance is

the secret of the medicine man, and tie alone decides

what magical substance and what f
' medicine ” to

mix together in order to obtain the result desired by
the man or woman who wants the fetish. Like

modern physicians in England and Europe, each,

medicine man has his own particular methods in the

making of fetishes, and there are fetish specialists

In Africa as there are specialist physicians In Harley

Street,

The medicines used by the medicine man
are substantially the same as those mentioned in

Egyptian Medical Papyri, and medical tablets

written in cuneiform, arid in Arabic and Ethiopian

Books of Medicine. One of the most complete Hats

of such medicines is given by PkCKUEL Lqesche,

who enumerates Leases, flowers, juices, fruits,

roots, rinds of fruits and vegetables, bushes, trees,

and climbing piant-S ;
the gall, whiskers and dung

of leopards, chc gall of the crocodile, heads of snakes,

frogs, lizards, turtles, and fish
;

crabs, scorpions,

and all kinds of reptiles, the eyes, brains, livers and

feathers of certain birds ;
hides, hair, paws, and dung

of beasts which are swift, strong and courageous;

teeth, horns and bones; resin, coloured earths*

spitrie, salt, powder of red-wood, the milk of women
and the urine of virgins No part of a man or a

pig is used in “ medicine
M

for fetish purposes. The

substance possessing the magical powers may be laid

upon objects of dress, or placed in a purse or bag, or

laid up for safety in the figure of a man or animal

;

and it is believed that the
t!
medicine " administered

will be more efficacious if it also contains the personal

strength of the medicine marl hira&df.
B
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The objects with which the medicine man sur-

rounds liimself or hangs upon his person are very

numerous, and among them may he mentioned :
—

Mussel-shells, talons of birds and claws of animals,

teei.li, horns, feathers, locks or tufts of hah, strips

of leather, cords, string, rags, bugs, pieces of earth,

balls of resin, leaves, fruits, plates, dishes, bottles,

pms, chains, baskets, stumps of wood rolls of cloth,

hies of sacking, boxes, images made of wood, metal,

bones, ivory, figures of apes, leopards, serpents,

crocodiles, hippopotami, elephants, men, etc. Many
of the fetishes on the west coast of Africa are

decorated with pieces of looking-glass or mirrors,

which are placed on the body, hack or front, or on

the face, and sometimes mirrors take the places of

eyes in the large fetish figures. Mirrors were

introduced into the country by the Christian

Europeans, and the natives at once associated

them with
rJ

white man's magic/' and made use of

them in the way here Stated ir. order to increase

the power nf their own magic. Another form of the

fetish figure also seems to be due to the missionaries

who brought with them pictures oi the Cruel fraon

.

On the coast of LOANGO the natives made a wooden

figure in the form of a man, and drove nails into it

until the whole body was covered with nails and

fragments of iron
;
one such

c

’"nail-fetish
11 r

mentioned

by Sdigmann had a crown of thorns fixed on its

head, and small box- shaped attachments in which

the
"
medicine " was placed. Some authorities

think that the medicine man who made such figures

borrowed the idea of the box-shaped attachments

from the reliquaries of the Roman Catholic mis-

sionaries.
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THE ORIGIN AJND DEVELOPMENT Of THE AMULET.

The amulet? worn by primitive men and women
were made of simple natural substances, and at

first were chosen simply because they were of

unusual form and colour, or because thoir substance

was new to them, The oldest amulets were the
objects which roused marl's -curiosity, or excited his

wonder and atl miration „ and his natural love of

possession [ad dim to make them his own property,

and to take them to his dwelling. Among such

objects were leaves of unusual form and colour,

berries, nuts, and fruits, and the seeds and roots of

trees and plants. Any strange vegetable growth,

e.g. mandragora roots, always possessed a strong

fascination for him. Ea the same way stones of

unusual colours, or having markings on them, or

veins of different colours -running through them,

e.g. the marbles and the agates, or containing

pyrites, or having striae in them, were promptly

taken possession of by him, and carried home. A
stone which had become perforated naturally was
especially prized by him, and to the fust man who
threaded such a stone on grass, or on a thong cut

from the skin of some animal, and then hung it

round liis neck, belong? the credit of having intro-

duced the wearing of amulet? into die world. The

perforated stone suggested to him the boring of

other stones which lie used as amulets, and which

he could then hang on his body, and next the per-

foration of the bead? which his women up to that

time had attached to their bosoms by means of mud.

At a very- early period the properties ot rock-salt,

rock-alnm, and rock-crystal would add to the

a £
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attraction af their a-ppear ance, and the sparkle in them

probably suggested dimly to him that they possessed

Ilie like himself, The portions of their bodies with

which animals and reptiles slew their prey also

attracted his attention ,
and hence the horns, claws,

teeth and tails of animals, and the skin of serpents,

were used as amulets at a very early period. The

dwellers an the sea-coast, arid on lakes filled with

fish, marie amulets of shells and parts of fishes;

and little fingers, toes, eyes, phalli and hair of

human heings have been regarded as powerful

amulets in many countries. Objects coloured white,

blue, rod and yellow have more often been chosen,

as amulets than those which were grey or brown or

black. As soon as man learned the art of working'

In metals lie made many amulets, in many forms,

in gold, silver, copper and iron. When he had learned

to write figures of men, animals, birds, fish, trees and

plants cut in stone or wood, or drawn upon some sub-

stance which served as a writing material, were also

used by him as amulets
;
and at lef-gtb large stones

covered all over with inscriptions, pyramids, the

walls of the corridors and chambers of which were

covered with hundreds of 15 nes of text, tombs, disc ribed

coffins and rolls of papyri, volumes of sacred writings,

obelisks, colossal stone figures, etc., wrere considered

as amulets, and were expected to protect in one way
or another those who caused them to be made.

We shall never know accurately what primitive

loan expected his various amulets to do for him,

or how he thought they worked for his good, but

it is quite clear from the number and variety of

them that there was no one amulet which he believed

to be capable of protecting him from ev£ry danger.
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We Tii ay divide amulets into two classes :

{i) Personal and Individual, and
{
2)

General.

The mast important of the personal class were those

which protected a man from sickness and disease,

and preserved and increased his natural strength

and virility, especially in the procreation of children.

Another important group comprised those which

protected the pregnant woman and preserved her

fTom miscarriages, and gave her easy delivery, and

a full and regular Supply of milk when nursing her

children. The male child was protected by amulets

either attached to his neck or hidden in some portion

of his apparel, and the female child by amulets laid

upon or tied to various parts o f her body. Special

dangers, &.g. plague, pestilence, sun-stroke, death

by lightning and the attacks of wild beasts, scorpion

stings, snake-bite, wounds Inflicted in battle, drown-

ing, etc., had to be guarded against by special

amulets- The mariner carried amulets to preserve

him from shipwreck and death by sea-monsters, the

business man relied on amulets to give him success

in his trafficking, and in amulets the caravan man
sought safety for himself and his asses or camels.

'Hie crops of" the firmer were protected by amulets

placed either in the earth or hung above (hem, and

amulets were attached to the horns or foreheads

of prominent boasts in his herds, and amuietic

signs wrere marked on certain members of his flocks

to frighten wild beasts away from them. It was

necessary for every amulet to he powerful enough

to overcome the influence of the Evil Eye, and every

attack of the evil spirits which were regarded els the

instigators of every sickness
r
disease, accident, mis-

tomme and calamity.
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Among General Amulets may "be included

those which were hidden in the walk of houses or

under them, and those which were placed at the

entrances to the villages, and in certain part* of

them. Primitive man judged the potency of an

amulet by results. If, having adopted a certain

object as an amulet, his aiiairs prospered and

he remained in good health, his belief in it was

increased end lie regarded it as a precious possession,

and Ids neighbours congratulated him On his good

iortune. But it Ids affairs did not prosper and

trouble came upon him, his belief in the amulet

ceased, and he abandoned it in favour of another.

Amulets might be lost or stolen, and hi such

cases, it seems, they either lost their beneficent

powers or withheld them from their finders or new
owners.

Why certain objects were chosen as amulets is

quite clear in some cases, but in others we can only

guess at the reasons. Thus a man carried iho daws
and teeth of Hons and tigers end other savage and

powerful animals because be believed they would

add to his strength in fighting wild beast* and human
foes. He thought that the feathers of birds would

add to five rapidity of Iris movements, and swiftness

in attacking man and beast, and mike his eyesight

more keen. An amulet of serpent &kin would add

to ins craftiness and cunning in the chase and so on.

Same amulets may be described as homoeopathic,

for
c<
medicine

rj made from yellow coloured plants

and flowers., and wuter in which yellow stones; had

been washed, was given to patients suffering from

jaundice, and red stones were worn to stop bleedings,

blood fluxes and wounds frOnl bleeding overmuch.
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Tn other words, it was believed that there was some
intimate connection or relationship between the

yellow plant and stone and the yellow ooluur of the

body a Evicted with jaundice. Similarly, the red

colour of the stone and blood were thought to be
connected, and so on. Various explanations of

the use oJ homoeopathic and other amulets by
savages and semi -civilized peoples have been given

by scientific anthropologists, bat none of them can
be made to explain the use of all the known kinds of

anmEets, and it is more than probable that nil are

wrong.

The truth seems to be that primitive man
believed that every object which he used as an
amulet possessed, either as a result of its natural

formation nr through the operation of some super-

natural spirit which had incorporated itself in it, a

power which to him was invisible. It was thus

power, which existing in everything, animate and
inanimate, turned every object into an amulet,

and as such it became a prized possession. This

power was,, so to speak, brought info activity otr

operation by the person who carried it, and then

it performed his wish and will. The amulet was

no longer merely passive matter, but an operating

force. This ['once or power 3s called by the Mela-

nesians and Polynesians
J
' Mina/

1

and the greatest

authority on magic and religion in the Pacific,

the Rev. R, 11. Codrington, deserihes it thus :

Cl

Alina is a power or influence, not physical, and
in a way supernatural

; but it shows itself in physical

force, or in any kind of power or excellence which

a man possesses. This Mana. is not fixed in any-

thing, and can be carried in almost anything
;
hut
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spirits,. whether disembodied souls or supernatural

beings, have it and can impart it, and it essentially

belongs to personal beings to Originate it, though it

may act through the medium of water, or a stone, or

a bone " (The- Melanesians, Oxford, 1831, p. 113).

It works to affect everything which is beyond the

ordinary power of men, outside the common pro-

cesses of nature, it is present in the atmosphere of

life, attaches itself to persons and to things, and is

manifested by results which can only be ascribed

1 0 .its operation . W i. sards, doctors,weather mongers

,

prophets
j

diviners, dreamers, all alike, everywhere
in the islands work by this power {ibid., p. 192),
|J

Mana is the stuff through which magic works
;

it is not rha trick itself, hut the power whereby the

sorcerer does the trick
11

(E. Clodd, Magic in Names.

London* iq^Oj p. y).

From the practical point 0 i view Mima may be

used either for good or evil, and healing medicine

and poison are alike regarded as Mina. In

short, ail traffickings with the unseen and occult,,

whether Licit or illicit, involve Ifhna. As regards

the meaning to be attached \o M&na from a

scientific point of view, Dr. R. kb 'Marett says;
* f There is no reason why, for the general purposes

of comparative science, Mina should not be taken

to cover ah cases of magico-religious eflieacVj

whether the efficacy be conceived as automatic or

derived, j.e, as proceeding immediately from the

nature of the sacred person or tiling, or mediately

because a ghost or spirit has put it into the person

or thing in question
rJ

(HASTINGS' Encyclopaedia,

voh yiil, p. 377, col. 2). We may then say that

every effective amulet was believed to possess Mina,
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wdiich re-actcd to the Mina and will c-sr wish of its

possessor, and that it is this belief, whether formu-

la Led or not, which has induced man in all ages to

rdy upon amulets for protection and assistance.

This belief was the outcome of men’s feat of

unseen evil spirits and their works, and the Evil

Eye, and tills fear is as real and powerful in some
countries at the present day as it was in primitive

times.

We may rest assured that as soon as the medicine

man, or magician, saw that his fellow men needed

amulets, he promptly took means to supply them,

and that ho spared, himself no pains in proving to

them that he alone was able Lo supply them with

" genuine
JJ

amulets, i.e. those winch contained

Mhna and were able to fulfil their owner's desires.

He claimed that lie himself was filled with M&na,

which had been incorporated in him by his ancestral

-spirits, that he was able to hold converse with every

kind of spirit, good and hart, and that be knew their

walls and was able tu influence their actions; and in

addition tu tills he claimed to have special knowledge

of ihe various natural objects which contained Mina,

and how to add to that ilhnft the M&na which

was inherent in himself. And when the medicine

man, or magician, died his colleagues nr successor

proclaimed that magic could be worked not only

by parts of his body, bur also by his apparel and

possessions, and even by the earth or dust from

the place where he was buried. In fact, each and

every object that had belonged to him or was con-

nected with him possessed Mftna, and ivas a powerful

amulet. It is this belief that makes the boatman

on the Nile in Nubia tie a little bagful of dust
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from. Kubeah Ixufts to the bows of his boat to save

him from shipwreck in the Third Cataract. The

Nestorian caravan-men at MOSUL and in its neigh-

bourhood carry wi th them dust from the tomb of

Rabhan HoemIzd at Al-K6sie, and the Jacobites

seek proteett on in the dust from the tomb of Mar
Mattal The Persian Muslims carry away dust

from thE tomb of their saints at Karbala, and the

Arabs make amulets of the dust from the tomb of

Muhammad the Prophet, The cult of the relics gf

saints springs from the belief that their bodies,

whether hying or dead, possessed Mana, and in

the Middle Ages at least men did not seem Lo care

whether the relics were genuine or “ faked.” This

is proved by Sellgmann, who states [op. p, 49)

that the praoputium Christ! .is shown in Rome,.

Ckaeroux, Antwerp, Par:?, RfittaGE, Boulogne,
Bksancgn, Rancy, Metz, Le Puy, Con'ques,

Hiuoesheih and Calcutta, and is venerated as a

genuine relic.

The M&na which existed naturally in objects

which were chosen for amulets was, so to speak,

increased and
rt
fixed " by the formulas or spells

which the magician pronounced over them. In

other words, the spell itself was M&na, and if the

object* were without Mina before its utterance, from

the moment the words were spoken they became
" working'

1

' amulets. Words, like blood and hair,

and saliva, contained Mina and without the utter-

ance of the formula or spell no
tf
medicine " had

or could have any good, still less full, effect. When
the priest, in course of time, superseded the

magician, the prayer superseded, the spell. The

spell wa1; a command, the prayer an entreaty. We
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are justified in assuming that spells were Transmitted

orally from one generation oi magicians to another

for many centuries, and evim after men learned the

art of writing the conservative magician would cling

to the methods of his predecessors and refuse to mate
use of the new-fangled invention, 13 at at length

he realized that hjs spells were made permanent:

by the written characters, and the inscribed amulet,

or " CHARM," as it is often calfedL Came into

being.

The Sumerians, Babylonians and Assyrians
wrote their spells on clay tablets, which were often

baked in furnaces ;
the Egyptians wrote them on

papyri, slabs of calcareous stone, potsherds (ostralca),

and figures of wood, stone and wax, and cut them
on wooden tablets and oil large stone stelae, e.g. the

Mettemich stele; the Jews wrote them on parch*

ment and, in the Middle Ages, on paper and on

terra-cotta bowls
;

the Gnostics and Greeks cut

hem on semi-precious stones
;

the J
j
e-:r 5 ’ank and

Arabs1 cut them on tablets of agate, onyx, carneiian

and schist, and wrote them on the skin of the un-

born gazelle and on parchment and paper ;
the

Japanese bum thorn into wood * the Chinese

wTote them on silk paper
;
and the Indians inscribed

them on plates of copper and wrote them on

palm leaves and hark paper. Copies of magical

texts are now multi plied by means of the printing

press, and the ordinary paper oi commerce has

1 The Arabs wrote copies oi scrrtfi Gt Him Sfl rails of thi

itur'an on the flat bone? of sheep and oxen, and ih:c examples

nf these, with legible Arabic inscriptions on them, preserved

jr. the British Museuni (in the Depart oient of Oriental

Manubciipts).
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superseded parchment, wood, palm Leaves and
bark paper.

The IXK which the ancient writers of magical

formulas used was generally black or ted. lit copies

of the Egyptian Rook of the Dead, which are written

in hieroglyphs, the Instructions concerning the per-

formance of Tries and ceremonies which folluw

certain Chapters, and are usually called " Rubrics/
J

are written in red ink. In the Book of OvEit-

twrOwinG Apep it is ordered that the name of this

fiend is to be written in green ink.

Atwtit.et CASES.

In many countries the possessor of an amulet
carries 7us treasure in a box made of precious metal,

or in a little bag made of silk, or linen., or clot

l

l

or leather, his idea in the first place being to protect

it from injury and contamination, and in the second

place to keep it out of the sigh! of evil spirits and
men and women possessing the Evil Eye, This is

also the case when a book containing magical cr

sacred texts was regarded as an amulet. The
Egyptian inserted his papyrus Book of the Dead
in a. painted Wooden figure of the god Osiris,

and a short extract from it in the wooden bases of

figures of PTAB>SEKE3t-AaAK
;

gold figures of the

gods when worn as amuletit pendants were enclosed

in cases of silver or some other metal, The
extracts from the Kur'an, which were written on

Jong strips of paper and were worn by Persian

women as pendants on their necklaces, wort inserted

in oblong silver cases inscribed with amuletic texts.

Ihe Arabs and Persians, whether nomads or

dwellers ii towns and villages, always keep their
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Kur'ans in cases, some of them being studded,

with jewels, and the Abyssinian wraps up

his Psalter, and his Book of the Praises of

Maty, and his amulets in many thick sheets of

leather.

Modem Oriental authorities on amulets impress

upon their clients the necessity of possessing marry

amulets, for according to them an amulet should

only "be expected to protect its owner from one

danger. Certain kinds of amulets should always be

in conia.ct with the skin, and should only be worn

on parts of the body where this is possible. These

may be placed on the scalp, or forehead, or fastened

to the ears, or set in necklaces and pectorals which

lie on the breast, or fixed by cords over the umbilicus

and genital organs, or tied on the upper part of the

left arm, or on the wrist, or at the base of the spine,

or on the leg below the knee. Amulets cd a more

general character may be carried, in the turban, or

fastened to the tarMsh or to the bat of the European,

or in a pocket or stitched into some part of the

apparel near the heart. The latter class may be

used with advantage for the protection, of the house

or of any special chamber in it by hanging them on

the walls, if they be tied to the bed of a sick man,

r placed in some position where he can see them,

they will bring about his recovery. It is good for

a rick man to drink the water in which they have

been dipped or washed. Tied to a pole set up in

an orchard they will increase the fruit-bearing power

of the trees, and prevent the fruit from being eaien

by birds and slugs and caterpillars ]f a pule with

the proper kind of amulets tied to it be ret up in a

held where crops afe growing, the crops will ripen
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satisfactorily. To protect homed cattle tie the

amulets to the horns, or fasten them in holts drilled

in the horns
;
ta protect sheep

fe
goats and pigs, tie

the amulets to their heads, or to that part of their

bodies where the tails join the back. Amulets

intended to avert the Evil Eye from, animals or

children must be large, and either made of some
bright coloured substance, or painted a bright colour.

In the bazars of CAIRO and Tanttah large blue-

glazed pottery beads, fully half an inch in diameter,

used to be sold to caravan men, who made handlers

of them and tied them to the foreheads of their

camels before they set out or. their journeys across

the desert. Tina natives believed that the baleful

glances of the Evil Eye would be attracted to the

beads,, and averted from the animals
;

strips of

red and green doth and bits of polished brass are

often used as amulets against the Evil Eye instead

of the blue beads. It is tolerably certain that

the brass bosses and ornaments which decorate

the harness of cart horses and shire-stallions
i-

were, like the great brass horns which rise

from their collars, originally intended to idiolect

the animal from the Evil Eye
;
but this fact has

been forgotten, and amulets have degenerated into

mere ornaments. Similarly the long fringes and

tassels which are now fastened to saddle- bags as

Ornaments in the East, represent the long, Imottcd

thongs of leather which were Lied to the saddle-

bags so that the sound of their striking together

when the horseman was riding fast might frighten

away evil spirits. In these, as an. many other

Cases, the true meanings of the ornaments have

been forgotten.
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FAKED AMULETS,

tt follows from the nature of the case, that in

countries where everyone wishes to possess an

amulet of one kind, or another, or many amulets,

that the magician must often find it difficult to

meet all the demands made upon him. It :$ then

that the pseudo-magician fends Ms opportunity,

and he makes and sells what the natives call " dead
11

amulets. All over the East forged amulets are

common. In Persia and TrAk we find forged seal-

cylinders and engraved stones, inscribed divining

howls and tablets and reliefs, and in Egypt forged

scarabs, rings, figures, jewellery, gents, papyri, etc,,

have been made and sold to both natives and

travellers for the last 150 years. During the

rebellion of the Mulidi in the Sdd&fi thousands of

his soldiers bought amulets purporting to con-

tain magical tests from the Kut'uu, and magical

prayer which, they believed, would protect them

and give them victory. The writer has seen many
of their leather cases cut open, and they contained

nothing but carefully folded blank sheets ul

paper, wrapped in An outer sheet inscribed " Bis-

millah;' i.fi.
" in the Name of God.” And the

Abyssinian peasant is often cheated in the same

way.

In connection with amulets may he mentioned

a series of objects which are regarded as brio gets of

luck and art known as
n MASCOTS," The word is

also applied to men and women who arc supposed

to be lucky in themselves and to bring luck ro others ;

it is derived from the French mascoitt and is pro-

bably cognate with the Provencal masco,
M
witch.

1 '
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It came into gqnecal use through Hie Comic Opera

t>f Audhaus called
" La Jiaacotto," where we have

the following

Un jour, lediable, ivre d'orgneiL
;

Choi sit dans sa grande chaudi&re

De$ demons qu J

avaient Tmauvais oeil

Kt les envoy a sur 3a terre f

Mai.=5 1e bon Dieu
t
not' protecteui:

Chianci il i'apprit, creant de suite

E>e=; anges qui porcaient bonheur,

Cli ez. nous les envoya bien yite J

Ces envoyt^s dn paradis.

Sont ties cnascottes, mes amis,

Hfiureui celui que le del dote

D r

une mascotte f

(Quoted by Seligmann, op. cit. t p. 30,)

Nearly every large motor car is provided with a

mascot taxed on the bonnet oi the radiator,, and

nearly evert' famous regiment has its m ascot
r
a goal,

or a beat, etc, The Tei&dy-bear is also regarded

as a luck bringer. it made its first appearance in an

American toy factory^ and was called “Teddy"
in honour of Roosevelt, then President of the

American Republic.



CHAPTER IL

AHAB AMU PERSIAN AMULETS AND TALISMANS.

The Arabs m all periods of their history have
worn amulets and talisman g to protect their bodies

and cattle and houses from the attacks of evil

spirits, and especially against the Evil Eye. The
amulets of the primitive Arabs., s.e. those who
lived before the Christian Era, were made of stone,

wood, and probably bone, and were, it would seem

from the few scattered notices about them which

have come down to us, uninscribed. The pagan

Aribs of the first six centuries of our Era followed

the example of their ancestors and wore arid made
use of many kinds of amulets and talismans, but they

associated with them ideas which were burrowed from

Hebrew, Egyptian, and Gnostic writings. Muhammad
himself sanctioned such borrowings, and in the Kurin
passed on to his followers the history of Solomon as a

magician, and a belief in the magical names of Allah.

The simplest form of amulet worn by the Arabs

and Persians in modem times consists of a piece

of paper on which is writ ten a short prayer, or

spell, or verse from the Kur'Swl, or a magical iia-inc

or names. The inscription must bo written by

a holy naan of some kind, on material chosen by
him, with black ink. Tire Cairenes and others

prefer to have the inscription written with ink

made in France or England because it ''bites
11

into the paper deeply. Native ink. charcoal and

water, Or burnt sheep's wool and water washes off

c
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the paper easily. When written upon the paper,

winch is believed to have acquired the magical

qualifies which the native to this day associates

with writing, is folded up and laid flat io a card-

hoard, or cheap leather, case, A cord is at

t

idled

to the case, which 1= either tied under the left arm
or hung round the neck. People of means and
position cause the magical texts, even Surahs from

the Karan, to be written on gazelle skin, preferably

on the skin of the unborn animal, and in such cases

the amulet is rolled up and carried in a metal tube,

made usually of Silver, A portion of a very elab-

orate amulet written on. the skin of art unborn kid

is reproduced on Plate T, Ko, i ; the original is in

my possession. The upper end is illuminated in

bright colours, in die style of ihe early nineteenth

century. The blocks of text are S drabs of the Kur'an,

written in red und black, with their titles in blue.

No. 2 on the same plate is a reproduction from ihe

firs: part of a paper amulet which was roiled up and

carried in a silver case. This amulet was written

in Persia and, judging by the paper* some tima in

the second half of the XVlIth century. Though
small, the writing is very clear and the floral design

is well executed. Miria Kirin, a Persian diploma-

tist,. for Some years resident in London, from whom
I purchased both amulets, sasd that he had never seen

a finer specimen of amuletic calligraphy

Amulet: c texts, qt talismans, were sometimes

written on thin sheets of lead which were folded

up flat and carried in metal cases, but examples of

such are veiy rare. Fragments of such amulets

have been found among the ruins of Babylon, side

by side with thin leaves of lead inscribed in Greek,
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The cases in which girts and women wear their

amulets are often of a very elaborate character

and a good, cliarad eristic example is shown on
Plate IT. Here we have a silver amulet case,

tlie outside of which is covered with texts from

the Kurin, and the long chain by which it

was suspended from the neck. The owner of the

case withdrew the amulet and kept it as a means
of protection for himself, but he sold the case

willingly : On Plate til is a necklace with two rows

of ornaments. In the upper row are twelve hollow

silver plaques, joined by rings, each of which con-

tained a small piece of paper on which a magical

name was written. The lower row consists of twleve

small silver cases, pointed at both ends, which are

attached by rings to the twelve plaques above

them, and have silver pendants, some two and some
th j ee. E a d'i n be r1 r i gi n ally contained a small roll of

paper inscribed with verses front the Kur’ao. Each
roll ol paper was supposed tu afford protection to the

wearer during one mouth, and as tike necklace contains

twelve rolls, she was protected during the whole year.

The inscriptions which are found on Arab amulets

to-day may be divided into two classes : (i) those

which are composed of characters borrowed from

the Hebrews, Egyptians and Gnostics, and of which

the phonetic values and meanings are unknown.

The following are examples of these

*4- "'V*~m
BotJl these arc gjvuu ]n the topaull Oil Wr)k of AL-BOhI, frntlL IkQrci

ULiv art; -quoted by DouTT£
r pp. 1SS, ]S3
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(2) Inscriptions which conaiBt of series of unknown
signs or characters

j
sen us oF letters of some known

alphabet, rows of figures or numbers, magical

names, names of the planets, names of the days of

the week, names of angels, devils, heads, etc,,

names of God. and Surahs of the Kur'an. An
example of the amulet in which both classes of

inscriptions appear is given by Doutt£ in his Magie

et Religion dans I’Afrique. du Nord, Algiers, rqo8,

p, T54, This is known as the " Seven Seals,
'
f

and

appears in the form of a rectangle containing 7X7
squares, arranged in seven lines, and each line has

in it seven signs, or letter^ or names. The first line

has these seven signs :
—

b 7u £*$
Now the FIRST of these is the well-known pentad*

which is frequently confounded with the hexagon

,

and is a design which is said to have been

cut on the head of King Solomon’s rmg. But the

pentado is many centuries older than the hexagon,

for ir is found drawn on pots from ancient Baby-

lonian sites. The penta.de and the six other signs

in the first line are the Seven Seals in the amulet
f

and they either represent the great Names or

Symbols of God.

The second line contains seven letters of Lite

Arabic alphabet, viz. F, G, SFI, TH, ZA, KH
and Z. These are the seven letters which do not

occur in the se\ren lines of the first Stirah of the

Kur'&n., and they begin the seven names of God
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which we find in the THLRD line of the amulet :
—

lard, Gabbar, Shakur, Thabit, Zahir, Khabfr,
Zaki.

The fourth line contains the names of Seven

angels, viz. Rukyail, Gabriel, SamsajnaiL Michael,

S&rfvalL 'AnySfl, s.tj<3 Kasfya.il. The names of aJU

these angels, or rather archangels, are of Hebrew
origin.

The fifth line contains the names of the Seven
Kings of the Genii ;—Mndhhib, Maria (?)

_

Akhniar,

Buskin, Shamburash, Ibyad and MEmum. These

names are of Arab origin, and some of them stem
to describe the outward, appearances of the kings,

c-g- the White One, the Golden One, the Red One,

the Lightning One,

The sixth line contains the numbers of the days

of the week, the first, the second, etc,, and the

SEVENTH line gives the names o£ the five planets

—

Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, and the

Sun and Moon. Thus we see that the amulet of the

Seven Seals was believed tu carry with it tlie pro-

tection ol God, by whatever name called, and of the

archangels, and the kings of the spirits, the jinn and

the jann, and the five planets and the Sun and moon,

and the days of the week, and the seven letters.

In fact, the wearer of the amulet was believed to lie

protected by God and His creation generally. Ihe

seven letters
i
each written seven times and arranged

in seven lines containing forty-nine squares, also

form a powerful amulet The wearer is even more
protected if it be written on some part of the wearer,

which seems to suggest that the figures and signs

which men had tattooed on their bodies carried

with them some magical protection. The " tribal
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marks " which are seen oil the faces of Arabs at the

present day art probably the remains of amulet ic

signs or names.

Groups of letters of the alphabet play a promi-

nent part in amuletic inscriptions. Tire earlier

magicians arranged them in an order, which was

not necessarily alphabetic; to some of them they

assigned meanings qt symbolisms, but of o tliers they

regarded the meanings as incomprehensible ro the

human understanding. The twenty-eight letters arc

connected directly with the twenty-eight stations

of the moon, and with the heavenly bodies, and the

Signs of the- Zodiac and the Dckans. Letters to

the early Hebrews were the essence of things and,

as Doutte has observed (o£. p, 172';, the Romans
described all human knowledge as ' letters,’ using

the word as the peoples of the North used.
”
nines.”

The Arabs, like the Hebrews, attributed greater

powers to some letters than to ethers, and a proper

knowledge cf the use of these formed a separate

branch of the study of magic. Each letter had its

special powers
h
and a stogie 1 el ter might be developed

into a design which would in itself form an, effective

amulet.

The powers of the lettuSS are intimately associated

with numbers, for each letter in the Arabic alphabet

has a numerical value. No. 1 = God. No. 2 is

important because it is said in the Kur'an, "And
of everytiring have we created two kinds " (Sflrah,

lij verse 49} [i.£, male and female, heaven and earth,

sun and moon, light and darkness, plains and

mountains, winter and summer sweet and bitter,

Jaial ud-DinT No. 3 is important, No. 4 is very

important, for there are 4 archangels, 4 chief devils.
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4 dements, 4 seasons, 4 cardinal points, and an

amulet must be a square. No, 3 has always

possessed a special significance, perhaps of com
pletaness. The Arabs pray 5 times daily, and they

have 5 fundamental dogmas, and 5 "pillars
1

' of

religion. No. 6 has no special importance. No. 7
plays a very prominent part in Arab magic. Of the

amulet of the Seven Seals mention has already been

made. God created seven heavens, seven earths,

seven seas, seven hells with seven doors, the seven

members of the body used during the ceremonies

of prayer, the seven periods of life, the seven Climes,

the seven days of the week, and the seven Prophets

who preside over the seven days oi the week, via.

Moses, Jesus, David, Solomon, Jacob, Adam, and

Muhammad. No, 8 is divisible by 2 and 4, both

important numbers. No, 9 ^ $ -f 1 and 3X3. and

3 is a sped ally magical number, NTos. ro, 12, 40.

50, 100
r
no and r,ooo have their magical powers

increased by adding or subtracting 1.

Now, as letters possess magical powers and have

numerical values, amuJedc inscriptions can be com-

posed of letters only or numbers only ;
both Letters

and figures are often arranged in lines, each con-

taining three or four Letters or. figures, and three or

four lines form a magical square. Here is a

simple square, quoted by Doutte, containing the

numbers 1 to y. Whether these arc added up

4 9 j_2
1

3
I

5 j_7

&'
|

l I
fi

perpendicularly, or horizontally, or diagonally, rhe

total is Always 15. An example of the four-lined
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square, each line containing four numbers, is here

given
;

the numbers given are 1-16, Whether

4 14 ! 15 1
!

9 J
1

* 12

5 11
1

10 @

16 2 3 13

these are added up perpendicularly, or horizontally,

or diagonally, the total IS always 34- The know-

ledge of arithmetic required by Lhost who con-

structed such sqj tares was considerable, and it

seems to have formed the foundation of the Arab

science cii mathematics. The Arabs thought that

the magical power 5 of some of the letters were

great er than those of others thus Alt/, the first

letter of the Arabic, alphabet, is also the first letter

of the name of Allah, and fits its numerical value

was uns it represented Allah the One God. The

names- of God. the Archangels, etc., might be written

with letters or with the numerical values of the

letters which formed the names, and in either form

they made a protective amuletic inscription.

Many amulets contain the Hebrew names of God

and the Archangels, but the names which the Arabs

believe to possess rhe greatest magacal power are

the names of the attributes of God. The title Allah,

the meaning of which is unknown, s called
f

' Ismu

az-Zat,
IJ

i.c, the "essential name,'' and these

attributes are known as
ri AsnAu ag-§jf^t.

J
’ In

alluding to them -VEuhanunad the Prophet spoke of

them as
41

Al-Asm&tf aThuanfi,” i,& the " Beautiful

Names " (Kur'an, Sfirah vii. verse 179), and to

this day they are known as the
N
Beautiful or
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Excellent Names of God." Abu Hurairah said

that the " Names of Gad were ninety-nine in number
,

and that. he who recite? them shall enter Paradise/'

The commentators say that Muhammad had no

intention to limit the names of God to ninety-nine,

and that all he wished the orthodox Musluns to do

was to recite this number daily. The lists of the

names given by Hie traditionalists do not agree.

Some lists begin with the name Allah and others

end with it
;

and some begin with Aj>Ahap, i.s-

r
' the One/' and others, end with it- The following

list of tine Ninety-nine Names is that of Tjrmidhi

(see Doutt£. up. tit., p. 200} and Hughes (DicT

Jsldm, p. 1 41) :

—

I. Ar-RabmAn The Merciful .

Ar-Rahim The Compassionate.

3 Al-Malik The King,

4 . Al-Kudrins The Holy.

5 - As-Sal&m The Peace.

6.

,

Al-Mu'min The Faithful.

7 ‘ Al-Mnhaiinfn The Protector,

B r Al-
r

AzSz . . The Mighty,

9 - Al-Jabber The Repairer.

10, Al-Mutakabbir . * The Great.

11. Al- Khalil The Creator.

12. Al-BM ,

.

The Maker.

Kb Al-Musawwir The Fashioner.

T4 Al-Ghaff&r The Forgiver.

15 ' Al-Kahhax The Dominant,
16. Al-Wahhab The Bestower.

17. ATKazzak The Provider,

i3 . Al-Fa.tt&h The Opener.

*9 - Al-Alim The Knower.
20 . AL-Kabiz .

.

The Restraincr.
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zi. ALEasit ,

32 .
Al-KM£i ,

,

33. Ar-Rlfi' .

.

24. Al-Midizz

75, Al-Muatl - -

26- As-Sami' ,

,

37. Al-Basir .

.

A1 -Hakim

29. Al-'Adl .

,

30. Al-Lattf - -

31. AI-Kliabir

33. A!- Halim

33. Al-'Azinn, ,

,

34. ATGhaffir

33. Ash-Shaktir

36. Al-'Ali ...

37. Al-Kabii . -

38. Al-tfaffe ,,

39. Al-Mukit .

.

40. Al-I lasib . ,

41. AT-Jalil ..

42. Al-KaLricii

43. Ar-Rakfb

44. Al-Mujib ,

.

45- Al-WfeT *.

46. A1 Hakim
47. Al-Wad Lid

48. Al-Majid , -

49- Al-Rais . .

50. Ash-Slial'iM

51. Al-Hakk -

.

52. Al-WaHl -

,

33. Al-Kawl .

,

54. Al-Matin . -

SUPfcftSTiTiUNS

Hie Spreader.

The Abater.

, . The Exalter.

. . The Hcmoairer,

- - The Destroyer.

The Hearer.

. . The Seer,

The Ruhr,

. . The Just.

. . The Subtle.

Hie Aware.

. , The Clement,

, . Tire Grand.

The Forgiving.

, , The Grateful.

, . The Exalted.

. . The Great.

., The Guardian,

. , The Strengthen er.

, . The Reckoner,

The Majestic.

. . The Generous.

The Watcher.

. . Hie Approver,

, r The Comprehensive.

.. The Wise.

, r The Loving.

, . The Glorious.

, , The Raiser

,

, . The Witness.

, . The Truth.

, , The Advocate,

, . The Strong.

. , The Firm.
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55. Al-Wall

56. Al -Hamid
57. Al-Muhsi .

.

5k AL-Mubdi

59. AI-Mn'td .

.

60. Al-Muljyi

61. Al-Mumit.*

62. Al-Hayy
, „

63. Al-Kaiyditj

64. Al-Wljid

65. Al-Majtd .

.

66. Al-Waftid.

,

67. As-Samad
6B. Al-K&dir *

,

69. Al-Muktadir

70. AI-MiU-;addkn

71. AL-Mu J

akhkhlr .

72. AI-AvavaI

73. Al-Akhir . *

74. A^-Zabir

75* Al-Bitin. , *

76, A1-W&1I

77, Al-Muta'atl

78, Al-Barr *

.

79, At-Taww&b

So, Al-Muntakim
fix, Al-'Afuw .

.

^2. Ar-Rahif *,

£3. MSlik ul-Mullc

34. DhuTJalah wa'L

Ikrlm

85, Al-MtdfsR

86. Al-jamt‘

The Patron,

The Laudable.

The Counter*

Tlie Beginner,

The Restorer.

The Quickener,

The Killer.

The Living,

The Subsist lag.

The Finder

The GLorioua*

Tile One.

The Eternal.

T-ie Powerful.

The Prevailing.

The Bnnger Forward.
The Dtferrer.

The Firtt.

The Last.

The Evident.

The Hidden.

The Governor.

The Exalted,

The Righteous.

The Accepter of Re-

pentance*

The Avenger,

The Pardoner,

The Kind* [dam,

The Ruler of the King
The Lord of Majesty

and Liberality,

The Equitable.

The Collector.

D
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S7. Al-Ghant . . The Independent.

8Sh Al-Mughul . . The Enriclier.

89. AL-JItfti . . The Giver.

90. Al-M&ni' .

.

. . The Withholder.

gi. Aa-Zarr ,

,

. . The Diatrcssor.

92 . Amis' ah' .

,

+ . The Profiter.

93. An-Nur . . , . ‘The Light.

94. Al-Hadi _ The Guide

gg. Al-Budi' ,

.

The Incomparable.

gb. Al BaJd .

.

. . The Enduring.

gj. Al-W&rith The Heir.

98, Ar-Rashid .. The Director,

99, A^-Sabur The Patient,

Muslim sages have agreed that God has one

&real and exalted name, which is above all others,

Muhammad himself declared that it was to be found

in the Second or Third Surahs of the l&ur’&n, and

as the only names or God given in these are Ar^

Rahman, Ar-Rahim, Al-Havy and Al-Kaiyuni, it

should be one of these four names. The importance

of the Ninety-Nine Names of God from a magical

point of view is that when God is adjured by any

one of them He is bound to fulfil the wish or prayer

of the person who addresses Him by it. The idea

chat the great and ineffable name of God has only

been known to the high priests is borrowed from the

Jews, who believed that it was known only to Moses

and his successors who used it only once a year, when

they went into the Holy of Holies to plead for for-

giveness for Israel. Most ol the names of God arc

taken from |Jie Kur’hn, and every large amulet

is inscribed with several of them. These ware

carefully chosen by the man or woman for whom the

amulet was made, and ihey give the attributes nf
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God which endear Kim to liim or her, and to which
It was thought lie would certainly make answer.

As &o many of the texts found on amulets are

taken from the Kur&n, or arc based upon it, the

following description of that famous work: may be
found useful,

Al-Kuts'Xn, or " The KuThn,” i.e, " the reading
31

or
J

' what ought to be read/
3

is the name given by
the Muslima to the collection of

'*

revelations
>J

or

"instructions
3

' which Mnframmad the Prophet
declared had been sent to him from God by the hand
of the Archangel Gabriel. These revelations were,

during the Prophet's lifetime, written upon skins,

palm leaves, slices of stone, and bones ol sheep and
oxen. Specimens of these inscribed bones are

preserved in the Department of Oriental Manuscripts

in the British Museum. At the suggestion of 'Omar
so the year 633 all these " revelations " were col-

lected by Abn, Bair's orders into one book, and a

fair copy of them was inade by Zaid i&n -Thabit, a
former secretary of Muhammad, who knew both

.Hebrew and Syriac. 'Omar gave this copy to his

daughter Hafsah, who was one of the widows, of

Muhammad. Extracts and copies were made from

this, but so many mistakes and interpolations

crept into the text that the Khalifall 'Othro&n

ordered Zaid and three scholars of the Kortish tribe

to make a new Recension of the Kur'an. This was

done, and copies of iL having been sent to Kufah on

the Euphrates, Basrah on the Shaft al-'Arab, Damas-

cus, Cairo, JIakkah and M&dinah, every other version

of every N
revelation

Jr
which could be found was ruth-

lassly burnt, Subsequently even Hafsab's copy was

destroyed "by Marwfin, the governor of Madinah,
d 2
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Learned Midpammadans assert that the Itur'an

existed in heaven from all eternity in a. form which
they call the " Mother of flit Book " or the " Fre^

served Tablet/' which 15 a part of the essence of

God, who was its Creator, A copy of this was made
on paper in heaven and it was boufld in silk; and
ornamented with the gold and precious stones of

Paradise* This was committed to the. care of the

Archangel Gabriel, who revealed it to the Prophet

piece meal, but allowed him to see the complete
book; once a year. The Kur’&n contains 114 sections,

each of which is called a Sfrrah. Some were revealed

at Matkah, others at Madlnah, and others partly

at Malekah and partly at Madidah, The number of

verses in the whole book is given as 6,ooo, or 6,214,

Or 6
h
2iy, os 1

£>,22 $, or 6,23(1, or 6,23b
;
the number of

words in it is 77,639, or 99,464 ’ and the number of

letters is 323,015, or 330.113, Each section is

introduced by the words
“
In the Name of Ail^Jbi,

the Merciful, the Compassionate." The Arabs regard

the Knr'&n as the source of all knowledge and
wisdom

;
they think its language is the purest Arabic

in the world, and the most beautiful, and that, its

eloquence is incomparable. In spite of all the care

which the Arabs have lavished on the preservation

of the text, a few sight variations in it exist, but
these are held to be due to the fact that the

"
revela-

tions
Jl

were made to the Prophet in seven distinct

dialects of Arabic, At one time a woman was not
allowed to possess a copy of the Rurian, and when
a man died, his copy was. buried with him. Put when
1 was in the Tiykrti district on the Persian border,
1 bought several copies wrapped up in earth-stained

piece?! of linen, and reeking with damp, and even
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mildew, which starving women dug up out cf their

husbands' graves and were only too thankful to

find a purchaser,

'the Arabs regard the whole Kur J

fin as a powerful,

amulet
,
and many of them never travel. without it

In recent years miniature copies of it have been

made by photo-lithography and enclosed in small

l'ae ^yur'io Amulot, wliivli i# (K^uontly oarrlHl urmrn lij
- ihp nji'itfUfi -

OJ i ho c*ra^aQi ivtiich trivi:l Itcju E^iT^iu L:» Hillsih. KtiCs, KrirbuliL and
mj'i'i1 dead 3l1m.i1 MutlLms to ibu liut-n.;uneJ city lor Di rl.i:

metal cases (with nogs for attachment to necklaces,

etc.), in one side of which little lenses have been

fixed to be used as magnifying glasses, 'flic whole

book measures r Loch x | inch X l

t
b inch, and the

little lens in the case is sufficiently strong to enable

the traveller to read Ids favourite chapters toy the

light of the camp fire. A photograph of the amulet

and its case is given above.
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But although the whole Kur'aji is regarded as a

powerful amulet
j
there are certain chapters iu it

which the Arabs have always considered to be of more

importance than the others, and these are frequently

written upon skin or paper,, or engraved on semi-

Ayat aJ-KurSI.

prociou?. stones of a special shape, One oi the. most
beautiful passages, which Muhammadans greatly

admire and recite jn their prayers and wear as an amu-
let, is the following extract from Stirah h r verse 35b:—

‘God! there is no Gob but Hi i the living the

Selt-Subsisting

;
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Neither slumber nor sleep seizeth Him ]

Ta Him [belongetl] whatsoever is in heaven.,

and on earth
r

Who is he that can intercede with Hun but

through His good pleasure ?

He knoweth that which is past, and that which

is to come unto them

;

And they shall not comprehend anything of His

knowledge, but so far as He pleaseth*

His throne is extended over heaven and earth*

and the preservation of both is no burden

unto Him*
He is the High, the Mighty,

1"

(Sale's translation.)

This beautiful passage is known as Avat aj>Kufh1,

*.*. the
M Throne Verse/' The word Lhrone

JJ
is an

allegorical description of the Divine Providence which

sustains all creation and is incomprehensible to

human beings.

There is another very important text which is

also known as a Throne .Verse, and is called Ayat

aiVAesHt It is formed by the two last verses [Nos*

i-2l) and T30) of Eil rah x, and reads:

/Now hath an apostle come unto yon of our

own nation, an excellent [persen]

;

It is [grievous] unto him that ye commit

wickedness.

[He is] careful over you, [and-] compassionate

and merciful towards the believers.

li they turn back, say, God is my support

:

There is no God but He.

On Him do I trust
;
and He is Lord of the

Magn i hcent Throne
,

" (Sale
J

s translation
.

)
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The Magnificeni, or Sublime, Throne; here referred

to is the Imperial Throne of God, or. which Hr sits.

I" is situs.ted in the heavens high above the Kurd
More important still as an amulet is the Surah of

the Kur'ir. which is the
|L

Beginning of the Booh."
This is die famous " Fitihat/' which is a prayer
and wliich is held in i.Ilo greater l veneration by
Muslims all over th<; world. It is to them what thu

Lord e Prayer and. the Sign of the Cross are to

Christians. It stands by itself at the beginning of
the Bookj and is always carefully and beautifully
ivritten. It is often enclosed within decorate
borders full of rich designs and colour, and lavishly

Ornamented with burnished gold. The general cha-
racter of the designs anti the elaborate decorations
which ^rc round in modem manuscripts of the

ftur'an are wdl illustrated (except in the matter of
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colours) by the reproduction. of the two first pages

of a small copy which was obtained for me from

Ffirsia by Mirza Khan, The Mullah who paid for the

production of the book carried it as mi amulet La an

el abo rate gold case , This literho was o bilged to scl i to

obtain money to enable him to return to Fdrsia when

the tvar broke out in 391^ (Plate TV) ,
The titles of the

Surahs are written in red upon gold. Every column

of text is enclosed within a gotd border, and there is

a line of gold under every line of text. Each column

of text contains Si Lines. This copy mCAStires

4 inches x if inches x & inch, and is dated Anno

Hijra 1289 = A.D, 1872. The paper is thin and

very tough and is parchment-like in colour.

The Fitsbat, like every other Surah or Chapter

except the ninth, is preceded by the words,
N

fa the
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Nome of AMh, the Merciful, the Compassionate/'

and may be thus translated :
—

1. Praise be unto AMh, the Lord of -the worlds.

2. The Merciful, the Compassionate.

3- King of the Day of Judgment.

4. Thee do we worship, of Thee we entreat for

help.

5. Direct us in the path which is straight.

h- The path of those on whom Thou hast shown
favour.

7. Not of those with whom Thou art angry.

Nor those who wander (i.e. stray from the

Straight Path).

The prayer in lines. 5-7 lias been much discussed

by commentators, both Muslim and Christian. Sale

translated it :

' Direct us in the right way, in the

way of those to whom thou host been gracious
;

not of those against whom thou art incensed, nur

of those who go astray." AL-Zamakhshari renders

lines 6 and 7 thus :

Jt The way of those to whom
thou hast been gracious, against whom thou art

not incensed, and who have not erred." In other

words, lie makes the three lines apply wholly to

Muslims, whilst Sale thinks that "those to whom
God had been gracious

11

were the Prophets, and that,
,J

those against whom he was incensed " were the

Jews, and lJ

those who go astray
rJ

to the Christians.

There arc Severn! shorter extracts from the Kur'an
which are very popular as amuietic inscriptions, and
among these of special interest is the short Stirah

(No. CXII), which contains the declaration of the

Unity of Ail&h.
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In (he Name of Allah. the MerdfcL the Com-
passionate.

j r Say : He All&h [is] One,

2. Ah&li the sdf-subri sting.

3. He begcttcth not, and He was net begotten.

4. And there is no one like unto Him,

The redtal 0f this 5uiah is supposed to confer

Upon a man the decree of merit which he would

acquire if he recited one-third or' the whole Km"' an.

It Is held In great veneration by the Muslims and,

naturally, detested by Christiana.

The following are Sftrahs directed against witch-

craft aod the Devil :

—

I. SUEAM CI1IL THE CHAPTER OF THE DAYBREAK*

In the hiame of God the Merciful, the Com-

passionate.

i„ Say : I fly for refuge to the Lord of the

Daybreak,

%. From the evil tilings which He hath created.
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3. And from the evil of line night when it hath

comR r

4, And from the evil of [women who] are

blowers on knots.

And from the evil of litc envious man when
he hath envied,

II. SURAH C3iiv. TEE CHAPTER OP KAN.

In the Name of God the Merciful, tlie Com-

passionate.

i. Say : I fly for icfuge to the Lord of men.

3. The king of men.

3. The God of men.

4. From. the evil of the whisperer who slyly

witbdraweth.

5. Who whispereth evil words into the breasts

of men.

fr, From the genii and men.

The words
“
blowers on knots " refer to magicians,

male and female, who recite incantations which are

intended to do harm to the fellows whilst they tie

knots in a strings in other words, " weave spells.
1"

These two Surahs were revealed to Muhammad at

the same time, and must be regarded as forming

one whole
;
and the Prophet used them for a very

special service. The commentators say that a Jew
called Lubaid and his daughters bewitched Muham-
mad by tying eleven knots in a cord which they hid

in a well. The result was that the Prophet fell

seriously ill and would undoubtedly have died had

not God intervened. He sent down these Surahs to

lnsn, and also instructed the Archangel Gabriel to tell

liim how to use them, and where the cord was
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hidden. Muhammad s^nt 'Ail to fetch the cord,

and when it was bi'OUght lie recited over the eleven

knots the eleven verses in the two Sfirahs, and as

he recited, each line one of the knots untied itself

:

as soon as the last knot was loosed Midjammad
was freed from his bewitchment, and recovered his

normal health,

In the Arabic treatises which deal with, amulets
and talismans and supply the reader with mag: cat

texts, we find that little drawings or vignettes are

mingled with the texts. These are of many kinds,

Thus we find grotesque figures of men and animat,
figures of archangels, the Signs of the Zodiac, the

Sun and Moon and the hve planets, mythological

beasts, linear designs and geometrical patterns,

and very frequently the human hand stretched out

flat with the fingers well apart, nr all close together.

All these drawings are borrowed from the Egyptians,

Copts, Gnoskes and. Hebrews, for the Arab is a

better borrower ol such things than inventor. The
Sunni Arabs, or traditionalists, only employ some
•of these, but the Shiahs, or " free thinkers" adopt

ifiem-ali. As a rule, Persian amulets are more artistic

than those at Lbe Arabs. Two of the finest Persian

or Shiah amulets known to me are reproduced on

Plates V and VI.

The. first is a rectangular slice of Persian agate

bevelled at rhe corners. And It seems to have been

made in the year 1113 of the Hijra, i.e. a.d 170T,

It was made for a follower of "All, the son-in-

law of the Prophet, and to lum the text in the

centre, written in large Arabic letters, refers. At

each corner is a circle containing a divine name,

and the first border, t.e, that with diamond-shaped
E 2
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oma.menis
p
contains forty-eight of the ninety-nine

rr
Beautiful Names" of God, The second and

fourth borders, which arc separated by an ornamental

border, contains extracts from the Kuban., via. the

Fatih ah h
&ud the Throne Verses, the Declaration

of the unity of God, etc. The texts, decorated

border, etc., were inscribed on the stone by the

fumes of acid and are therefore very difficult to

read, even in the reproduction which is nearly

double the rise of the original. And the manner

in which the scribe found it necessary to break

up the words increases the difficulty. This amulet

formed the centre-piece of a very elaborate necklace

of amulets, and was mounted in a heavy silver

frame. It is in fact a " House -amulet.'" The second

amulet is in the form in which the Shiahs or free-

thinking Muslims Of Karbala prefer to make their

amulets. It was set in a silver frame and was

hung on the wall of a house in Karbala on the

Euphrates by means of a chain which, passed

through the projection on the upper edge. The
texts inscribed on the edge are the FMihah and

the Throne Verses. The decorated centra is of

i±n unusual character, for the field rs tilled up
with aimiriec, circles divided into 4, or S, or 26

sec Lions, and circles surrounded with anmiles or

filled with, crosses.

From what has been said above it is dear that the

wearing of amulets bearing texts frnm the Kuran
may he regarded as a religious exercise, for their

sole object is to put the wearer into communication
with Allah, so that He may afford ITis protection.

And most Arabs regard the practice of wearing

amulets of this kind not only as harmless, but even
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as meritorious, and the science o£ them is a branch
of White Magic.

In Arabia and Mesopotamia and Syria. the common
words for amulet are TamImah and ‘Udzah and
TA'wJngAHj and in Egypt and Ivorth Africa Kugmza,
Tlic.stones used for ^Tn a lets are usually choice agates

across which run white bands, or the dark grey
semi-transparent agates which are brought from
India. These are carefully cut into the inquired

shapes and highly polished, and then the inscrip-

tions are either cut with a lapidary's wheel or a

graver's took As engraving on stone is a very'

costly matter, even in the East, another method of

inscribing tbe stone amulet has been found. The
slice of agate, or camel ian, or chalcedony7 having
been chosen, tbe amulet maker covers it ail over
with a thin layer of wax, Care is taken that the

wax touches the surface of the stone everywhere,

and that tliere are no air bubbles between the wax
and the stone. The waxed stone it then handed over
to the skilled scribe, who writes the inscription m
the wax with a sharp-pointed graver, taking care

that the tool touches the stone as each letter of

the inscription is written. The waxed stone is then

exposed to the fumes of hydrochloric acid
r
which

eat into the stone whenever its surface has been

laid bare by the scribe's graver. When the fumes
of the add have done their work, the stone is cleared

of wax, arid the inscription stands out clearly on

the stone. "Hie writing lacks the beauty and char-

acter of that cut with a wheel or graver, but the

cheapness of amulets which are made in this way
brings thEm within the reach of many who cannot

afford those which are engraved. Among the
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officials of the great mosques at Baghdad, Ka/.tnam,

Karbala, Damascus, Cairo, and Persia there were

men who specialised in the making of ann.iIetSj but

during the last forty years these men, and. their

successors, have devoted themselves to making

imitations of Persian and Babylonian antiquities,

which they sell to travellers and the uninitiated.

The amulets bought in the mosques, and those

which were specialty made there for private in-

dividuals, were usually blessed by a Mullah.. The

engraver on stone, or the scribe who wrote on paper

or leather, began his work by pronouncing the words
" Bism Iim" t.e, "in the Name of God," As
the Name of God was regarded as God Himself, the

engraver or the scribe were sure of God's help when,

ho pronounced His Name. These words arc said

to have been written on Adam's side, and on the

wings, of Gabriel, and on the seal of Solomon,

and on the tongue of Jesus (see Doutte, cit.,

p, an). The ink used by the scribe was sometimes

perfumed with musk, or oil of roses, or extract of

sail!con, snd sometimes slicks of incense were kept

burning whilst he was copying certain texts.

Though Ihe greater number of Persian and Arab

amulets are made, of agate and camelian became
of the magical power which wras believed to exist

in these stones, other substances were often used

by irmulet manufacturers in places where limestone

formations d:d not exist. Thus on the coasts of the

Red Sea and in Palestine amulets made of mother-

of-pearl shell are found. Examples of such are

reproduced on Plate VII, Nos, x and 2. No, l

is inscribed in Arabic with a prayer that the

wearer may be defended Jrom internal troubles and
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had id pierced projection by which it was hung by a
cord from the neck

; its owner was a little girl who
was wearing it over the umbilicus, I obtained it

at Suez, The Christians in Palestine and Syria

also wore, and still wear, amuletic plaques made
of mother-of-pearl shell, and a good example of

the class is 'reproduced on Plate VII, No. a. The
scene cut on this plaque represents the baptism
ol Christ by St. John the Baptist, who stands
upon a stone in the Jordan, Hr holds a long cross-

headed staff in Ins right hand and pours wafer on

the head of our Lord with his left hand. Above is

a dove symbolizing the Holy Ghost descending
through an opening in the clouds, On the right

is an angel.

The ancient Egyptians appear to have used
large shells from the Red S&a as amulets, and
these were held to be more effective when the

nomem and. prenomens of kings were cut upon
them. Thus we have in the Rritish Museum
shells inscribed with the nomen and prenomen of

Usertseu I (XI 1th Dynasty), and the prenomen
of Amencmhat II (Xllth Dynasty), anti ihe pre-

nomen of Rameses II the Great [Nos, 15423, 20744,

29434, etc.).

The Muslim soldier has always felt that he needed
the protection of amulets, and he always provided
himself with as many as he could get before he set

out on the march. The commonest mi jitary amulet
is a strip of paper inscribed with an extract from
the Xur'H.n, or with the Name AU&h, and the names of

Muhammad and ' Alt, and those of same or all of the
Seven Archangels. Sometimes the strip developed
into a long roll of paper, which' was tied io the
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breast or body of the warrior. The Turkish soldiers

who during the tcign of 'Abel al-Hamid fought

in Southern Arabia wore amulets made of stone

and metal- A specimen of a brass amulet is given

on Rate VI II, No. 3. This is a curved, rectangular

shield -shaped plaque with rounded comers and

two pietced projections hy which it was sewn

to the tunic of the soldier. On the upper part is

an extract from the Kur'Sn, and below this are

two magical designs with conical lops and two

magical squares, On the bade of a similar

plaque in my possession is a magical square filled

with numbers which represent the names of celestial

beings. The desert Arabs in the Yaman regarded

these brass amulets as objects of very great value,

and there is no doubt that they murdered many of

the Turkish soldi CrS in order to Cut the brass amulets

from their jackets. An amulet which was taken

from tire left arm of a Turkish officer is shown on

Plate IX. It is formed of three oval agate plaques,

mounted m thick silver eases., and inscribed with

texts from, the Kur'Sn, via. the declaration of the

Unity of Allah, the opening prayer, etc. On the

stone to the right is the name of Muhammad, which

is here regarded as a word of power. The cord by

which these stones wrere fastened to the left arm of

their owner is made of silk, and the eyelets at the

ends of the cord are bound round with wire.

Among objects which are believed to carry with

them magical protection must be mentioned what

may "be called the “ Dust Amulet," the dust being

earth, or sand, or dust taken from the tomb of a

saint. For many centuries the pilgrims to Makkah

{Mecca} the birthplace of Muhammad the Prophet,
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nave earned away Jrom the mosque pinches of dtist

which they tied up in little bags and hung round
their necks. The boatmen on the Nile above the
Second Cataract tie little bags containing dust
from the tomb of Kabbah Idris, a famous Mur-
gh&ni shaikh, in the belief that it will procure them
a safe passage through the Cataract. And when I

visited the Monastery of Rabbun Hormijid at

Aik fish I saw men scraping up the dust from the

ground dose to the Saints tomb, to Carry away
with them in little bags and boxes as a protection

against the dangers of the desert,

Kara for convenience sake may be mentioned the

string of ninety-nine heads, and a " pihar,” which

is commonly called the " Muhammadan Rosary."

It mast not be confused with the string of 165 beads

which Christians use in keeping Count of the Aires,

Paternosters and Glorias of the form of prayer which,

constitutes Die
fr Rose-garden 'of Mary],” Early

Christian monks smd anchorites were in the habit

of repeating the Lord's Prayer a great number of

times daily, and the story of Paul the anchorite

shows that some of them kept count of Lheir prayers

by means of pebbles. The monk Paul collected

ihree hundred pebbles in his gown, and when he

finished a prayer he threw out a pebble
;
when the

pebbles came to an end, he knew ^hat he bad said

the full number of prayers. There is no evidence

that the monks used strings of pebbles, and when

ihe Christian and Muhammadan rosaries first came

into use is rmf known , The Arabs have a tradition

that the early Muslims counted the praises of Allah

by means of pebbles, or on their fingers, but they

think that Muhammad did not use a rosary. The
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Buddhists used a rosary containing 100 or ruf* beads,

and carried it on their wrist like a. bracelet, or wore

it as a necklace (see Waddell, The Buddhism of

Tibet, London, 1895}, On the whole it seems

probable rhar the Muslims borrowed the rosary

from the Buddhists, and that the Crusaders borrowed

it from the Saracens and introduced it into Europe.

Some think tlmt it was introduced into Christendom

by Domestic, the founder of the Black Friars, about

a.d. i2ai, with the sanction of Pope Pius Y.

The Muhammadans call their Rosary cr 5ubhah, j?

because it is used for the " praise
Jr

of Allkh, Each
of it* 99 beads is associated with one of the

fl

beautiful

names
J

‘ of All Ah, and the " pillar " or elongated

bead which completes fhe too is reserved for the

ineffable ISiame of Clod, Dividing marks, made
usually of bone or ivory, are placed after rhe 33rd

and both toads, so that the devotee may rest at

these points, The beads arc usually made of wood,

acacia -sycamore, ivmi-wood, shaj-wood, and sandal

wood, but coloured glass beads are very popular

among the fall-akin, or peasants. Beads arc also

made of. ivory or bone and the grey, smoke-coloured

agates found in Arabia. The beads of the rosaries

carried by men are small, but oil days of festival

the girls and women wear rosaries made of large

wooden beads coloured red. Large numbers of

these are brought from Makkali by pilgrims who
have made the hajf or journey to the sacred city of

the Muslims. Before colouring the beads are dipped

in water from the holy well of Zemzem, wrhicb was
shown to Hagar by the angels, and from which she

gave her son Ishmael to drink. And a s-ubhah

which has been blessed by a holy roan is SupiX^ed
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to bring a blessing on the user of it. A tassel made
of some brightly coloured stuff is generally attached

to the cord on which the " pillar ” is strung, and

Egyptians have told me ihat it is intended to keep

off the Evil Eye, and that evil spirits dislike tassels

and fringed objects. The leather fringes attached

to saddle bags are said to serve the same purpose,

especially when the animal carrying them is in

motion. In ancient Pentateuch, rolls some of the

letters have fringes attached tn them, presumably

with the same object.



CHAPTER Ell,

BAJUYLQNIAN AND ASSYRIAN AMUXETS,

The literature of the Sumerians and Babylonians

which has come down to uc proves that the peoples

who occupied Mesopotamia front about 3000 b.c.

downwards attached very great importance to magic

in all its branches, and that they availed themselves

of the services of tire magician on every possible

occasion. Til Lis is probably true al?o of the pre-

Sumerian inhabitants of the country, but as they

had not acquired the art of writing, we have no
means of knowing exactly what they thought or

believed. The Sumerians invented and developed

a system of writing, and the inscriptions which they

wrote on tablets of day and stone suggest that they

lived anxious lives and were in perpetual fear of the

Attacks of hosts of hostile and evil spirits which

lost no opportunity of attempting to do them harm

.

To protect themselves against these they employed

charms and spetis and incantations, and in order

to destroy the operations of the Evil Eye they wore

annulets of various kinds, both inscribed and un-

inscribed, And to protect their houses they buried

little clay figures in the foundations or embedded
them in the walls.. We will consider first the

Amulets iri the forms of animals, binds, fish, etc.

Among the early amnlers jn the British Museum
the following are of special interest, for they are

AkchaYc, that is to say they were made before

2500 B.c. [Plate X).
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1, The fore-parts of two animate (bulls or lions ?}

united [No. r 16709] ;
symbolic of. two-fold strength.

[Compare the two Lion-gods of Yesterday and To-

day, seated, back to bark, supporting the horizon.

Book of the Dead Papyrus of Alii, sheet 7. The
double Lion-god mentioned in Chapter III — Shu

and Tefnut,] All animals were thus treated, and

the device persisted through the ages.

2, The frog, symbolic of fertility, as in Egypt,

in glazed clay [No. 116913].

3, Two fish, side by side, symbolic of fertility

[No. 120089!- These may represent the Sign of the

Zodiac, Pisces, and possess an astral significance.

[Compare the Egyptian mythological fishes, the

Ant and the Abbi.J

4, 'Hie bull, symbol of strength and virility

[No, 1 16711]. Compare the Egyptian royal title

4r mighty bull."

5, The sow (?), probably symbolic of fecundity

[No, 11^529]. Compare the Egyptian' figure of a

sow with young in the British Museum [No. 11976]

and the figures [Nos. 1700 and lyQdl-

6, The ram, symbol of virility [No, 3 18530].

Compare the Ram of A men and the Ram of Mendos.

7, A bird of prey (?). Signification unknown

[No, 118020].

8„ A sacred bud [No. 116355]- Sometimes the

figure is marked on the forehead with, a triangle.

Herodotus says (in. 28) that the Apis Ball has on the

forehead a white triangle, and in the bronze figures of

Apis, or sacred Bull of Memphis, this white blaze is

represented by a triangular piece, of silver inlaid in

the forehead. This figure is of the shape of an Apis

Bull mummified- Its exact signification is unknown.
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9, A lion s head, -symbolic of strength [No. 118537]-

io H A horse I symbolism unknown [No. 118019],

The ape. The oldest known specimen of

this amulet is made of gold and was found at Ur
of the Chaldees, It probably symbolized virility

and fecundity, Amuletic figures oi the goat and

calf are fairly common, and a civet-cat is cat on a

seal in lire possession o£ Captain Spec err Churchill

.

HdLiiseafl, No. ness?.

N». llBHO,

Figures of animals which were used as amulets

were sometimes engraved on Uuettr bases with piu-

tective designs animals, men, etc. Examples of

these designs are given above. On No. 118539 is the

figure oi a man, on No. 118527 are scorpions (?) and

on No. 118330 are three animals.

Amulets in the form of CYLINDER-SEALS are a

large and important class, and these, are of special

interest. The cylinder-seal was made of precious
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ami semi-precious stones, e.g. agate, amethyst,
oamedajL, chalcedony, crystal, emerald (root of),

haemal lU:, iade, jasper, lapis lazuli.. marble, onyx,

sand, steatite, topaz, etc. There is little doubt that

each land of stone was believed to possess qualities

peculiar to itself, and to have the power to protect

the wearer from certain evils and troubles. This ls

proved by a text to which Mr, C, J- Gadd has been
so kind as to call my attention (No. in iibeiing's

Keilschrift taxU A tdigiosen Tnhatts). From
this we learn that a seal made of ka-gi-na stone

(haematite ?) will help a man to destroy his enemy.
A seal made of lapis lazuli will possess a god, and
" his god will rejoice in him," A seal triad c of

uu-shi-a, i.£.. rock crystal, will extend the posses-

sions of a man, and its name is good. i.e. auspicious,

A man possessing a seal made of tu-uEi-asii stone

will walk in joy of heart. Wheresoever a man
carrieth a seal made oi iM-tu-mush-gir, i.s. green

serpentine, " bless, og and blessing shall, be given

to it." And lie who possesses a seal made of Gug
stone, i.e. red jasper or Carnahan* will never be

Separated from the protection of his god,

The cylinder seal was used both as a seal and as

an amulet. When used as a seal it was rolled over

the moist day of the tablet in a space which was
provided for it. When this was done the design.

oil the seal and the name of its owner stood up
above the surface of the tablet in relief. The wit-

nesses to the contract, which was written both on
the day case and the tablet inside it, affixed their

seals to the document, and on some of the
IE

case-

tablets " in the British. Museum as many as ten or

a dozen impressions of the seals of Ibe contracting
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partied and their witnesses will be found, The

designs on cylinder-seals were cut in outline by a

metal graver, and a drill was used in producing the

deeper parts. There seems to be little doubt that

rhe cylinder-seal was introduced Into Egypt from

Babylonia at a very early period, and the hiero-

glyph rfij shows that st was attached to a cord

or chain by which :t might he hung round the neclc

In Egypt the cylinder-seal was made of wood,

bronze or copper, bone or ivory, blue glaired porce-

lain, etc. Its use ceased in Egypt before the rise

of the New Kingdom, and in Babylonia before the

conquest of Alexander the Great took place. The

names cut on cylinder-seals are of various kinds,

and tilt common scene of the type usually called
Hr Gllgamish and Rnlddn fighting beasts " almost

certainly represents the combat of good genii against

the assault of evil and hostile monsters.

Hie series of typical cylinder-seals reproduced

or* l date XT may now be described,

1. Cylinder-seal of Adda the scribe, about 2500

jb.q, The scene represents Ihe Rim-rise. and was

intended to relieve rhe wearer from fears of the

powers of daritness. The Sun-god is rising between

two mountains nn one of which grows the sacred

tree. On the right stands Ea, the Water-god, with

the river of fish flowing about him, On the

left is the goddess Ishtar, who is helping Shamasb,

the Sun-god, to emerge from the mountain. On

tile right and left are attendant deities ^No. 89315]-

2. Scene from a cylinder-seal representing the

Judgment of Zu (7) before Ea. An ancient legend

says that Zu coveted the sovereignty of Enlil, and

that One morning when Enlil was taking his scat
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on his throne, he seized rhe Tablet of Destiny of the

Gods, and carried it off to a mountain where he
hid himself, The gods were in great distress at the

theft, and Aru, the Sty god
r
entreated them to

select a champion and to send him forth to punish

Zu and recover rhe Tablet. The god Adad was
chosen, but he refused to fight, and several other

gods did the same. The text describing the end

of the matter is wanting, but it seems that Zu was
captured and brought before Ea, who pronounced
judgment upon him. The value of this seal as an
amulet depended upon the moral teaching of the

myth. About 2500 b .q . [No. 103317],

3. Scene from a cylinder-seal representing early

heroes fighting wild animals. It was also used to

tli i v away from a man the demons which produce

Sickness and disease. Archaic period [No. 59538],

4. Scene from a cylinder -seal representing the

gods fighting ihe gods of evil and the slaughter of

the demon-gods, whose skulls arc being smashed by

the divine maces. Period doubtful [No. 85119’.

5. Scene from a characteristic cylinder-seal of the

Kassit.e Period, On the right is a figure of Shamash
the Sun-god „

seated, and before him is a rosette.

Above this is a form of the Kassite Cross The
inscription is a prayer to the Sun-god for the life

and prosperity of the owner jKo. 8gi20],

6. Scene from a cylinder-seal of the Archaic

period, with, a representation of a row of homed
animals with an eye above them. The eye sym-

bolised divme protection [No. 107390],

7. Scene from a cylinder-seal of the Kassite period,

representing nine frogs. The frog was a. fertility

anmlet [No. 89490],
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&. {See below.) Seem: from a cylinder-seal repre-

senting the adoration of A god by a worshipper who is

accompanied by a priest auri an attendant bringing an

animal as an offering. Before the god are the solar

disk and crescent moon, symbols which were adopted

by the Himyantes, and later by Arabs and Turks,

and behind hi™ if a naked goddess or woman whose

presence is difficult to explain. The following illus-

tration is made from a plaster cast of the seal in the

British Museum.

Sometimes the cylinder-seal was engraved with

a wholly religious scene and a prayer, e.g. that of

Shnanishuria [B.ftL Mo. 89001) ,
which reads,

,r O
Mardukj thou [great] Lord, thou Ruler of the. Judg-

ments or Heaven and of Earth, unto Shuaidsliuria

thy servant who fearetli thee., may thy countenance

bo favourable, “ A tine selection of cybnder-seals

is exhibited in the British Museum, and descrip-

tions of them will be found in I he Guide lo the

Babylonian ami Assyrian 3rd edit.,

London, 1922, p. 223 f.

As examples of inscribed stone amulets of a later

date may fee mentioned :

—
1, A memorial tablet m the form, of an amulet

inscribed with the name and titles of Esashaddon,

King of Assyria, about 680 B.c, It was worn to

give protection from the demon Lamashtu, of which
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more will be said lator, Whether the name of the

king was regarded as i " word of power," or whether

the king himselt was held to hr; a magician, like

Solomon, is uncertain
;
in either case it is interesting

to find him associated with Lamashtu [Ho, 113^64,

Plate XU, No. 1]. Amulets in this form, with

the names of gods upon them, and belonging to

MLnaean rimes are found in South Arabia.

2. A limestone amulet similar in shape to tne

preceding, On one side is the figure of a goddess

seated on a throne with her ^eet resting on the back

of an animal, She has a star on her head, and holds

a circular object in her right hand
;
above her is a

disk, solar or lunar, and before her an offering

stand [?). The inscription is an invocation to her

[Hu. 22464, Plate Xni, No. il.

3. Amulet inscribed on one side, with an incanta-

tion to the female devil Lamashtu. On the other

is a figure of Lamashtu, who is standing on the back

of a wild ass r She is grasping a serpent in each

hand, and is suckling a jackal and a wild pig

[Ho. 117759, Plato XIII, No, 2],

4. A house-amulet, On the upper half are cut

in outline figures of four gods, who are probably

Marduk, who is standing on a magical beast, Ishtar,

Habib who is standing on a magical beast, and

Tashmetum [No. 116796; see page gfl\

In addition to the amulets in the form of animals,

cylinder-seals, I ablets, plaques, etc,, the Sumerians,

Babylonians and Assyrians sought to protect them-

selves and their houses from sickness and evil spirits

by the use of prophylactic feguf-ES of gods and men,

goddesses and women, animate, reptiles, etc. That

they did so has been known for many years, for
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George Smith tell s un in hi 5. A sSyrian Discoveries

{p. 78] that he found a. brick box below a late pavement

containing six terra-cotta, figures which he described

as haying human bodies . and the luiads of licuis and

large wing*. The five small terra cotta dogs r
with

their names inscribed on their left sides, which have.

118796

been exhibited in the British Museum for the last

forty years (sec Guide, p. 221, Nos. 65-69), were for

long thought to be models of the hunting dogs of

Ashur-bani-pal But we now know that the

1 One of these daps ls fjpurzd. on Plate XJE
fc
Ne. 2, His

name was " Dan-rig isbslm,
1
' i.£. the

11 l.oad-Eaycr " [Ilo. .^CQPijj-
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Assyrians were in the habit of burying figures of

dogs of different colours under the thresholds of

their houses t so that the spirits of the dogs might

repel the attacks of such evil spirits as tried to make

an entry into the houses. The number of figures

of dog* buried under a house wan usually ten, and

they were arranged five on each aide of the door-way.

Dr, Koldewev found under the pavements of buildings

at Babylon, s mail unbaked day figures of gods, and

group* of statuettes lying in smalt brick, boxes.

In 1924-26 Mr. C. Leonard Woolley found at

Ur of the Chaldees among the ruins of a building

which probably dated from about the middle of the

VI Ith century e.c, a series of boxes formed of three

bricks of the plano-convex type, cue of the four

sides of the square being open. The cover of each

box was a pavement brick- In each box was usually

a single figure or statuette. The boxes were lined

up all round the rooms against the walls, the open

side 0/ each, box lacing towards the centre of the

chamber
;

the figures stood in their boxes like

sentries and guarded the area of the room. With

the figure in each box were found remains of food’

stuffs, such as grain and the bones of a pigeon or

some small bird, and generally a broken fragment

of pottery. All the f.gures were made of unbaked

clay, and were covered with a thin layer of lime,

on which details of the form and dress were roughly

sketched in black. A large number of these pro-

phylaetic figures have been discussed and figured

by Mr. C. L Woolley in Ms article,
ri Babylonian

Prophylactic Figures/’ in the Journal Royal Asiatic

Society, October, 1926, p, 689 i. In this paper

are included several translations from cuneiform

g 2
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inscriptions which explain the use of these. Eigures by

Mr. Sidney Smith ot the British Museum, These

Drove that the figures were used in rituals in order

to avert evil hap, sieknes&j disease, and calamities of

ail kinds. The selection of these figures for illus-

tration in thts book was made for me by Mr, Sidney

N*. SJ1&3-"

Smith, and the principal types arc reproduced by

the illustrations here given.

I, Human figure wearing a fish skin robe. The

head of the fish forms a high pointed cap, and the

body of the fish. hangs down behind. The special

function of this figure is unknown [B.M., No* 91837].
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2. Bearded male figure wealing a homed head-

dress. and a long plain garment reaching to the feet ;

the Papsukkal type of Koldewey [B.M,
,
No. 90996].

3. A human figure naked down io the waist, with

the feet and daws of an eagle. and wearing a horned

cap [B.M.
,
No. 118713], Plate XII, No. 3.

I “I

Ha. 11S7H. No. IQ3225.

4. Bear standing on its hind legs. The right arm
is raised, and the dub which was in. the hand is

broken away No, I1S714].

5. The Sirrusb or Mushrush, an animal con-

quered by Marduk
;

it was buried under doors ui

ufflsud to walls. A large figure of this animal was
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found on the Iahttur Gate at Babylon [B.M., No.

103381] (see below}, For another example see

Plate XII, No. 4 R.M., No. 914019].

b. Figure of a being, half min and half animal,

holding a magical staff
;

figures of Lb is, being were
placed behind wails to repel the ax lacks which devils

might make on the building No. 103225],

7. Plaque with figures of two men fighting, and.

two root! beating a drum
;

ir was used to repel the

attacks of devils [B.M., No, 9190b
1

.

The SERncmr, No lliSSBl

S A fish which was dedicated to a god during the

recital of a ritual [B.hL
k
No. 10298b],.

9. Figure of 1 monkey, in blue glare with black

lines ; its significance is unknown [B.frL, No, 117725],

Plate XII, No. 5
10. Plaque with a figure of the goddess Ishtar

standing on a lion and astral symbols [TB.M., No,

It 9437], Plate XII, No. 6.
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3i- Plaque with a figure of a scorpion-man to

avert the attacks of demons [B.M., No. 86*6*1,

Plate XIL No. 7,

32, Figure of a bird- headed winged being holding

a pot similar to the beings represented on the sculp-

tures of Ashur-na^ir-pal. This class of figure was

buried under the floor of the Kumwit, or room, in the

temple in which the sick were tended [B.M., No,

90998], Plate XIII, No. 3.

13. The wild boar. On the 29-feel level among
fragments of the painted Jemdal Nnsr pots there

was found a steatite figure of a wild boar, 4^ inches

long and carved in the round, The whole character

of the crouching brute is rendered with amazing
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skill
,
but more marked 1 hail the realism of the work

Is its carious style. It is the oldest piece of sculpture

that we have from Ur
r
ar:d it implies i he apprentice-

ship of many generations" {Woolley, in The Times
r

February ii
r 1030, p, 13) L

14. Bronze plaque used for averting the attacks

of devils. On one side is a figure of the devil

Pasuzu, and on the other the head of Nerg&l, In

the third register a sick man lying on a conch is

represented, and above and below are rude figures

oi the animals which it was the object 1.1! the priest

to placate by means of prayers and offerings [E rM
Ko. 108979], Plate XTV. The finest known example
nf this class of amulet is described in the following

paragraphs.

LABARTU OR LaMaSHTTj.

Among all the devils and fiends of which thy

Mesopotamians lived in terror
,
the 011c that seems

to have been the most dreaded was 7-aba.rtu (or* as'

the name is now read, Lam&shtu), a she-devil, and
the dunghter of the great god Ann. She lived in the

mountains, and deserts, and cane brakes in the

marshes, and the magicians composed- a whole series

of incantations and spells against her. She attacked

pregnant women and young children with such

dire results to them that people were terrified at the

mere mention of her name. Many texts of the

Lamashtu Ri tual have been published by Campbell

Thompson, Myhrman and Thnreau Dangin, but it

seems that the whole of the series has not come
down to us. Sroneg played a very prominent part

in the ritual, and it is clear that each kind of stone

possessed its special magical power?
;
and many of
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the stones used were in the form of cylinders,

Some stones were male and others female. They

wrere lied to various parts of the body by knotted

cords of different colours, and sometimes had to

remain in position for lengthy periods, even 100 days.

The goddess Lamaihtu was a violent, raging devil

of terrifying aspect In form she resembled a

leopard (?}, her face was that oi a lion, and her feet

were like those of the Storm-god Zv. With her

hair tossed about wildly t and her breasts uncoverod.

she hurst out of the cane brakes like a whirlwind

and chased the ok and the sheep and thrust her

hands into their flesh and blood. She glided like

a serpent into the houses, and went in and came out

at her own good pleasure. All miscarriages among
women, and all droppings of their young by animals,

were attributed to her and her baleful influences

operating through objects animate and inanimate.

Lamashtu is figured on a series of plaques in metal

and stone which have, for the most part, been dis-

cussed by Karl Frank [see Ids Babylottiscke Besdt^-

wrrangs reliefs) and Thureau Dangin m fterwie

d’A&tyrioiogie, voL xviii. No. IV, p. 171 f,
" Rituel

et amulettes centre Labartu/’ The finest example

of these is reproduced on Plates XV (inti XVI- It "s

a rectangular bronze plaque measuring 5^ inches

in height by 3^ inches in width. It was bought in

Syria in 1879 by M. Peretie, and was acquired by
De Clexcq, and published by Clermont Gamieau in

the Revue arckdclogiqw ('
r

L'enfer Assyrian
,

I Joccm-

ber, 1879, and republished in the Catalogue Dv

CUrcq (voh ii. Plato ssxiv). On the back of the

plaque is the figure of an animal demon, standing

upright with the two tore-paws resting on tile
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Lipjper s<]ge of the plaque, which also supports the

hr:ad of the monster, which jk i jj (he round. The
face looks down on tiso figures, etc., on the front of

the plaque. The body is that of a hon, and

is covered with scales and has four wings. The
head has a pair of ram's barns, which lie hat on

Fudzu, eou Hanpn Km5 ui" Urn Cut dfivilH.

the sides of the head, the eyes are round and

fierce, and the shape of the mouth shows that the

Hon is supposed to lie roaring. His tail is a scorpion,

and the phallus, which ties along the lower pan of

the belly, terminates in a. sn&ke's head. His hind

legs have the claws of a bird of prey instead uf feet.
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and they rest cm the lower projecting border of the

plaque. The name of this animal demon is Pazuzu.

An inscription published by Tbureau Dangin [R&vu#,

p. 190] makes him say,
f<

[I am Fazuzu, the son

of HanpUj king of the evil spirits of the air; I go

forth from the mountains raging like a whirlwind.]"

The British Museum possesses several heads of

figures of Pa.zu2.tL, chiefly in stone. The one in

bronze, No. 930-09, has been published by Layan] ;

No. 2245$ [stone]
,
by L. W. King, Babylonian

Religion, p. 1B9
;

and Kos. 9I0?3—£1076 {stone),

by Campbell Thompson, Devils, vol. i. Plate II-

The front of the plaque is divided into four registers,

the largest of which is at the bottom. Register T

contains ten emblems which are, beginning on the

left side, viz. ( 1) a cylindrical crown with several pairs

of horns
;

(z) a ram-headed Staff ; (3) a thunder-

bolt
; (4] a lance

, (3) two needs bound together
;

(6) an eight-rayed star on a disk
; (7} a disk with the

wings ar.d tail of a bird
;

(S) a crescent
; {9) seven

globes
;

(to} a lamp,

Register 11 contains figures of seven demons,

each facing to the right and wearing a long fringed

garment held in position by a belt round the

waist. Their right arms are raised, and their

clenched hands, ready to strike, are behind their

heads, and their left arms are extended a little in

front of them, the hands being clenched. The

first has the head of a panther, the second the head

of a lion, the third the head of a wolf, the fourth the

head of a ram, the fifth the head of an ibex, the sixth

the head qI a bird, the seventh the head of a serpent.

Register IIT ; Here we see a draped man hang at.

full length on a cushmu, with ills right arm raised
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and the palm of the hand turned towards his face.

The cushion tests on a b:er with one end rounded

and bent upwards
;
the lags of the bier arc round and

are fastened together by cords. At each end of the

bier stands a bearded man wearing the skin of a

fish, the head of which serves as a covering for the

man's head, and the tail reaches the ground behind
him. The rigid hand of each man is raised

„
and in

his left lie holds a smal] vessel or bucket
] his right

leg is extended in front of him. On the left is a

lamp which rests on a flat tablet which is tied to a

tripod. On the left arc two lion-headed beings
facing each other, with legs terminating in the claws

of birds of prey. Each wears a short tunic which
is held in position by a fillet and a belt, and has a
dagger in his belt. Each grasps the clenched left

hand of the other, and ike right hand of each is

raised behind Ids head. The last figure in this

Register has his face turned away from the bier.

He ls bearded, and wears an ordinary head doth
and a short tunic wirh a belt.

Register IV: Hens we have represented a river

bank with reeds and a stream in which five fish

are swimming to the nght. The central figure is

that of a devil with a woman's "body which is

covered with hair
;

her head, which is cased in

a rounded cap (?) of unusual shape, is that of
a roaring lioness, Her arms are raised, and
in each hand, which, is on the level of her face, she
holds a two-headed serpent. A snudl dog is

sucking at her right breast and a pig at her left

breast
; and her legs terminate in the claws of a

bird of prey. She kneels on the back of utl ass with
her right knee, and her left claw rests on the ass's
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head. Tn the Space between her legs and the back of

the ags is a scorpion. The ass is placed in a boat,

the how of which ends in the head- of a serpent, and
the stem in the head of a bull. The ass has one

hind leg fastened by a rope to the boat or the bank
of the stream. Standing on the bank to the left is

a hairy monster with Is is arms in the same position

as those of the beings in the Second Register. He
is perhaps tile king of the evil spirits Fazuzh, In

the space to the right are nine objects which are

difficult to identify.

dhe general meaning of the group of scenes

depicted on this bronze amulet is quite clear. The
female devil in the boat is Lamashtu, whose home
is the infernal regions whence she. comes when she

arrives on the earth to carry ont her campaign of

slaughter and death. The only way to stop her

from carrying out her baneful plans is to get her

hack again in the Underworld, and it is necessity

to coax her to leave this earth by promising to give

her gifts. What these gifts are is duly set out in

the incantations Which are engraved on Lamashtu
amulets, and they include jewels, a spindle, a cloak

for her journey from earth to heli
r
provisions of

various kinds, e.g. cakes of bread baked on hot

cinders, malt, bread soaked in beer, drink necessary

to keep her from thirsting, a flask of choice oil,

sandals winch will not wear out on the journey,

roasted grain packed in four leather bags, and all

these are to be stowed in four clay vessels. In short,

she must be provided with nil to anoint herself,

apparel in which to dress herself, water and grain

with which she can make beer, and means of trans-

port, viz. a suitable boat and receptacles for her
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provisions. The texts go on to say that she is to

set uuf on Iter westward journey through the desert

to hell at a certain time before the sun sets, and that

she must go direct to the place of sunset, Sire

must then make her way over the mountains which

block the road to hdl, and when this is done she

must cross the river of hell, which is no other than

the great World-Ocean NAn Mahhatu.

The scenes on the Lamashtu amulets and the texts

of the incantations agree closely, and the following

prayer, which was published by L. W. King (Baby-

lonian Magic, Plates 67 and 68) and translated in full

by Thurcau Dang in
,
shows that men really carried out

the regulations concerning offering! to Lamashtu :

0 Shamash, rhe eHm-mt devil which ierrifieth me,

who hath cLung to me lor several days past, and will

not leave me, who doggeth my steps by day, and
teniheth me all night long, who maketh the skin

of my body to rise up, and the hair of my head to

Stand up, who constrain eth my forehead, and maketh
my face feverish, and drieth up my palate, atid

poisoneth my F-esh. and parcbcth all my members,

whether it be a ghost of my family and of my
ancestor, or the ghost of some man who hath died

a violent death, or whether it be a homeless ghost

—

it may or may not he one of these, 0 Shamash,

in thy presence, T have sought for a garment with

which to clothe it, and sandals for its feet, and a

belt of leather for its waist, and a pot of water from

which it may dnnk, I have given it the flour of

malt, and T have supplied it with food tor rhe

journey. May it depart to the West; may he be

committed to the care of Ne-Gau, the great gate-

keeper of hell
;
may 5ye-Gab, the great gatekeeper
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of hell, keep him in strict custody . May hi?, key

Jock fast the lock."

The following are specimens of the .shorter incan-

tations

X . — ( i )
Incantation: (3) Lamasb, daughter of

Ann; (3) Whose name has been uttered by ibe gods

(4) InniiL queen of queens; (5) Lamashtu, O great

lady; (6) Who seizes the painful Asakhu; [7) Over-

whelming the 'A 14
; (8) Come not nigh what belongeth

to the man
: (q) Be conj urcd hy Heaven

;
(ioj Be

Conjured by rhe Earth
;

{it} Be conjured by Enlil;

(12) Be conjured by Ea.

EL—(1) Incantation: Laiuashtu, " Daughter of

Ami ,f

; (2) is thy first name. The second is,
£r
Sister

of the gods of the streets
11

; {3} The third is
r

" Sword
wl:i eh riphtteih the sloilD''

; (4) The fourth is, " She

who kiudleth a fire ”
; (5) The fifth is,

rf
Goddess

'the sight] of whose face causeth horror
1

'; (6) The
sixth is, " Committed to the hands,"

Returning to the figures which were used as

amulets and the incantations which were recited

in connection with them, a specimen incantation

may now be given :
--

t. Incantation, that a . , , demon and an evil

demon [uiukAu ?) may not [dwell] in the house of a

man.

z. Ritual,—

O

n seven figures of the apteUu
{i.$ r the teachers who lived betore the Flood) made
ol the wood of the bay-tree (?) which are crowned

with the head-dress proper to each of them, and wear

the apparel proper to each of them.
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3, And carry in their right hand a [piece of] bay-

tree (?) wooci which has been burned in the fire at

the top and bottom and place their left hands on

their chests.

4, Write their names on their left hip. On the first

image, covered in rod paste far its onter garment,

5, Write, "Day of iifSj born of Ur." On the

second, covered in gypsum,

6. Write, " Day of plenty, gracious son of Nippur."

On the third, covered in gypsum and with water

drawn on him in black ’wash,

j. Write,
f

' Day of delight grown up in Eridu.'
1

On the fourth, covered with black wash, write,

" Fortunate day, created in Kullah"

fi, On the fifth, covered with Im-Ejx-La- write,
“ Day of bright face, nursling of KosSc” On flic

sixth, covered in green paste.

9. Write, “ Lucky day, exalted judge of Lagash."

On the seventh, wearing Im'Kal- of Canadian {?),

10, Write,
M Day that has given hfs to him who is

smitten protection of Shuruppak.
'*

tt. Bury at the head of the bed. Recite before

them the incantation, " O you seven eldest (or,

leading) AFKAi-LU.''
,

12. Seven day figures of the apk&ilu, which have

faces of birds and wings fitted, and carry a nwtikt

(cleansing implement ?) in their right bands,

13, And a wooden bucket in their left hands,

covered in gypsum, cloaked with a bird's wings on

the Uqeti.
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Bury in the second payment of the house

at the head of the bed. Recite before them the

incantation,.
M You Eire the. figures of the guardian

aphaliu."

15. Seven day figures of the apkalht, covered in

gypsum, cloaked in the skin of a fish of black paste,

carrying in their right hands the same thing, and in

their lefL hands Ihe same tiling,

16. Bury in the frieze on the wall of the kuwimu
chamber. Their incantation as before.

17.

Seven clay figures of the apkalkt, covered in

gypsum, cloaked in the skin of a fish, grasping in.

their right hands the date-spatbe, with their left

hands

t3- Their breasts, bury facing the door behind
the chair; Incantation as before.

39,. Seven clay figures of the apkall,u., covered in

gypsum, cloaked in the skin of a fish,

20. Carrying jn their right hands the urtga.Uu

reed [standard r), grasping their breasts with theiT

left hands, bury in the middle of the house in front

of the chair.

31. Seven tamarisk figures of the divine Seven,

crowned with the head-dress proper to each of them,
wearing the apparel proper to each of them,

32 , Standing on a base of p{b)uridu [reed matting),

covered with red paste, carrying in their right hands a
ktilitt of copper j.
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33. In their Ml bands a cupper dagger, their

waists girdled with a band of copper, caps of copper

on their heads . . .

24, With horns of copper fitted, bovvs and quivers

stand at their sides,

25. Bury opposite the figure of tamarisk. Recite

before them the incantation,
H< You are the figures

of the divine Seven, the great gods.
JJ

The text then goes on to speak of a tamarisk
figure of the goddess Nanidu which is to be buried

in the kmii gate [i.e. the principal gate), seven

figures of weapon-men or club-bearers ” which
are to be buried in the same gate behind the dagger-

bearers
;
a tamarisk figure inscribed

r:

Over-thrower
of evil deeds

'*

and
fi

introducer of the good shedu

and good almas™ ' r

;
a tamarisk figure of the god

of the house
;
day figures of the Fish-man

;
of the

Scorpion -man
r
male and female

;
of Latarak in

green and black pa^te i oi the Lion-man
;

of ten

dogs, The figures uf the dogs, which were to "be

painted in different colours, were to be buried in the

fcamu gate. For the complete translation from which
the above extracts UrC taken, see Sidney Smith,

Joi&m&l Rvyal Asiatic Society
,
102O.

Some details of the Ritual of prophylactic and
evil averting figures are supplied in the following

extract published by Zimmern, No. 54, and rendered

info English by Sidney Smith {Journal Royal Asiatic

Society

,

1926, p. 205},

Incantation : For the raising up of their arms

I have stretched out a ted cloth above, I have hung
a spotted cord round, in their hands 1 have set
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the da.te-spa.the. I Lave made the perfect „

I have put a wash of gypsum round them. At the

head of the seven af them
p

af those with terrible

wings, I have set bfergal. I put Nusku at their

head in the furnace. Two figures, twins, bound
together, whose form is complete " cverthrowers of

wicked devils /
1

I set at the sick man's head, light and
left. The figure of Lugai Gir- Ra- who has no equal,

I set on the m'.Jtsu of the house: the figure of

Sett-ham-Ta^E- A- who has no rival, the figure of

Narudu
:
the sister of the great gods, I set at the

bottom of the bed, That nought evil might
approach, I set Latarak and Latarak in the gate.

To drive away everything evil T set up a hitlduppti

opposite the gate. Fighting twins of gypsum I

drew on the door. Fighting twins of the enclosure,

of bitumen, I set up in tile gateway wings, right and
left. Two figures of the guardians of Eli and Marduk
f get Up )U. the gate, nght and left. The incantation

is the incantation of IVlarduk. The magician is the

figure of llanluk, Repeat for so-and-so the son of

so-and-so, whose god is so-and-so, whose goddess is

so and-so, in whose body there is sickness, the incan-

tation, " When the cattle come home, when the

cattle go out* do you* offspring of the sweet water,

holy sons of ha, eat what is good, drink honey,

may nought that is evil approach the plp‘~p Tmn

guardA

When von have recited this before the stive.
u

figures of ihoie with wings* in front ci whom Isergal

stands, recite the following before the seven figures

of the divine Seven, made of wood of the bay-tree (?)
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which carry clubs. Incahtation ;
i( Heating down

the evil rabisu, sparing life, exercising forte, turning

back the breast of the evil, preserving the oracular

utterances qt Enlil, fire that overwhelms the un-

friendly dagger that overbears fate . . . that

lights up mankind, divine Seven that destroy the

wicked/'

The following illustrates the symbolism of the

objects which wore used in. the Ritual :

—

14. The gypsum and bitumen which they smear
on the gate of the sick man's bouse.

15. The gypsum is the god Ninurta, the bitumen

is the winA&w demon. Nimirta pursues the uiukku

demon,

16. The two zisarm which surround the sick

man 's bed are the gods Lugal-Gir- Ra j and

Shit-ham-Ta'E- A-

17. The three meal-heaps which are thrown

down are .Ann, EnLil and Ea,

i£. The which they drew in front of the

bed, that is the net; it surrounds everything bad,

19, The skin, of the gvgaUu, and the URUDU 1

N1G'KAL'Gj4 which thev , , . , at the head of the
V

sick man.

20. The skin of the is ArtU, and the

Uli UD U - NIC - KA I. -GA is Euhl
;
the urigidlu reeds,

3j. Dibich are set up at the head of the sick man

are the divine Seven, the great gods, the sons of

Isb era-

22, The Jntlduppu goat which is set at the head

of the bed of the sick man is the god Kin. AMASH*
kitgA-
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2$. The shepherd of EnJii. The censer and torch

which are put in the sick man's house.

24, The tenser is the god Ktr-BU' the torch is

Huskm

See Sidney Smith in journal Royal Asiatic Society,

1926, p, ^05 f.

CYLINDER -SEALS AS VOTIVE OFFERINGS,

In the observations on the cylinder-seal printed

above we have only dealt with it as an amulet

;

but it scents that the cylinder-seal was sometimes

used as a votive offering, and was laid before the

god, and was thereafter regarded as the property

of the god. Sidney Smith has called attention

{Journal Royal Asiatic Society, 1936, p. 444) to the

fact that among the large number of cylinder-seals

now known, whilst the greater number of them show
marks cd hard wear, arid cleaning and uf being worn

as amulets
1
many are in such an excellent state of

preservation that they look as if they had only just

left the hands of their makers. Basing his opinion

on a tablet in the British Museum (No. 117666),

he thinks that this is due to the fact that

cylinder-seals which were
'*
before

11

a divine

statue or symbol would not be continually used,

and that they were thus enabled to tetain

their pristine clearness. The tablet to which

he refers, and the text of which he translates, is

inscribed with a royal command in which an

official is ordered to search lor a certain cylinder-

seal, and. to take it and bring it to him. The correct-

ness of this view is proved by two cylinder-seals

which were found at Babylon, the one bearing
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the image of Marduk, and the other that of Adad
;

both seem to have belonged to the " treasure of

Marduk.'"'

THU CYLINDER-SEAL IN ASSYRIA, PERSIA AND
PHOENICIA,

The Babylonians of the late Empire used cylinder-

seals in the same way as the early Babylonians,

but as a rile they are much, smaller, though the

traditional scenes and figures are found on them,

The Assyrians also used cylinder-seals and inf re-

duced on them the characteristic figures of their

gods, and figures of men grouped about the sacred

tree. Ti e Cappadocians and Hittites also adopted

the cylinder seal, but the scenes found on them are

arranged differently from those found on Babylonian

cylinder-seals. Figures of gods standing upon limit

appear for the first time. The Phoenicians borrowed

Assyrian designs for rheir cylinder-seals, but wrote

the names of their owners with Phoenician letters.

About the time of the downfall of the Assyrian

Empire after the destruction of Nineveh [613 b . c.),

the place of the cylinder-seal for sealing clay tablets

was taken by cone-seals, in sard, camel!an, agate,

chalcedony, etc., and they were used for this purpose

throughout the Persian Period down to about 350 b.c.

The favourite stone for seals of this period was

chalcedony
,
and on those were cut symbols of the

gods Sliamash, 5in, Ad ad, Marduk and Wabu j

mythical beasts and winged demons
;
men standing

by the sacred tree above which is Ihe symbol of the

god Asshur
;

scenes from the fd Igarni sh legend ;

man-headed goat-fish, man-headed birds, cock,

escent ; hunting sotnes, etc. The scenes on two
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chalcedony cones are here reproduced. In the tiist

[B.M., No. 115604) we see throe bulls’ heads created,

in a d:sc formation. This device was magical, And
Et appears in many forms dining the Acha_emen!an

iJa. 113*4. No. U99t9,

Period, and after down to the Middle Ages. In the

second (13. M., No. ngcjig) we see amounted horseman

engaged in conflict with some animal
;
perhaps the

foundation of the legend of St, George and the

Dragon r

SASaAmAN AMULETS AND SEALS.

Here for convenience sake may be mentioned the

large class of amulets and arouletic seals which were

used in Western Iran or Persia during the period of

the rule of the Sass&mdes, -i.fi. from about a.d. 226

632. They are commonly known as Peblevi

gems/’ because the inscriptions upon them, which

are usually the names of the owners or god*, are

written in Pehlervi characters. These charaeters

were derived from a Semitic alphabet, which was

probably Syriac. Pehlevi seals are made of different

kinds of scone, agate, lapis lazuli, said, catnelisn,

chalcedony, and variegated hard stones. The larger

specimens are rounded and pierced and were

threaded on string or wires and carried like cylinder-

seals, or attached to the body like amulets
;

the

smaller ones, which are flat, formed the bezels of
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rings. On the largest of them, which resemble

oval plaques
j
we find busts of governors and women.

Favourite representations on them are : -Palm

bran cl itt and flowers held in hands* animals, especi-

ally the winged horse (Pegasus ?), birds, reptiles.,

mythological creatures, and Elaborate linear devices.

Sax characteristic specimens from the British Museum
Collection are here given, (i) Three little mem
and an indeterminate object

;
this scene is very

No, 119332. No. UflOSL Ku. 130592.

Wo. 115979. No. 119983. No. 119971.

common and probably illustrates some legend

"No. 119382] , (2) Three lions' heads in disc form

[No, 119351]. (3} A palm branch, arid a man
worshipping a star and the crescent moon [No,

119392], (4) A symbol which was probably sup-

posed to possess magical powers [No. irpHQy^.

(5) A semi-human figure grasping the symbols of

the Beginning and the End
;
between his legs is

the figure of an animal (mouse?} No, 119983]*

(6) A hand with the thumb and index-finger touch-

ing [No. 119971]*



CHAPTER IV.

COPTIC AMULETS.

According to the- Life of St. Anthony, the Great,

of Egypt, the Egyptians were if! the habit of embalm-
ing the bodies of the saints and martyrs, and of

placing them not in graves but in their houses so

that they might do honour to them. Anthoky had

entreated the bishops to order the people not to do

th!S; hut the custom continued. When he was

dying' he commanded those who were about him,

saying :
" Dig a grave theni and bury me therein,

and hide my body under the earth. And let these

my words be observed carefully by you, and tell ye

jio man where ye lay me; [and there I shall be] until

the Resurrection of the dead, when 1 shall receive

[again] this body without corruption ” (Budge.

Paradise of the Fathers , Vol. i. p. 72). This passage

makes it quite char that the Egyptian Christians

continued to mummify theii dead long after their

conversion to Christianity! and the tombs of Egypt

of the early Christian period support Anthony’s

statement. Anthony died about A.D. 360. and

thus it is certain that the Egyptian Christians had

been mummifying their dead for at least 360 years,

for the introduction of Christianity into Egypt
cannot be placed later than about A-P, roc. There

is no satisfactory evidence showing under whose

auspices the Christianising of Egypt took place.
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though It is generally attributed to St, Mahk, who
began to preach in Alexandria about a.t\ 6g.

Though the form of the Egyptian Keligion which,

was in use between 200 n.c, and a.d. ioo, with its

doctrine of a Last Judgment and its fastings and

prayers and ascEticism generally, wad an excellent

preparation for the reception of Christianity by the

Egyptians, when once their conversion was effected,

they determined to break absolutely with the old

pagan religion and its cults. They discarded the

hieroglyphic, hieratic and demotic scripts, and for-

mulated an alphabet for themselves, which included

the Greek alphabet and a number of conventional

forms of old Egyptian characters
;

in this mixed
alphabet they wrote the Coptic version of the Scrip-

times. They rejected the spells and the Vignettes

of the Book of the Dead, and abandoned the use of

the funerary amulets of the ancient Egyptians, and

all their amuletic symbols save one, vix. the sign

iinkh which means
f

'

life, living," What object

this sign represented cannot be said, but as to the

idea, which both pagans and Egyptians associated

with it there is no doubt, Gods and goddesses, and

men and women, are seen holding it, and it seems

that the life ol every being, divine or human, depended

upon his or her possession of it. From first to last

the gods are seen tarrying it in their right hands,

and they gave life to their kings and servants pre-

senting it to them. It has been suggested that -^p

is a conventional representation of some organ ol

the human body connected with procreation, and

this view is probably correct. But be this as it

may, the Egyptian Christian adopted it as an
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equivalent of the Cross of Christ, and it symbolized

to them life everlasting. On the 5tele of Abraham

v- ^
(B.M.

,
No, 1257) we have it in this form

with the letters K and O. On the stele of Pl£inOs

(R.M., No. 675 )
we have the ordinary Greek cross

c

f
’**% and two aiikh crosses

On the stele of Saei^os (B.M. 1352) we have

•>

X-
1 1

and iv and il On another stele are cut

Is
. n

figures o! doves holding -j'- (B.M,, rgsy). Navllle

found a mummy with the swsswsiik& uj“—i drawn on

the left shcailder (see Deir el-Bahzri, ii, p. 5). bat

there is no proof that the mummy was that of a

Christian, There is in the British Museum (No. 54051)

a mummy of a child of the early Christian or late

Roman period-
!

the hands are crossed over the breast,

and in one he holds a cross and in the other

a flower (lotus. (?) which suggests that the mummy
is that of a gil l) . On a porti on of a HIVimmy swathir.g

found at Lycofous is painted a Christian cross

(No. 55056). On a very rare amulet which

was given to the British Museum by Sir Ritter

Haggare, the Birth of Christ is represented
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(Xo. 469) ; Mary is seated under a tree and she

holds ^ in one hand ;
on the reverse is the sign ^

and the legend,
' r One God in heaven, As the

woman is seated under a tree and, not in a cave, it

has been suggested that it is the birth of the Buddha

which is represented.

The aimikrtic signs and \/ which art seen

on Coptic monuments older than the time of Copt-

STAHTniE the Great, have not been found in the

form 0/ amulets. Attempts have been made to

show that the sign i is derived from hut

they appear to the witter to be unsuccessful. The

sign is found woven into textiles from

Akhmirn. From the excavations of Coptic sites at

AkhmIm and elsewhere the following amulets have
been recovered :

—

1. The Cross, both in the Greek and Coptic

forms, made of bronze, sometimes inlaid with paste

or stones, bone, ivory {?), mother-of-pearl, iron,

glass.

2 . The Dove, symbolic of tie Hofy Ghost, in

mother-of-pearl.

Pendants in nwther-ol-pearl
; significance

unknown,

4. Bone figures of the Virgin Many seated in a
shxi ne H
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5, Bone plaques carved with figures of St, G-egrge
spearing a dragon. ; ilie spear is cross-headed, and
the saint holds a cross in his loft hand.

Saint Oorjc of Lydda.

7. lerra-cdtta bottles stamped with a cross,

8, The Fish, a symbol of Christ. The fish became
a very popular amulet when it Was pointed out

tlxat the letters of xp ivriW !?eov uJ!o?

ffur-jp,
"
Jesus Christ, son oi God, the Eavioiis.

,J

Thfi cross resting on. a fish, and a cross with a fish on
each side of it are found cut upon gems. See Fukrkk,
Reallexifcwt, Strassburg, 1907, p. 427, Tafel 109,

T 2
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Term-cotta oil flasks from the tomb of St,

Menas, on which are stamped figures of tile saint,

camels, etc. See Buuge, Ta.tte relating to Saint

Menu, London, iqoQ, p. 33 f. The dolphins which

protected the saint's body at sea are often sculptured

on funerary Coptic stelae.

10. Large crosses made of lead and stone, which

were used as funerary monuments. [See B.M., Nos.

46708 and 1339.}

Among the Copts the amulets which were intended

to protect the dead took the form of sheets of

inscribed papyrus
;
many ot these are preserved in

the British Museum. One contains a copy of the

npor.hryphal letter of King Abgar 1u Christ, and the

first words of each of the Four Gospels (Oriental

4919 (2)). Another is inscribed
Hf
Lord God

Almighty help me [
" and a third is inscribed with

some of the vowels, each seven times repeated and
in separate tines (Crum, Catalogue, p. 175).



CHAPTER V.

EGYPTIAN AMULETS.

The Egypt; ans in all periods of their history were
lovers of amulets, and they placed them under and
in their houses and tombs, and set them up in their

temples, and wore them when living, and caused
them to be placed on their bodies when dead. They
made them oi many kinds of stones, both common
and semi-precious, various kinds of wood, gold,

copper, silver-gold, ivory, bone, shell; wood, wax,

faience, etc. The common word for anml€t in the

dynastic period was mk-t
r ^ , which means

' protector"
;

a synonym frequently used in the

texts is udjau,
Ci

the thing which

keeps safe," the
'*
strEngthenej/

J Many of the

substances of which amulets were made were believed

to possess influence or properties which could he

absorbed by the wearers. Amulets with names of

gods or words of power inscribed upon them were
held to be more powerful than those which were

utiinsr-rtbed, and those which had been
£r
blessed

”

by the magician, and therefore contained a portion

of his spiritual power, were the most powerful of

al’. Most of the Egyptian amulets known have
come from the tombs of Egypt, and were

rJ

pro-

tectors " worn by the dead ; it is probable that they

arc identical with those winch were worn by the

living.
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The oldest amulets from Egypt belong to the

Neolithic period, Among them are figures in jlmt

of the crocodile, some horned animal (goat ?), the

head of a cow with a woman's face {the goddess

Hathou ?), the hippopotamus, the cuttle-fish (?),

and the objects
^

[' and ^ ;
rhe first of the two

objects may he the Kaf-pesk, an instrument used

in connection with birth ceremonies, and the second

may be a feather. All these were worn to give the

wearers virility and fecundity, and the last two
mentioned are probably models of some human

Tl’fl BTfu-t amulet (if Sun-Bods o; 3^inn«: and aunwt In Lite [Dim u! a
li™ with n head oM 1

. end o i bi « body,

organ of generation. The flint arrow heads were

also used as amulets. To the same period belong

the green slate models of tortoises or turtles, rams,

stags, bears, birds (bars ?), which are exhibited in

the British Museum (see Guide to the 4th r
$th am

6th Egyptian liooma, p. 2S1 f).

The oldest amuletic &ig>; used by the dynastic

Egyptians is to which they assigned the

phonetic value of ankk or dnh ¥ What object it

represents is nut known, but it was probably some
part of the human body which the Egyptians

believed to be intimately connected with generation
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and with the maintenance of life. The meaning of

ihe word anjth is "life
,

11

"living,” in fact
*'
evcr-

iacting life" and iht
r(

life which cannot die."

Every god and goddess and divine being possessed

it, and by it their lift was maintained. They
bestowed it on kings and also on the souls who were

acquitted in ihe Hall of Judgment, and those

who received it lived for i,e.
* *

one hundred

thousand millions of years,” When the Egyptians

embraced Christianity in the 1st century they

adopted the sign ^ though cl pagan origin, and

its meaning, and it appears on funerary monuments
side by stde with the Christian Cross. The Antulet

was made of wood, wax, metal* stones of various

hinds, faience, etc. ; this fart proves that the

Egyptians did not know what object the sign

represeuted. The principal funerary amulets were :

r. The Scarab, scarabaeus, sneer, ^ one of the

class of the dung-eating beetles. This beetle collects

a mass of dung, lays in it one egg, and then kneads

the dung together and finally makes it into a round

ball abou" £ inches in diameren This done, it turns

its head away from the bail, and with its hind legs

rolls the bail along the ground into some sunny
place, where under the influence of the heat of the

sun, the egg is hatched, and the little beetle lives

and flourishes on the excrement with which the egg

lias been surrounded. For a naturalist's description

of the beetle, see J, 11. Fabue, The Sacred Beetle and
otiwrs, London, 1919 , From the earliest times the

Egyptians associated this beetle with the god of

creation, and its egg’bah with the sun
;
the god was
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believed to roll the bah of tlna sun across the sky

even as the beetle roiled its ball over the ground.

And heat and life came from the sun. just as the

larva of the beetle, hatched in the egg-ball and

nourished on its substance, proceeded from the egg’

balk The god who rolled the solar ball across the

sky was called Khepsra, i.e.
J<
the Roller

/

r

and in

the Book of Amini "fuat we see. him pushing the

sun into the sky at dawn. The Egyptians wore

models of the beetle when living to give them the

life and strength of the god of creation. They

placed in their mummies models in green stone or

black basalt ot haematite oi the Gcliathus Atlas

beetle, to effect the RESUftKECTiOK of their dead

kinsfolk. These are the well-known 11
heart sca-

rabs/' on which copies of Chapter xxxb of the Book

of the Dead are inscribed.

Colossal models of the scarab were set up upon

pedestals in the temples, s.g, the example which was

found by Legrain in the temple c-f Amen-Ra at

KarnaJc, and was made in the reign at Amcnhetep 111.

The largest known temple scarab is in the British

Museum (Central Saloon, No. 963}. It is iminscribcd,

is 5 feet long, 3 feet wide and weighs over two tons
;

it

was brought from Constantinople by Lord Elgin.

Amtnhc'cp III had many hundreds of large scarabs

made, and recorded ooi them the events of his reign

which he deemed noteworthy, viz, : 1. His marriage

with the lady T1 2. His Wild- Cattle Hunt in the

second year of hi s reign. 3 , The genealogy of Queen Tt

,

4. The slaughter of 102 lions when hunting during

the first 10 years of bis reign. 3. The digging of a

lake in Western Thebes. His son Anienhetep IV

(Aakbun&ten) also made use of large scarabs to
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edinnemsrite important events (set B.M., No-.

51084). For texts describing these events and

translations (see. Budge The Mummy
,
and edii. t

p. 298). Scarab amulets were made of almost every

kind of material, and they vary in length from

half an inch to 2 inches. They did not come into

general use until the Xlth or Xllth Dynasty,

and their vogue ceased about 550 b .c . They have

been found in Elam, Persia, Babylonia, Syria,

Phoenicia, Palestine and in nearly all the countries

round the Mediterranean. In Egypt many of the

scarab amulets were also used as scab. Those who

wish to study the scarab amulet should examine

the unrivalled collection in the British Museum,

2 , The Tet {or Deo) was associated with the

backbone, or certain of the lower vertebrae, to which

it gave strength and stability in life, and renewed

power to the back after death. See Chapter civ of

the Book of the Dead.

5. The Tjet
h $ Coptic tqtf or toots. An

amulet which was commonly made of some red

substance, £.g. red jasper, red glass, red wood,

red porphyry, red porcelain, and cameliarj, or sand,

or reddish agate ; examples m solid gold are known,

and in gilded stone. The Tjct is a conventional

iorm of the genital organs of the goddess Isis [see

Buuge, Osins, vol, i. p. 276; vqI. ii. p. 280), and

it was supposed to bring to the wearer, living or

dead, the virtue of the blood of Isis
1

, It and the Tet

• The Coptic mikes it cEe^r that this amulet was intended to

represent the i>fdv(r Or of Isis. The forms DOTS, 0 f

and TOTS arc the equivalent cf die hieroglyphic

(!§ c atf-ir
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arc often seen in the hands of statues. mid on coffin 3 r

and armed with these all-powerful divine amulets,

the deceased was ready to enter the Judgment

Half of Osiris Tha text of Chapter -dvi of the Book

oi the Dead is often found cut on the Tjet.

4. The Ues
(

or head-rest or pillow, as an amulet

is usually made of haematite., and is rarely inscribed

;

when It was intended for use as an article of funerary

equipment, .it was made of wood, and ivory, and

stone oi various kinds, and wooden and ivory

examples are usually inscribed with Chapter clxvi

of the Book of the Dead. The large pillows were

placed under the nooks of mummies to ” lift up the

heads
JP

ul the deceased persons in she Other World,

and to prevent the JC decapitation of their heads.'
1

"Their enemies shall have no power to cut off the

heads of the deceased, but the deceased shall cut

oif the heads of their enemies,” says the text.

5- The Ab or Hilaht amulet was made of many
kinds of red stones, red jasper, red glass, red porcelain,

ted paste and red wax, and it was inscribed lit the

breast of the mummy in place of the heart which
was mummified separately. The upper pan of it

was sometimes made in the form of & human head.

The heart was, to the Egyptians, the source of all

life and thought, and it was believed to he the seat

of the Ba, or what may be termed the " heart

soul/' i.e. the soul of the physical body. It was
connected in some way, which is, at present, not

clear, with the Ka, or
lf

double,” which was perhaps

the s-ub’consdous vital power, The texts show
that the heart was supposed to contain the soul of

Kheperi, the self-created find self-cjasting god, and
it was therefore immortal The Book of the Dead
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contains several spelts and prayers for tliti preserva~

tion of the heart, viz. Chapters xxvi, .xxvii, xxviii,

xx ix {3 versions), x?tx {2 versions). The text most
commonly found on models of the heart is Chapter

xxxi, which, according to one Rubric, is as old as

Mhn-kau-Ra (Myckrinus), a king of the IVth
Dynasty, and according to another, as old as Sewti,

a king of the JInd Dynasty. The other spells gave

Eg-ia»:EKaEgiEa[ flT«FiKw*Sr r Ifcp
©SB:

^ ra*zaa*

51&
Tnr Pinyicr-Spill :nBCfifc#d 'ill Hc-irt-XArakfl, 1L 1Y&5- in EgJ-|>L foIf

rtHST 'Jltf Lhi'3C cbDUSlILKl years, *iicl u, pectus tlienLdcnt complctn prayer
in the world

.

the deceased powers in the Other World, but Chapter

xxx& enabled a man to obtain the verdict of " Truth-

speaker" in the Judgment Hah of Osiris. It may
ho rendered,

,r Heart of my mother! Heart of my
mother ' Heart o£ my being ! Oppose me not in

my evidence (or testimony). Thrust me not aside

before the Judges. Fall not away from me before

the Guardian of the Balance. Thou art my Ka
in my body, Khnemu making sound my members.
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Come thou forth to the place of happiness (or

felicity) whither we would go. .Make not my
oftme to stink with the Assessors, who make men.

during my existence. Make good a good hearing

with joy of heart at the weighing of words and

deeds, Utter no falsehood concerning me in the

presence of the Great God. Assuredly thou shalt

be distinguished rising up as a speaker ol the truth.
1 '

G r The Vulture, Ker-t, made of gold, and

inscribed with Chapter civil of the Book of the Dead,

when tied to the neck of the mummy, gave the

deceased the strength and fierceness of the goddess

[315 , when she was wandering about in the papyrus

swamps in the Delta in the form of a vulture. The
use of this amulet is not older than the XXVIth
Dynasty, say 650 n,C,

7. The Collar or Pectoral, Usekk-t. nude of

gold, and inscribed with C hapter civhi of the Book of

the Dead, when tied to chc neck of the mummy,
gave the deceased freedom from all possible letterings

about the neck. The use of this amulet is llui older

than the XXV ith Dynasty.

8. The Papyrus Sceptee. Uadj, was made of

mother-of-emerald, and inscribed with Chapter dix

of the Book of the Dead
;
when laid on the neck or

breast of the mummy gave the deceased renewed

youth and virility, and all the qualities of the

growing papyrus plant. It was worn as a pendant.

Usually this amulet has the form of a budding

papyrus shoot, but It is also found sculptured on a

small rectangular plaque mode of the nsshmet stone.

In the Pappus of Neesent (early XVILIth Dynasty)

we sec 111 the Vignette to Chapter clx of the Book of

the Dead the god Thgth, ibis-headed, who is called
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the " Great God,” presenting U> Hebseni a. plaque
whereon a papyrus shoot is sculptured. The text

which was supposed to be out upon it brought tn

the dece ased the protection of the
<f Words of Thoth/

'

9, The Ud-jat, a word which means literally

" Eye/' was an amulet made in this form

it typified good health, soundness
, safe protection,

and physical comfort and well-being generally.

The twin Udjats represent the Eye of the

sun and the Eye of the moon, i.g, the two Eyes of

the very ancient Shy-god f^ER
;

they? are found

T?K Eftbu-jcl, thr ^SLXiiatc nx T}io+}i, nHiorLng thr Udjut mi P.yc to Alh,
tlo Woon-gO(i r aStC3 lL iuiid b™ iwiilcm'til by Set, -who win Jind- to

wrtfnlt -it.

painied on colli ns as early as the Vlth Dynasty,

and they were painted on articles of funerary equip-

ment tlirougbout the dynastic period. An ancient

Legend stated [hat the powers of evil succeeded in

blinding the Eye of the Sun-god Ka during an

eclipse or prolonged storm* and that Tiioth came Lo

the god and heated his Eye, and restored it to his

face. Another legend stated chat Set, the Devil,

when prowling in the sty one evening saw the
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crescent mmn, and swallowed it, but one of the

gods, presumably 'Ifotti, came against him quickly,

and speared him, and he was obliged Id vomit the

crescent moon from Ids body. Chapter clxvii of the

Book of the Dead contains a sped the recital of

which would cause Thgth to bring the Utfjaf to the

deceased during hi& journey to the kingdom of

Osiris, The Rubric of Chapter cxl says that that

chapter (which was to be recited during the longest

day o: the Egyptian year) was to be said over two
Udjats the one made of lapis lazuli or mug stone

plated with gold or set in a gold trams
,
and the other

of amethyst or earned an. The second Udjat, if

placed on the mummy of a man, would procure for

him a seat in the Boat of Ri, and make him
become a god. The Edjat amulet, was made of

gold
„

silver, copper, many kinds of semi precious

stones, wood, wax, and faience, glazed in various

colours. The enormous numbers of Udjats which
have been found in the tombs prove that this amulet

possessed unusual ^importance in the minds of the

Egyptians, and that it fulfilled a very special

service. My belief is that the Egyptians, - Like tile

Chinese, were terrified by their fear of the Evil Eye,

and that the Udjat was worn or carried universally

as a protection against it.

io. The Cow-amulet, Ahat, was a figure of a cow
wearing the solar disk anti plumes between her

horns, and made of gold, which was tied to the neck

of the mummy, This was used in connection with

the hytocefhalus, which was placed under the

back of the head of the mummy, and was formed

of a scries of circular layers of linen gummed together,

and covered with a thin layer of white plaster. This
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amulet was intended to represent the pupil of the

Eye of TiS, ajcd on Jt were drawn in outline figures

of solar godSj, e.g, Homs- Sept, Kheperi, the sons oi

Horus, etc. Around these figures ran the text of

Chapter clxii of the Booh of the Dead. The Egyptians
believed, that if this amulet was placed under the

head of the mummy it would emit heat and keep

warmth in the body of the deceased until lie arrived

in the Kingdom, of Osiris. The chief god was Far,
but in order to obtain Ins assistance it. was necessary

to appeal to him by his secret magical names which
the text supplies, vis. Haqa-haqa-herher ,

Aulauia-

q&rsaanqlebati, Klndsenm and Khalsata, An
ancient legend stated that when Ra was about to

set for the first time, the Cow-goddess, fearing that

he would lose all his heat during the night
j
caused

him to be surrounded with beings of fire, which kept
lam warm unnil he rose again in the sky. The
amulet A hat was supposed to do fot the deceased
what the Cow-goddess did for Rfl.,

ii. The Frog amulet is usually made of gold,

hand stone, sreatite and glased faience, but examples
n: it in gold are not common. It earned with it

the help and protection of He&it, the goddess who
presided over conception and birth, mid who may
bo described as the

d,:

midwife goddess,'* She was
supposed to be present at the birth of every king of

Egypt, and she assisted Isis in resuscifat;^ Osiris
and in making effective her union with him, The
general idea, associated with the frog amulet was
fecundity and fertility, and among many of the
tribes in Central Africa the women eat both the
frog and the beetle, so that they may have large

families. The little green tree frog appears in large
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numbers a day or two before the rise of the Nile,

and the natives regard it as a symbol of new life

and prolific generation. The Copts, probably having

m mind the phases of the physical development of

the frog, adopted it as a symbol of the Resurrection,

and it is often soon sculptured on monuments in the

catacombs of Alexandria side by side with the

Coptic Cross. On a bronze object in the British

Museum a frog appears at the end of a phallus,

is. The Neper, amulet
J

was frequently made

of camelian,. or SEJld, or some semi- precious red

stone, but very large numbers were made of glazed

faience, and were pierced at one end so that they

might be strung with beads on necklaces and pec-

torals. The object represented by the amulet was,

probably, in the late period a lute or some other kind

of stringed musical instrument ; but originally it

seems to have been the heart with the wind pipe [?),

Whatever the object was it is pretty clear from the

texts that, the amulet was supposed tn give to the

wearer youth, joy, strength and happiness, and good

luck generally. The word neier means good, to

be good, beautiful, gracious, pleasant, and the bke,

33. Tire "Ba amulet was in the form of a

man-headed hawk wearing a beard. It was sup-

posed to represent the heart-soul, but it seems to

tie more probable that it was a symbol of the vital

strength of a man,;, and the hawk-portion of it

suggests its relationship to Ilorus, At all events,

the root ba means " strength," to be powerful.

After death the Ba was believed to visit the body

whence it came in the tomb, and in graves narrow

passages were left in the pits so that the soul might
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find, its way there. Tn the Pyramids oi Meroe open-

ings were left in the stone covering near the apex

SO that the Ba might enter them, and a ledge was
placed beneath each opening for it to stand on. En

the Vignette to Chapter Ixxxix of the Book of the

Dead the Ba is seen visiting its body, to which it

presents the Symbol sken Q.

,

symbohe of eternal

life. The final union of ah souls with then- bodies

was believed to take plate in the heavenly Anu
Heliopolis. Smatl figures of the Ba made of

gold and inlaid with, sein: -precious Stones, and large

figures of it, with Outspread wings, were laid on the

betas': of the niunimy, probably with the view oi

preserving the body from decay, Some think

that such figures, under the influence of the spells,

in :he Chapter mentioned above, flew to the place

where the gods gathered together, and represented

u
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the person whose body lay in the tomb. And others

taJte the view that the soul when, it came to the tomb

took up its abode in the Ea figure. A very fine atone

Ba, with pendent breasts, from Nubia, is preserved

in the British Museum (Ho. 53965)- The Copts

adopted the Ba, smd it is found sculptured on their

funerary monuments (R.M,, No, rbjl).

iij.. The Sma amulet ^ was buried in the foEds of

the linen swathings of the mummy, or in the body

of the deceased, in order to give hi in the power

to breathe ;
it is usually made oi dark basalt or

some brown ish-blaek coloured stone.

15. The Aakhu amulet c5h represented the

disk of the sun rising on tlie eastern horizon,

and was worn so that it might give a man the

strength and power of Hqru* or Ra ;
it was sym-

bolic of renewed life after deELth and resurrection.

This amulet was made of red stone and red glass or

paste.

i6 r The Shuti amulet
~
Q represented the

two feathers, symbolic of light and air, which are

seen on the heads of Ra. Osiris, and Amen-Ra,

The AT£F plumes
jjj} , which are the special

characteristic of Osiris and Ptau-Seker-Asar,

appear to be associated with the resurrection. 'Dus

amulet was made u£ gold and semi-precious stones

of various colows.

17, The Sieen amulet Q seems to have sym-

bolized eternity, or perhaps a very large but in-

definite number of years, and the space embraced

by the all-encircling power of the Sum-god. The

hieroglyph is thought to represent the end of a

cylindjical seal-cylinder which is either resting on.
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or is being rolled over, a piece of clay to matt a seal.

On the oi her hand, il may well be a picture in out-

line of a ring with a long bezel attached to it.

lb.. The Rek or name-amulet. In seme inscrip-

tions, the name ol the king is enclosed in what

seems to be a piece ol rope bed in a sort of double

knot at the end of the name. As has been said

elsewhere, the name of a god, or man, wa£ regarded

as his soul* and the knotted cord was intended to

preserve it .from evil magical influences and to

maintain and prolong his life, The ordinary form

of the Ren is czzn
,
and it is commonly called a

<r
cartouche/’

ip. The Serteift’s head amulet* which was
made of red stone or red glass or red faience, was

regarded as a protection against the bite of the

cobra and other venomous snakes, It was worn

by the living and the dead* and the texts from the

oxivtii and xxxvtJi Chapters of the Book of the

Dead which are inscribed on the amulet show that

it was intended to prevent the mummy from being

devoured by the snakes and worms of the Tnat,

ao, The Mewat yii!!±

!]
° S) amulet consisted of

a necklace or collar to which was attached the

curiously shaped pendant shown in, tire deter-

mi native of the word given above, This amulet

was worn by the gods and goddesses, e.g. Hathor,

Isis, Ftah and Osiris, who in the minds of the

Egyptians were associated with virility and fecundity*

birth and new Lfe, and also the resurrection. It was

buried with the dead with the view o: preserving

in them the sexual desires whicli they had possessed

in life, and providing them with the means, for giving

effect to them. As an amufet tor the living and the

k Z
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dead it was made of lapis lazuli, and, when intended

to be attached to statues, of bronze nr copper, ft

was suspended over the back of the neck, through

wliidi j 1 exercised its influence on the spinal column

.

si + The Ladder amulet, maq4 pro-

vided the deceased with the means of ascending

from earth to the door of heaven, i,&, the sky. An

ancient legend says that Osiris wished to ascend to

heaven, but had not sufficient strength to do so.

Ra seeing his difficulty provided the ladder, and he

and Hqeub standing, one on each side of OstriS,

helped him to ascend, A variant text says that the

helpers of Osims during his ascent were HORUS and

Sun, or Set. Models of tins ladder in stout and

wood have been found m the tombs, and a picture

of the Ladder is given as a Vignette in the Papyrus

of Am (Plate xxii). The legend is referred to in the

text in the Pyramid of Pepil, lines igs f, 473 and 473,

and in, it we are told that it was the " two fingers

of the Lord of the Ladder
J

’ which helped Os iris

to ascend to the sky. ThE Egyptians presumed that

the deceased might nut be able to obtain the assist

ance of the " two fingers/' and they made the amulet

described in the next paragraph to take their place.

The Hebrews also conceived the idea that a ladder

reached from heaven to earth. See Gen. Kxviii. 12.

22, The Two-fingers amulet, ^ J —*11 *i-

haul, i.e. the index and medius fingers, was made of

green stone, or black basalt, or obsidian, and was

placed sometimes loose in the coffin and sometimes

among the swathmgs of the mummy. It was

intended to take the place of the two fingers of the

god who helped QsiRis to ascend Hie Ladder of Ra.
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33. Among the primitive inhabitants of the Kilo

Valley models of the Heai> of Hathor were worn
as amulets by women who wished to become mothers
of large families. This amulet had two forms. viz T

the head of a cow and the head of a woman whose
ears were large and Hat like those ol a cow ; both
forms were cut upon plaques and scarabs which were
wont as pendants of necklaces. The cult of the

cow probably originated in the Sud&n, in the regions

which are inhabited by the Bakk&ra or " Cattle-

men '*

at the present time.

24. The Kef-peses^ amulet was used in the

ceremonies connected with the Liturgy of
ri Opening

the Mouth," and was supposed to restore to the

jawbones the power of movement which had ceased
owing to mummification, A couple of amulets

were used in connection with the Kee-pesesh, the

exact significan.ee of which is unknown. Each has

two forms, namely, "j and *=j] , and is made of

different kinds of iron ore. They were inserted

among rhe linen swathings of tlie mummy, and
brought to its protection Hoeus, god of the South,

and Set, god of the North.

25. The Steps amulet * yl Kkei, was made of

faience, greenish blue or white, and symbolized the

support on which Shu stood when he separated

the earth from the sky above it, and also the double
steps, which resembled the Step -Pyramid of §ak-
SvARah in form. 011 which the god Khnemu stood,

when acting as a creator god

.

Among other less well-known amulets may he
mentioned the Apee signifying " abundance," r(

pros-

perity"
; the Shuttle. Kert (Net), the symbol
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of the guides* Neith
;

the Solar disk on the

horizon, the Mason’s measure, the Carpenter's

square, the White Crown, the Red Crown, the

Helmet, the Vulture and UrasuS (Nebti), the

Knot, the Hand, clenched and open ; the Offering-

tablet, the Ka, and the Full Moon between horns.

For drawings of about fifty of the commoner

Egyptian am alets see pages 17&-176.

The Pectoral tablet as an amulet wee in the

form of the side of a funerary chest, and its cornice

was decorated with drawings of feathers. The

following are the principal scenes found on the Sides :

i. The Beetle o£ Khepera in a boat being adored

Tte Vull-JM Ccirlflt'.' Mui, I'.r'idiiir i r_ EiAr tilaSs £ luMcnis u tiwwity

inrl the pluir.cn dF Upper nml LtiWsf RgypL

by Isis and Nephrbys, 2. Andres on a pedestal,

with the deceased praying or making an offering

to him. 3. The Beetle between
^ and &- 4. Ra

and Gsiris seated facmg each other, 5. The deceased

adoring the Cow of Hathcr, or Osiris.

The Qfferino-Tablet, or Table: for offerings, as

an amulet took the lorm of a. thin rectangular plaoue

of stone or faience, with a projection on one side to

represent the spout or drain of the full-sized table

which was placed in tire chamber for sacrifices in

the tomb.

Like the Sumerians and Babylonians, the Egyptians

made many of their amulets in the forms of animals.

Among those may be mentioned the Bull (Apis,
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Mnevis, Bacchis, and the Black Bull), the Earn, the

Crocodile, tie Hippopotatruis, the Lion, the Lynx,

the Cat, the Dog-headed Ape and the smaller apes,

the Jackal, the animal the head of which appears

on figures of the god Set, the Pig, the Shrew-mouse,

the Hedgehog, the Ichneumon, the Hare, etc, Very

few animal amulets arc found in the tombs of the

Old Kingdom, Under the Kew Kingdom the use

of such amulets became commoner, and it is iroin

Thfl IHvinr- Gprcw-, pi Clrtrjtt Ca.ckLi:r,
,r

wTilch. Ltid th£ t'f:s::sL.i Egg. I

dHUWOABes iluu Llsli at C-kaii :lL ‘.Lc ^(HlK Lay.

its tombs and buildings that the large collectio:

of amulets which are exhibited in the great Nation

Museums were obtained.

The amulets in the form of birds arc comparatively

few, The: commonest are I—The Bennn (Phoenix ?),

the Vulture, the Hawk, Lhe Heron r
the Swallow, die

Goose, the Ibis. The Commonest, amulets in the

form of REPTILES and insects are The Turtle, the
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Cobra, the Viper, the Scorpion, the large Snake,

the Apskait [a ktarl of beetle), the Abit (Mantis ?},

the Grasshopper, the Frog {see p r 143), and various

kinds of the dung-feeding varieties of Beetles.

Aumjets in the forms of fishes are not very

common. Some 0J them probably represent the

AFlu fell arid the Ant fish, which are mentioned
in the Book o1 the Dead. They were supposed to

swim one on each side of the Boat of RS, and to

drive away every evil creatures that came to attack

the god. A few amulets in the form of die fish

with the wide, large mouth which is seen on the heads

of figures of the goddess Harnehit are known, but
which of the fishes mentioned by Strabo (xvii, s, 4) it

represents, has not yet, I believe, been decided. The
As or " Tighter

,J

fish, anti the Qxyrhynchus Fish,

which was supposed to have swallowed the phallus

of Osiris when his body was mutilated by Set, were
held in great reverence. The small wooden figures

in the form of worms which arc found from time to
time may represent the Phagras fish, or Eel.,

One of the largest classes of Egyptian amulets is

formed by figures of the gods, goddesses, and lesser

divine beings. Some of these were prophylactic in

character and belong to the same class as the figures

which rbe Sumerians buried under the floors of their

houses and under the floors of the chambers in which
men lay rick, to protect themselves and their pro-
perty i rom the attacks of devils of every kind. Some
may be compared to the Ter&phim of Laban which
Rachel stole and carried away in her camel's saddle,
and to the Penates of the Romans. To this class

also belong the long series of wooden figures, painted
black, which I saw in the great hall of the tomb of
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Thothmes. lit En the Valley of the Tombs of the

Kings in Western Thebes. In Egypt the tomb had
to be protected from evil spirits and devils as well

as the house, and th:s was effected by placing figures

of the gods in the mummy chamber of the tomb*
and by burying amulets in the four walls, Tlius

Under the XVI 17th Dynasty a crude brick, with a

|[j

facing the west mounted upon it, was inserted

in the west wall
;

a crude brick, with a figure of

Anubis resting on a tablet of incense mounted upon
it, was inserted in the east wall

;

a crude brick,

with a reed dapped in bitumen mounted upon it*

was inserted in the south wall ' anti a crude brick,

with a iigure like a sttubii, seven fingers (it height*

set upon it, was inserted ill the north wall. On
this figure the ceremony of " Opening the Mouth IP

had to be performed Even so, to thoroughly protect

the tomb, it was necessary for a mart who was cere-

monially pure to perform the magical ceremony
of the " four blazing torches/' The torches were

made of atma cloth smeared with sacred unguent
;

and each torch was to be placed in the hands of

man who personified one of the Four Sons of Homs.
When (or before ?) the texts- were recited each son

of Horus was to extinguish his torch in a clay trough,

over wiiicb incense had been sprinkled* which was
filled with the milk of a white cow, Tradition

declared that this ceremony was performed by Her-

t&tai, the sou of King Khnfu (Chedps}, See the

Rubrics to Chapter cxxxvha of the Book of the Dead.

A set of four crude bricks, with the amulets mounted
upon them, can be seen in the British Museum (bios.

4r534-4 1537), The bricks are inscribed with the

texts that form the Rubrics ot the Chapter, and the
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whole set was made for a priestess of Amen-Ra at

Thebes, who flourished about a. jo. 1040. This set

is probably unique.

Of i he prophylactic figures placed in the tombs

two varieties are known, via. Osiris fic-uhus and

Fta^-Sekee-Asar (Osiris) fiol-res, and they are

usually made of wood. Osiris appears in hie usual

mummied form and wears. the Crown of the South,

and his figure stands on a long, fiat pedestal of wood.

The figure and its pedestal are usually inscribed in

hieroglyphs with a prayer to the god in which he

is entreated to provide funerary offerings for the

deceased whose name appears on the figure or

pedestal. Many Osiris figures were made hollow,

and rolls of papyri, inscribed with prayers., etc.,

from the Book of the Dead, were placed in them.

The papyri of Hunefer and Anhui in the British

Museum were found in Osiris figures.

The Ptah-Seker-AsAr was a modification or

development of the Osiris figure. There ;s a painted

and inscribed wooden figure fixed in a wooden

pedestal, also painted and inscribed, but the figure

has on its head a pair of horns, with a disk resting

on idem, and above these rise two plumes. The
figure represents Ptal^-Seker-Osiids, the tri-une god

of the Egyptians. In some figures there is a cavity

in the pedestal, and in this a mummified portion of

the body of the deceased and a little roll of inscribed

papyrus were placed. In others a painted wooden
model of a sarcophagus takes the place of the cavity,

but in fine large examples the cavity is covered by
the model Of tile sarcophagus. The idea underlying

the use of such figures was that the body of the

deceased was under the protection of Ft&b, one of
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the gods of the Creation, and Sekerj a god of the

tomb
r
and Osiris the god-man who bad risen from

the dead and would crfecr the resurrection of the

deceased, and give him unending life.

Every targe collection of Egyptian antiquities

contains a great number oi small figures of the

principal gods and goddesses made of stone., faience,

wood, etc. These are usually perforated, i e, have

eyeler holes, by which they can be strung on thread

and so form necklaces. On the same string with the

figures of the gods we often have animal amulets

and bird amulets and the commoner amulets like

the Arikh, Nefer, Tet, etc. The. Necklace, like the

PECTORAL, was an amuiet, even when it consisted of

beads only, and treads made of garnets, &and r

camdian, crystal, mother-of-emerald and haematite

were believed 10 be specially protective. To describe

in detail all the figures of the gods and goddesses

which were worn by the living OS amulets and were

buried in the mummies of the dead would need more

space than is here available, But tbe reader will

gain a good idea of the forms in which they are

known to ns, both as actual figures arid in drawings

of them, and of their characteristic heads and

head dresses from the series reproduced on pages

156-158. I prepared this list for my Guide to

Egypt and the Sudan, published by Messrs. Thus.

Cook and Son, and it was reproduced with shght

variations in my Gmde to the Egyptian CoitecUons

in Iha British Mitsettnti London, 1909, p. 123!.

In the early dynastic period the Egyptians planed

in each tomb with the mummy a figure of a man, or

woman, which at a later period was called Shawabti
or ShaBtI or USHABTI. Usually it had the form oi
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a mammy, and the name of the deceased with whom
it was buried was written upon it. This seems to

suggest that the Shabti was originally intended to

represent the deceased. Whether the use of the

Shabti. was borrowed from thepredynastic Egyptians
m the Sudan,, or whether it was invented by the

priests of Egypl is iti! certain. Authorities thffcr as

to the meaning of the name, but it is clear that the

bhabti was intended to benefit the. deceased in some
way, and it must be regarded as a magical figure.

Some have thought that originally it represented the
ItA of the deceased Or his slave.

Ushabtiu were made of many kinds of hard
stone, sandstone, limestone, faience, wood, etc.,

and they have been found in tombs of all periods

between the VEth Dynasty and the Roman Period.

The earliest form of the Shabti is that of a

mummy, with its arms folded across the breast,

and the inscription contains nothing hut the titles
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and name of the dcCe&Stid and that of his father

or mother. Under the Middle Kingdom, a prayer

for funerary offerings is sometimes found inscribed

on the back of the figure. Under the New
Kingdom, in addition to the name and titles of the

deceased, it bears a test which is identical with that

of Chapter vi of the Theban Recension of the Book
of the Dead. 'lire Sbabti then represents a faliah, or

peasant servant or f&rm labourer, and it holds in

each hand a digging tool and. slung across its back,

it carries a loosely woven basket in which sand or

earth was carried. The name of the deceased for

whom the Shabti was made was cut for painted)

upon it, and also the spell which explains the use
and object of the figure under the XVlUtll Dynasty
and later. The Spell is supposed to be spoken by
the deceased himself and it reads, " In the event of

my being condemned' to spread dust (t.e, top-

dressing) on the fields in the Tuat ffe, the Under-
world), or to fill tii e diatinels with water [by clearing

Out the canals and channels and working the machine
for lifting up water on to tile land or to reap during

the harvest]
r such work shall be performed for me by
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them acid no obstacle to doing so shall be put in

thy way." Bdow this spell was written the answer

with which the Shabti was supposed to reply, viis.

' f Wheresoever thou cadest me, verily I shall he
There present.

1

The idea was that when the spell

was uttered the figure would become alive and do
whatsoever was necessary.

The Sbabti of a king had the same form as that of

the Shabt: of the peasant, and the king was willing

to perform the work of the Sbabti in the kingdom of

Osiris. K-ngs and nobles and priests often had large

numbers of Usbabtin buried with them. Relcom
found over seven hundred in the tomb of Sets I, and
it is probable ihat the full number buried with the

king was seven hundred and thirty, i,e. two figures

for every day in the year. One-half of these would
be expected to work by day and the other half by-

night. A few' examples of the Shabti are known
(see British Museum to the IVth-, Vih avid.

Vlth Egyptian Rooms, p. 6), on which the spell

written an the figure is a prayer for funerary offer-

ings, and Chapter xxxi of the Book of the Dead,

instead of Chapter vi, A rare example (B.M., No,

39405) holds
j^

?
the symbol of Osiris, in one hand

and the symbol of Isis, in lire other, and the

soul of the deceased is scon nestling on the

breast of the deceased,

Among the amulets which were held to be of

special importance by the Egyptians were the

Vignettes which are found in the Book of the Dead.

It is possible that they may7 have been added merely

as illustrations of the various texts in that work,

but i believe that, like the drawings of the Bushmen
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which ire found in caves in South Africa, they were
drawn and painted, with an object which had nothing

to do with artistic ideas or development, That
object wa^ to benefit the dead by magical moans.

When the priest ordered the scribes of the temple
to draw or paint Vignettes in which the deceased

is represented as acquitted of the charges brought
against him at the judgment of the dead, and
declared to be a " truth speaker, and received by
Osiris, and rewarded "by him with a homestead in

the kingdom of Osiris, and eating celestial food,

and drinking celestial waters, and consorting with
the righteous, and adopted by the gods, assuredly he

believed that these Vignettes would operate m such
a way that the deceased would attain to tile freedom
of beatified souls, and an unending life of ever-

lasting joy and happiness in the company of Osiris,

And it was the game with the Vignettes which repre-

sented the deceased as seated in the '* Boat of

Millions of Years '' of the Sun -god, living upon the

light of the god and arrayed therein.

Of all the inscribed Egyptian amulets known to

us the large collection of funerary texts which is

commonly known as the " Book of the Dead "
is

the greatest. Under the Old Kingdom a Recension

ot these tests was cut in hieroglyphs on the walls

of the corridors and halts of the pyramids of Unas,

Teta and other kings, The funerary ceremonies

connected with the
fi Opening of the Mouth" and

the preson tation of the canonical offerings on which

the Kau of the deceased king? were supposed to

live, were, even in the third millennium, very old.

The dominant god in the earlier copies of this

Recension was the Heliopolitan god Ra, but in the
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later copies lie was superseded by the indigenous

god Os'ds erf 1’efU. Under the Xlih and Xlltli

Dynasties mother Recension of funerary texts was

inscribed on the sides of sarcophagi and tomb

chambers, Texts unknown in the earlier Recension

appear, and a group of them formed the " Book of

the Two Ways [to the Kingdom of Osiris],”

The great collection of texts adopted by the Theban

theologians was called by them u Ptr-t EM HftU,” a

title which means something like " Appearance in

the day "
or " Coming out into (or by) day.” It

contained a large number of ancient spells and incan-

tations
r
and some beautiful prayers to Osiris and

Ra
;

and one section of Chapter exxv (which is

generally known as tire
,J

Negative Confession
'*

because each of the forty-two declarations made
by the deceased before the forty-two Assessors of the

Judgment Hall pi Osiris begins with the words
" T have not "j contains what we may regard as the

religious and moral Code of Osiris. Though a few

of the. sections which ate found in the texts of the

Old Kmpire arc retained, the Theban Recension ip

practically a new edition of the principal texts

which deal with the life and conditions under which,

the souls of the dead exist in Amenti and the Tuat.

Two great and important features of it are the

Vignettes* winch are sometimes drawn in outline

and sometimes coloured, and the Rubrics, which

describe the magical ceremonies which have to be

performed by the priest or the son of the deceased

during the recital of the texts.

The Salle Recension is based on the Theban,

and it contains texts which illustrate beliefs which

are probably of Sud&nf origin. Tine Books of
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the Dead of the Graeco-Roman Period contain

a hymn or two and one or mare of the sections

of Chapter exxv, which deals with the Judg-
ment. Ail the spells which we find in the

Theban and Saite Recensions are omitted, pro-

bably because the Egyptians had, under the

influence of Greek thought and influence, ceased

to believe in. their efficacy, The Theban Recension
is found written in hieroglyphs on roll of papyrus
which are sometimes 70 or So feet long

;

the Papyrus
g£ Nes ida-nebt-Ashru

r
which is written in hieratic,

is about T30 feet long. The roll was placed in the

coffin or in a separate box in the tomb, or between
the legs of the deceased, or in a niche in the wall of

the tomb- The Papyrus of Nu and the Papyrus
nf Ani were tied round with papyrus cord and
sealed with mud seals. Other funerary works which
were used as amulets were :

" The Lamentations of
Isis '

;

L
'

i 'Ht fr'tdrval Sotrgs of [sis and N^phthys
31

;

77k; Litanies cf Sckey
J

’
;
the book,

1

1

May My Name
Flourish The Rook of Truvorsing Eternity

1*;

The. Book of R&sfiwatifrtis
r>

[or, Breathings), i,e. the

Shai-eM-Sinsind,

The Egyptians made amulets of a colossal size,

probably with the view of protecting a whole com-
munity. On February as, 1908, MV, Legraia exca-

vated a colossal stone ijeette (s&ws&fliJHS Setter) at

Kamak, T t was mounted on a pedestal which had the

shape oi an ordinary Egyptian altar and stood at the

north-west corner of die Sacred Lake. A still

larger beetle in green granite was acquired by Lord
Elgin u.t Constantinople, and h now in the British

Museum [No, 865 (74)]. It is 5 feet long, 3 feet

wide, artel weighs over two tons. The greenstone

l 2
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models of the turtle which have been found in pre-

dynastic graves were undoubtedly amulets in tire

ordinary sense of the word, but not the large stone

turtle (now in the British Museum), which was too

large to wear and could not be easily carried about,

It was probably set upon a pedestal which stood

within the precincts of some temple. Another

colossal amulet was the UMBILICUS which .Lsgrain

found at Karaakand is now in the Egyptian Museum,

Cairo. Whether we should include smong amulets the

great granite obelisks of Heliopolis and Karnak and

Tan is and the smaller stone obelisks winch are found

in tombs ol the Old Empire is doubtful. But small

stone obelisks, which are small enough to be strung

on necklaces, have been found together with other

amulets and beads in the tombs of the New Kingdom,

and they were laid among the swa.ih.ing5 ot mummies
of this period. As the obelisk was. at that time a

symbol of the god Amen, and the name of that gad

was written with the hieroglyph of an obelisk, it is

possible that the little models had no magical

significance.

The spells which axe found in the religious texts

of periods of Egyptian history show that the fear of

serpents, scorpions and reptiles of all kinds was
universal among the Egyptians. These noxious

creatures were believed to be forms or incarnations

of evil spirits which, whenever possible, attacked the

dead as well as the living. The gods were, generally

speaking, held to be immune from these attacks

because they possessed the
ff

fluid of fife y
!

$a iUi ankk, which was the peculiar attribute of

divine beings. But it must not be forgotten that

the mighty Sun god Ra very nearly died from the
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bite of a reptile which had been fashioned, by Isis,

and that Horns, the son of Isis, did actually die

through the sting of a scorpion. But Homs was
restored to life by means of certain magical formulas

which Tboth imparted to Isis, and the Egyptians

had these formulas engraved on stone stelae and
wooden tablets, which they placed in rheir houses

and tombs to protect them against the attacks of

evil spirits in the form of deadly reptiles. These

stelae are called
' r

Gippi of Haras
J

' and are usually

made of haid, black stone, and have rounded tops,

and they may be described briefly thus : On the

front of the stEle is a sculptured figure of HuruS the

Child (Harpocrates) in relief. He stands on two

crocodiles, and he grasps ir his hands serpents,

scorpions, a lion end a horned animal [ibex ?), all

of which represented associates of Set Ihe god of

Evil. Resting on the head of Horus is the head of

“ the Aged ” god, which is somewhat like that of Bes,

and the figure of Horus and the head together

symbolize the old god who renews his youth and

strength perpetually. By the ride of Horns the Eyes
of Ra, i.e. the Sup. and figures of solar geds, are placed.

The base of the stele end the reverse are covered

with magical texts and spells which averted evil

from I he house or tomb in which the stele wras placed.

Many good examples of this amulet are to be seen

in the British Museum.
The largest and most important of such amulets

is that which is commonly known as the r ' Metter-

nich Stele,
1 and it was given to Prince Metternich "by

Muhammad r
Ali F&shSk It was found in rEteS by

workmen who were digging out the rite for a

reservoir in a Franciscan Monastery in Alexandria,
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According to a statement in the text
(
1 . 87) it was

marie for Ankh-Psemtik, son of the lady Tent Het

nub, prophet of Nebun f
overseer of Ternt and scribe

of who flourished in the reign of Nekht-ntb-f,

who reigned from 378 B.c. to 360 B.c. Drawings of

the obverse and reverse of the monument are given

on pages rGSandife?. The texts make it dear that

the monument was intended to protect the inmates

of some building, perhaps a temple, from the attacks

of scorpions. On the obverse, reverse and sides

the figures of nearly three hundred gods, and celestial

beings, and sacred animals, atxl atropale symbols

ate cut. As some of the gods had several forms,

we may assume that there were on the stele a

sufficient number of gods to provide a special pro*

lector of the building in which it stood for each of

the 365 (or 3&b) days of the year. These protectors

included the Compan ies of the Gods of Heaven,

Earth, and the Jnat ;
the Year-god and the

seasons of the year, and the gods of the months and

days and hours of the day and night
;
the gods of

the Planets and stars, and the Signs of the Zodiac

and the Dekans
;
the gods of the names and great

cities and towns ; and many local polytheistic

deities. On the rounded portion of the obverse is

a solar disk in which appears K hr.emu, with four

rams
f

heads. The eight spirits of the dawn acclaim

him
;
and below them arc hve rows of gods. In the

relief below them stands Harpocrates with his feet,

or. crocodiles. In each hand he grasps a serpent,

a scorpion and a Typhonic animal, Thoth and Ra,

each Standing On a. serpent of many coils, adore him,

Behind stands Isis, On the reverse we have a

polytheistic winged figure which stands on an oval
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con-tain ling figures of the incarnations of the Seven
Powers of Evil, And below these are five rows of

gods. The lueroglyphic texts contain the following :

—

1. Spell to destroy Apep, a huge serpent, which
fl

resembled the intestines " (compare the Sumerian
Khuihbaba), Homa recited the spell over A pep,

and the monster vomited forthwith, Said over a
man who was bitten or stung by any reptile, it

would mate him vomit the poison and save his life,

2 . Spell to destroy the work of the Cat, i.e, a
baleful form of Isis, daughter of RJL Every member
of her body contained a god or goddess ; she could

destroy the poison of any and every reptile, and could

also through her immense magical powers poison

whom she pleased.

3. This spel! is full of difficulties. 1 1 refers to

some mythological event in which K& was invoked
to make Tbotb turn, back Set, the god of the

11 r

Shirk-

ing Face," I lnrufi is summoned to the help of his

father Osiris, and there is an allusion to the cries of

grief which iris uttered when she came to the quay
at Merit, near Abydos, and saw her husband's

dead body lying there. OsirEs was slain by the

machinations of Set, who sri&ed Isis and 'shut her

up in a strong tower intending to make her marry
him and so legalise his position as king of Egypt
which he had usuj ped.

4. The narrative of Isis, who was with child by
her dead husband, and who, with tho help of Tho th,

succeeded in escaping from her captivity. Accom-
panied by Seven Scorpion goddesses, she set ont on

a journey to the Reed Swamps, where she intended

to hide herself until her child was bom. She applied

at a. house for lodgings for the night, but the
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landlady shut the door in her late. One of the Seven

Scorpion goddesses forced her way into the woman's

house and stung her child to death r Tile mother's

grief was so bitter that Isis uttered a spoil over the

dead child, and the poison of the scorpion ran. out

of liis body, and he came to life again. The words

of Ihe spell are cut on the stete, and were treasured

by hie Egyptians as an infallible cure for the stings

of scorpions*

Soon after this Isis was obliged to leave her hiding

place for a few hours, and to leave her son Horns
atone. Hie terrible scorpion UMt, seeing that the

child was unprotected, attacked .him and stung

him, and when Isis returned she found Homs lying

dead on the reeds. She examined the body of the

child and found the mark of the sting or the scorpion,

which had been sent by Set, and then she burst

forth in such heartrending laments thar men and
gods were compelled tc sympathise with her. Her
sister Nepht'hys came with Sortpt, the Scorpion-

goddess, and advised her to appeal to heaven for

help, Then Isis cried out to heaven, and rho

sailors in the Boat of .Millions of Years ceased to

row and the boat of the Sun-god stood still. From
it Thoth, the author of spells and words of power,

descended, and lie had with him the Wore which

all heaven and earth and hell had to obey, After

some tatk with Isis he uttered the mighty spell

which transferred a portion of rhe fluid of life
tJ

from Ra to the body of Horns, and the poison left

the child's body forthwith and he breathed again

and lived, Thoth promised that he would protect

Horns, and he would defend him in the Hall of

Judgment in Ann, and would give him power to
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repeL every attack which might be made Upon hi-m

and ensure his succession to the throne of Egypt.

At the Same time he declared that it was the spells

pronounced by Isis which had brought about this

happy result, fer it was she who had caused the

Boat of Ra to stand still, and it was her magical
power which had forced him to descend to earth

and to do her will.

Such is a summary of the contents of the magical

tests which are inscribed on the Mettemich Stole,

The text is in places manifestly corrupt, and many
of the allusions in it a.™ obsnire, and at present

inexplicable, because We have no knowledge of the
details of the system of magic which was in the

TVth century B.c. an integral part of the Egyptian
Religion. The compositions on this Stele prove
that, notwithstanding the whole-hearted belief of

the Egyptians in the power of Osiris, whenever thev
were in serious difficulties they turned to the ancient

magic of their country to help them.
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Ecrl'ICAK A.ML'LS'Ri.

i h helmet and part of the bead-Bear uT a wlcllcr

3. Tl» StfflHT: figure (plur. Shawablm! Jioljiflf implement* used in

agricultural wirt, digging. planting, etc

3 YjlS Crowti ol Mm Norlh <Nct or TfBlwrt), the Red Crawr.

A "r 0 Crown ol l Li- buGth l¥«ln>i tlw WTptc Cr^wn. The twoct*mai£

Trfrfeimifs^i tliiE jjic tL.tr flL.Ljii y/i.v fCfld in;; Hpuri,.

5, TtlS Aijktij th* gjnr-jfrol of Vie riieiLn.itmg. Tt il perhaps i:i old Juirn

of the Tjcc. or sjTn'bol o£ I*is.

fi, Th" right IiabA with, tiie irigsTi closed civfii the pu m,

7. A taint (?)

S. I'lic. Vu ili -c-prnd/Lrss and the '-.'rnjcuH-goddtifla, lie liLvLDC pr'utectrEssei

os Tipper And Turner Egypt .-csyCcth viy
, Slif pticnttld value is

'IsrjiTA," and maii roe be raidiimdtd with rl "S'Lc-u:." the phonetic

value uJ , t 1 l :! Two j.ittyIs being HutcS idd .'.n ibis.

9

.

r^nrm.-Kn fr.TTT. Dt" thR p«G!OTH i, vll. that Cl f a pyLuc. TIlC iC-JUO

represents lsiu arid tsephthyi ade-iia g JChcpciii the Creator and

G-eac rafcor la bi& bo&t.

10 . The two nnaorti fd/elrfui) of HqtuS, WilO by stub as nf Them assisted

OsJit; to mount the Ladder When hi' Afirnnflitl into tusaveu.

11. The open hnnd, symbol of UTieialiiy ami grcieipisity
.;

the hand of

F&tir-R la piTihablv a devclupuier.i of i hi* amulet,

ii. The tii.L moon nn the Kkil day with horns.

13. The breast and mo iron aisb bauds, aymtoUe of the vital power of

n hfiiti u, the Ka. Later tilC word was symbol i i -at whaL main? aibed

LUe vital power, >.s. food, victuals-

14. The tahlut for nlTeri iijJH WtllcJ wa* placed =. a tomb.
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EaVPTlAJS AUtlLETS.

1- Tliit Tjbt . ft COTl'-'uiit kidil rHiprtiKiitatirm aF the- jpexnul CTgar.K of Isis.

?. The "Pet. H. pCTtiort of Lhe backer.:: nl OsiTLS.

3. The J!*ar; P with a port^S-it head bJ LbC CrtraGf dJ tfa* UbniAt,

4. The Hearty cjCTnTjOT.B!.t hum.

5. TiAtO pllUYiftJ testing oc. a pair nf iinrn i nf -the Tf-pd™ (7); a, rprmlal

ftfOvu

U. The two pi<.icrrc 3 of Atpai,
;

l&Lec ik'3 Abef ttnwn.

7 r Tne Papyrus Sciepire.

Ja. Tbs- Eyt and eyebrow of Hcitsih. spue iilh-syra bilk of strength.

fcl The Ini low or howl-rMi u-htah J'J( ujStil by tie Livinjr and n-'-aiF pEaOed

injury thu neeks of ranmijises-

9. The quartnapls Eye of lii in. the ftr.ir qnarfera of B,he lvorltL-

L-Q. Tlst Udjat fit Eye o 1 E*,

11. Tb* I'djit oi Ety* of Aah.rhr Moon -god A« tN two l-.yisnl Ksroph

tlacy appear Lima-

12. The soLar dish on the ImriicD
i

*rt surm^t for boi b fDOrnin-g and.

evKiijiijjj

13. Thf Slfll, i.t. ilfi 3uU#S
;
ItWfli STAppcned to nar.is: the branching.

]4-. The Wnirr, shuttle or an itiELmirject used in Tvtavjnq ; symbol oi the

gcrttlHiti Nrilb ; or two br.tio: oi tbs spine (?).

15. The Aper or taauclj purliapi a ilCtM&t&d pctldsnc symbolic of bhppi-

tUStt.

1(5. The ?olsr dleii on tll-0 hnriitr:ii with plumes risitit; from it.

37 , Ttlft Httrne-nmutet enmui-aniy kntrrtH a-3 tie Curtaudi-o J Lw
originally mftde nf rape ar cord.

13. Tl:e hinson's ui.cIh nifJLHUJC

15. Tlie CajpebLet 'a square

.
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I S. Hdt?. 9. Baboon. 4. Apt, 5. Sltv ™itb j'O'juj. 6. Linns united

7. Rarn QZ Luca. B. ApsS BtfLI. &. Lioo. IQ, 3lJ1^Lll£' Ajj*. ]£. Frc*
]2 Hcdpsh-Off. 13. Jauka] ]« CrHKidLle. IS. Crt.



CHAPTER VI.

KTHlOPlAN {ABYSSINIAN} AMULETS.

The early history of that section of the “ black-

vigaged ” peoples whose home was the country in

north-east Africa now known as Abyssinia is lost,

if it ever existed, and oMhe superstitions and religion

of the primitive Ethiopians there is nothing to be

said. A black stone Cippus of Homs, which was

imported into Ethiopia from Egypt, and was dis-

covered by the great traveller Bru.cc, proves that

there lived in the country during the IVth or 113rd

century n.c- people who were acquainted with,

and who probably practised, the
f

' Black Magic'
1

of Egypt. The Arabs who invaded Ethiopia in the

Xth century e.c. introduced Sabaeisn, or the cult

of the sun, and moon, and stars, and sky, and earth,

into the country, and the Hebrew traders who
settled in Ethiopia several centuries before Christ,

of course took with them their religion of Yahweh

or jah. One thing is quite dear
;
up to the beg) nfling

of the IVth century a.d. the Ethiopians were pagans,

magicians were their priests, and every branch of

magic flourished. The conquests of the Egyptians

in Upper Nubia in the second millennium before

Christ were known to the peoples of Northern

Ethiopia, and they learned from the Egyptians many

kinds of magic, and the use o[ Egyptian amulets.

But of the native amulets of that period we know

nothing. Whilst king '£zAnk, king of Aksftm, was
M
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fighting on the Island of Meroe his soldiers capmred

a priest who was wounded in the fight. They took

from the priest a £eadda of Stiver, and a hek&i of

gold. The of gold was. undoubtedly, a magical

box or case in which was placed the fadMt

t

of silver,

which was probably a figure of some abject which the

priest carried about with him to give him magical

power over the enemy against whom his lord was

fighting. (See my History of FJhir/pta, vol. i. p. 256,

L 36,)

In the first half of the IYth century of our Era

Ethiopia was ruled by the mighty king 'fijE&nll, the

Aizanes of the Greeks, and before the dose of bis

reign he renounced paganism and made Christianity

the official religion of bis empire. The crescent and

the star, the symbols of SaBaEISM, whichwas brought

into Ethiopia by the Arabs, wore replaced by the

Christian Cross at rhe beginning ot his inscriptions.

It does not by any means follow that his subjects

throughout the country' abandoned their pagan

cults and amulets, but there as no doubt rhat among

such of them as embraced Christianity the Cross

became the first and greatest of al amulets and

protective symbols, Pictures uf Ihe Cross are

nailed to the walls ot houses to protect them from

evil spirits, and they are often laid on the bodies

of sick persons, old and young, to annul the i5 vll

influences which are causing the sicknesses. The

commonest form of the Cross is but several

other forms are known, and the group of six crosses

figured on p. 179 are characteristic examples. These

ate taken from a magical Book of the Dead in the
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British Museum, in which they served as Vignettes,

Eadi belonged to a section of the work, which was

called
rr
Lefifi $cdek,

JJ
or the

rJ Band let of Rigbt-

eousiLess, " and each was supposed to possess a special

power*

The commonest amulet in Abyssinia appears in

I lie form n: a strip of parchment (sheep skin), which

varies in length from a few inches to five or sis

feet, and in width from two to six or seven inches.

These strips are sometimes folded flat and sewn up
inside leather coverings which arc attached to cloaks

and iimei' garments, and sometimes they are rolled

up and, enclosed in cylindrical leather sheaths which
often resemble Cartridge cases. When cords are

attached to them they bang from the neck oi are

tied to the left arm.

All such amulets have insce options written on

one side in G&hz, i.c. Eihiopic, the old literary

language of Abyssinia. The written letters were

held in great reverence, and were themselves sup-

posed to possess magical powers. This was the

case in Eoypt. A remarkable example of this

fact is supplied by the Papyrus of Xe^i-ta-ncb-

ashru in the British Museum. All the chapters of

the Book of the Dead are in tills papyrus written

in the hieratic characters, but the " Negative Con-

fession " (Chapter cxxvi
,
a most important text, is also

given in hieroglyphs, which were believed to have

been invented by the god Thoth.

The inscriptions on these amulets include ; (i) the

various names of God. e.g. Addnai, Elohnn, Y&h,
El-Shaddai, etc,

; [2) the names of archangels, e.g.

Midtstti! and Gabriel; (3) the magical names of

Christ
; (4) the names of the fiends ar.d devils which
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produce sicknesses and diseases in the human
body

: (5) strings of fetters arranged singly or in

groups of three—spells which cannot be translated.

e.g. the anci ent palindrome, Satgr A repo Tenet
Opera Rotas ; (6) traditional " words of power,”
e.g, those used by Christ, " Asparaspes !

" and
'Askor^skls i

11

and those used by Solomon,
“
Lbfharn [

J1
and " Mabfelbti E

"
(7) Legends of

our Lord and St. Stiscnyus the martyr.

On many of the longer amulets there am1 drawn
or painted figures of some of the Seven Archangels,

e,g. Michael and Gabriel, who are usually represented

in the lorm of knights of the Byzantine period, and
figures of saints, &.g. Susenyds, the martyr, and
St. George of Lydda. The saints sometimes appear
on horseback, and they art generally provided with
a long spear with winch they are- spearing either the
“ dragon,' or some prostrate fiend. Side by side

with these we find series of MAGIGAL DRAWINGS
which were supposed to protect the wearer of the

amulet, These arc as important as the figures of

angels and saints and the actual texts. The
Ethiopians and their descendants the Abyssinians

wore their amulets for the material benefits which
they believed would accrue to them through them.

Women believed that they would give them fecundity

and conception, and immunity from miscarriage
:
and

safety during rhe period of gestation, and a safe

delivery and healthy children
;
and they expected

them to protect their children from the Evil

Men wore them to give them virility and strength,

and both men and women expected them to preserve

them from the attacks of the devils which cause

sickness and disease,
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The greater part of a good typical air.uler is

reproduced on Plate XVII. It was written about the

end of the XVUth century for a woman tailed
rt
'Absaxa Pen gel," t.£. the Virgin hath sent her

as, a “glad tidings" At the top is the figure of an

archangel or angel, with a halo from which emerge

rays of tight. Ha is arrayed in voluminous flowered

garment, and holds a sword, in his right hand. The

inscription begins with the usual formula,
JJ

In the

Name of the Father, and the Son, and the Holy

Ghost, One God." Then follows a prayer that

'Absurd Dengcl may be saved from miscarriage and
a series of sicknesses of various kinds, and from the

demon who attacks children when they are suckling

at their mothers'
1

breasts. Next we have the

Legend of Sftsenyfis, who was martyred in the reign

of Diocletian. According to this, WerselySL, the

sister of the saint, had union with the Devil, and

the saint slew her. Sftseiiyfrs married, and his wife

bore him a man child, who was killed by Werzelya.

Stisenyos then mounted his horse and, taking bis

spear in his right hand, went forth to sky WerMlyfL
An old woman told him where she was, and he went

into a garden and found her sitting under a free,

with a company of devils grouped about her. The
saint dismounted and knelt down with his face to the

earth and prayed for strength to lull Weraelyi, the

murderer of children, and the closer of die wombs of

women. Then he remounted Ms horse, and took

his spear in his right hand and drove it through the

right side of Werc.dyiL As she was dying she swore

by ihe Seven Ranks of the Archangels that she

would never again go to any place [or person] where

the name of Snsenyos was found. Therefore the



plate xvi t

Ptirtifli
, of Itimjci of 'Ahaaii OeiyjC], Vignfitbj : St

,
Ifidvatl ihri AlTCl-

H,ufs3. Text XJlC Legend of SCzenyfis, whtf sJw tLfl dOT-'Ll-WDEia,^.

WesseljrSj bli -raster.
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woman who has hung; on her person an amulet
on which the name of SAsenyAs and the story of his

lift are written was held to bn safe trotn the attacks

of tVerzely^, and her Child also, when suckling at

liei breast. After Susenyds had slain Wcrsdy^l he

became a martyr, and the prayer which lie prayed
in the garden before he speared her was regarded

as a spell of very great power.

'

The fear of the Evil Eye always has been, and still

is, Common in Abyssinia. The pagan Ethiopians,

like the Egyptians, wore stones, beads and other

objects to attract the Evil Eye away from their

persons, but the Christians used other means, and
tried to avert it by the use of a spell. This spell

took the form of a legend, which we iind written on
many parchment amulets, and which may be thus

summarized : Our Lord and His disciples were
walking by the Sea of Tiberias and they saw an old

woman of most foul appearance sod terrifying aspect

sitting upon a seat of tilth. Her eyes shot ont rays

of yellow light like the glitter of gold, her bauds and
her feet seemed to he like wheels, or to move about
like wheels, and! flashes of fire sixty-eight cubits

(i.p. over one hundred feet) came forth from hex

mouth. The disciples said to Our Lord, " What
is this thing. O Lord ?

13 And He replied,
ir
This

is the Eye of Earth, evil and accursed. If a glance
of it falls on a ship at sea, straightway that ship

RETikcth. If its glance folioweth a horse, both horse
and rider are cast down. If its glance falleth. Oil a
cow which ri being milked, the milk goeth sour
and is turned into blood. When this Eye looketh
upon a woman with child, a miscarriage takerth

pface, and both child and mother are destroyed,"
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Then our Lend pronounced the two words ol powei
f

Aiparaspe=
r

' and
"
'Askdr&sMs,'" and the disciples

took the Eve of Earth, which was called
"
'Aynat/'

and they burned the old woman and scattered the

ashes of her io the east and the west, and to the

south said thu north. An amulet with this legend

written upon it wus supposed to keep away any
trouble from the eyes of i ts wearer.

Some of the best-vrritten and oldest amulets

contain prescriptions which are sheer nonsense'

Thus in the arnuTt of Walatta Kidln the wearer is

told to recite seven tiir.es the sound*

—

Shar SLifx Shar Shar Shar Shar Shar

Djar I>jnr Djar Djar Djsr Djar Djas

Tj£ Tj£ T'jt Tj& T'6 w Ttf

This formula is said to have beec given by God
lo 'Ademaha'ei, who was instructed to make it

known to men who suffered from colic and stomach

ache. And in another amulet wre are nolo that evil

spirits and disease of all kinds may he kept away
from a man by reciting the formula

YAibcd YiJLed YALbed YAtoed YAlhed YAlhcd Yilbod

Nflr Nftr Nftr Nftr Nftr Nflr Nflr

Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha
KA Kb Ka Ka KA Ka KA
Ac Ac Ac Ae Ac Ac Ac
Aft Aft Aft Aft Aft Aft Aft

A most curious and interesting example of the

Ethiopian amulet folded and in book farmwas brought
to me in the British Museum several years ago for

description by tlie late Father Pollen
„

S. J. After

his death I asked Father Thurston, 5J-, if he knew

what had become of it, and he informed me that it

belonged to the Convent of the Sacred Heart at
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Hammersmith, and advised me to make further

enquiries of the Lady Superior. I did so, and the

Abbess very kindly sent it to me for further examina-
tion. How the amulet got to England is not known,
hut it was probably brought home by one of the

Roman Catholic missionaries a generation or two
a#o, and either given by ham or a brother missionary

to the Convent. After a futilier examination of

the amulet T told the. Abbess that 1 should like in

wnie about it, and after a short correspondence I

made a modest offer to buy it, and my otfer being

accepted 1 became the possessor nf the amulet

and am now able to describe it. The amulet is in

the form of a book and measures 4^ inches by

3^ inches. It consists of one long strip oj parch-

ment 14 feei 4 inches in length, which is formed of

several short strips neatly sewn luge Liner, This

strip is covered on both sides with columns of

Ethioptc text written in black ink and arranged in

page form, the titles of the various compositions,

and the names of saints and the Virgin Mary, and

the name of the owner of the amulet being in red

ink. Marty pages are water Stained
,
and in a few

places, where the text has been rubbed away or

Otherwise destroyed, patches of vellum inscribed

with the missing portions of lines have been added.

The little book can be drawn out like a concertina.

The oldest parts of the tex~ were probably written

in the XVII th century, The name of the first

owner of the book was Batra GEwAnofe, i.e,
,r

staff

of George," but in two places at least we find the

name Warna Maryam,
Perhaps the most interesting feature of this amulet

is due to the fact that it throws considerable light on
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the Ethiopian's views -Lib-ou L religion . If we loogfi n at

one end and turn over folio after folia we find that the

texts written on one side of the long strip of parchment

[vduch we have already said is ovur feet long) are

taken from the Homilies of Severus of Antioch on

St. Michael the Archangel., and the Miracles of the

IMib Divine Fate ElHIT4iiaeU:d ivitb ill* lLigi.it Aeon!) ax Eir-jur-alSon-1 und
vie Soi'&ii Astrological Sian,

.From thft H.T71 iLlec ol BfiLi/l OlTraT^uj

Virgin Mary'. AM very right and proper for an
orthodox Ethiopian Christian. But when we turn

the book over and from the other end of it read the

texts on the other side of the atrip of parchment,
we find series of spells and charms, and magical

prayers and drawings which were beloved by the
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pagan Ethiopian. The one strip of parchment was

thus able to supply both of the spiritual wants oi

Batra GiwAntris, and illustrates the character of the

product of the religious views produced by fusing

Christianity with paganism and its religious magic.

The magical drawings in the book are of consider-

able interest. The rirst of them is painted in crude

Ma&JSRj DtAU'lTifc rerpresen ling tic Choiipt erf Eli jail.

fl-TCT.l tT>C aHVjlei nATTA GtWarji'i.)

coLaurs and purports to represent the Divine Face

(see page ib&). A human face, with large prominent

eyes, is seen set in a rectangle, from each side of

which ? wo right-angled triangles (?) project. Above

and below the square, are three "heavens," or aeons,

or aspects of the Deity
t
and on each side of it is one
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heaven. The seven symbols , each formed of two

interlaced crescents, the horns of which terminate

in small circles, represent the Seven Planets. These

Last are found in Greek and Coptic magical p&py 1^
Tire whole scene probably represents the heavens by

day, for immediately following this vignette is a

Magical IVi^LcK rcprorating tbn^Nebiu frMdi SoJotTvrai caught die fiends

a::d tLciiJs.

(Fnjm -dis iu:r.il«L at BbIib. Glw&rKb-)

somewhat similar central face and figure which

symbolizes 1 he heavens by night
;
a star is attached

to the ends of the light projections from the rectangle

containing the features of a man. Several pages in

the little book are filled with drawings oi various

forms of the Cross, groups of four cyc-s, and human
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heads which probably represent Christ and the Four
Evangelists. No explanations are given of the

linear designs which appear in large numbers,

but their Significations must have been weli

known of tlie owner of the amulet
,
for the name

of Batra GIwAegIs is found on nearly all of them.

SfLimun with Jite vriie.

(b'l li. il Lbii ftoudiiL of Ha.-. : a Gtwiugid.)

Some of the drawings are of special interest, for I

have found them in no other EthiopdC manyscript-

Among these may be mentioned the SasgalA '£lyAs

or '‘Chariot of Elijah " (page 189), the object

of which was to give BATRA GiwAttOtS the means
of ascending into heaven when Jiis soul left the

earth,
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rraditioiLs extant in Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic and
Jithiopic all agree in stating that King Solomon
was a master magician, and that he had authority
Over all the heads of HeJJ, which, he caught in a
net like fishes, as he had over ail beasts and birds.

The Ethiopian Christian wished to possess Lliis

Ada-01 and Eve, who hu-Jus up a Kr|iKni. sUL.t;y: in the niTvlixi at Edea.
(From the amulet ol BftLia Gtw&ighi.)

authority, and we find in the amulet of Batra
C iWARGis a picture of the MareaBETA Salomon
or

Ir

Net of Solomon ,J

(page 19a). Many Ethiopian
historians, accepting tine legend of Solomons union

with MSwfepA^ the Oueen of Sheba, have regarded
Solomon a the true founder of their kingdom. As
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Eatra GIwargIs wished to obtain the benefit of

his protecting magic, and this could be best secured

by drawing a picture of him, together ’with his potent

spells, on his amulet, we find there the scene repro-

duced on page 191. Here we see King Solo*

moo seated in a sort of shrine, with his long hair

Thu Cftii? mth the Bjvdnu- Patti.

(Fima. tie amulet sf Ixicra GSwirtHs
;

falling on each side of his head* By his side is seated

a woman who is covering her month, in the well-

known Oriental fashion, with a portion of her outer

garment, She is wearing shoes with pointed turned

up toes, A little shove the king's head on his

right is the crescent moon, and a little above the

woman's head, oil her left, is the sun, This scene

B
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is described els Salomon mesla be'esitu/'
Cl

Salo-

mon with his wife/' the wife here represented being

the Queen of Sheba.

Another drawing,, which, is very rarely found in

magical texts, is that which is reproduced on

ThO Cross or 'AbQ Faxa.

(Fhjth itue tnLL,Lst aE Bam G3*'i'-rgrs
;

page 19a. Here we see Adam and Eve, who a.re

both naked, seated in the Garden of Eden. Ewe
is holding up with her right hand a long serpent,

which appears to be speaking to her. The
Ethiopic description of the scene h ff Za fcama

'ashata kays! la-HewSin/'' i.e.
" How the serpent
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Seduced EveT The tree with the forbidden fruit

is on the left of "Eve, and the object on the right

of Adam its perhaps the mandmgora. The object of

indudjng this picture among the Vignettes in the

amulet is not dear.

Another remarkable drawing is reproduced on

page 1^3. Here we have on the right a variant

form of the Divine Face which forms the centre

of a cross. To the left of it is a cross drawn on a

crosS“shaped background, and on each oi the four

arms is an eye. Below arc fifteen small panels on

which arc drawn groups of four eyes, pairs of eyes,

and X-ahaped crosses. This drawing was regarded

as a very special protection against the attacks of

fiends and devils and the Evil Eve, and it was

intended to show that the Face of God dwr
elt in

die cross and in figures at 1d drawings of i t . FI LiaJly we

may note the very elaborately decorated cross which

is reproduced on page xy \ , Above it is written in

Ethiopia " Deliver thy servant Batra GiwaxgJsT

and below are the words" tehab za 'Abufara SehanaT

which may be rendered the " wisdom (or, medicine}

of Abfi Fara (?) our Sultan/'

The inscriptions wiiich are found on parchment

amulets, i.e, prayers, spells, magical names and

names of the Deity and angels are generally derived

from Jewish, Christian (t.£, Gnostic and Coptic)

sources, and these are comparatively easy to identify.

There are however some which are of pagan origin,

and words, names and formulas are found ill them

which are inexplicable. Occasionally we meet with

a mixture oi paganism and Christianity in the

inscriptions, and among magical writings of this

class special mention must be made of a htrie work
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entitled "LefAfa $edek " or the " Bandiet of

Righteousness.
' J The rubrics in it claim that il a

man carries a cupy of it on his person it will make
his busing in this world to prosper, and t^ivo him
health, and strength and preserve him from attacks

of si ckness caused by demons, and help him to come

forth cm condemned by the Great Judge iv\ the ITall

of Judgment and to escape punishment in the River

of Fire in Ehell. The preliminary narrative states

that the author of the book was God, who dictated

it to our Lord, who wrote it down and gave it first

to Mary, His Mother, and subsequently to the Arch-

angel Michael, who made its contents known in

due course to the Apostles and others. It is further

stated that when God heard from His Son of the

tears and distress of the Virgin Mary when she

thought of her parents and kinsfolk being punished

in the River of Fire, He dictated the book to His

Son so that the happiness of the Virgin in heaven

might not he destroyed. The Leiafa Sedek is

constructed on the same plan as the Egyptian

Book of the Dead, and is a veritable Ethiopian

Book of the Dead. But the author, who was a

Christian, substitutes God for Ra. Christ for Thoth,

and the Virgin Mary for fsis r The magical names of

the Fersons of the Trinity, and the names of the

Archangels and other celestial beings take the places

nf the names of Egyptian bends in the spells which

were believed to preserve the dead body intact,

and to ensure iis remaining in its grave,, and to

enable the soul cf the dead roan, to find its way
through the earth to the dread Hall of Judgment,

and to save it from the River of Fite. The Texts

in the Leflfa $cdek were written on a strip or sheet
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of linen which, was wrapped round the body of the

dead, just as & sheet of papyrus inscribed with copies

of Cltapters of the Book of the Dead was often

wrapped round the body of the dead Egyptian.

The belief in the existence of a Hall of Judgment

and a Rivvr of Fire was borrowed from the

Egyptians, and it is possible that some of the magical

names given in the LefMa Sedek are transcriptions

of the names of Egyptian devils. The Ethiopia

text with an English translatiut] and a commentary
are published in my Bandiet of Rigkt&oti&JteSS, London,

1929 (Lnaat's Series},

The Ethiopians believed that Moses, Solomon,

Christ and His Apostles and Disciples were all

magicians, and therefore the Books of the Oid and

New Testaments and copies of them were often

regarded as amulets. I he “ BOOK OF THE MIRACLES

of the Virgin Mary 11
and the

JH WhudasE;

MaryAm “
or " Praises of Mary r

' were also con-

sidered to be sources of magical protection. The
Book of Psalms formed a very favourite amulet

among those who could afford to pay for a copy of

it to be made. And certain native Ethiopian books!

are regarded with very great veneration throughout

Abyssinia, and upon the possession of the most

famous of these,, the Keeea MaGAsT. or " G-lory of

Kings,''' the stability of the kingdom was at one time

supnosed to rest, Tt will be remembered that when,

the British Army captured Makdalhj the strong

fortress in which Theodore, the mighty Abyssinian

ting, had established himself with Iks army, the

great collection of about 90c Ethiopic manuscripts

which Theodore had collected fell into the bands of

the British, These were brought to the British
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Museum in i$68, and the late Professor William

Wright, who catalogued the collection, found among
them two fine copies of the Kirbra Nagast, He
printed full descriptions of them in his Catalogue of

the Ethiopia MSS, r
London, 1877, Xo r CCCXCI,

p. 257. and in the Zeitschrift d&r Deutschen Morgen-

landisckcn Gesdhchaft, Bd. XXlVj pp„ 614, 615,

On August 10, 1872, Prince Kasa, who was sub’

sequently crowned as King John IV [December 14,

1872), wrote to Earl Granville thus :

—

r
' Again, there is a book called Kivera Kegust

{i.i r XebRa KaGa^c), which contains the Law of

the whole of Ethiopia, and the names of the Simms
(Lc r Chiefs), Churches, and Provinces are in this

book. T pray you will find out who has got this

book, and send it to me, for in my Country my
people will not obey my orders without it," In

short, King John IV says that without this book
he cannot rule Ethiopia. A copy of this letter

was sent to the British Museum, and the Trustees

decided to grant King John's request, and the manu-
script was restored to him on December 14, 1872,

M, Hugues Le Roux, a French envoy from tile

President of the French Republic tc Menyelek II,

King of Ethiopia, applied personally to the king for

permission to make a translation of the Kebra
KAGAST, The lung wlls most willing for the book
to be translated, and he replied in words which

M. Le Roux translates thus ;
" Je suis d’avis qu'un

peuplc ne sc defend pas seulement uvee ses armes,

mais avec sea livres, Ctiui deni vous fi&rlsz est la

fitrU dt ct Roy&u-m&t [The italics are mine,] Depuis
moi, TEmpereur, ju&qu'au plus pauvre soldat qui

^rche sur les chcimns, tons les Ethiopians seront
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heureux que ce livre soil tradmt dans la langue

fran^aise et ports a La. cannaissance des amis quo

nous avons dang le monde, Ainsi Lon verra claire-

ment quels liens nous unis&ent avec le peuple de

Ddeti, quels trescis ont confies a. notre garde.

On ctmiprcndra mieux poufquoi le secours de Dieu

ne nous a jamais manqud centre Its enemts qui nous

attaquaient/
J The manuscript was fetched from

Adis Ababa for M. Le Rous to use, and be found

written on the last folio the words,
rJ

This volume

was relumed to the King of Ethiopia by order of the

Trustees of the British Museum, December iq 1 1872,

J. Winter Jones, Principal Librarian-" M. Le "Roux

adds the following most interesting facts :

—

" C’ttait le livre que Theodoros avant cache sOuS

sort orcillcr, la unit oli d sc suiedda. celui que les

soldats anglais avuiert einporie & Loud res, quhn
ambassadeur rendit A TEmperem Jean, que co

meme Jean fraideta. dans so tenia, le matin du
jour ou il temba sous dmeterrcB des Mahdistes,

cclui que les moires avaient derobe
' r

(CAe? ia Reins

de Saha, Paris. 1914, pp. 120 -tsi).



CHAPTER VI!,

GNOSTIC AMULETS.

" Gnostics " is the name usually giren to a group

of religious sects which flourished in Western Asia

and Egypt between 250 b.c. and a.d. 400. One

and all claimed that they possessed yv&trix, i.e.

"
knowledge/' but that

11 knowledge
Jj was of a

highly spiritual nature, and was transcendental,

supernal and celestial in character. According to

some of the Gnostics, that knowledge was obtained

by a series of revelations which were made by the

One great God, Who was the Creator and Sustain er

of the universe, to men who had fitted themselves to

receive them by self-abnegation, fasting and prayer.

The oldest history of the Gnosis and the tenets or its

follower 5, will be found in the weak of Hippolyttjs

(died Or was martyred in the first half of the Ulrd
century a.d.)., Hefuiation- of all Heresies. Another

history written a couple of centuries later is the

Panaxion
JJ

of EpjpkANIUS, The Coptic works,
<r

Pistis Sophia
JJ

(?.£. Faith-Wisdom) and boohs of

IeO provide US with a great deal of original first-

hand information. The tenets oi some of ' the

Gnostic sects were derived primarily from India,

and they travelled westwards through PERSIA

to Syria, PALESTINE, Egypt and Greece with

the Buddhist envoys to the SelBUcidae and the
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Ptolemies who were sent thither by the kingo of

India in the JIT rd and llnd centuries ILC, Modem
research has shown that the pictographic writings

of the Indians and Sumerians were almost identical

in character,, and it may be that there is Sumerian

influence in Gnosticism. The astrological element

in Gnosticism, of which so many examples arc

found on Gnostic amulets, certainly came from

Babylonia, the home of astrology, (See the Section

on the Signs of tk$ Zodiue.) And it is tolerably

certain that many of the curious linear signs

which represent the sun, moon, planets and

other stars, arc garbled copier, of early Sumerian

pictograph *. .

The remains of the Gnostics now available for

study show that, viewed as a whole, their GnQsis

or " knowledge
P1 was influenced! by the teachings of

the Zend-Avesta, the cult of Mithras, Manichaeism,

the popular form of religion current in Egypt during

the Graeco-Roman, period, Hebrew bocks like the

Book of Knack, the Jewish Kabbalah, and early

Christian Literature. The Church during the IsL and

llr.d centuries condemned Gnosticism unsparingly,

but in the end it was recognised that a Gnostic

might also be a goad Christian. For the noblest part

of the Gnostic's religion proclaimed the conquest

of Darkness by Light, and of Evil by Good, and

it was taught esotericaUy; hut many of those who

proclaimed themselves to be Gnostics never plumbed

the depths of its fundamental truths. A work like

the present is no place to describe the Gnostic

system and the tenets of the various sects who
taught it ;

those who wish to study it will find much
information on the subject in Matter, HisrotREj
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Critique du Gnosticism^, 2 vols. and plates, Paris;

1628 ; u W, King, The Gnostics and their Remains,

London
,
1S64 ; Ltpsius, Dcr Gnostidsmus, Leipzig,

1S60 ; and Mansel, The Gnostic Heresies, London,
iS?5-

The Gnostics, in common -with the peoples

among whom they Jived, adopted the use of amulets,

and as far as the inscriptions and figures on them
earj be understood, aimed at securing by their

means knowledge of a celestial diameter and
the protection of the Great God Who was Ojte
and Who embraced All within himself, bath in

this world and in the next. The amulets are
made of various binds of semi-precious atones, eg

.

blood stone, iron ore or haematite, green jasper,

nefrire, agates of various kinds, sard, camehan,
crystal, chryspprase, beryl, chalcedony, obsidian,

lapis lazuli, nicolo, onyx, plasma, granite
r etc.

Some of these stones were believed to possess rhe

powers and influences of the. planets, and ic confer

upon the wearer wisdom, health, strength, shrewd-
ness, and (be ability to absorb transcendental

Imowlcdge. They have various shapes—triangular
,

square, oval, etc.— arid vary in sire from half an
inch to three inches in length. The most popular
stones axe black and green in colour, and it is

probable that these were supposed to possess

mfldicinal properties. The inscriptions on nearly

all Gnostic amulets are in Greek initials,, but a few
are known which axe inscribed in a sort of
pietographic script

.

Quite nine-tenths of th r- Gnostic
amulets now known were found in Egypt, and it

therefore not surprising that they bear on them
figures of Egyptian, gods and goddesses, and Nilotic
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creatures and symbols, The Egyptian Gnostics
rejected many of the pagan cults of the early

dynastic Egyptians, but they regarded Ra, Horns
and Harpokrates as forms of their

“ One God of

heaven./ and they connected Isis with the Virgin

Mary. Osiris and Serapis with Christ, and Hathor
with the naked woman who was the symbol of

wisdom according to the latest form of Gnosticism
in the IVth or Vth cenfurv.

The Gnostics attached great importance to the
Names of God and of the archangels. The name of

God appears as IAW, which represents the Hebrew
Y|A;Hor Yah vJShJ. but sometimes the god referred

to seems to be Mithras or even Orwazd. Other
names of God are EARAUS SabaOtM (from the

Hebrew word meaning
,J

hosts ”) and AAQnaEI
[from the Hebrew Adunay), IaA is described as.

[d (Jn Uie Easting," aid the TPiMOlJ
<t>E ftEO

Jl

ihree-foniL God," and the name is often written

between Alpha A and Omega. flMErA. The names
of many of the archangels appear on these amulets,

e.g. Michael, Gabriel, Paniel, Raguel, Uriel,

StntTEL, and Raphael. Of the Patriarchs Moses
and Solomon are mentioned, but the pentads
which contained the ineffable name YHWH is rarely

represented The name of Moses appears because

he was connected with the setting up of rhe brazen

serpent [Num. xxi. 9), and Solomon because Iris

seal worked miracles ; it is possible that the Ophites*
the object of whose cult was a serpent, regarded

Mns^s as the founder of their sect. Considerable

importance was attached to the Seven Vowels*

ar.d they arc found in various forms of com-
bination on many Gnostic amulets. Thus we
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Lave AEHrOVW, YOEVHlYHfYHJ, ;UK

sometimes they are grouped &n as to form a triangle

thus

—

A
e e
HUH
riii
ooooo

Y Y Y Y Y Y
[0 Cl) ID UJ w to tiJ

Though all the Gnostic amulets tnovvn to as art

post-Christian in point of age, the figures and
symbols cut upon them are far older, being chiefly

of Egyptian origin. And originally such figures

and Symbols were believed to give the wearer of

them health, strength, virility and prosperity, and
bad a much closer relation to magic and medicine
than to religion. It was the Gnostics who by
adopting them gave them their religious significance.

All the animal figures found on the amulets represent
strong virile beasts, and the birds and inept iles and
insects represent those which arc notorious for their

swiftness and strength, and fecundity. And it is

the rising and not the setting sun, and the crescent

and not the full moon, which tire depicted. One of

the most important creatures ia the Aoateaodemon or

Good Genius/'
1

a type of the Sun- god. He appears
in the form of a huge serpent with the head of a
lion on which is a crown with 7 or 12 rays. He is

usually called ChnoubiSj or CHNOUFhJS
p
ur Ch^oumis,

hut the form Cholchnotois also appears. One
of his titles is SriUES Eilam {Heb, Shatwsh 'dl&tn)

f

i.f. the Sun of the Universe, when his crown has
seven rays which represent the Seven Heavens; to
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each is attacked one of the vowels of the Greek

alphabet AEHtOYJL The serpent Chnou bis, like the

brazen serpent of Moses (Num. xxi. 9) ,
was regarded

as a god of healing, and the renewor of life, for the

serpent renews its life by sloughing its skin. The

magical sign > which is often found on the

back of Chnoubis amulets, is probably a garbled

form of the serpent and

staff wfiich Aescu7.apius

carried, and which lit

their turn were borrowed

from the Sumeuians. (see

Budge. Divine Origin of

the Craft of the Herbalist,

p. 14}. According to the

writer Hephaestion and
others Chnoufcis was the

name of one of the three

I>ekans m the Sign of the

Zodiac Cancer, and it

was set in the breast of

Leo, and therefore was
believed to be efficacious

for thfi Cure of all diseases in the chest and stomach.

The two following inscriptions on Chno’ubis amulets
confirm these statements '—In the one is the prayer,

Protect the stomach of Proclus (King, Gnostics,

p. £23), and in the other, " Place the womb of such-

and-such a one in its proper place, 0 circle of the

sun
,f

(MATTER, GnostuAsme, Plate ii C
r
No. 4j.

Another group of Gnostic amulets,, which is called

by King “ Abraxaster/' reproduces a number of

figures of gods, goddesses and symhoJs which, though

Qmcnirara ftTrove n BacctuG Jtir.
Thfi Tn^riUptdoa oi tile r!^hl «m-
dins the op-calnf U "

i.

ev£n I, am rha Sp T:
'

t
-

"

IPrum KiPC, Plate D No. 2
.J
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derived from Egypt, are not as old as CHKOUcu^r

The chief god among these is the jaekEddieaded god

Anubis, who, in addition to his own head, also has

the head of a man. In ancient Egyptian theology

Anubis led the souk of the dead to tile kingdom of

Qsi'iis
;
but in the Gnostic System he was supposed

to lead them along the paths of the planets to the

Pierorm, He possessed the words of power which

t 2

1. AnuhLa, bn!.ding a sccpiTO find standing on m gpea bit bn-nri, t&E

JjyriiiML oJ juHtbe. "Thr: i.r)gzriivt:r(n bctiiij. him b the paliuirattn;
'' Ji K1m~

|
n tTia ~i

d
I-if da'j'hblul -TIFH i- inu

3 The gfldCRss of Truth |thje Eiryptian Malt), Standing on a AguXe ftl fVEl

ir.tcmi! -yrjjnn oi ’sb. Thi! inampHOti bfllLui bCT iDflfUlfl ''Ul4 Sufi t-Vi--

InatUig " <st Smief file World., (From K :n^ l-Mste. F= No, 5,}

enabled liim to pass through all the gates of heaven,

and to overcome the resistance of any and every

god who would oppose, him. He presided over the

weighing of the hearts of the dead like Thcth, but

the Gnostics identified him with Christ.

Another old Egyptian god figured frequently on

Gnostic amulets is l.ier pa-Khart or Harpqkratks,

i.p. Homs the Child, a form of the newly risen

inn-god. He is represented in the form, oi a child.
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with a lock of lyut- on the right side of his head ; a.

finger of his right hand is in his mouth, and lie holds

a flail in his left hand. He is seated on a lotus

flower, in a bon l, one end of which antis in the head

of an ass and the other in (.he head of a bird. He
is called I Ail, as is ABRAXAS himself. With him

are seen two hawks and the sun and moon. The

goddesses Isis and Hathqk appear either as figures

or symbols, a circle often typifies the Sun-god, as

Hums thbi Cluld i,nftrp$iaa.tejji on. u. Lc-lia in fhu nigicsJ k»a.t al

Iiu, ^Aft ®rrd pE which tenDiKH.'tN ::i in aia'a 1i*sd i|A n i : h isj ail tins ciiliur

hi th* aeut 1 lliwk [HfrWBl. ]ji tlifl Aril* ire ihe ulcrcJllg StB-r rmd 4

CTCSCCflt nu^on.. (Fram KlrinJ, Kata C, No. 3-J

in Egyptian hieroglyphs, and Troth symbolises

Christ.

Osiris appears sometimes in the fonn of an

aged man, with his hands crossed on his breast

like those of a mummy.
On gems of this class we find figures of Prsapus.

He is represented, as an ithyphalLic man, four-

headed, four-winged, and four’handed, holding four

sceptres, and he has the tail of a bird of prey ;

an. inscription found on the revetsc of such figures

is the palindrome ABAA^A&ftMAAQA,
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We now come to the Abeakas or Aerabax

amulets, none of which is older than the second

century a.d. ;
in tact, it if- commonly believed that

they were invented bv Bad Ejdes himsdf', A ccorc i ng

to some the name of Abkasax represents the Hebrew

words "HabberlLk&Ii/
J

literally "the blessing," but

it is far more likely to be a. garbled form, of the name

j. The 5-id Ahranay, x-tlfo tilfl iu?td u S z ccbk-, mt.i1 & btillliD body -villi a
bird'* Uezd znH legs, formed bf lv<0 P fj> •- > + Hi Ifo bisa.^ * WnflLd on
his left urfri tnd biiniiiaiucfi n itjjc* with Ins rijjlit hand - In tbn tic-ld cut
fi-Vt fCWi rdpTUBUtitlllff tis Five PLuiets, nmi bcfo-T turn Ls the thunderbolt

.

Tilt iUjby-t figure 19 Found ect the diverse of ;l Loppti ebsit Jn*.i:i<! in
PT.inec. (Ir-iJlLi K’LHd, Plata A, Hr. 3, .jbvL LC’.;.

2 . The three-hepded HfiOite, the Quctn of Hull, but ufily four last a*e
reproscured Irr t>,k 'nnndH 0 f ttU0 Lower SaLr fc[ S.riSI$ SHC gr&Bp5 WH>
&lj l= . t3 ;c ib.uud'crhnlt and a drib

;
in "tbc bands of the irppwirppir

OJ iATliH- sea tcjvua. Tlda r-ipLTi&ss rut £ui tl:* rnvcrui: rjf rh; cjqjŝ

t

dish
which hats AfcriMx the cb'/sL’sc. {Firm KJ^r.

, FLate A, Ha. j r

reverse.)

of some god, Egyptian or Indian. The total of the

numerical values of idle letters of his name h 365,

thus ;—A = r, B = 3, F = ioo, A = i, L = zoo,

A — I, and 3 = 60. And the total of the numerical

values of the letters in the name of MITHRAS
(Meifhras)—M = 40, £ — 5, ]

— 10, O = g, P = idOj

A = 1 uud c = 200—is also 365 ;
and, according to

some, A reasax and Mithras were one and the
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same person. The Gnostic ILakcus, who founded

his whole system, which was borrowed from the

Hebrew Kabbalah, upon these numerical deductions,

discovered that the numerical values of the 24 letters

of the Greek alphabet added together form a total

of 888, which is the same as that of the letters in the

name of Jesue,, iHCOYt— f = 40, E — 8, E — 200,

0^70, v = 400, c — 200, A brasax represented

1 the 365 Aeons or emanations

T (A jl. from the First Cause* and

I * \litf
fc 33 a Pantheus, i,e. All-God,

^ *^mu(v3L 1 he appears on the amulets

i ^ With the head of a cock

| tk
(Pike bus) or of a. lion {Ra

^ £ Yr'
Ird/i FA or MmihAS}, the body of a

(
v - I I f I man. and his legs are ser-

J /h| T^'Tl peats which terminate in

^ /
^Aj, scorpions, types of the

Qcv 1 ^ [ p

^

AgathadaLmon. In his

\
II / J / right hand he grasps a cluh.

I v
m

p, or cl flail, and in his left is a
i-l.V ronnd or oval shield, lie is

A »ud LM tut tof *F Osiris * it j . rl ^11 ,1 ,

wltli the S^vc-ji SLiirs, Called Oj all the -UillltS Of
ta« Pcutipram cif ScJaiuiiii, and 4}^ T-fplirpTir
ih- ocL^jtC aib. rt-rum Krun. 01 me H-eorew,

K&tsH. No. 54 namely YAH, ADCbAl,
and ^aba&TH, The palindrome Abt.a N'AtEANAUtA
is said to mean

fi Thou art our father," hut this

can hardly be- a correct translation.

Many of the Gnostic amulets which were cut ill

the TTrxd century have tang inscriptions on their

edges and backs, and nearly all of them arc un-

translatable. This is due to the fact that each

letter is the initial of a word, and no keys to these

lengthy formulas have been found. Such inscriptions

0
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are due to Jewish influence, and are of Kabbalistic

character. An interesting example or this. influence

is given on page 209, Here we have a figure of an old

man with his hands crossed on his breast. Around
him are seven stars

celestial globe, the

Typhflu-Jiifl-lieafi-EtJ. He bus
Jijui wj^iga, Qjid he LioidR ov
lib UL1 hL iCtJIY:. :. M La

hiuid. Above nii teal ia a.

hrAtle with DubstTetchcd
wings, la Idb- iis-ik untf

tm txtSiOt fflffiHl Lilid U&fl

jibcirnuig fllaf. PMs OSS Ml
i[Liid]et fgsiiist Bcurjien" and
OtSl-Ct' ICBtilW- 'I^PiTl Klml,

Pbt* Q-, Kn. 7 .)

symbolising the planets, the

Fentade or Solomon's seal,

and some undecipherable

signs. He represents the 365
Aeons, all of which were sup-

posed 10 be contained within

him. Ho is a form ol the Adam
Kadmon of the Kabbalists and

the Primal Man whom God
made in His own image. The

second Mam of the Ophites
was conceived to have the

same form. A drawing of the

Primal Man according to the

Kabba.lists, reproduced from

Ginsburg's work on the Kab-

b&i&li, will be found in the

section on the KabbUah,
Many of the amulets which

are commonly called
N
Gnos-

tic " have nothing to- do with

the doctrines of the true

GnSsis. and are merely charms which were intended

to protect the weater from ailments of tbe body,

and to procure them material prosperity, A typical

example of such charms, which is a charm against

the bites of scnrpdons, is given above. And the

amulets made of iron ore or haematite were prob-

ably worn with the view of giving virility to men
and fecundity in women. Dr, Campbell Thompson
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hus shown that this substanee was aied with a

similar purpose in Babylonia and Assyria; see his

article in Maw for January, ig 2^j p. 23 , The
following is an example of the drawings of amulets

which. atE found in Greek magical papyri,

k'tea
k
£
A

t

•P H
Li

ft

t

4

'“i
L 1

f
_ lt

_

Allkufet :si u. T.Cig:uaI papyrus of the lYtS or Vth qcntuiy. in rbi: nppur
p(iTt. of th? boftl*' 1

it tbs irelL-tncwn pilirjti r«nc ; su

tbs '.cmtT r*jf is ilis. spell ai u.ij Jul. Xiu i'xia. On OlO liflhl erjd left Jr*i

two s«ri:s d£ £lrosk ^^ovejs, ajjd In thfl CiJUlt- Is the w^clI of pqrurqr

A L rwii rtm-lumi rrn SnriHtiS the magera! *• |: ! % are :;>t:iLilL= uttliis litfavens,

ami thz SUL1 IIHkJti Ud ^hi-K. (Fran: KiWvS?4 r Gm-k P*py*l 1*1 Iks fWdvSh
Arks™**, London, iBQ3 r I^a-y/tua QiXI Vj p, t? i-)



CHAPTER VIII,

TIE&AEW amulets.

The prehistoric Hebrew's, like the nations round

about them, made use of uniascriberi amulets to

protect them from the Evil Eye, and from hostile

influences of every kind. Such amulets were made

of semi-prectouB and precious stones, stones which

possessed peculiar shapes or forms or were marked

in some way naturally, 'berries of trees and plants,

and grain of various kinds, According to Rischofl:

[Dte Element* &w Kabbalah, it 190} animals could

he protected from the assaults of devils and the

Evil Eye by a fox's tail or by patches of some white

substance placed between ihe eyes. A special stone

was attached to the body of a pregnant woman to

prevent miscarriage, and knotted cords or bands

were tied to the n&W-bom babe to preserve it from

all evil . The prehistoric He brews probably possessed

a far-reaching system of magic, but we do not know
much about it. It is, however, quite dear that many
of the magical practices which are made known to

us by the Hebrew Bible were of very great antiquity,

and were winked at by the lawgivers and prophets

because it was impossible to put an end to them.

Moses himself was so great a magician that he

defeated Pharaoh's magicians in their own arts,

and when necessity demanded it he set up the brazen

serpent, the belief in the power oi which was un-

doubtedly of pagan origin. The Hebrews inherited
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much of their magic from the Sumerian? and Baby-

lonians, and many details of if survived among the

Jews and others even after the Middle Ages, We
read in the famous Epic that Gilgamrih succeeded in

obtaining speech vith the spirit of his dead friend

ldakidu through the good offices of Ea and Keigfll,

and Saul, the Lord’s anointed, bad recourse to the

witch of Endor, who must have enjoyed a great

reputation as a raiser of the spirits of the dead to

obtain speech with the spirit of Samuel,

Among the different kinds of Hebrew amulets

which are made known to m by the Bible may be

mentioned :
—

i* The $AHWkdu ,
which was probably made of

metal and had the form of a crescent, i.e. the

Crescent moon., It was worn by women (Isa. tii. 18),

and by kings (Judges viii. 26) , and was tied to the

necks of camels {1'bid,, verse 21) to protect them
from the Evil Eye, The crescent was a favourite

amulet among many peoples of Western Aria, and

it represented to 'hem the strength and protection

of the 1Mxin-g and not the waning moon. The Him-
yarites ana other people? of Arabia added a star

to the crescent, and the Abysfiinians adopted both

as sacred emblems, as at a later period the Turks

did also.

3, The TeicAi’hIm, These were small figures of

men or of gods in the forms of men, presumably

made of clay generally, but some were probably

made of semi-precious stones if they were intended

to be worn on the body. They seem to have been

of the same character as the SO-called
M
Papsukkftl

"

figures which have been described in the section on

Babylonian amulets. Wo first hear of them in
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Gen. xxxi. 19, 30, where we read that Rachel,

the daughter of Laban, Stoic the terdpMm of ller

father and went away with them when she accom-

panied her husband Jacob when he lied from Laban's

house-. The respect in which Laban regarded these

figures is evident from the fact, that he calls them
u my gods ;

and they must have been, easily

portable, for Rachel hid them in her carneTs

saddle. See also Judges xviii. 24. It is dear that

although many men kept twdphtm in their houses,

i.g. David (i Sam. xix. 13), and Micah, who had

a
*'
house of gods " and made an ephod and

terdphffn (Judges xvii. 5) t they were regarded

as profane things and were associated with the

heathen practice of divination. Before Jacob went

to Bethel to present himself before Yahv/eh he made
all hig. people to hand over to him their

11
strange

gods” and ear-rings [i.e. crescent-shaped amulets),

and lie hid them under the oak which was in Shecbem

(Gen, XXXV, 4). There were apparently several kinds

of tertffihftn, is. some were kept in the house or tent

and were regarded as household gods, like the penates,

some were hung on the bodies of animals, and some

were used for purposes of divination. The last-named

class was condemned by the prophets (1 Sam. xv« 553),

and ijosiah put them away with familiar

spirits, and wizards and idols (2 Kings juriii, 24).

Ezedi, xxi. 21 describes the king of Babylon using

tertiphim for divining purposes, and in connection

with the shuffling of arrows and inspection of the

liver of the slaughtered animal. There is no doubt

that the Hebrews derived the use of the Urdphim

from the inhabitants of Lower Mesopotamia, where,

according to a tablet translated by Sidney SmiLhj
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the prophylactic and atrepaeic figures in a house

were regarded as house property, and were sold

with the house,

3, Lh.hashEk. The singular of this word Ufrash

was applied to any object or ornament which was

associated with the whispering of incantation*, spells

charms, prayers, etc., and which was used as an

amulet. The plural is found in lea. dii. 30 f,

when the jewellery and ornaments and attire of the

daughters of Jerusalem is criticized and condemned.

Among the objects enumerated are ear-ring?, arm-

chains
f
stepping-chains, girdles, finger-rings, brace-

let., armlets, scent tubes, mirrors, etc. To describe

these is impossible, for no pictures of the luxurious

garments and ornament5 worn by rich women of

the time of Isaiah are extant. Among them were

ceitaioly many lekfisMm or
rj

amulets," and it is

very probable that every article oi apparel possessed

an amuletic character.

4, BELLS, These were attached to the skirls of

the vestments of Aaron the high priest (Exod. xxviii.

33) r
and their tinkling sounds were intended to

drive away evil spirits, Isaiah [iii. 16) suggests that

women attached bells to their skirls " making a

tinkling with their feet." The ancient Egyptians

wore bells as amulets* and their descendants, the

early Copts, followed their cash iplc, and used them

to drive away evil spirits during the celebration of

the Eucharist, A bell of the Assyrian period

decorated with figures of animal-headed deities is

preserved in the Berlin Museum (figured by Meissner,

Bab. und Assyr.
r
No. 142). And in modern caravans,

horses, asses' and camels frequently ha vie belts tied

to their necks tQ drive away evil spirits.
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5. Figures oF God 5 . The Babylonians 3 A ssyrians

and Egyptians all wore figures of gods as, amulets.

Now the Hebrews, being monotheists and worshi ppers

of Yahweb, of whom no figure could be made, when
thev wished to do us the heathen did, and wear or

r j

carry into battle figures of gods as amulets, they were

obliged to have recourse to heathen deities. Thus
when Judas Maccabaeus and Ills company went out

to bury the bodies of the dead with their kinsmen in.

their fathers' graves, they found under the costs of

every one that was slain
*'
things consecrated to the

idols of the Jamnites, which was forbidden to the

Jews by the Law.
J

' Judas decided that
1 r

th is was the

cause wherefore they were slain
1

1

{2 Macc. xii
. 35, 40).

The Philistines apparently' carried figures of their

gods with their army when they went forth to fight,

but when David defeated them at Baal-peraziin they

dropped them and fled, and David ordered them to

be burned with fire (1 Charon, xiv. 12).

6. TCiAphOth, or Phylacteries, i.a frontlet hands
which were worn between the eyes

; see Exod. xtiL

g, 16: Deut. vL.fr; xi. jfr They were made of

skin of some son and were inscribed with special

formulas, e.g, " Hear, O Israel : The Lord our

God [is] one Lord : And thou shall love tlie Lord
thy God with allttune heart, and with all thy soul,

and with ah thy might " (Deut. vh 4, 5). Fillets

or band lets thus inscribed were to be worn either

between the eyes cron the hand.

7. MnsfTzAH. This word means a " gate- post
,J

or a door-post ” and was given to a strip of

leather which was inscribed with the verses from
Deuteronomy quoted above, and then attached to

the door-post of the house. See Deut. vi. 9 ; xL 20,
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S. The $lsfrH or "tassel,” or “ lock " [of hair],

or
,r
fringe." This was made like the phylactery

amd mezuzih by Divine Command :—‘And the Lord
spake unto Moses, saying, " Speak unto the children

of Israel, and. bid them, that they make them fringes

in the borders oi their garments throughout their

generations, and that they put upon the fringe of

the borders a ribband of blue
>J (Nnm. b- 38).

“ Thou shalt make three fringes upon the four
quarters (or wings) of thy vesture wherewith thou
coverest thyself " [Deur r sxii. 12) . There is no doubt
that the TdtlphMh, Mes-Lii-yli and the Sisith were
amu^ts, and that the use of them goes back into

prehistoric times. Originally the Tfy&phbth were
precious stones which invariably possessed the

power of drridng away evil spirits, and therefore

had no need of inscriptions.

Though there is no proof that the Hebrews in

general under the Mosaic dispensation used amulets,

it is tolerably certain that the pagan belief in their

efficacy was tacitly and unofficially adopted by them*
especially when, after they had learned to write, they
could inscribe, the Great Name of God, and the names
of His angels, and passages from their sacred books
on them. The pagan amulet was made efficacious by
the words (Le. the charm or incantation) which were
pronounced over it by the magician, or priest, or

physician of the time, but the words were profane,

and represented a belief in the power of the devils

whichthe monotheistic Hebrew could not accepr . Ri jt

the object itself, -whether it was a strip of tea ther,

or a stone or metal plaque, might be used by him
provided the words pronounced over it or written

upon it were derived from the Hebrew Scriptures,
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The true history of the use of Hebrew amulets

is, I believe, only to be derived l mm the Kabbalah,

a very ancient work which. deals with Jewish,

mysticism m theory and practice. Assuredly those

who assert that the Kubb&lfrh is not older than

the Xth century of our Era are in error, For

internal evidence contains proofs that its authors

harrowed many of their beliefs from Babylonian and

Egyptian sources which became available to them

through the works of writers in Greek in tire lit

and Ilnd centuries. The early compilers of the

Ka.bbfri&,1 1 tried, as Dr. (raster says (Hastings' Encyc.,

vol. iii, p. 454) to adopt and to adapt many elements

from other sources and to mould them in accordance

with the fundamental principle of the Unity- of

God and of the ti mited power of evil spirits. Popular

beliefs know no rigid dogma, and much of that which

is held to be strong and efficacious among other

peoples is taken over in the belief that it would he

beneficial. Many popular books have been written

on Kabbalah, but they are untrustworthy because

the writers make it evident that they have never

read the literature of practical Kabb&L&h, which, as

Dr. Gaster rightly points out, is still I mostly in MSS.

He goes on :

fJ

It is found among the medical

recipes as a recognised part of the medical practi-

tioner, who would use drugs and amulets indis-

criminately or conjointly, for the us^e of the amulet

is as widespread as that of any other medicine.

There is nothing far which one or more amulets

could not he prescribed, and the practice goes even

further, for by means of amulets such results could be

obtained as the drug alone could not effect . T .

The subduing of evil demons through the; invocation
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of the aid of good spirits is only a materialisation

of lught-r spiritual truths. Faith is ihe underlying

principle/
1

The principal classes of inscribed amulets sanc-

tioned by Kabbiltdr have been grouped by Bischoff

in his Elemente der Kabba-lah (p. Igi 1) and may be

briefly described. The simplest of them contained

merely extracts from the Bible,, s,£,
"

I wdl put

none of these diseases upon thee, wliich I have

brought upon the Egyptians : for 1 arn the Lord
that healeth thee " [Exod, xv, 26}, Another

favourite extract was " Thou shaft not be afraid

for the terror by night
;

nor for the arrow that

flieth by day
;

nor for the pestilence that waiketh

in darkness
;

nor for the destruction that wasteth

at noonday ” (Pa + xoi. 6). The Ketee or
" noonday devil

,J was greatly feared, and the

words rendered by " tenor by night " and "pesti-

lence" were the names of terrifying devils that

caused sickness. The text of Psalm atevri was often

written oil leather in the form of a seven-branched

candlestick, and worn as an amulet, and the beautiful

Psalm exxi was often copied for ardruletie purposes.

Sometimes the Lest on an amulet contained a play

oil words, B.g,
J

' Joseph is a fruitful bough by a

well
Jp

(Gen. xllx 2.2). The word Vyw means both
" eye

11

and "well," and the verse is intended to

say that Joseph was victorious over the Evil £ye
r

and that every descendant of bis shill he. also.

Other very favourite texts for amulets were " Hear.

O Israel : The Lord our God is one Lord ” (Deut

vi. 4}, and Aaron's Blessing, “ The Lord bless thee

and keep thee ; the Lord make his face shine upor

thM, and be gracious unto thee : the Lorj> lil
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up 3iis countenance upon thee, and give thee peace
"

(Nmn. vi. 24-26).

The inscriptions on amulets were sometimes

intended to cure one particular sickness or disease.

Thus the formula SBizBRiftI was used to heal any

disease of the eye, and also to counteract the effects

of the Evil Eye. It was written in this form :—

-

11 1 ' n 2 E*

h i ' *1 D
*- ^ 1

' 1 1

1 -1

The patient began by pronouncing the whole

formula : the next time he dropped a letter, and
the following lime another letter, and 50 on till

there was no letLer left to pronounce. As the

formula diminished so the sickness would diminish,

for the patient said
"
Shehrid, Briri, RSri, In. Ri, l.

JJ

The formula. A bracauah ha

,

which was intended

to heal a. man suffering from fever, belongs to the

same class. This formula is said to have been

invented by Serenas Sammonicus, the physician of

the Emperor Caracalla, but it seems to rne that the

formula is based upon something which is much
older, aud that in any case the idea of it is derived

from an older source. Many attempts have been

made to find a meaning for the formula, but the

explanation put forward by Bischoff in his
f ‘

Kab-
balah * f

{1903) is the most likely to be correct. He
derives the formula from the Chaldee words

i.e. AheadA Ke BAbe A, which seem to be
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addressed to the fever and to mean something

Like
J

' perish like the word/' This cryptic utter-

ance becomes dear when we see the form in which
the formula had Lo be written on the amulet in

Hebrew letters, viz. ;

—

btl 2 ID&llbt
izisttiDti
2 1 3 "I 2 »

"J 2 ** 1 2 ft

2 S ^ 2 Is'

ft 1 2 ft

n 2 n
2 ft

ft

The patient, or some one on bis behalf, recited the

formula, thus :—

Abracadabra, Abracadabr, Abracadab, Abracad,

Ahrue, Abm, Abr, Ab, A
;
ic other words lie dropped

one letter of ihe formula each tune he repeated it
r

and as the formula. diminished the fever became less.

One point, however, needs elucidation
;
why is th^

third letter of the formula R and not D ? We la
note that the letters are nine in number, i,e. 3 x
and that both g and 3 had u mystic arid magic

significance
;

a Sso that the formula is repeated whe.

reading the Terminal letters diagonally from thi

bottom of the triangle to the top on. the left-ham

side. The repetition of the Atepk, the fust letter o

the Hebrew alphabet, nine times imy have had a

magical significance.

Here too must he mentioned ihe formula against

fever which Dr. Gaster has translated from one of Iue-
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own manuscripts. It is of special .importance

because it isi accompanied with careful directions

as to the manner of writing it f
and these illustrate

che implicit faith in the efficacy of the amulet of

those who used them. The formula reads :

—

Ab Abr Abra Abrak Abraka

Abrakal Abrak ala Abralral

Abraka Abrak Abra Abr Ab,

"And the people called unto Moses and Moses

prayed to God, and the fire abated (Num, xi. 2),

"May healing come from heaven from all kinds of

fevor and consumpdon-lie at to N soil of h". Amen,
Amen. Amen, Seisin Selah, Selah.

J?
Here is

the perfccx Hebrew amulet which contains (1) The
magical naxe Abrakala ] {2) The text from the

B>ble'; (3) The prayer, which is the equivalent of

the palatal meat] t a "ion ; {4) The threefold Amen
and the threefold Selak, Dr. Gaster [Hastings'

Enzyc., vol. Lii. p r 455) has translated the directions

tor writing this amulet The Name must be written

exactly at it )5 written in the scroll of the Law on

specially prepared parchment. Tl must be written

with square or Ashhrf
,r

letters £0 that no letter

shall touch the next. i.e. there must be a free margin

round each letter. It mast be written in purity

and whilst fasting Tt must he wrapped in leather

or in some soft rag, and be wrapped round with a

piece of clean leather, Tt is to be hung on the neck

of the patient without his knowing it or when he is

asleep, and he is not to look at it for the next twenty-

four hours. The lines tor the writing must be drawn

on the hairy side of the parchment and the writing

is to be done on the flesh side* and in the name of the
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patient. The parchment must be cut and the lines

drawn on it in the patient's name. When tho writer

dtps his pen into properly prepared ink he must say :

" In the Name of Shaddai who created heaven and

earth. 1
,
N, the sen of N, write this Kemi'a for X,

son of X, to heal him of every kind of fever/" And
then he must say the blessing of the Kem as follows
<r Blessed art Thou, O Lord our God, Who hast

sanctified Thy great Name and hast revealed it to

Thy pious ones, to show its greal power and might

in the language [in which it is expressed], in the

writing of it, and in the utterance of the mouth.

Blessed art Thou 0 Lord, holy Xing, whose great

Name he exalted [Codex Gaster, xxsviii. fed. n,
1 The Etshada'ath of Elisha of Ancona ' of 1536,"

Another formula, which is directed against hre*

is written in connection with the so-cahed “ shield

of Solomon/' i.e. the well-known hexagram

In Lhe centre of this stc written the four letters

that is to say, the ini dal letters of four

Hebrew words which are translated,
rr Thou art

mighty for ever Adonai/' Ry the sis sides of the

Lwo triangles are written in magical order tile names

of God r
YH and YHWH. On the front and hack

of the parchment on which the shield " is written,

we have

v p t? n 1

y p Iv n
V 1? iff

V P
t?
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This fannuls WAttishk'a, literally
” and it (i.e. the

fire) dwindled
iJ

is found in Num. xi. 2, where the

story is fold of tile fire which broke out in the

camp of the Israelites, at the place -which Moses

subsequently called "Tab'teSh:" This amulet was

believed to possess very special powers because

the formula was associated with the " shield " of

David.

Amulets to protect pregnant women and women
in child-bed were as common among the Hebrews

as among pagan nations. Fluey Were written upon

parchment, and also upon the door and walls of the

chamber wherein the woman lay. And if they were

to be really effective., the texts had to be written

jn ink in which holy incense had been mixed
j
and

even the copyist had to he a man ceremonially

pure and a believer. One of the most important

and powerful child-bed amulets is reproduced on the

opposite page from the British Museum copy of the

rare Hebrew work generally known as the " Book of

RAzLEl," In the section to the light we have three

figures, inexphcable to me, but according to the

inscription above the first two represent Adam and

Eve, and the third the Night-devil Lilith, who was

a spirit wife of Adam before God gave him a wife

of flesh, Above are the names of the angels Scnoi,

Sansenoi, and S&mangeloph. In the Section to the

left are the three seals of these three angels, the

fust protecting Adam, the second Eve, and the third

TJHth. The Hebrew text below the drawing says

that the woman well be protected by the Name
EHYH (htS, God) from all the evils and camming
which are enumerated therein, This amulet had
a double purpose. The three figures of the angels
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and their names and seats protected the newly bom
bs.be and its mother. And the text warded, off

any and every evii which Lilith, who was kept in

captivity on an island in the sea, might attempt

io do to either. Th* five hues of text above

the drawing contain the names of the Seventy

Great Angels whose protection is secured by this

amulet.

Two other interesting and rau* amulets from the

" Booic of RazI£l.
j
’ are here reproduced. At

the four corners of the first arc the names of the

four rivers o£ Paradise, Pishon, Gihtm, Pr&th and

Hiddekel. Inside two concentric circles is the

Hexagram, or so-called " Shield of Solomon
rj and

fourteen groups of three letters and the words
t

,r Go
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forth thou arid ^11 the people who are in tin y train,"

and permutations of the initial letters of the Hebrew
words for “ holiness sad deliverance/' Between the

circles are the names of Adam, Eve.j and Lilith,

Khasdiel, Senoi. Sanser-ioi, and Samar.gelophj and
the words

cr He hath given tils angels charge

concerning thee, that they may keep thee in all thy
ways. Amen. Selah."

At the tour comers of the second amulet are the

names of the rivers of Paradise. In the centre arc

the two triangle’ of the. Hexagram arranged base to

base, and the words which occur in the centre oi the

first amulet. The magical letters arc
rt K and P/'

Le, holiness and ddi\rerance.'
J

In the outer

circle are the words
M Ho slia.ll give his angels

/

J
etc..,

and in the inner circle are fourteen groups of three

letters which have esoteric significations

p 'i.
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A third amtitet here reproduced front the Book

f Raziei was intended to give the wearer success in

business. It waft written on parchment and was

worn on. the left arm Here wc have tbe word

$LH * make to prosper
' f

in four permutations

and the Name of Ciod YH (= YHWH) t

Sometimes the inscriptions for the amulets were

written in the bahbalisde forms of the letters of the

Hebrew alphabet, and specimens of three of these

are reproduced below. The first is intended to

secure for the wearer the favour of both Clod ax.d

An. amulet bn ^ive t"n.e tvearet in ttisLfiiiS:

man. It was written on a strip of clean hart's shin,

and the text reads
:

* r May thy favour, 0 YHWH,
be with so-and-so, the aonof so-and-so, even as it

was with Joseph the righteous man,''' even as it is

written, “And the Lord was with Joseph, and

covered iuni with, grace, and made him to obtain

favour in. the sight of h

J

l those who saw him,” Ln the

name of Michael, Raphael, Uriel, and the other

angels.

The second was :n tended to secure for the wearer

love and friendship. It was written with a copper

pen upon a strip of parchment, with ink made from

lilies arid crocuses . The text was Psalm civ in its

entirety.
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The third was intended to protect the wearer from

violence of every kind, and was written upon a

strip of clean hart's skin, and wom on the neck. At

the end of line 2 are six Hebrew letters in the

" square " character (MSM5ITH) and under the

penultimate character of line 3 are three more

(KT£) ; I can find no explanation of these. Below

the four lines are three hexagrams, or " shields of

Solomon." In the centre of each is Shahdai, a

name of God
,
and in four o£ the angles are the letters

of the ineffable Name YHWH. Below these is a

third hexagram in which is written YHWIT The

three signs to the right of it are the Hebrew letters

Shin, Daleth and Yud, f'.o, Shaddai. The character

to the kit of the lowermost hexagram has nothing

whatever to do with the Cross of the Christians,

for it represents the " Tree of Life/' The eight

s.rn a 1 1 circles and the ten short lines which support

them are explained to refer to
r.ht Sepbirdth {see

page 370).

An interesting group of amulet seals given by
Cornelius Agrippa (Ds- occulia philosophic pp, ccxxx

and ccxxxi) ts reproduced on page 232,

Otl the obverse of No. 1 we have in the centre

the word " Araritha/' with a dot over each letter to

show that it is the initial of a word in the inscription

which encircles it. On the reverse are four names of

God arranged in a square and encircled by the words
" YHWH our God is YHWH One."' Rabbi Hama
directs that these words be cut on a plate of pure

gold, or -written upon parchment with incense

water, by a man who is a true believer and fis

ceremonially pure]. He quotes it from the Boole

of Speculation.
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In No, 2 was an amulet which was intended

to protect the wearer from earthquakes, and

from baleful devils and wicked men, On the

ttemy CofrudLus Agrlppei von Nettesbedm phyaiciafi ?uid m^icijtn.
Srcivtary tOTiifi EiTipsrfli Ma*i.LiLi]i.aij I. and tHe author of Lhc rmrujiii wnri;

Dr ni\:.Yi'fi phiiasapkia. He was bom. it Ci»log-“ c:n. the HtLi aE Se-ptnimbLii,

H38, and dLM on tlie LSth o! Fcbi-iiafy, 15S5.

one side we have the letters BWWWW and on the

other SMDBH [read SMRED), that is to say the

initial and final letters ui the first five verses of ihe

Oook of Genesis.
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xn'njrixy
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Nu, 3 ip., nf Mime, a. Christian amulet, the

general style of which was copied by Hebrew
amulet writers.

Nq. 4 gives the pentagram, not the hexa-

gram, or so-calied
ri

=,hie]d nf Solomon," The
inscription round it consist* of five Greek lellera,

vi s. Lyipa meaning something like ” wholesome/'

"g^iod (or the health." The pentagram is found

tbrw /semi- oJ tin ^Atqjtrnn mtb circle: it ilu uifics ily tho ingle-
of Flit liret art l-i» tiinr-t-i of irtl^nuul^. ?3i:ha:l, Gabriel, $,ia:in.n.l£i, tec. ;

i;i till- af tli¥ weend rvc tl:c v.x.rin “ atisrliijiiiti afYHWEL" IYlei
*• itniKy^Ti-,i- oftliu J$H,Vbalab in slir British Mtswum 'Oriental *S86>

on early Sumerian pottery, and it is possible

that fhci b^xAgraTn i* a Ister modi flea t;ot of

it,

In the centre of No. 5 are four Hebrew letters,

MK BY, each with, a doc over It; those are perhaps

intended to represent the name Maccabneus. But

the dotted letters are the Initial letters of the
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Hebrew words winch we translate by " Who is like

unto Thee among the gods ?
"

Another very popular form of amulet was a stone,

or metal plaque, or piece of parchment inscribed

with a magical square of numbers, that is to say

with Hebrew letters in the
f
" square

,J

character.

The numbers were so arranged that whether added

up horizontally, or perpendicularly or diagonally*

the total was the same. 'Hie magical squares which

refer to the Seven Planets are given on pages 394 ff.

Magical ecu area were also constructed with the

lei let? which give the name of God in whichever

direction they are read. A good typical example

is given by Dr. Bischoff [jDm El-tim-nte, vol. ii.

p ra6), which is here reproduced. A magical

square containing the Name ElohIm is written

thus :

—

'
|
n a

*1 n|b n
n bl» b

n h n i

D ' |n Ll D

In this case the initial letter or
“
bey ” is the

akph iti the middle of the third line. The name

Elohim is obtained by reading upwards or down-

wards and sideways, but not horizontally. In the

same work Dr. Bischoff gives a square of seventeen

lines containing the German rendering oi the Hebrew

words meaning ''the Lord watch over thee," I>Eft
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Kerr rebuts dich. The ' key " is the letter I>

in the middle of 3me 9
:

—

H L£ 1 : E T V H E H it T
j

E D
!

1 C H
c > s> E T 0 H E Ti E H 0 T E D I C

r r. T fl H K H ft B £ H ho t E D 3

D E T V E li R R It 11 E H 0 T E D

E i ti E K R It R B E H b T r

T tr H S
1

B R R a ir E R It R R K 0 T

0 H E B R R £ H R H E It R B E H U

H E E K H E H R E ft K E It R E E H
E B H R F_ H R E E

)

R R H E R * B E

u T B T • IT *H R R ti E ft R B E H
r n E E it ft E H It H R ft R 3 E H aj

T U H E E a It H H E ft R B E H 0 T

\
: T C H E R R E R R n E H 0 T E

D £ T 0 li \L B ft ft R L E ti T E Li

[ D E T 0 * E B R 3 R H 0 T E EJ 1

c '1 n E T 0 H E B Z. H TJ T e| D I C

H c
|

1 1 u E T LI H
1
R H 0 T E

i
I C H

The greatest of all che amulets known to the

Hebrews was, and i£
s
the Book of the Law, the

T6rah or Roll inscribed with the Five Books -of

Moss, or ihe Pentateuch, It is to them what the

Pert-ew-het: was to the Egyptians, and the papyrus

volumes of the Scriptures to the Copts, and the

Kur'an to the Arabs, and the Kebtea NagAft to the

Ethiopians or Abyssinians. Its power and might wore

invincible, both in the synagogue and rhe house.

It was the greatest of all the child- bed amulets. A
remarkable' proof of this is given by I>r H Bischofi

[Die EUmenfe, vol. hi. p. 123), who has reproduced

from an old print a scene in the birth-chamber.
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On a wall are written the names of Adam, Eve and

Lilith J and it was absolutely necessary to protect

the woman who was about to bring forth frum the

last named, who was the she-devil wife of Adam
before God gave him Eve. On a table stands a

shrouded Roll of the Law, and on lEus. the woman,
who is on the. birth-stool, fixes her eyes and prays

for help in her hour of need. Many a wealthy Jew
keeps a TSttJtH ill his bouse as a priceless treasure.

In Eastern Europe the Jews have had the Hebrew
text of their Scriptures reproduced by photography
in the form of an ordinary book from one of their

famous Rolls, and this miniature copy of the Book
of the Law measures only one inch in height and
three-quarters of an inch in width. It is provided

with a white metal case, with a ring for hanging
it round the neck, on one side of which is a .small

.magnifying glass which enables the wearer to read

the text wit h cotnparal ; ve ease. The general appe ar-

ance of ihe amulet is thar of the ICur'in which is

shown on page 53,

:be silver Hebrew amulet here reproduced was
formerly in the possession of the' late W. if. RyLands,
F.S.A.j who obtained it from a friend who brought
it from Palestine. Mr. E. T. Pilcher published a

copy odf the obverse and a transcript of the text, with
an English translation, in the Proceedings 0/ the

Society of Biblical Archaeology, Vol. xxxii, (1910),

p. 135. But he did not recognise that the text

consisted of a series of abbreviations which needed
completions, atld contained a number of illusions

to T£abb&lah, and the result, was that his trans-

lation was incorrect in nearly every particular. In
the number of the Proceeding? for May, 1910, Dr.
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Gaster published the teitt on both side's of the amulet

and gave a correct transcript of it, after completing

the abbreviated words and adding the words which
were wanting, and an English translation which
reads

O -"vtrat. rVjffvcsrt,

SiLver Kibtxiiittic tti^i i^t-

OBVERSE -

1. In the Name of tbe Lord God of Israel

we shall do and prosper.

2 . "I beseech thee by tile power of the

greatness " of God, the Lord of Hosts, the

God of Israel-

s' In the names of the angels of the God (of

Israel) I conjure yon alii

4. kinds of Lilin night -devils), male and

female,.

3. and Demons f male and female,

6. by the power of tbe holy Name,
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7.
" Accept cbe prayer of thv people, exalt

them, purify them . O Thou Who art tremen-

dous,
Jl

combined w~th

£:. its root {i.c, source) YHWH, that they

da nat

REVERSE,

1. enter to any

2. place where there he

3. m it " O mighty one, those who beseech

thee/' nor shall touch

4. it at all, nor hurt by the power of

5. the holy Name " thy right band shall

loosen the bondage,"

6. Thy single ones, like the apple of thine

eye. guard them, combined with

7. its root (i,e, source) ADXI and with

S. the name of z6 (fetters) (the Tetragram-
maton) " Accept our entreaty, and hear

our cry-, Lord who knowesl the hidden
things.”

9.
" May the Lard preserve thy going out
and thy coming in from now and evermore.”
Amen. Seim



CHAPTER TX.

MA_>' uaj*an [mandaIhc) amulets.

The Mandaf-Ans (MahdAye), who arc also known
*3 SAbsans {Cis. worshippers of the bust of heaven),

snd MuCrHTASii-y {i.c. the washers/' because of the

frequency oF thdr ablutions), and “ Christians of

St. John " (because of iheir tradition that they arc
descended, irom the disciples cf St. John the Baptist),

are a Semitic people who live in Lower Babylonia
and on the banks of the Shattal-

1

Arab, and who speak
a d:alect similar to that found in the Tiilmudh
BitbhlL Their ancestors before the Christian Era.

were pagans, and practised magic, and believed in a
form of astrology which scorns to have been of

Babylonian origin. The Christian Majidae&ns clung

to the belief in the magic practices of their ancestors,

and on it they welded many elements of belief which
they derived from the Gnostics, the Jews, the

Iranians or Persians, and Christians. They had
no Sabbaths and did not pracrisc circumcision.

When they pray they do not turn towards Jerusalem,
but towards the north, where are the great mountains
from which flow the rivers Tigris and Euphrates.

The sources of these rivers is the world of light where
the SufcftSME Life, i,$. God, lives and reigns. In

the waters of these they bathe morning and evening,

especially on Sundays and days of fasting. They
also observe a bat hung Festival in which whole
communities go to the river and bathe ceremonially
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under the direction of iheir priests, or according to

their private role* They believe that through these

immersions in the
+i
waters of light

Jp
they receive

a renewal of life from the Great Life, the Master of

the l Ini verse j
stid all virtues. It would be impossible

for them to practise their religion in a region where

there were no rivers and streams, and it is due to tliis

fact that they have always lived in the district

round about Kumah, where the Tigris and Euphrates

unite to fonn the Shaft at-'Arab, One of the names

by which they are known, vie, " Mughtasiiin
JJ may

be rendere

d

r 1

Baptists,
'

' Thei r term for
*'1

bap ( j ^m '

'

is masbwtd, because with them the ceremony takes

place in " living/' i, n. flowing wafer. They despise

the Christian ceremony because they say that it is

performed in "dead," i.e. still water. Their God_,
r
' Life,” is the King of Light, and dwells with His.

angels iii a heaven which is high above the heavens

or spheres of the star? and planets and Signs of the

Zodiac. Below the starry spheres is our eatrth,

which is formed of matter derived from some of the

solidified water of the primeval World-Ocean. In

some portion of this Black Water dwells a great

she-devil called R£hA, and her husband Tint, who
is also her son, and great armies of evil spirits, 'Ur is

the god of Darkness, and is the great antagonist of

the god of Light. Here we have a cosmogony

derived from the ancient Sumerians, and Tiimai,

Kingu and Marduk ’under other names, and we may
regard the Mandneans as the representatives of the

ancient worshippers of Ea, the great Water-god of

Eridu,

One of the books of the Mandaeans, the ^Olasta,

contains a series of ill-drawn pictures which, are
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supposed to represent the places at which the. souls

of the dead alight on tlieir wav to heaven, and in

nne part of it are drawings of the scales in which

presumably souls were weighed and the throne of

Abater. These facts seem to. suggest that the

writer qJ the wort had seen a copy of the Saitc Recen-

sion of the Book ol the Head, and that he copied

some of the Vignettes of Chapter cli, and a pair of

the introductory scene of the Psychostasiu. On the

other hand, the Book A spar Marwasha, which deals

with a system of astrology based on the Signs of the

Zodiac, seems to have been derived from the works

of the later Persian astronomers, though these in

turn were based on the astrological literature of the

Babylonians.
mf

The LANGUAGE oi the Maiadaeans is written in an

unusual script, cne of the great advantages of which

is the fact 1 hat the vowels are represented by lit' tens,

and the reading is not therefore confused by dia-

critical points. The Literature is relatively small,

and the three principal works arc the SideA Rajhha,

or GinzA. and the Sidra ri YahyA. or Book of John

the Baptist, and the DrA$h£ d' Mark! or Dis-

courses of Kings, and the KolAstA, which contains

Hymns and Discourses regarding Baptism and the

Departure of the soul from the body. Some sections

of these works are as old as the 1st century a.d.*

and much of the rest was written before the rise of the

Arab kingdom in Mesopotamia in the VHth century.

The MandaeanS, like Lhe Babylonians, lived lives

of fear because they believed in the existence of

myriads of (tends and devils which caused sicknesses

and death to themselves and damage to their

material property. The priests of the Mandaeann
0
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condemned all magical practices, but in spite of this

the people clung to the use of amulets, Examples

of these are rare, and she two best known are in the

British Museum [Add. 2360s, B, fol. 26, and foil. 26

23). Fori ions of these are reproduced on Plates XVIII

and XIX, A transcript inia Hebrew letters of the

left-hand column foh 25 is given by Wright, Cata-

fogue 0/ tte SyriacM emuscripte in the British Museum,

vol, lib p. 1219. But the Mandaeam, like the

Syrians and Arabs, possessed a large collect ion of

charms and magical prescriptions, and when written

down they formed a real
|J

Book of Magic.” Two
leaves of such a codex are preserved in the British

Museum (Add, 23602. B, foil, .23, 34}, and a note on

one of them says that the volume belonged to

Yahya bar Havva Sumth (Wright, op. ck.
t p. 1218},

The texts on 1 he amulets contain prayers, which

a.re to all intents and purposes incantations, and it

is clear that they were intended to produce magical

effects. The text on fol. 23 is accompanied with a

magical figure, part of which is still visible. This

proves that the Maodaeans ccpied the amuletic

scrolls of Western people, Egyptians, Gnostics,

Greeks, Syrians and others. For the history and

religion of the Mandaeams, see Petermana, Reiaen

im Orient, Leipzig, 1S60-61
;
N.. South, l&itdes, Paris,

i&bo
;
Nbldeke, M&nd&iscke Gr&mmatik, Halle, 1875 ;

and Brandi, Die TrtmtMische Religion, Leipzig, 1 889.

The two amulets mentioned above were worn

on the body or carried about by their owners, but

besides scrolls like these the Mandeueans had amulets

which they intended to protect their houses and

lauds from the attacks of evjl spirits. These were

in the form of terra-cotta bowls which were placed
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by or under the foundations of their houses, and

were inscribed with magical texts. See what is

said in the section oit divination by water and

Babylonian bowls, page 445 1 During the American

excavations at Nippur a great many such bowls were

found
,
and & good monograph on them has been

written by Prof. J. A. Montgomery, entitled Aramaic

Tneantation Texts from Nifipur, Philadelphia, Eg 13.

In the introductory chapters of this work will be

Found (l) a summary of the work done on the bowls

by the older scholars. Chwohison, WohMein Stufce,

Hyvein at, Ellis, Lidzbarski and others, and (2} a

discussion on the use and object of the bowls, demons
and evil spirits and kindred matters. These are

followed by a series of translations (if the Mandaitic

and other texts on the bowls, with grammatical

and Other notes, and complete transcripts of the

texts are given at the end of the volume. The general

character and contents of the inscriptions on the

Nippur bowls, is illustrated by the two following

translations made by Prof, J. A. Jfontgomery.

The Amulet of EfiirA bah SabGhdAch,

(Montgomery, No, t, p. 117.)

(ij This the amulet of BphrS, [2) bar SabSrduch,

w-herein shall be (3) salvation for this Ephr& bar

Saborduch and also (4) for tb.i$ Bahmar.duch bath

Sami, that there be for them [5) salvation, namely

for this Isplirs, bar Saborduch, and for this Bah-

mandfteh hath Sam a (6). Amen, Amen. Selah.

Tins is an amulet against the Liliths that haunt

the house of (j) this EpJirdbar Saborduch, and tins

Bahmand&ch bath Serna (8) i adjure you. all species
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ui Liitths In respect to tout posterity which is

begotten by Demons (9) and Liliths to the children

(jf Hght who go astray
;
Woe, who rebel and trans-

gress against the proscriptions of their Lord; Woe,

from the blast {10) fast flying ; Woe, destroying

;

Woe, oppressing with your foul wounds . . „ who

do violence and trample and scourge and mutilate (11)

and break and confuse and liobble and' dissolve (the

body) like water
;
Woe, r . . ;

and where you stand,

(12) and where yon stand, (sic) fearful and affrighted

are ye hound to my ban,—who appear to mankind,

to men in the likeness of women, (13) and to women
in the likeness of men. and with men they lie by

night and by day.

With the formula TWJf (74) SH-SH GSH GSHK,
have I written against thee, evil Lilith, whatsoever

name be tliinc. We (t.5) have- written. And Iris

name shall save thee, Ephri, for ever and ever.

Amulet op Aoak bar Hath61 and Ailatti catit

HathAj.

(Mosttcomeev, No, 6, p. 141.}

(l) A press which is pressed down upon Demons
tad Devils and Satans and impious (2) Anvukt

spirits and Familiars and Counter-charms and

Liliths male (3) and female, that attach them-

selves to Adah bar Hithoi and Ahuth batli

f.l&thdi—that attach themselves to them, and dwell

(4) in their archways and lurk in their thresholds,

and appear to them in one form and another, and

that strike and cast down and kill. And this

press (5) I press down upon them in days and m
months and in all years, and this day out of all days.
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and this month. out of all months, and this year (6)

ut of all years, and this season out of all seasons.

And T come and put a. spell for them in tins thresh-

olds oi tins their houses, and I seal and bind them.

Fastened up are their doors (7}, and all their tools.

And this press 1 press down upon them by means
of these seven words, (8) by which heaven and earth

are charmed
;

in the name of Lhe first Gishvtfn and
Marbfi : of the second, Gishmfn and Mortal; of the

third, Martii / of the fourth, Nashbar ; oi the fifth,

Morah
,

of the sixth, Ardifotl

;

of the seventh,

Ktbshin (presses) with which is repressed (9) . . ,

with them are repressed Fill evil Spirits and impious
Amulet spirits and LUtths male and female arid

Familiars and Counter-charms and Words, that they

appear not to Acak bar HatMi and to [Ahafh bath

H&thbi] (to) neither >11 dream by eight nor in sleep

by day, and that they approach neither their right

side not their left, and that they kill not their

children, and that they have no power over their

property, wliat they have (n) and what they shall

have, from this day and for ever.

And whosoever will transgress against this pr#ss

and doth nor accept these rites, shad split asunder

violently and burse in the midst. And the sound of

him shall resound with Lhe resonance of brass in ihe

spheres of heaven, (12} and his abode shall be in. the

Seventh (?) hell of the sea, from this day and for

ever. Amen. Amen. Seiah.



CHAPTER X.

PHOENICIAN AMUtETS,

Speaking generally the country of Phoenicia is

that, part nf Syria which extends from the NThr

al-Kabir, i.C. the "GTeat River” (Eleutherqs) in

the north to Mount Carmel on the south, but

Joppa was sometimes considered to be Phoenician

territory. The Phoenicians wore Semites and

belonged to the Canaanite peoples, though they

and the neighbouring peoples called them ' 1

Sidon

Lama/' The Greeks called them ,f
Phoenicians,"

and their land
cr
Phoindce/

1

Some derive " Plioemdfm ” from the Greek

Kauris, "blood red/
1
and not from the “ date

palm/' which does not grow readily in the country,

so che Phoenicians were the" red men/' Unlike the

Semites generally, the Phoenicians loved the sea,

and their ships on ihe sea and their caravans by

land carried the produce of Egypt and Babylonia

to the ends of the known world. The language of

the Phoenicians, like the Hebrew and the dialect

of Moab, was descended from the old Canaamte
•anguage, and belonged to the Tvorthern Semitic

Group of languages.

The Phoenicians were net a literary people, and it

Is very doubtful if they invented the alphabet as Pliny

(v, 1% vii. 37 J
believed, for the Letters which they

used are [dent leal with those of the Siloam Inscription
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and these found on the Stele of Miesha,, king of Moab
(Moabite Stone, casts of both inscriptions can be
seen in the British Museum), and the Zingirlt

inscriptions. The Phoenician Eilphabet underwent
many changes in the countries where it was adopted,

but it became the mother-alphabet of the Cxreek a] id

Latin, and eventually of the modern European
alphabets. It is possible that the Phoenicians,

possessed a native religion, but very little is known
of their theology. Their cosmogonies and many of

their legends and myths were borrowed from the

Babylonians, the Egyptians and the Greeks. They
were well acquainted with the names of many of ihe-

gods of these peoples, and their names offen con-

tained the names of foreign gods, eg. Bvl and RUtis,

Ishtar Tammiiz., Isis, Osiris, Hathor, Homs, Thoth,

etc.

Their views about the survival of the soul

after death were similar to those of the Hebrews,

but they buried their dead with great care. One
of their chief native gods was Eshm&n, the god of

medicine, who was identified with the Greek god

Asklepios. In times of trouble they did not hesitate

to sacrifice their first-bom children, and they slew

their prisoners of war on the altar before their

tabernacles (Diodorus, xx. 14), And women sacri-

ficed their virginity in the sanctuaries of Astarte

(see 1 Kings xiv, 24), A large proportion of

the Phoenician population devoted themselves to

making the purple and fine linen which were so

much admired by the ancients,, and to working

in metal. The gold came from Egypt and the

Sudfirj, and iron and copper came from Cyprus.

Thus some members of a family produced, tile
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bowls, and pots which t£ir other members

of it carried off in their ships and sold in Europe,

or Asia, or Africa, Or India. In this way the

commission of the middle man was saved. The art

nj dyeing was derived by them from Babylon and

glass blowing from Egypt, and it seems that the

Phoenician in vented very little in Li le rat ore or in

the arts and crafts, but bis work was careful,

accurate and refined. Witness the inscribed and

embossed copper bowls from Nimriid which are now

in the British Museum. And the bronze lion

weights in the British Museum prove that he intro-

duced into Ids nwn country, and also into the

neighbouring countries, a system of weighing with

accurate weights.

The small collection of Phoenician amulets in

the British Museum is of considerable interest.

It. allows that Ihe Phoenicians adopted the seal-

cylinder ct the Babylonians and Assyrians, and the

cone-seal of the Persians, and the scarab of the

Egyptians. The devices engraved upon these

objecLs are Assyrian and Egyptian in origin, but

they arc treated in a manner which is characteristic

of Phoenician work in metal and stone. The line

engravings arc carefully executed, and the work

is of a more delicate character than that found on

p 13 rely Babylonian or Assyrian and Egyptian seal a

aiul scarabs. On the oldest of them, which pro-

bably date from about $00-400 B.c., the influence of

Persian Art is very marked. The scarabs made of

hard stone were undoubtedly used as seals, but there

is no evidence that the Phoenicians held the same

religious views about the scutafoiem sacer as the

Egyptians, The group of scarabs in steatite and
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paste from Lhnrit, which were exhibited, in the

same ca.se as ttie Phoenician scarabs in the British

Museum, arc native imitations of Egyptian scarabs

and were made in Phoenicia about 300-200 B,G.

The Phoenicians believed that they could hold inter

course with the dead by dropping little 10Us made
of thin sheets of lend with inscriptions upon them

into the tombs, but it is doubtful if these are to be

regarded as amulets.

The following reproductions ol cylinder-seats with

Phoenician inscriptions on them have been made

from casts supplied by Mr Augustus Ready of the

1

RrIrish Museum
;

all ihe originals are in the British

Museum [Department of Egyptian and Assyrian

Antiquities) :

—

1. Cylinder-seal engraved with the figure of a

king or hero who is grasping with each hand a fore

leg of a mythological boast, Each beast is winged

and the head of the beast on the right is provided

with a pair of horns. Above the male figure is the
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symbol of a god (Ahmamazda or some Assyrian

god), the lower pari of whose body is the winged

circle with projecting claws and a tail. The

inscription reads.
IJ

Seal of Prshkdt. son of

Abthtn ” .[JTTjnK 12 JVT3EHB Dnr. Height

of *eal r|} inches.

z. Cylinder-seal engraved with a bearded figure of

a long with two pairs of wings
t
who is grasping in

each hand a ford eg of a beast with the head and

wings and daws of a bird, and the body of a rampant

striped animal . The inscription reads
‘ J H ktkl " (?)

7jnnn Height of seat r^ inches.

3. Cylinder-seal inscribed with
1 (3) The sacred

Tree. (2) Two Scorpion-men supporting a winged

dish from which two divine figures emerge. (3)
A

worshipper (royal?). (4} A priest carrying a small

homed animal to offer up as a sacrifice, In front



4 . Cylinder-seal inscribed with a iLgure of a inan

who is standing in worship before n symbol (lightning

or thunder-bolt?), above which is a winged disk

with a Lion's head. On each side of tho symbol

is a priest wearing a winged garment. The
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of him is the sign <§V which some have identified

with the pudenda muliehris, and behind bin bead

is a star. The inscription reads
,r
Belonging to

Ft tuan " Heigh l of teal l inch.
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inscription reads Yrpal, the son of hh'dd "

-H>nn 13 \vEn h
- The name Yrpti is written

twice. Height of seal i| inches.

5 r Cylinder-seal inscribed sv i lli a figure of the

sacred tree under a winged dish. On one side pf the

tree ia a sphinx with the lunar crescent above it
(

and on the other is a goat. Two men are performing

a

a religious ceremony,
^
The inscription reads "Belong-

ing to Srgd r
' Height of seal } inch.

6, Cylinder-seal inscribed with figures of two

scorpion-men standing., one on each side of sacred
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tree (?), and supporting; a. winded disk from which

project the heads of three divine beings. A priest

and aurarehipper are perfomung a religious ceremony.

On the left is the figure of a god holding a gazelle,

or goat, tinder each arm,, The inscription reads

" Belonging to Mdbrg ” n31^h - Height of

cylinder |f inch.

7

jc Cylinder-seal inscribed ’with three human
figures, ’which w&s dedicated to the god Hadad

.

The iciscription. reads “ Belonging to AkDSK, the

son of GbkEj the eunuch, which he offered to Hnn "

-nnb :npn wn Dir Tim T pTs^
Height of seal I i inches.

T(



CHAPTER XT.

SAMAHITAN AMULET'S..

Less than twenty year?, ago had 1 been asked,
** Have the Samaritans amulets, and, if to, what
axe they like ?

' 1

niy answer would have been

,

" There are no Samaritan amulets, and if there are

I have never seen anyT But thanks to Dr. M,
Gaster, that lacuna is filled up now, and it is possible

as the result of his researches to tdJ the reader

a gr^at deal about Samaritan amulets. This gentle-

man discovered that the Samaritans of Nablus

possessed, among other literary treasures, a number
of Samaritan amulets, or, as be calls them, “ phy-
lacteries,'’ and he took steps to open up intercourse

with them with the object of acquiring some in for-

mat!on about them , At p rst
,

I j ke all o t her Ori ratals,

who possess ancient manuscripts, they pretended

to know nothing about such tilings, bur after some
years of friendly relations with Dr. Gaster they

admitted that they had among them a number of

phylacteries. After from twelve to fifteen years of

constant communication and patient negotiation,

he succeeded in obtaining from them all the phy-

lacteries they had, some fourteen in number.

Besides these he obtained photographs of two others,

one in the British Museum (Add, 27436) and the

other in the possession of Mr. D. S. Sassoon, Having
worked for some years on this entirely new branch

of Semitic literature, he published the results of
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Ids labours in several articles in rhe Proceedings of

ike Society of Biblical Archaeology (Marche May and

June, 1915, Feb,, 1916, and Feb,
, 1917). These lie

lias reprinted in his Studies and Texts, in three

volumes, London, 1935-192$ (vol. i. p. 3$7 t}. The
main facts about Samaritan phylacteries which arc

gived below I owe to his mvaluable work.

Of the early history of the Samaritans nothing is

known. One tradition says that their great ancestor

was ShemeRj who sold the site of his city, which

was called Samaria after his name, to Omri (1 Kings

xvi. 24) ]
the dwellers in the city were called

" SfiOianONiin," a name which is once mentioned

in. the Bible (3 Kings xviL sg). Originally a. Samari-

tan was a dweller in the city of Samaria or in the

country of which it was tire capital
+
but after the

King of Assyria {Shalmaneser IV or Sargon II}

transferred there natives of Babylon, CuthEib, Ar/a,

Hamath and Sepharvaim (2 Kings xvii-xviii), any
one of them might describe himself or be described

as a Samaritan. The original Samaritans were
pagans, but between Llie time of the settlement of

foreigners on a large scale in their city by the king

of Assyria, and the birth of Christ, they adopted in a
great measure the Jewish religion, although they

dung to their idols and magical practices. And
they held that Mount Cerizim (see John iv. 20),

and not Jerusalem,, was the true seat of God's
worship. About the great schism which converted

the Jews and the Samaritans into bitter enemies
of each other this is nor the place to Speak, and
it is sufficient to say that the Samaritans were

regarded as ail independent sect in the time of

our Lord. They accepted the monotheism of the

H 2
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Jews, and the Law, and believed that a Messiah

whom they called "Taheb" was to come. Their

phylacteries show that on a very large number of

points their beliefs were identical with those of the

Hebrews,

The Jirst thing to note about the Samaritan phylac-

teries is that they were not the equivalents of the

TephlllIk, or prayer scrolls, or " frontlets/' bnt real

amulets which
,
as Dr. Gaster says, would be worn

constantly, and they were also looked upon as super-

stitious practices, used not only by the Jews, but

by almost every other nation of antiquity ’
(p. .3 By),

They wore In their oldest and simplest forms the

outcome or pagan magic, and they were made and

worn notwithstanding the fact that the use of them

was forbidden under the penalty of death. The
Samaritans added Hebrew beliefs to their own
native beliefs, and then tried to observe both,

and (hey neither rejected nor abolished any of their

own indigenous views nr practices. The phylacteries

came into being probably during the 1st or Und
century of our Era, but none ir. the possession of

Dr. Garter is older than the Xtb nr Xllh century,

The Samaritans who lived in Egypt borrowed ideas

from the worshippers of RS, and Oriris, and from Lhe

various sects of Gnostics, and probably also from

the Babylonians, whose magic and religion were

being made known by the Greeks who had lived

in Babylon and had studied the ancient cuneiform

records in the Libraries of Babylon,

The Samaritans regarded the ineffable names of

God as " words of power/' and held them to be the

foundation of all the virtue which their phylacteries

possessed, They thought that the Tetragramma ton
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could not be pronounced, and some of them sub-

stituted for it " Elohim.” The letters of the name?
of God arc. treated us mathematical figures, and thu=

mathematical calculations are derived from the names
of God and from the various permutations and sub-

stitution’; to which that name has been subjected,

and the Samaritans seem to have known the very
name by which these manifold operations was known
among the Jews, i.c. " Gcmatria.” Dr. Gaster

thinks that Gem atria is a mistake tor " Gramma: a."

i.tf.
ri

writings^ and that for the " Ephtsifi Gram-
met a " of Greek mystical literature we should read

Aphasia Gramma ta, i,e. “ineffable writings,” In
the phylacteries we find everyone of these mysterious

names, forma, symbols, changes, and permutations
fully represented. Arid the two names of God
EHYH and YHWH are intartwined,

The Jews were commanded by Deut. vi. t) to write

certain
tr
words ' on the lintels and door-posts of

their houses, but they did not carry out the command
literally. They wrote the words of Dent. vi. 4-g
and xi. r^-ai on strips Of parchment and fastened

Ihem to the door-posts. These are called Tnszutztfth,

The Samaritans acted differently, for they cut the
r

' words ” on the stones of their houses. Moreover,

by the "words '' they understood the
1£
ten words,”

i.e. the Ten Commandments, and these, as well &&

other verses from the Bible, are cut on their moiiu-

menta, (See Dr. Gasteris list on p, 400.) There is

in the British Museum (Semitic Room Nr
o. 556) a

stout inscribed its Samaritan with two verses from
Deuteronomy, and though it formed part of a wall

,

it is in truth a phylactery. On some stones the Ten
Words of Creation arc given instead of the Ton
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Commandments, These arc the fundamental
'

' words

of power," the real Lgoqs, Among the character-

istics of Samaritan phylacteries is one which is of

considerable interest ,
for it is a testimony to their

jL^reat antiquity—I mean that of the Palindrome.
J1
Certain verses of the Bible, especially Exod. xv.

15, 16, are written backwards, starting, as it were,

with the last word of verse 16 and going backwards,

the order of the words, not of che letters, being

reversed, Similarly Exod. xiv. 19 ft
;

xvii. 13

are written in the fomi of Palindrome
ri

(Caster,

P- 405)-

The Samaritan name for the phylactery is

Axhtaea, but In Codes,, Gaster B r the variant

FLJfTPA is given, which, 0: course, represents the

Creek ^v^KT^pia. The phylactery is not to be con-

fused with the prayer scrolls (Tephilltn) which were

only put on during times of prayer, for it was

an amulet in the true sense of the word, like the

of the Jews, and is, probably, equally as

old.

The Samaritan phylactery appears in several

forms :—1. As a square sheet of parchment,

which practically represents a whole skin of a goal.

One in the possession of Ur. Caster is between 17

and zz inches in height, and another is 27 inches

wide, 2, As a scroll which varies in length and

width. 3, As a booklet, which was probably carried

in a case. 4, As scraps of paper. 3. As a metal

disk, like a coin or medal, 6, As inscribed stones.

The one Samaritan phylactery in the British Museum
(Add, -27456! is a large sheet of parchment which

was folded several times and carried in a metal case,

A section of the text is reproduced on Plate XX
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7

and a full-sized view of the cast on Plate XXL The
case has a tightly fitting cover with Pangea, acid on

the edges are a series of rings through which a cord

was passed , and it probably hung as a pendant on

'the breast of the wearer. Each side is embossed
with a rectangular geometrical design. Around
these designs run lines of Samaritan text, and one

begins "In the Name of El-Shaddat YHWH."
Then follows a passage from Exud, xiv, 14, " The
Lord shall fight for you, and ye shall hold your

peace.
?J

The official Catalogue assigns this phy-

lactery to the XVth century, The parchment is

much damaged- through folding itj and all the phy-

lacteries known have suffered in this way
;
with one

exception there is only one complete phylactery

known.

Two kinds of ink were used, both presumably

made from lamp-black
]

che one when dry is pale

and the other is very black and shiny K as if

gum had "been mixed with it, But she pale ink has
" bitten” deeper into the pUrclunetif than the very

black ink. The writing is apparently on the fleshy

side of the skin.
11 The skin is divided into seven

columns of equal width (3 inches). These are

separated one from the other by a space of J inch,

which lias not been left blank. These seven columns

are surrounded on,. aD four sides by two Lines of

writing, of which one as a Palindrome of verses from

Exod. xiv. 16 f£ and xvii. 3 ff. This writing is then

continued in single hues ftlhiig up fhc blanks between

the columns, in order to insert these lines, the

scribe has turned the skin to the left, and starting

from the bottom he wrote para', id to the ride line.

In the same manner are rhe other lines written, , , .
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In these lines round find between llie columns one

may detect the oldest Jorm of illumination, the vanes

and the letters preceding floral and other archi-

tectural illustrations " (tiaster, p. 411). Cursive

writing is never found on the phylacteries. .Neither

l:lc name o£ the writer nor that of the owner of any

phylactery is given upon it., and there faro it could

he worn by any otlE. The text on the scroll i&

written vertically. Out from tigliL to lilt, but

from top to bottom, the whole text forming one

single column.

n n ? X 1 > a 7 J 5 * *
TV ^ 3 ^ 1H3 j >4 FT

jTsr^Tf * 3 6 *
Ijt= Etik'f:'., ,Mj F*iiAttLTA2f .liraiBKS.

Tbn Heaiew lettflra Ira nL’wi Lfl ll«» I, 3, 4 aid thrlrSaiEJcitan ojsLvl-

lEnt's In Imes 2, 4 6 feduw tln in (ItipradTJced Lv nmintoinii from G* craft,

.icd TexSs. \'cZ.i. p.*ulJ|

Tire phylacteries in the form of strips of paper

contain short formulae, accompanied sometimes

by mystical diagrams, which are taken from

tbn old., large phylacteries. The sanailcaL for-

m ulae are found on the silvur-gllL medals which

are worn by children at the piesenL day to pro-

tect them from thr: Evil Eye. All Lhese manifold

phylacteries " have an ancient mystical tradition,

which in its essence and fundamental principles is nn-

distinguishabte from the Jewish cabbalistic tradition.

"
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By the help of the Samaritan phylactery “ some
hitherto inexplicable features in Greek magical

texts find a satisfactory explanation
;

and, finally,

that one of the oldest forms of the real pihylaeteries

has been preserved by the Samaritans in their

Shem Hahitfaresh rj

(Caster, p. 420).

In his Studies and Texts (voL i. p. 425 f) Dr.

Garter gives a complete translation of a phylactery

(Codex D 1105), from which the reader will sec how
Bible history, prayers, lists of magical names, the

letters of the alphabet, etc,, are welded together

to form a most powerful amulet. Prom it the

following extracts are taken ;

—

This writing Is good for every man who is clothed

with it. Amen* + * . And the magicians could not

stand before Moses, and so may they also not stand

before those who are clothed with Thy name, 0
Lord, be it male or female . , . . May it not be
exterminated, and pray thee it may not turn back,

may every man who is clothed with this good phy-
lactery (pki&UrQ = pkiiktra) be free from every

demon and every spirit, and every wicked one, and
from every harm and from every beast. Amen
(3 times). Else, O Lord, Return, 0 Lord, to him
who is clothed with those writings. Save him from

every bad tiling. Pishon, Gihon, Did and Petal

Jlic four rivers of Paradise] For T am the Lord
that healeth thee. Keep me, 0 God of the holy
Tabernacle. Keep me, O God of the sanctuary.

Keep me, 0 god of the Prophet. Keep me, 0 God
of Mount Garizim. Keep me, O gocl of the priests.

Keep me, 0 God of the holy ones. Keep me on the

way upon which i walk and do not pass over my
prayers, for this reward me and save me from all
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evil. *Then comes the name] YHWH ten times. , r

Whosoever wears this writing, may ^he fear uf You
and the trembling before You be upon all the beasts

of the land and nil the birds of heaven. . . He who
rhleth the heavens, my Master, the holy God, save

me from all evil, YHWH (5 times) God of gods,

enlarge me I rom all stress and anguish and remove
from ns the snake , . . YHWH (iu times), YHWH
Elohiin, YHWH {3 times), Elohim YHWH Elohim
YHWH Elnhism, Adam, Noah, Abraham, Isaac,

Jacob, Joseph, Levi, a Kehath, Amram, Moses,

Aaron, Eleazar, Ithamar, Pmehas, Joshua, Kaleb,

the Seventy Elders [Mystical letters] ANGDKNH.
Master, be good unto me, Master by these

names.

Thou, art the Lord, our God, the honoured one

A.a.

A

.

1 Found in all places Thou 5 cost, but art

not seen : Thou hast made the luminaries and stars

that I hey may shine tlirough 'J"hy goodness upon the

whole earth. Mayest Thou l?e praised for ever E In
the name of the Lord, the Lord, the Lord. Every
day and night we bow down 10 Thee, 0 high God,
and we bow down and we pray to Thee, and we
exalt Thee for there is none like Thee, our God and
the God of our fathers. Grant us help from thee

and send an angel by Thy goodness, and bless us in

everything and keep us from our enemies and our

adversaries by Thy goodness, the mighty God of

sp'rits of ail flesh. Master of Masters, do not lur&akc

us AHYH (twice to times), high God, King, merciful,

awful.

1 1 .4 . AHYH ASHlt AHYH (Exod. ill. 14 ) . Renderfcd m Our

BibTd Tam. jhat I aji,
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Lines 569-57® form a square composed ot the

Hebrew words, " The Lord,, great God,” in ten lines

of eleven letters each, so arranged that the top line

and. the two vertical lines contain exactly tan Same
words. Moreover, the first and last letters of each

line are identical, and each line, vertical and hori-

zontal, contain the same tetters. The square is aJso

divided like ihe preceding alphabet (Sines 539-560)

MBgia.1 square ifflsn s. SmnuirjA phylnezery. f&uter Cod«c D H0S.J
(KtsurcOeued by pcxEoiaainn. from Claris, and Fez*?. Veil ill r 12S,

and see VnL. i p. ill,!-

into two triangles by the Letter L. Each letter is

enclosed in a square. The square is flanked right

and left by two lines written vertically —
May be exalted this .great Name J

May it be hallowed aoid uplifted l

May it be beautified and honoured

May it be praised and declared mighty !



CHAPTER XT I ,

SYTJlAC AMULETS

,

We UWU our knowledge of the existence of Syriac

amulets almost entirely to a small volume entitled
,r The Little 15ook of Protection,” which 3S written

in Syriac and has been edited from four manuscripts

and translated by Sir Hermann Gollancs [The Book

of Protection, London, 1912), Two of the manu-

scripts art in the possession of Sir Hermann
;

the

third is in the University Library, Cambridge [see

Wright, Catalogue of the Syriac Manuscripts pre-

ssrved in the Library of the University of Cambridge,

1901), and the fourth is, in the British Museum
[Oriental , No, 6673). In this little work we have
N
a collection of charms,” which was probably

written for or compiled by a native of the country

which lies to the north of Mosul, The owner of the

book was a Christian and it was possible that ho was

priest or some kind of officer o£ the "N'estorian Church

to whom men made application for bans or spells,

and incantatory prayers, and formulae of blessing

to help Lhem spiritually and physically and to pro-

tect their flocks and herds and possessions generally.

The source of the power which underlies ah these

amuletic texts or
fi
charms

JJ
it the ineffable Xante

of Cad YHWH and His other Names AHYH (Asher)

AHYTL El-Shaddai, Adonai, and EH$ahafith (Lord

of Hosts), and the Ten Words of God the utterance
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of which produced, the universe. In this matter

the Syriac
rJ charms

,p

are identical with those of

Hebrews in their Kabo&J&b, the Egyptian Christiana,

the Ahyssinians, the Samaritans and the Arabs.

Facsimile gt n. page cj thfl MS. nf (.be
11
Buiik ! Pttitectwa

"
SC tbfl

a'iij&h Museum (Qclfilt. r Nu B073.]

The written Name -of God was God Himself, and so

worn all the Names formed by the changes and

permutations of the letters of His Name.

As to spells or bans the mightiest of all spells was

the Lord's Prayer (i), and after this ccme the Prayers
s
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of Adam and (die Holy Angels {2 and 3), and the

Gospel {4). In the spell against fear and trembling

comes the name of St. George the Martyt (of Lynda},

whose pcayer is quoted (5}, The spelt of Jesus

(16) destroyed the power of engines of war, guns,

catapults* etc.* used by any enemy. The spell of

Solomon cured lumbago (jn)
;

the spell of St- Thomas

The wngc: GabtseL lauiitiLid 01. 4 iifklw flows eriviitg Lis s-penr -bed Else

foodv ul lIll djCvU-’iVOiUM of t hr Evil E^'e ^Frani BriE Tilda. MS., Otrisat,,

i‘n 3373.)

expelled the Spirit of Lunacy from a mar, and freed

the 366 members of hi? body from it [12) ; die spell

of the Crucifixion destroyed the power of swords,

daggers
,
arrows, et c. (y) . Then we have spells aga j nst

sickness of every kind (tt)
]
headache and the J2

aches in ears, eyes, etc* [in this spell Gannas and

Skioims are mentioned] (13) ;
chattering teeth (17) j
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cramp [mention of Mir Awgio] , zq spiders ? (ig
}

;

dogs (21) ;
apparitions

[
22

) ;

the Evn Eye on men

(23)
’ colic and chill (25) ; cattle disease (26} ;

!uad

dogs and wild beasts {27) ; fevers (28) ; distracting

noises and sounds (33) ;
wolves (35) ; lying dreams

{36) ; serpents (37) ;
scorpions {3S)

;
Evil Eye on

cattle (39) ; sorcerers (43)
’ the Evil Spirit [46)

Mir Gunfr^e {gf Lyrlrlji] spearing the G-ik-iL OTi-guai. ^Fcum Brit, Mils.
'

A 15., Orient., No, 5073,1

sparrows and insects which devour crops (47) ;
crops

catching lire (48) ;
bleeding of the nose (49) ;

crying

children (50) ;
bewitchment (51) ;

the wiles of

devils (52} ; boils (Aleppo " button/’ Baghdad boil,

etc,), and the >idi (53}.

Interspersed with the spells we have incantatory

prayers for the huntsmen and nahermeti who wish

f 1
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for success (14) ;
for those who wish for lbe posses-

sions of this world and riches (15) ;
for peace in

general fig) \
for peace in the household (30) ;

for

those who travel by night [33) ; for those who are

travelling on business (31) ; for favour with all

men {40) ;
for women in travail (43) ;

and formulae

for making the cow docile (24} and for keeping her

Kicg Saloiuail 1 i y a devil, ji'raai Uiit. Mus. 2IS.. Orient., N>. 36/3.)

milk sweet (44) ^ and formula* for blessing crops

and vineyards (29b and blessing the house ’34),

Two sections (6 and 7) contain prayers which a

man is to use when he ia compelled to appear before

kings, governors
j.
judges, and ether dignitaries, for

they will cause him to have an
11

open and winning

countenance " before them, and impress them favour-

ably on bis behalf. In No. 6 mention is made of
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Alexander the Great and the garment in which he

was arrayed and with which he subdued the whole

earth, Tradition says that Alexander built a gate

or door bdiind which he impi i soiled Gog and Magog
and a large number of filthy nations. The name of

Alexander also appears as a word of power in

Ethiopic spells .

Elll^h (right) and Enoch (Left] saclilg th.i ircltafThs Tiaacf Lift in Fojnifec

I
From StU. .M'j£ .MS,, Orica 1

:., Xp. <1673.)

Codex C (section 3) shows that the compiler of the

Book of Protection, hke the Hebrews in Kab-

h&l&h, Samaritans, and Ethiopians, belie wed firmly

in the ’OQwer of a spell cast in the names of the Arch-

angels and Angels, and the list he gives of them is

instructive. Tor we find grouped Gabriel, Michael,

Ariel
;

Michael, Azriel, Shamshiel, Harshiel, SarphieL,

Nuriei
;

and following the ineffable Maine of God,

we have Shamshiel, Susniel, Shamiel, Hiniel.
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Zadilriel, FruJdd, Sahariei, Zaidel, DLniel. iishinid,

Takiliri, Gabriel
,
the mighty one, Shamahiel, Sahariel*

Makieb Yomiel, Cukbiel, Shuhel, Muriel, Mchalald,

Zatrid Umid, Hshabsbiel, Tariel, Arid el. Manid,

SamieL
,r

£y these holy names I hind, ban, stop the

mouth ar.d tongues of evil men, jealous and wicked

judges, e mil's, satraps, governors, men in authority.

Ml? Xtenitl, thn pnopasL, a* an equHcriam ktagit, spsariog tic " wnlt

which Herth. in waat far the sfesp-
1 1

(Frarra Brit. MiiS. MS. , Orient ., No. 0673-)

ralera and chiefs, executioners, prefects, the foreigner,

the gentile, the infidel
*' A spell nr ban formed of the

names of Christian salats is given in section 52 of

Codex A,

The Legend of the Evil Eye and M&r 'Abhd-

IshS' is of great interest, for it is different from tlie

version usually given in Ethiopie amulets (see

Budge, History of Ethiopia, vol. ii. p. 592). The



TliinasL3i(rt, tbc Qtaii}'-, as. a* aquislelaa bmigJu, BpeSrriag tit#
,J
eniiHt of

tie daiiffiiti; o- tlifi moon." (Fnjm Erii. Mflt. JVSS-, Ockot
,
NrO. &S?3

|

Zardtidi, Lilita, Mai vita „ and Mother* strangler of

boys. Section IC) of Ccdex C enumerate! tie various

kinds of the Evil Eye and of the men who possess

it. Here we have, mentioned the eye of the seven

evij and envious neighbours, the eye of all kinds,

the eye that woundeth and pitieth not, the eye of

the father, mother, foreigners, gentile, man, woman,
old man* old woman, and -nMeS, and the dark-grey
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eyo, and Che jealous eye, and the catmlcan t;ye

are grouped together. En connection with the

caendean or blue eye we may note the Arab descrip-

tion of the Frank :

" Yellow of hair, blue of eye,

and black of heart,'
1

Some of tilt
H
charms " are

very homely in character. Thus we have a
rj charm "

to keep the nx from falling asfeep whilst ploughing

RiiKhiin Harmlal .is mi rquiKtriAn Irmpt- spnimitB '• a Hon or c. mad.
JaK.- (Freni Bri- Muj MS.. Orient;., So. 6673.)

(C, 5), and one to prevent boys from dying (A 50},

with an allusion to the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus

wilt) slept in a Cave fur 577 years without waking.

Legends about the powers of King Solomon as a

magician arc numerous, and thanks tn various

passages in the Bible, iba Talmildh, the History of

Josephus and the Kur'in art tolerably well known.
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1

The ring" With which he worked miracles is said t.n

have been made of pure gold, and :n if was set a

sing e beautiful shamtr stone (diamond on which
was engraved the four letters of the ineffable name
of God, os: the pentacle to which the names ''slutid

of David " or ' shield of Solomon " have been given.

The vignette given in Codex A, p 34,. suggests that

PcirL-niti oF etir^ Fmir Rv.’.nfriLrfs • ^fattheur, MjuV, T-lilse ftnrl JpJra.

(Frarti Brit. Mua. MS., Orirnt., Kn fi073.j

the stone was in the form of an eight-rayed star,

with a smaller four-rayed star cut on the face of it.

Between two double concentric circles are written

the following seven names :

—

5LYT SFYLT TRYKT PPMRYT RLFT AY1FT hlYPT

The toxt . however (section 41, ed, Gollancz, p. 2.6},

says that there were other names [twenty-nine in

number" on the ring, and we can only assume that
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these were engraved on the gold ring itself These

names are :

—

tlKKTS

EHHLT

TWRSF
HSPT
BRWXHT
ALYJ-T

FTPNT lilP^ DffSX P^DM&X

rhmt whlvpt jjmstmts shkt.lt

KTVDT DKPST ERYPT FSYT
SHPLT KTYBT P9YT DMFS
HKYKT TKKLT PPT PRYSHT
FPAYSHNT YEHRY1.T PLUSH

T

I ran, no more explain these names than Sir H.

Gollancz can. They may he names formed by a sort

of cypher arrangement of the letters which compose

the names of God. YH, YHWH, AHYH and

ADONAI > or of some words or verses of the Hehrewr

Bible: or permutations of the names of the attributes

of God. But on the other hand they may be a string

of quite meaningless r.amet such as we find in

Egyptian and Greet papyri, and Coptic magical

texts. The repetition of them in the Names of the

Persons of the Trinity formed a charm against

pains and sicknesses., and gave him chat carried them
a “ frank countenance " before kings and judges.

All four of the Codices used by Sir Hermann
contain Vignettes, and he has published several of

those found in A and B. All the Vignettes seem
to he the work of one man or one school of illria-

tracers, and for comparative purposes I have repro-

duced the several Vignettes from the Codex in the

British Museum, These are given in the preceding

pages and have not been published before,



CHAPTER XIIL

BABYLONIAN T£RRA’ COTTA OR VlF.-TKAPS,

The Hebrews who lived in the various quarters

oi the eastern half of Babylon, and in the western

suburbs of the dty where the town of t^illah now
stands,, buried under the four comers of the founda-

tion? of their houses and other buildings inverted

terra-cotta bowls inscribed with magical texts.

The Hebrews who lived at Cuthah hi [id Kiffar and
other places did the same thing, and they all did

so with :he idea of shielding their houses and. homes
and themselves from the attacks of all kinds of

evil spirits, and from the baleful influences of earth-

mhab.itmg demons. These bowls were to the

Hebrews whai the prophylactic clay figures which

have been described above were to the Sumerians and
Babylonians (ses page 97 f). The British Museum
possesses a very large collection of such bowls,

which have been obtained from excavations made
in Babylonia and Assyria by Layand and several

officers of the British Museum between i8sq and
rqoG, and from native dealers. Some of these are

inscribed in the Hebrew language with the " square
rx

Hebrew characters, and others m the dialect of the

Targhms in a species of cursive Syriac character
and others in Mandaitic (Lg. a Semitic dialect

similar to that found in the Talmttdh Babhif\ in its

own special character. The oldest of these bowls,

those with Hebrew inscriptions inside them, date
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from the 1st or Ilnd century B.c. f and the most

modern are not older than the VI th century A.n.

The reproductions of four oi the bowls in the British

Museum Collection which are given :n this Chapter

illustrate the palaeography, and the following

J^is.c ^ ,.\
l

. rvrU“-
Vxy.\ ’tfj. \ 1

i^ft*#?
‘

N:%s^”,m ’-l" IS

—T'crra-rctts. ii9v1.l-t1.ad. iVLlb £ laogieil] HSdruJ LnscripCian in l-tearevr

iecseTs, w.ctjji ttw pnotwtba ai LJl3 liuua^ anil -eicate at EaJiran
aad UiUi-rLiir. ^eh: che power of L-lttth., YjpsndarmJd.. JJsUr o

t

the
dnanri tmd ether dsvEL:. The i iir.-riprinji bestfui In &C KUtPC Mid

ends at i. i]Brlti£b Mlhucii, ji-m 5, 96/1

paragraphs wifi give an idea of the contents of the

inscriptions.

The text on the first bowl {Ko. 1) begins with a

statement that the spell or incantation written

below is intended to drive away the Devil, the
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Spirits, Satan, Niriek, Zariah, Abtur-Tura, Dan
and Lilith from the ground of Bahran, and Babr

f tlie desert and Yspanclamad from the ground

of Bathniun, and from all the house., O Thou

eternal Good God, crush the power of the Devils

and the spirits of the Fiends, the great power

of Lilith . . . I drive you away from the neigh-

boorhood of Bah ran 's house, and from, the house

of Batbniuii, and from all the regions round

about them. As the devils write toll of divorce

and cast away their women who never again

approach them, so do ye accept [this] your bill of

divorce, and receive your dowry which is [here]

written., and ge~ ye gone, betake yourselves to flight*

make haste to depart, and forsake the house of

Bahran and the house of Bathninn in the Name of

the Eternal God. Get ye forth into the darkness,

away from the man. of power and sealed with his

ring, in such wise that every man may know' that

ye are no- longer there* And then shall be there a

good light* Amen. Amen. Amen. Setab. For a

discussion on the text sec the literatnre quoted

by Schwab in Prac. i’oc- Eihl. Arch, for April,

1850..

The text on the second bowl [No, II) is a long

cursing foramla which is directed against spirits, and
demons, and devils of every description, hoth male

and female, which bring diseases and sicknesses

upon men and women, and against magicians of

every kind, both male and female, who by word. Or

curse, or ban, or act do harm to men. This formula

will make the curses and incantations of evil spirits

and demons to have nc effect, and it will make the

magical ceremonies of the sorcerer to lie innocuous.
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It will make even the stars anti the planets to turn

back in their courses if their powers hive been

Invoked and employed hy the magician in Inis

nefarious work. And it will make tilt
,r
nurse of

the woman Lo end in smoke.” Moreover, this

31. -Tuirareutta Dflvii-tfap, wi'+i B magi-ss ! Spiral LnBCrl[rtioJl ij] J-.fthrmw

Ltitfcifl LOrU-linlxig B. CDmpnplicpsivc turco -on oJ| icviln and 170.5101115,

Mile A&d. O.mal-n The recital cl it r-;:i",iT!!rJ f-nj a aim the telp uf Uik

Finis o-f heaven. |5 fit is I: Mu^um
,
3 1— 1&—V, ihD.J

formula carries with it the protection of the good

angel who- has Eleven names. This text is very

’involved asid iB most difficult to translate, and

Zenker, Halevy and Schwab, who have studied it

and published it, differ very considerably in thair
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renderings and translations of it. And though the

general meaning of most of the text is clear, there

are in it certain passage which have not as yet been

satisfactorily explained.

The text of the third bowl (No. 1JL), which begins

III.
—

"ri'f'Tft-OQTtR I ^rv:|-trE.p, iviih a. niasicaL tipir:.! Lnscrip-dLjn ix jSebnc-w

rttrn -.-xnTimin3 a 5'jdl wblcb. was iaLemied to Juuti.'Lt B&tf-H&yy,
ths sax af LiBi aeU fifes property fro™ r|j eviL [Prom tLsMsfy.

filriitHgit, p. li'J.j

on the edge and ends in the centre, was first published

by Hal^vy, and republished by Schwab {Proc. Sor.

BibL Arch, for April, iSgo, _p. 310}. It shows that

the bowl was regarded as an amulet, and that it

was written for Bar-HAvv (?) 3 the son of LAlA.

The folio-wing rendering will give an idea of the
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inscription :
" Let all the evil sorcerers. and violent

attacks and cursings. and vows, and- undertakings,

and speech (hasty words or threats ?), whether near or

far, by night or by day, by men or "by women, which

it is possible to be directed against Bar-Hay y (?)„

the son oJ LaLa, or hi& Son Or his property, let ail

chase things, without any exception, he cursed, and

banned, and driven away, and rent asunder, and

expelled, and utterly destroyed away from the

bodies of the children of Bau-HaYY (?}, the son of

LAlA, and the bodies of their sheep and cattle,

and from the habitations of each of them on the

road of Ho&i. 0 thou star, who art the mightiest, of

all the stars in the world, from thee cometh health,

O thou who art the queen of ah those who work

sorceries, in the name of KAEMEststa, that great

and ineffable name. Amen. Amen. Selab/'

The text of the fourth bowl [No. IV) lias been pub-

lished by Layarc and HaJGvy and studied by Schwab

(op. tit., p. 314). In the opening words it is distinctly

stated to be an amulet of divine origin

inasmuch as it came from the water of heaven*

wherein it was sealed and hidden. It was specialty

prepared by means of the water to protect its owner

and hi a kinsfolk who live with him, and to deliver

him from banning, and baleful visions, and BOi'ceries,

and cursings, and water which is stagnant, and water

which is Impure
,
from fouled wdt& (?), from every

kind of evil worker, active or passive, from evil

spirits, whether male or female, from the Evil Eye,

and from sorceries practised by men or women.

The names of the two mighty angels who arc in-

voked to make the amulet operative are Bajjhkh'A

and Mamee'A. After a mutilated passage in which
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|L
darkness, Eog and cni&t

IJ
are mentioned oimt the

words. Amen. Amen. SelrJi.

On another heiwl in the 13 ritish Museum is a Hebrew

inscription written not IT. spiral form blit In enn-

IV.— 1‘trtn-ear.". IXs^U-Uag. "itb :i tu^ictl sfiraL • nw'it/Aian m Litbrrw

lar.tziM cri-fitfciidni a Kpwll which was infc«ni!rd r<: protect it* iiwiisL

1mm. all gtH epifilJ oijd E-v-il Eye. '"HHtieJt- SJuieuaa.j

centric lines. It reads ;
The health of the heavens

to set life on the threshold of Ashtr Mehadiud, and.

to him that is nndur the sight of it. in the Name oi the

Eternal, the Holy One, the great God of Israel.

Whose word as soon as it is uttered is fulfilled.
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Behold the bed of Solomon Is surrounded with sixty

of tiie mightiest of the mighty men of Israel.

May God bless thee unci keep thee; may He

make His face to shine upon thee and be gracious

unto thee ; may He make bright His face on thee

and give thee peace,. Arnen. Amen . Selah. This

is the famous blessing with which Auroii, bv the

command of God given through Moses
r
was com-

manded to bless the children of Israel. I have not

found it on any Other inscribed bowl.

The words which follow are from Isa. xliv. 25,

but are incorrectly written. The text on this

bowl is of special interest because there is visible in

it an attempt to unite the paganism which p&rmiLiu:iJ

the us* of such devil-traps with the religion of the

Hebrews, which forbade all trafficking with magical

ceremonies and s-pells and incantations. In this

text passages from the Hebrew scriprures take the

place of native pagan spells.
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THE RING AMULET.

When and where and why men first began to

wear rings cannot be said, and the fundamental

ideas which they held about them can only be

guessed at- They probably associated the ring with

the solar disk and believed that it therefore possessed

.strength and power and continuity and wore it as

an amulet. Whether made of metal or stone

matters little, but if made of gold or some semi-

precious stone, which was credited by them with

the possession oi some magical property, its invisible

power would be increased. The Sun-god Shamash

represented on the famous
Ji
Sun- god Tablet

11

in

the British .Museum holds a ring and a staff, and in

Ihft well-known relief on which "Marcuk is scon in

royal attire and armed as a warrior, he holds a ring

and a. staiE in his left hand. We thus see that the

ideas of divinity, sovereignty, strength, power, and

protection were associated with the ring in very

early times, and long before it was turned into a

signet of seal or had a. bezel attached to it. The

gods themselves may have, needed a i mg as an

amulet, and in any case it represented their authority

and dignity, and was a part of the^r regalia. The

Greek mythologies invented a fable Lo account for

the origin of the finger-ring. Jove, upon loosing the

Titan Prometheus from the bunds to which bo had

been condemned to eternity, obliged him as a

t 2
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perpetual penance, as an equivalent to his original

sentence, to wear fur ever upon Iris finger a link

of the chain enchased with a fragment oi the Cau-

casian rock of torture. Thus Ornamented, Catullus

introduces him at the Wedding of Peleus
(
1 . 2^5),

r
' Caine wise Prometheus

;
on his hand he wore

The slender symbol ol Iris doom of yore.''
1

(See C. W. King, Engraved Gems, p, 12,)

At an early period men began to have their names

cut upon their rings, hut they soon found that it

was necessary to widen and thicken that part of the

ring which was intended to bear the name. This

resulted in the formation of the signet ring, which

was well known in Egypt in the Archaie Period, and

is seen in the annexed illustration. Here WO see

the Vulture-goddess Nekhebit holding in one claw

the symbol of the union of Upper and Lower "Egypt,
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and in the other the symbol of the circuit of the

earth ruled by the sun in the form of a signet ring.

Within this are written the hieroglyphs, B and SH,
i.e. the consonants of the name of Besb or Bash,

a king who is now generally known as Kha-s^khemui.
This inscription is found on a stone vase wliich

Mr, QuibheJl excavated at Hierakonpolis, a very

undent city of Upper Egypt.

Two forms of the signet ring are her? shown. In

A the bezel and ring form one whole, and in B we
have an example of the splayed bezel.

We should naturally expect the oldest form
of the signot to be found in Babylonia, but such

is not the case, for, as already said, the Baby-
lonians and Assyrians had their names cur upon
cylinders of stone which are commonly known
els " cylinder-seals.'

1

Those were perforated through
their length and were threaded on a string by which

they were suspended from the neck or tied to the

arm or wrist. Impressions of them were made by
rolling them on the clay tablets, and some think

that the hieroglyph Q represents a cylinder-seal

being rolled on a tablet of moist clay, The cylinder-

seal was adopted by the Egyptians at a, very early

period, and many examples which were made under

the old kingdom .are to be seen in the British
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Museum. One of the moat recent cylinder-seals

known is here represented. It is made of white

faience and is inscribed with names and titles of

Sebek-nefem-Ea, a king of the Xlllth dynasty.

To the same period may "be ascribed the blue glass

cylinder-seal* mounted in gold, which forms Lhe

1 2

] . CyJaiiriar-Een.1 ni Scfeii-cifiiifrti-Ri in. cbn nriiLsh Mineuiu.

2. :6&}npti9n the ati] of Cotirthlirifl
j;

Lliu Kbit's

off-cinl r:.:iLi;a.

bezel of the ring here shown [A) in B a scarab

forms the bezel, and both it and the cylinder are

attached by wire to the rings. See Hall, H. R.,

Catalogue of Egyptian Scarabs \CyjMtdtr-St^s\, tie ,

,

in the British Museum, London, 1913.
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A considerable number of rings made of red jasper,

red fitieiwe, and red glass have been, found in the

tombs of Egypt
;

ail arc uninscribed and all Lave
a gap in them, How and why they were used is

not known, but a recent view about them is that

they were worn as amulets by soldiers and by
men whose work oi duties brought them into conflict

with their enemies, to prevent them from being

wounded, or it wounded, to stop the finw of blood.

It is possible, that they were worn by women to

prevent bleeding.

The Hebrews, like the Egyptians, used the signet

ring. Urns when Judah asked Tamar what he

should give her as a pledge she replied,
JJ Thy

signet ring {hMtk&m) nod thy cord [to which it is

attached] and thy stuff
,J

(Gen, xjtxviii. rS). Eram
this it is clear that Judah's signet ring was attached,

to a cord, and that it hung suspended from his neck

or tied to his wrist. And in Gen, xli. 42, it is slid

that Pharaoh removed his signet ring (tabb^ath) or

sea] from his hand and placed it on Joseph's hand,

and so transferred his authority to him and the

right to affix the king's seal on all documents. The
bezel of that Pliaraah

N

5 ring was undoubtedly in-

scribed with the pre-nonrten or nemm, perhaps both,

and his principal titles, and the Egyptian royal

rings in the British Museum indicate the genera]

appearance of the ring, Ahasuerus, too, used a

signet ring which he first entrusted to HtkmAn

and, having withdrawn it from him, gave it to

Mordeeai (Esther iii. 10 ;
viii. 8

, 10}. £0 much
has already been said about Solomon’s famous

magical ring that no further description of it here

is necessary.
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The finest collection of rings known, viz. those of

the British Museum {which includes the Franks'

Collection) mud the Victoria and Albert Museum
(Lord LondeahonCnagh's collection

)
shew that the

ancients made rings of many kinds of materials

—

gold, silver, bronze, iron, lead, glass, alabaster,

steatite, limestone, term -cotta, carnelian, gaud,

chalcedony, agate, ivory, bone, amber, jet, crystal,

glass, etc. And in some rings both gold and. diver

are used, probably with a view of increasing their

amuletic powers , The Kim g-Aitulet was made more
efficacious if (he bezel was made of a certain kind of

stone, or in a certain form, on which some magical

symbol was engraved, The gold ring with a frog

beach described by Mr. F. H. Marshall (Catalogue

of the Finger Rings, p. xxiii), and the rings with

phalli engraved upon them were undoubtedly fer-

tility amulet Sj and the silver rings with gold studs

inserted in them were intended to protect the

wearer against the Evil Eye, The rings on bronze

models of hands were doubly powerful amulets.

The eariy Christians attached great importance ro

amulet-ring?; or charm-rings, and they adopted the

views of the pagans and Gnostics as to their value

as protections against the Evil Eye. Provided that

the ring and its bezel were made of materials possess-

ing the magical qu ah tics desired, and the symbol,

or figure, or inscription, i.s. word of power, engraved

upon the bezel was correct, the wearer of the ring

believed that lie was protected from every calamity,

accident and harm which the Evil Eye and its

baleful influences could bring upon him.

Among the "Religious and Ecclesiastical Kings

described by Mr. O. M. Dalton [Franks Bequest,
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Cataloglie of ihs Fi'ngei'-Riitgs, London* iQii) may
be mentioned those which are inscribed

er Ave
Maria gratia plena Dn (= Dominus tecum) ;

Mater Dei mamanto (No. 6tjb)
;

Qui p[ru] aliis

ring with an inlaborat
,r

{No. 205) ; the mm's
rat p[ro] $e. inscription which is translated,

M
This

is the ring of chastity. I am the spouse of

Jesus Christ
,J

{No. 712) ;
the massive gold band

engraved with the figure of Chr^t in the tomb,
tbe Cross and Instruments oi the Passion, with

the Five Wounds ar intervals, which are des-

cribed as the wreU of pity, the well of mercy*

the well of comfort, the well of grace, and the

well of everlasting life. Inside is engraved :

" Wulneia. quinq dei sunt medieina mei pia enux.

et passio Xti sunt medi cilia. niiclii jaspar melchior

baltaaar ananyzarta tetragiammacon " {"jaspar

melchior baltasar " are the Three Kings of

Cologne) (No. 71 S) ;
the silver hoop insorihed

rf
S.M. Magdalena + ora pro m[e] ” [No. 773) ;

the

ivoiy signet inscribed " In hoc rigno vinces " [No.

778) ;
the gold, ring inscribed *' Dignmre. me Laudare

te Virgo Sacrata.
,J

{No. 778) ; and the death JUNOS

inscribed + Mors bonis grata " (No. 613) ;

“
Death*

sy myn+ Eritag ” {No. 814), and cr dye to live”

{No, 015),

Mediaeval and modem Aiauutr-EiMOS.— Many of

the rings described by Mr, Dalton have inscriptions,

hut some of them are untranslatable and are dearly

magical formulae, e.g. g a ignq, OiT| olp ah etc,

(No. 864) and AAELA AEAA - QELA GHQTIS
(No. a&5)

; +AGLA - 1- AD^OS+VD RGS-J- 1 L?RGS -pTE BA L

+GVT-|-<S>^^ {No, 8-66). These are probably charms

against sickness. The first word of the last, formula
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aqaa is said to be formed of the initials of fotir

Hebrew words, and to stand for

—

zhysh tq:i nni*

J< Thou arc the mighty one for ever* Ad only,"

The ring No. S70 was an amulet wliieh protected

a man from epilepsy or the “falling sickness
J>

(Ananizarta). The ring-amulet inscribed Jesws

autem frtmsienv was believed to protect travellers

by land and sea from the attacks of thieves

and robbers, Many ring-amulets are inscribed

with the name of Jesus* or Ihesus Naxat&tms

Rex Judsl&rwtfil, and many with Jaxpar, Ba'tasar

and Mehhior, the names of the Three Kings of

Cologne, who were three of the Magi who went to

Bethlehem to worship the Infant Christ, The

first brought myrrh, the second gold, and tile third

frankincense. On some we find the pentagram, on

others words from the Service of tile Mass U-g-

AGlOS^OeEOS+ATAKATO. r< Holy [is] God Im-

mortal ” (No. 892), nr the names of archangels,

e.g. Sadflyeh Raphael and Tiriel (No. 894). Gold

and silver rings set with a IOADstone {crapandina.,

bufonius lapis, boiraefates) were supposed to guard

their wearers against diseases of the kidneys, and

the stone itSeU was regarded as a special protection

of newly-bom children. Prof. Ray Lankester has

shown that the
ff
loadstones

rJ

are not stones at all,

hut the palatal teeth of a small ganoid fish called

LzpidotitSj and. that they derive their coloration

from the iron salts present in the rock. Rings set

with pieces of horn or of an ass's hoof were supposed

to save the wearers from attacks of epilepsy. The
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ring No, 919 is inscribed with a, formula which is

probably of Gnostic origin acid reads

—

ARXENTCX NQC CONN
OYXEE , ICi,PX^MNe^

XM b NOCO F*N Eh) 4>P JOC
Posy-Rings and Fedk-Rikgs.—

A

ny ring which
bears a motto or verse ol an amatory nature is a
posy r poesy

u
)

ring. The " Fede "-Rings or Be-
trothal Rings are in origin Roman, and they received

ibis name from the two hands clasped in troth,

which they always have in a conspicuous position.

The following typical inscriptions on Feee~Rings
are taken from Dalton, Catalogue (p. i6r f) :

—

A ve Maria gratia. plena ; Jesus Naxartnus Rex ;

Dulce + doflmn^fijdes, p-n-

S

ola
' awa

; Je sim
iii 691 lieu d'ami; God help

;
Be true in heart Tho

farr apart.

Oci Posy-Rxngs we have :

—

1. a 4- + to -1- the + end +
2. A verbamis wife prefervet h life

3. All I refufe and thee I chafe

4. As dear to me As Life can be,

5. As God hath knit to hartes in one

(j, So none shall part but death alone.

7. As this Ring tells twas Bedwin Bells.

B. JUke 4- and -j- Haue

9, B3r god alore wee two are one

30, — BY TEEVTK YE SHALL "TRYE *ME
— BY TYMK - y~E J SHALL - £PYE - ME
-j- SO " FYND ' SO SILT 1

- RY‘ "ME

II, ERAil * NON * SVM
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I:2 . GOD CDNTLW T-QYK IN US.

13 . God did forefee wee fshould agree

14. God did forefcc whits bcJt for me.

15. 1 dare not fshow the love I owe.

16. I lone you

17 . If loue you bare tliif fort me ware.

1 5. IN LOVE LINKT LAST WHILE L3FE DO"H LAST,

19. Many are thee stars I see

Yet in my eye no stair like thee.

20 . NOT TJ-E 1

{ iY irr - BVT 1 TIE 1 OEVER-

ST. Our [hands] and [hearts] with one consent

Hath tied this [knot] till [death preuent.

22. Since god hath joynd us two together

Let us Hue in love ami seme him ever.

23 , Y AM -YOYES 'FOR' EVER.

There is a good collection, of Jewish Marriage^
rings in the British Museum [see Dalton, op. cii.,

p. iSg f,) and many bear the inscription Mazxal t4hh

3E *7TO "Good luck/' They were never worn in

daily life and were only placed by bridegrooms upon
the iingers of wives during the ceremony ; they were
therefore only symbolical.

Rings were also worn as memorials, and those

which are inscribed " Memento Mori M
must be

classed as such.

As the ring has been from a very early period
the symbol of sovereignty and authority we have
Royal- Rings, CoronatiomRjiigSj Papal-Rings, Ardu-
episcopai- and Episcopal-Kings. Investiture-Rings

f

Serjcants-Rings, etc, Among Fancy Rings must
be grouped rings set with diamonds which their
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wearers used for writing on glass ;
the Dial-

Rings which. w*re used for miking astronomical

observations
;

the Sphert-Riflg with the Signs

of the Zodiac, Planets, etc.
;

the Puzzle -Ring,

the Trinity-Ring (made of three interlacing hoops

turned horn the solid, by Stephen Zick)
]

Car-

nival-Rings, Key-Rings, Poison-Rings, in which

the paiion was placed in the bezel of the ring

under the inset gem Perfume-Rings, in which

choice perfume was placed in the bezel, and escaped

when the gem above it was pressed Cramp-Rings

„

Gift-Rings, given to beloved .persons and friends
;

Row-RingE r
Votive-Rings, laid up in temples ;

Funerary-Rings, which were offered to the dead

and are found in graves
;

Reliquary-Rings, Medical-

Ring's. i,e r those which were worn to core the
<r
failing sickness" or epilepsy. Of applied to the

eyes to cure ophthalmia or to the body generally

to cure the bites of vipers, scorpions, serpents, etc. i

arid Holy-Rings—viz. those which had been blessed

by saints or martyrs.

The Mizl’ah Ring.—

T

his was marie of a tolerably

deep plain band nf gold with flanges. Between the

flanges the word Mizpah appeared, either engraved

on the rinu itself or on a hand of enamel. The word

Mizvaje is derived from the Hebrew MiSPiiri

and means ** watch-tower "or ,r place for keeping a

look-out
,J

and was given as a name to many hills in

Palestine. The giver and the receiver of the Mi^pah

Ring c&red nothing for the meaning of the name,

but regarded it as k. witness between them remem-

bering only Laban's words sn Gen. xxxi. 49,
' The

Lckd watch between me and thee when wc are

absent from one another-'
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Among Oriental when the ring is not used as a

seal, the name of the owner being cut cm the bezel,

it is worn as an amulet. The metals gold and stiver

carry in them the influences and powers of iheir

planets, and the stones of which the bezels are made

add to these their prophylactic, atropaeic and

medicinal powers. On the bezels of Arabic rings

we find the name of Allah and Muhammad His

Prophet, and the Declaration of 1 he Unity of God *

Persian rings often bear the name of \AJI and Hasan

and ftus&in. We find on the bezels of some Arabic

rings squares containing numbers, e.g, No, 2298 in

the British Museum. On the octagonal bezel of

this ring is cut the 'following

3
||

S 13

1

1

s
! Ml 1

|

9

1 9
1

&
i

13

J8 1 S
1

a

The total of each row of figures whether added

up horizontally or perpendicularly is 36- Now. the

letters of the Arabic alphabet have numerical

values, and sometimes these magical squares contain

nothing but letters, and the numbers in the squares

above 'probably "have a direct connection with the

Letters which have their numerical values, Taken

together these letters will represent some words

from the Rur’an or some sacred name, which is

regarded a5 a word of power. Here is an example.

One of the great names of God is MusAWWift,
r

' He

who Jashioneth.''
1 Mow the numerical values of the

consonants in this name are M=+o, $ — qo
?i
W=6.,

and R — 200, total 336, These are taken and made
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into the first line of a four-lined magical square,

and to these are added a series of numbers which,

when added up horizontally or vertically or diago-

nally, make 336, thus :

—

200

'

6 90 40

&9 ft
\
199 7

32 «
|

4
;

L0S

5 ! 197
|
33

|

91
|

[But it is clear that misprints have crept into

J>outt£
J
5 copy ]

Douft6 says (oj^ di.
t p. 194} that this square wels

used as a amulet and was believed to make a barren

woman become a mother. It owed its efficacy to

the hunt of God represented by figures.

On another ring described by Dalton (No. 2304)

15 the following magical diamond of figures

—

The Zodiac-Ring,—This consists usually of a

flat hoop, plain or ribbed, of gold on which Signs

of the Zodiac, made of gold wire* arc soldered ;
abo ve

and below are soldered plain or scrolled flanges.

Few, if any, of ‘them are older than the XlXth
century. The metal workers of the Gold Coast

used to come to travellers and make these rings

in their presence. Having obtained two or three

sovereigns from the traveller they melted them

with a Wow pipe and fasliioned a ring from them.

In the 'fifties and 'sixties of the last century several

were brought to Liverpool where they found a ready
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market. The forms oi the signs were taken from

Arabic manuscripts and appear thus :-

TO If E5 a W * n I zz ¥l

There is tin doubt that the custom of wearing

finger rings has been continuous. Both Mr. F. H.

Marshall and Mr. 0 . M. Dalton, have in their Cata-

logues of the Finger-Rings in the British Museum
devoted several paragraphs to discussing how they

were wurn. Ill ancient times they were usually

worn on the fourth finger, next the first finger.

Rings were not generally worn on the middle finger

—the digii it-m ift/"a mis . The fourth finger was usu ally

chosen first for reasons of convenience, and next

because there was a popular belief that a nerve

ran straight to it from the heart. Betrothal and

marriage rings were usually worn on the third finger,

wliicll was perhaps the most favoured for the wearing

of rings generally- Down to the XYIth century a

ring was commonly worn by both men and women
on the thumb, The signet’ring was often worn

on the first finger, and episcopal-rings on the first

or third. Rings were also strung round the neck

and threaded on the cords of hats, Mr. Dalton

points out [p. xxiv) that ladies sometimes wore as

many as ten rings on the fingers, and men six.

The reader who wishes to study the history of .the

origin and development of rings, especially the

ornamental varieties, should examine the collection

of 4,183 rings in the British Museum, all oi which

arc described, and Some hundreds of them illustrated,

in the Catalogues written by Messrs, Marshall and

Dalton. And he should consult the. following works :

—Dalton, 0 , M.. Catalogue of Early Christian
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Antiquities, Tendon, igai ; King;, C, W,d nliqun Gems
and Rings, 2 vpla tJ London, iSya

;
and his Handbook

of Engraved Gems, London, 1S66
; Middleton, J. H.,

Iks Lewis Collection of Gems &nd Rings, London,
1S92

;
and the article ,4 ?!ntdus in Smith, W„ Did. of

Greek and Roman Antiquities, London
,

X&90. A
great amount of information conceming rings is

given by Kirchmann, J, [.D# Armulii liber singnlaris.

Lnhecae, 1623). and Fortnnbs Lioetus (De anmdis
ardiqms, Titian

, 1645), who collected and printed
a large number of references and allusions to rings

rVrirn the worts of classical writers.

u



CHAPTER XV,

STORES AND THEIR FROPKYLACTIC AND THERA-

p£UTlC QUALITIES *
1

AGATE,—Several kinds of agate are known, and

all of them are used extonsiveiy in, the East, The
ri

red agate,” which is mentioned by Pliny {Hisi.

Nat xxxvi]. 54) and known as " hlood agate/
J

was

a protection against the large spiders and scorpions.

The so-called “green agate” is potent in quelling

disease of any kind in the eyes. The brown agate,

or
M tawny agate/' is the most powerful of all

and tile most popular, for it makes the warrior

victorious, protects a man against every kind of

poisonous reptile, gives a lover favour in the sight

of his lady, the sick man who holds it in his hand

recovers, ar.d gives ei man. riches, happiness,, healih,

and long Life. It also increases a man's intelligence.

It drives away fevera, epilepsy, anrj madness
;
stops

the flow of rheum in the eye, reduces menstruation,

disperses the water in dropsy . In Italy and Persia

it protects the wearer against the " Evil Eye." The

triangular agate amulets worn in S^ria on the neck

3 The best aiLthDriiliiES o-n this nibjEct are -GrutEi, Grundriss

dcr EdelaeiHliiMid*, Leipzig, tsay; Lnronx, Die abkuUe

Bedextwnz ier Edeltteint, Leipiig, IQtJ ; F&ctlinfer, &aube arid

QbergLmbc im Steinreich, and oi odorse many of the sections

id tflfi werka of Dr. £. ^ligoiaiu] on the Evil Eye (.Eter Mm
Elicit, Berlin, ijjm; &nd Zh-e Zauberbafl dez Aitgez unit das

Bcrvfen, HiiiEi](>u.rg
f
IQ42 ;
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keep away intestinal troubled Black agate with

white stripes, is greatly prized, but green agate is

also greatly treasured
;

for ii a woman drinks the

water in which a green agate ring lias been washed
she will never be sterile. The amulets of grey agate

which are common in. Egypr, and are worn on the

neck, prevent stsff-neck and wand off colic and
diarrhoea.

Moss-Agate,—This beautiful stone with markings

in it resembling trees and vegetation is much prized

by the husbandman, who wears a ino<RS-aga*e on
his right upper arm, and places one in the right

horn of each of Ms oxen, so that he may have an

abundant harvest.

Alum.—In Persia, Sveta, Palestine
,
Egypt, and

westwards aloitg the whole of the northern coast o£

Africa alum is the favour: te means of protection

against the Evil Eye' its therapeutic powers were

well known- to Puhy [Hisi. Ntut,, xxxv. 52). In

Morocco both Jewish and Arab magicians use it,

mixed with salt, on their patients, the former calling

upon the names of AbraHAM, Isaac, JacOS, and
Elisha, and. the latter reciting the CXTHh Si'lrah

of the Kur'&ii, which declares the- absolute unity of

Cod, Pieces o£ alum, or sticks of alum, are used

as house amulets, and in Persia, Turkey, Pales-

tine,, and Egypt mothers place bits of alum in one

or other of their children's garments, ur tie them
inside their head-coverings or caps,

Alatuir.—S*e Amber.
Amber. Ornaments made of amber were worn

by women in the earliest periods of the history of

many of the peoples of Asia, Africa, and Europe.
When men discovered its electrical properties, which

u 2

'
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were known to Tlu-ophrastus, they began to make

amulets of it, and men, women, and children wore

them on thdr necks. Amber dust was same times

mixed with honey and oil oJ roses and given as a

medicine to those who were suffering from ear-ache

or failure of sight
;
amber dust when taken in water

relieved pains in the stomach h and helped the kidneys

and liver and the larger intestines to perform their

functions regularly and effectively- The smell of

burnt amber helped women in labour, and an amber

bill, if held in the hands, kept a man cool during the

hottest days of summer, and reduced the heat in a

man suffering from fever, A model of the phallus

made of amber was regarded as a most powerful

protection against the Evil Eye and any and every

attack of evil spirits. Beads made of amber pre-

served the wearer against rheumatism, toothache,

headache, rickets, jaundice, and every kind of

internal ailment; a piece of amber placed on

the nose stopped excessive bleeding . and an amber

amulet tied to the neck made the largest goitre to

disappear, Jn many European countries amber is

worn as a protection against witches and warlocks,

and even ill-luck. The Arab physicians used amber

powder Largely in rheir medicines, and in addition

to the diseases and ailments mentioned above, it

was given to pregnant women to prevent miscarriage,

and to a patient suffering from ulcers., boils, car-

buncles, etc r In Eastern Asia amber amulets are

made in the form of lions, hares, dogs, frags, fish,

etc., and these arc believed to add to the virility

of men and the fecundity- of women.
Amethyst, front the Gr. a^L^uo-nK not drunken,

"

without drunkenness.'' This beautiful stone was
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believed to possess many qualities valuable to man,

and was greatly prized as an ornament and as an

amulet. Some of the ancients thought that it was
called

" amethyst
Pl

because it was the colour of

violet wine, and protected men from drunkenness;

but Pliny [fftstf. Nat.
r
xxxvii^ 40) does not believe

this, and thinks that the stone and the wine have
no connection, He mentions that the magidans
declared that if the names oi the sun and moon were

Written upon an amethyst, and that if it was tied,

to the neck with peacocks' hairs and the feathers

of a swallow, it would protect a man against sorcery.

The man who placed an amethyst under his tongue

might drink the contents of a large vessel of wine

without becoming intoxicated, and ho who drank

wine out uf a vessel made of amethyst might drink

ail its contents with impunity. Worn as an amulet

it cured a man of gout
;
placed under the pillow an

amethyst gave the sleeper pleasant dreams, and it

improved his memory, and made him immune from

poison. Some believed chat the wearer of the stone

became gentle and amiable through its influence,

and that, by it he was preserved from outbursts of

temper and wrath. Its presence in the ring of a

bishop was thought to be helpful to the wearer and

also to the devotee who kissed it.

Anttpathes wag either black coral or jet, each

of which was supposed to keep the wrearer from

suffering.

Asbestos preserved a man from sorcery and the

Evil Eye,

Asphalt, or bitumen, mumfya, was much used in

medicine
,
and that which was taken out from the

skulls of Egyptian mummies was believed to possess
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special magical powers. It preserved a man from

sprains, fractures of the bones, blows, fallings down,

headache, epilepsy, dizziness, palpitation of tire

heart, etc. A cross made with asphalt on a man or

beast protected it from witchcraft and the Evil

Eye. The Azteks tie little bags containing asphalt

to the necks of their children to keep away sickness

from them.

Beryl protected the hearer against the helplessness

caused by fascination. The green variety was used

in treating diseases of the eye, arid the yellowish

-

green stone for jaundice and diseases of flic liver.

It is often called the
H<
stone of St. Thomas. rx

Carbuncle—-This stone protected the wearer

against fascination.

Carneuam is called a
,J

blood stone/' because it

acted on the blood, and prevented it from rising in

excess to the head. It repressed fluxes of blood,

and restrained superfluous menstruation, and stopped

bleeding at the nose. A canmlian Ting made a

man peaceful and slow to anger. Caradian makes

the skin healthy and removes blotches, pimples,

and sores. Throughout the Middle Ages it was

believed to protect men from fascination, and to this

day Jews, Arabs, Turks, Greeks and many other

peoples on the shores of the MEDITERRANEAN wear

amulets made of it as a defence against the Evil

Eve. The opaque variety of camehan is culled Sard.

Cates'S Eye, a dull red stone svith a white mark

in it, which is supposed to represent the pupil of a

cat’s eye. It has an evil reputation, and in Western
Asia is regarded as a provoker of strife :

the man
who sees his wife wearing the stone expects domestic-

trouble.
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Cat's Eye as an amulet is supposed to protect a

man from witchcraft and death. The Arabs assign

to it a property winch caused its wearer to become

invisible in battle, Mr. Anderson states that when
a man in Kurugfan doubts Ills wife's fidelity, and

is about to go on a journey, he makes her drink

milk in which a cat's eye has been washed, so that

if after his departure she commits adultery, there

shall be no children of the union.

Cato chit i s, a Corsican stone which sticks to the

hand like gum. was supposed to guard, a man from

fascination (Pliny, Nisi. Nat
:
xjcvlL 56),

CuAtCEDOHY wu nsod in medicine in cases of

fever, and was supposed to render the passage of

gall stones easy. It was supposed to give a man a

peaceful and equable dsfiposi 1 ion, and protect him

from the Evil Eye,

Chalk and other white stones, or piaster of Paris,

in Germany and neighbouring countries arc regarded

as a protection against evil. Crosses made on

objects with chalk, and the initial ie iters of :he names

of the Three Kings, C, M. R-, written with chalk

on the doors of houses un the day of the Epiphany,

protect them from witchcraft and the danger from

fire, C= Caspar, M= Melchior, B—Baltaiar.

CblosS'Btgnes (St&urotides) protect children and

others from sicknesses caused by witchcraft. They

are worn sn little bags attached to the neck or in the

pockets. In Italy, the stone is called pietfa delta

crocs, and in Finisterre it is worn as an amulet

against shipwreck.

Crystal (Rock- crystal),—According to Pliny

[Hist, Nat, xxxvii. g, ro) the ancients believed that

crystal was petrified ice. It was used as a burning-
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glass in medical operations, and in powder was

administered as a medicine tor scrofula, swellings

of the glands, diseases uf the eyes, heart disease,

and intestinal pains. Mixed with honey it

increased the milk of the mother who was suckling

a child, Little balls of crystal, set in metal bands,

are found all over Europe, and in .England and

Ireland ; where and why these were made is not

known, but they were probably used as amulets.

Crystal was held in high esteem by tine early Chris-

tians who regarded it as a symbol of the 1 rnmaculate

Conception. And KING, in his Histtrry of G$in$

[pp. 104-S), describes a ball of crystal on which was

engraved the Gnostic formula &.3Ak,Nh0hNhABk
Crystal has always been greatly prized in Scotland,

Several of the Clans possessed crystal halls which

were regarded as "stones of victory/' and, water

in which they were washed was given as medicine

to sick men and cattle. Crystal amulets protected

their wearers against the Evil Eye, and saved them

from bad dreams
;

he who drinks from a crystal

vessel will never suffer from dropsy, and a piece of

crystal laid on the check will drive away toothache

and will give relief, in any case, to the sufferer.

Some of the Mexican Indians believe that the souls

of both living and dead people dwell in crystal.

And among tome of the tribes in Australia and

Guinea the magicians by means of it produce rain,

for crystal is the rain-maker far excellence.

Coral,—An amulet against sterility, and it pro-

tected its wearer against the Evil Eye, Powdered

coral was used in medicine.

Diamond. — According to Pliny [Hist. Nat .-

xxxvih 15) the diamond rendered all poisons
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innocuous and drove away madness, and it was

"believed to protect a man against fascination, and
to keep away from him night spirits and evil dreams.

Wine and water in which a diamond was dipped

preserved the drinker of it from gout, jaundice, and

apoplexy. A diamond worn on the Left arm drove

away wild beasts, demons, and devils, and evil

men, and by its excessive hardness it overcame the

Dev; I himself. It cured every kind of sickness and
disease, fortified the mind, and strengthened the

body. The water in which the great K6h-i-niJr

diamond was dipped when in India was believed

to heal every sickness. As an amulet the diamond

protected a man against plague, and pestilence, ar.d

the Evil Eye,

Emerald.—In ancient times the emerald was
believed to cure diseases of the eyes, and later it

was worn as an amulet against fascination and the

Evil Eye, and epilepsy. The sight of an emerald

struck such terror into the viper and cobra that

their eyes leaped out of their heads.

Eye-stone.—

A

name given lo quarts and the

eye-agate.

Fetdspar.— A bard greenstone which was much
used in Egypt for amulets of various kinds. The
natives of Kordoffm attach a piece of it to their

necks to preserve them from sunstroke, headaches,

and bleeding of the nose during sleep,

Gagcitis, so caEed because it was first found at

Ga&Ctp. in Lyota ;
the name first appears hi

Ntkandee, Tkttiaea, v, 37. See Jet, Galaktite.

See Milk-stone.

Garnet.—An amulet of garnet protected a man
from evil and terrifying dreams, and when worn.
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on the body prevented skin diseases. When danger

approached it lost Its brilliance anti became dull.

The Italians call it ptrtra della vedovanzat

“
the

stone ol widowhood/' because widows wear neck-

laces mace ol garnet beads, and hairpins ornamented

with garnets. The garnet assures to its wearer love

and faithfulness, and freedom from wounds.

Haematite, or BlOODSTONE.—The blood-red

powder scraped off this stone was used freely as a

medicine by the ancients, and was believed to stop

bleedings of every kind, whether external or internal.

It cleaned blood-shot eyes, and dried up rheum in

the eyes, and provided a cure fot snake-bite, and

stopped bleedings in the lungs, and uterus, and

gave relief to sufferers from urinary troubles. The
Greeks believed that the stone had fallen from

heaven. Many modern peoples of Europe wear

bezels of bloodstone in their rings, end hold the

same views a? the ancients as Le its curative powers ;

in parts of the Sudan bloodstone amulets are sup-

posed to protect their wearers from sunstroke and

headache, and many of the Mediterranean peoples

wear it as a protection against the Evil Eye. The
name of Bloodstone is also applied to red coral,

red agate, red marble, red jasper, camelian, and

Heliotrope.'

Hyacinth.—Amulets made of this were worn
n the neck, and bezels in rings assisted women in

childbirth, drove away from men evil spirits and
bad dreams, protected them against fascination and

lightning, strengthened the members, fortified the

heart, restored the appetite, suppressed flatulence,

produced sleep, and banished grief and melancholy

from the mind.
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Ikon Pyrites,—

S

ir Henry Yule found that the

sailors on the Ikavvacmjy river in Burmah wore this

substance as an amulet against crocodiles.

Jade, also known as Nephrite, Axe-stone,

Kidney-stone ami Green Jasper.—Amulets made
of this hard and very beautiful Stor.e assisted

women in childbirth, and were regarded, as ren-

dering unfailing help to those who were suffering

from intestinal troubles. Many powers were attri-

buted to tins stone. Green jade was a bringer of

rain, and drove away wild and evil beasts and

spirits, It cured dropsy, abolished thirst* made a

man victorious in battle, protected from lightning,,

and relieved palpitation of the heart. The use of

jade as an amulet in Western Asia dates from

Ihe IVth millennium B-C., and is very common
among the Turks. Arabs, and Armenians at the

present day. In China, jade is worn on the neck and
hreast, and ihe business man when carrying out a

weighty transaction holds his amulet in his hand
and seeks counsel from it. Nephrite is found in

abundance in Tewahi Funayu in New Zealand,
and on the west coast it is called

' r Punamu Stone.'

'

The Maoris wear figures oe th-cir ancestral gods in

Nephrite, suspended from their necks. The smooth,

soft variety of Jade, or Nephrite, is known as

Japeite.

Jaspis, or Jasper, i.e. the green variety of it

is almost indistinguishable from Nephrite
;

when
there are flecks of red in it, as we see in Gnostic

gems, it is called Heliotrope, or Bloodstone.. The
red variety is often found in amulets. It was sup-

posed to possess many magical qualities, and when
powdered it was used in medicine, and we find it
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as an ingredient in the preparations made up for

women. Li3.ce Nephrite, both the red and the iaspii

were employed against fascination and the Evil

Eye, and they were supposed to increase the tnilk

in women who were ruckling children, to drive away
night devils, and' to help pregnant women. The

Egyptians associated red jsspis, with the blood of

Isis (500 page 1:37), and throughout the Middle Ages

it was always used to staunch the bleeding of the

nose and of wounds in general, and in cases of

excessive menstruation.

Jet (Gaggitis).—Many ancient writers attribute

numerous powers to this stone. Burnt in the pow-

dered form it drove away snakes and reptiles ; and

healed sufferers front epilepsy, toothache, headache,

and glandular swellings in the neck
;

anti helped

women in labour (if they held a piece of it m their

hands)
;

and nullified spells and charms . and

alleviated pains in the stomach and assisted the

dropsical. In ancient times it was hold in high

esteem in the British Istas, where it was believed

to protect people from thunderstorms, devils, poison,

demoniacal possession, internal disease caused by

devils, witchcraft, failure in bodily strength and

snake- bite. The Irish housewife burnt jet during

her husband's a.baence to ensure his safety. In

Italy a jet beetle was a protection against the Evil

Eye. and the amulet mand coejtetta was, and still

is, often made of jet. The Sardinian amulet pinna-

deiht is also made of jet, which because of its

black colour is supposed to be baleful for the Evil

Eye. The HEART of jet inscribed with a Latin

Cross, and a Cross of jet were two amulets wh;ch

were held in high esteem among Christians a tentcry
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or two ago. The littje disks of jet which have been

found in India and Egyft also probably served. as

amulets against rhft Evil Eye.

Lapls Lazuli.—This be.uuliful stone was highly

prized by the earliest inhabitants of India, Persia,

(Iran}, and MESOPOTAMIA, and kings and queens

and high officials in the last-named country had

their cylinder-seals, or seal cylinders made of it.

Many very fine examples were discovered by Mr.

WOOLLEY at Ur of the Chaldees, and some of them

are to be seen in the British Museum. Memorial

tablets and other objects were made oJ lapis lazuli
;

see Brit, Mus., No. pioij [tablet of Lugal-tarsi) >

No. 9145s (mace-bead). No. 174 (pupil of an eye;

see the Guide, p, 238). The Egyptians distinguished

two kinds of lapis lazuli, the real, and the artificial,

which was a sort of paste made from the powder of

the stone. The read lapis Lazuli was used for making

soarabs and figures of gods, and lieads were made of

the bint paste. The Suwt-RJANS believed that the

wearer of a Lapis lazuli; amulet carried with him
the veritable presence of a god, and a text says

11

bis

god will rejoice him
:|

(Mr. Gadd's translation). In

a powdered form it was administered to patients

suffering from gall-stones, melancholy, sleeplessness,

and fever. The lapis Stamatofetra amulet, i.e.

' £

Stop-stone,” in use in Macedonia at the present

time is supposed to prevent miscarriage and abor-

tion, and to ward off calamities of every kind,

MAGNETITE - Primitive man firmly believed that

the magnetic power in Ids stone was caused by
some living being. It possessed the strength of

haematite, and dispelled melancholy, and relieved

pains in the hands and feet, and assisted women in
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labour, and (when attached to the neck) Improved

the memory, and was a protection against fascina-

tion. The Mexicans carry it in their belts so that

it may give then] success in their undertakings., and

according to Eeligmann prostitutes prize it highly.

The stone IS regarded as a living thing, and needs

food arid drink. It is placed in water on Friday

so that it rtlay drink, and it is then laid :n the sun

and given iron filings to eat. If a man pollutes it

he dies. Ti a man mbs a magnetite knife it becomes
poisonous, and he who is wounded by it will assuredly

die.. As the devil lives in it a man must not carry

it when lie gots to Mass, and as it attracts lightning

it must cot he carried during a sinrm. [t heals the

body when laid on a wound, but it wall not cure

sores in the head during rainy weather. Dr, Camp-
bell Thompson has shown that, rhe Assyrians called

Magnetite shadamt mbiitt, i.c. the '* haematite

which attracts, grasps/' Before sexual intercourse

the man mixed the magnetite with, oil and rubbed

himself with the mixture. The woman rubbed bersell

with parxiltit i.e. iron powder to increase her power
of attraction for the man. See Man, January,

igaS, p. 14.

Malachite r
-—Amulets made of this stone are

common both in the East and the West, and when
attached to the necks of children, whether in the

cradle nr out of if, the stone protects them from the

Evil Eye, and ea^es their pain when cutting their

teeth. In some parrs of Europe people believe that

if a piece of malachite be tied over the tun bilious of

a woman in labour it will facilitate the birth oi her

child. In. Italy, under the name of pietra d&l

pavoHG, it is supposed to cure diseases of the eyes.
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Marble,—

A

mulets made of a kind of limestone
like zoned alabaster axe, in I is' pia, believed to pro-

tect the wearer against the Evil Eye.
MtXitite. Call-shaped amulets marie of ibis

stone are tied to the garments of children to ward
off infantile diseases.

Milk-stone (Galaktite
)

.—Accordmg to some
ancient writers the- milk-stone obtained its name
because milk f.owed from It. Others believed that
when taken in the form of a powder mixed with

honey it assisted the secretions and flow of milk
in women, ff the stone was dipped in sea water
and rubbed on the backs of sheep it. produced abund-
ar.ee of milk in the ewes. As an amulet it protected

children from the Evil Eye., and women wore it

when suckling their babes
;

it relieved toothache,

and protected the wearer against witchcraft. Light-

coloured agate is used as a milk- stone in ITALY. And
as the people associate the name of the stone with

that of Agatha, the martyr, whose breasts were

cut ofifj it. is supposed to posses;; extra protective

and beneficent powers ; for this saint is regarded as

the patron of all mothers who are giving suck, and

to assist in regularizing ah the functions In the bodies

of women. In Syria and Palestine, both Christian

and Muslim mothers, when they fear a shortage of

inilk, dissolve little cakes made of earth taken from

the ' Milk Grotto '"near Bethlehem, and bearing

the seal of the Holy Sepulchre, in water and drink

the mixture, believing that it will increase the

secretion of milk in the breasts. They do this

because of their faith in an ancient legend concerning

the Virgin Mary. According to this, on the night

of their flight to Egypt, Joseph and Mary and the
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CiiiLii took refuge in the cave, which is now called

the
r<

Milk Grotto/
J and there she suckled out Lord.

As she was doing this a drop of her milk fell on the

ground, and from that night Lo the present time the

dust from the Grotto lias been used as a sure means
of increasing the secretion of milk in women and
regulating the supply of the same. Beads made from
the dust and worn on the neck have the same effect.

Moonstone,—

A

mulets made of this stone pro-

tected men against epilepsy, and when hung upon
fruit trees produced abundant crops of .fruit. It is

generally regarded in the East as a fp lucky y>
stone,

and like moss agate it assisted ail vegetation.

Nephrite. See Jade.

Gnyjc.'—Opinion is divided 'as to the influence of

this stone, The onyx is generally declared to be

an. unlucky stone, and many people, in the Hast as

well as in the West, look upon iL with disfavour.

Those who hold this \devv say that it incites 10 strife,

and causes contention between friends, and gives

the wearer broken sleep and terrifying dreams, and

causes pregnant women to bring forth their children

prematurely. On the other hand, many JjtfniANSi

and Persians wear it as an amulet to protect them
against the Evil Eye, Those who give the stone a

good name say that an onyx stone placed near or

on a woman in labour reduces the pains of child-

birth, and conduces delivery.

Opal.—Ancient, traditions attribute to this re-

markable stone a two-fold Quality, that is to say, it

possesses the baleful influence of the Evil Eye, and

also rhe pewer to relieve the pains of those who am
suffering from diseases of the eye. And some say

that as an amulet it makes the wearer immune from
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every disease of the eye, and that it increases the

powers of the eyes and the mind. As the brilliant

colours of the ruby, and carbuncle, and garnet, and
emerald and amethyst are seen in its depths, ad-

mirers of the stone say that the opal possesses all

the prophylactic and therapeutic powers of these

stones. The so-called Black Opal is highly prized,

and every friend who has possessed one has assured

me that it was the
"
luck stone

,J

of his or her life.

Peridot, PETii dote, Peridqtd.—A word of un-

known origin, but probably a corruption of some
oriental name for Olivine. In colour it closely

resembles Chrysolite, but its yellowish -green colour

is much deeper than that of chrysolite. It was
much prized hy the ancients, and in modem times

by the French jewellers, who probably obtained it

from Egypt, Ancient writers called the a Lone

topaz, and it is now known that it comes from the

Jazimt Zabugat in the Red Sea, which some have
identified with the Topaz. Island of Greek writers.

The peridot is a comparatively rare stone, and
many of those found in shops have been taken
from old rings and crosses. One of the finest known
is to be seen in the shrine of the Three Kings Caspar*
Melchior and Balthazar in Cologne CalhedrnL
ASt ar, amulet the peridot is said to possess all the

virtues of the topaz. Worn on the left aim it

protects the wearer against the Evil Eye and because
of its yellowish-green colour it was regarded as a

palliative for diseases of the liver and dropsy, and
it was said to free the mind from envious thoughts.

Pumice Stone is used as a birth amulet, and is

carried by women who are anxious to secure easy
labour.
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\iimv.—As an amulet it was believed to protect

el man front witchcraft of all kinds, plague, pestilence

and famine. The water in which a mby had been

washed was administered as a stomachic, and ruby’

powder was one ingredient in medicines that were

intended to check a flu* of binod.

Salt ("Rock Salt}. —Strictly speaking salt should

not be included among precious, and semi-precious,

stones, but cm account of its colour and its pre-

servative qualities many people have regarded it, ii

not as a holy, as a sacred substance. Its operations

were regarded as both prophylactic and therapeutic.

Since salt was acceptable to the gods as an offering,

it was held in detestation by the spirits of evil,

though from the point of view' oi its destructive

effects on vegetation, it aided them in their wicked

deeds. Salt warded off the Evil Eye from a man,

and its efficacy was greatly increased if it were

heated and sprinkled on human beings and cattle,

and if it was mixed with pitch. In the Egyptian

Aphrodite mysteries salt is associated with a ph alius,

which was also a warder-off of evil. Throughout

Europe salt was, and probably still is, regarded as a

protection against evil spirits and witchcraft, and

ah i mal 3 arid the farms they lived on were sprinkled

with it, no man .doubting its. efficacy.. In many
places it Is still believed that it is unlucky' to spill

salt, and the spill er at once takes care to cast a little

over his left shoulder. How old this superstition is

cannot- be said, but it probably dates in the West

from the time of the imposition of a sidt tax in

Jinglan d , France ,
and o ther count ries . ’Why the

spiller of salt must cast a little over his left shoulder

Is obvious. The evil spirits congregated on the
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left side of a man, and the sidt drove them away and

so averted the evil which they are ever ready to

do to man. The Kabbah regards the Hebrew word
for salt, MLH, asa sacred word, for the numerical

values of its letters 40 -|~ 30 -|- 8 = jS is the same
as the numerical values of the letters in the great

name of God, YHWH, i.e. 10 + 5 + 6 + 5 — 36

nml bplied by 3. Seligmann has shown by the number
of examples which he has collected in his book that

among all the peoples of the world, both ancient

and modem
,

salt has played a prominent part m
ail the rites and ceremonies connected with birth,

circumcision, initiation, marriage, death and private

an d public worship , And it has always been believed

that if protects both the living and the dead. When
Muhammad the Prophet advised

H

Ali " to begin, with

the salt, and end with the salt, for in it lies the means

of healing seventy diseases/
1

he only described!

briefly the experience of all the savage and civilized

peoples of the world of whom we have any knowledge-.

We may note in passing that in Abyssinia salt has

very special importance, for slabs of rock-salt at

one time formed the currency of the greater part of

the country. The Abyssinian^ call the slab of salt

which takes the place of a com 'Am6l1. ft is from

JO to 12 inches in length, and in width and thickness

from 1£ to 2^ inches ; its weight is about 17 ounces.

Sapphire.—

T

o what stone this name was given

by ancient writers is not certain, for some of them
seem to have confounded it with lapis lazuli

j
the

turquoise, and the Hyacinth. In India and Arabia

it is worn as a health amulet, and as a protection

against the Evil Eye, and plague and pestilence.

The healthier the body the least chance have the evil

s 2
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spirits to do it harm. The amulet also conduced to

equability of minds,

Sard.

—

litis stone, often confounded with car-

nelian, was supposed to help women iri labour and

assist an easy delivery.

Sardonyx,—

T

his stone was regarded as a pro-

tection against witchcraft, and removed rheum from

the eyes, and prevented premature childbirth.

Selenite (Moonstone),—

W

as believed to assist

the growth of trees mid plants in orchards and
gardens,, and to protect a man from wandering of the

iTijn-d, insanity and epilepsy.

Schist.—

T

his stone was much used in making
amulets by the Egyptian and was supposed to

possess magical properties sirm’ax to those of

haematite.

Serpentine,—

T

his stone owes its name to its

similarity to the green, speckled skin of the serpent,

and amulets made of it were worn against the bites

of serpents, and the stings of noxious reptiles

generally, and poisons. It was bc.ieveef that if a

poisoned drink was giver. Ln a man in a vessel made
of serpentine, the outside of the vessel would burst

into a sweat. On the other hand a serpentine vessel

increased the effect of medicines drunk from it. It

regulated the supply of milk in nursing mothers.

Stalagmites. Small stones, or perhaps petrified

earth, which are found on the floors of stalactite

caves ; they were carried in little bags and were
believed to protect the wearer from witchcraft.

Sulphur,—

P

ieces of sulphur have been regarded

as amulets against colds
r
rheumatism, and pains

in the body caused by witchcraft
„ and when powdered

and mixed with vdne or water it was supposed to
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protect the drinker from every kind of evil influence.

Fumigation of animals, and dwellings, was supposed
to protect them against ia.sr.inai ion,

Topaz {Chrysolite), See Peridot.
Travertine, the Italian Travebuno (from the

Latin tibsriinns iafiis, " Tibmr atone is a yellowish

deposit formed by springs, winch in Italy children

wear as amulets in Little hags to protect them from
witchcraft.

Turquoise, i.e. the "Turkish" stone, is highly

prized ah over Asia and in many parts of Africa,
not only for its beautiful greenish-blue colour, hut
for its prophylactic and therapeutic qualities. The
ARABS call it Fayruz and Firuzaj, j.<s, the " lucky
stone/' and have no doubt about its benevolent

action. It is mounted in rings, and necklaces and
ear-rings, and head-oruainesits, and when carried

as an amulet it protects the wearer from poison,

the bites of repules, diseases of the eye, ar.d.
T
accord-

ing to information received in Arabia
>
it warns him

of the approach of death by changing its colour.

Many Orientals carry it to ward off the Evil Eye.
In the Sudftn the water in which it lias been dipoed
or washed is administered as a palliative to those

who suffer from retention uf the urine. The
Buddhists associate it with the Buddha, because,

of the legend in which a turquoise stone enabled

him to destroy a foul monster.



CHAPTER XVI-

thm: importance of colder, SHAW, and form in

AMULETS.

Now the prophylactic and therapeutic qualities

which men have attributed to amulets am not the

only things which they have looked for in amulets,
fnc certain shapes forms, and colours have been
considered almost of equal importance. Thus a
certain violet stone is in some countries hung on
the necks of children, and it is supposed not only
to protect them from sicknesses, but to make them
docile and obedient to their parents. It is formed
of the crystallised tears which Eve shed when she
was separated from Adam. Green stones, t,g ,

nephrite, die emerald, green jade, Amazon stones,

etc,, are connected with luxuriant vegetation and the

rain thar causes it, and fertility in man and beast

j

and virility and strength generally. Yellow stones

assisted men, who suffered from jaundice and other
diseases of the liver. Red stones were used to
stop blood fluxes and the bleeding of wounds,
whether caused, by the surgeon or hv the enemy's
weapons, and to protect their wearers from tire and
lightning. Brown stones warded off sicknesses.

Black stones were protections against the Evil
Eve. White stones averted the Evil Eye and
carried with them the protection of heaven , whence
they were said to come. Stones that sparkled and
rock crystal defeated, every kind of witchcraft, and
those which were marked either by Nature or art
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with bands of a, different colour., circles, were
greatly esteemed. Water-worn stones, and stones

with holes or cavities in lhem made effective amulets,

and circular, .semicircular, and triangular stones

have been almost universally chosen as means of

protection against evil spirits.

It Seems thai in some countries amulets made of

precious stones were held to be more effective than
those which were made of commoner materials,

because it was thought that the evil spirits were
pleased with the sight of rai“c and beautiful gems,
and that their attacks were in consequence less

malicious and less deadly. Groups of nine and five

precious stones arc still regarded in India as pro-

tections against the Evil Eye, and the twelve stones

in the breast-plate OF Aaho'n were,. no doubt,

intended to avert the attacks of the evil spirits

from the high priest, According to Exod, xxviii.

ry-qo, the stones were arranged in four rows, thus :

x.

2.

3<

4 -

ODHEM
cxrciEliian or

sard

.

—»«

kApHLK
cuby or

carbatitle

SAP?tp
sapphire or

Larin lazu]j

TAKiLdll
jasper or

onyjt

LESIIEM

jacinth

5HE0H.3

ag&t*
ahlAhAh
am cthyst

TA.FtiH.t5U

btiyi -or

yellnvr jasper

SHfiKAId

dicys&litc

YASHPAH
janper
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Or each stone was engraved the name of one of

the tribes of Israel, which, added to the natural

powers of the atones, turned the breast-plate into

a most powerful amulet.

The Hebrew fyrfshett J|0TT, a word o£ unknown

meaning, but rendered
rf breast -plate

JJ
above, is the

name given in the Uible to the SACRE D RECEPTACLE

which was attached to l he eph&dh of the high

priest Aaron, and was known as the h&hen
\ttsfipat, tf,

ri
breast-piece of divine:' decision'"

or Hi breast-piece of judgment.” Aaron wore it on

his breast when he brought the tribes before Cod

during his ministration ill the Holy of Holies, It

was made of linen, and was in size one span square,

and it was fastened to the shoulders of the ejphddh

by gold chains passing through gold rings, and to

the lower part of the ephodh just above the girdle

by a blue ribbon passing through other gold rings.

Exod. xxvi i), 33-39,
.

Bit it seems from Judges

viiL 2h 3 ttiat the ephbdh was a eoct of idol or image,

for Gideon made an £
' ephfldh "

o". Lhe gold rings

taken from the Isbrnaelites and Midianites and that

he set it up in Ophrah, The ejou shekels of gold

of which it was made represent nearly £jj&oo of our

money. Whatever this kind of ephodh may have

been it certain Ly formed some part of the apparatus

used at that time in divination. In the linen

rf breast-piece " which Aaron wore the two objects

which were, used in divining t tie will of God were

placed (Exod. xxviii, 30} ;
these objects were

called the
11 'CMji and the ’TltmmIEm ” TJm'n

Cn'IKH par, as some read the

1

J£ j 0rIm and the

TAmih.'' What these objects were like is not
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known, far, curiously enough, the Bible does not

give any directions for making them and the exact

meaning of their names are unknown. As they

were to be kept in the breast-piece, which was only a

span square, they must have been small in size, and

we can only assume that they were small plaques

or tablets made of stone, wrood, bone or ivory. It

is very probable that they were two smalt natural

Stones, precious or semi-precious, and perhaps of

different colours. There is no doubt that like the

SOkiES of the Lae in peoples, they were used in

drawing or casting lota. Whether the 'Orim and
Tummim (not Thummim) were inscribed cannot be

said. As these lot?; were only two in number only

one question could be put at a lime, and the answer

was Yes or No. Or it might be arranged before-

hand what :

L' rim was to indicate, and what Tummim,
as we see from r Sam- chap, xiv,, where Saul asked

God to indicate the guilt of Iiimself or Jonathan by
'Urir.i and that of the people by Tummim. It is

cleat that the lot ‘ Urlrn must have had a form or

shape or colour by which A vras distinguished from

Tummim, or perhaps one was labelled
fCrim and

the other Tummim. The custody of 'Grim and

Tummim was in the hands of the high priest, whose

duty it w&s to manipulate the lots for those who
enquired of them, and to regularise this form of

divination. There is no doubt that the custom

of casting lots with the view of discovering l he

designs of God is very ancient, and that the lots

’Grim and Tummim were used in connection

with some kind of idol, or the ephddh figure, long

before the eph&dh became a linen garment for the

high priest, with a front inlaid with precious stones.
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The two tablets of sfoohatn stone,. each of which

was engraved with the names of six of the tribes at

Israel, which were to be fastened to ihc shoulders

of the ephodh [Exod. xxviii. were also powerful

amulets. And we may note that the " five smooth
stones

J
' which David took out of the brook before

he went to light Goliath (1 Sam. xvih 40) were
believed by him to possess magical power. The
number live is significant.



CHAPTER XVII,

the swastika or svasttka.

Tile amnletk sign —j—| ,
which is known a.i

"swastika./' " gammadiom/* ''fylfot"' and '* croix-
pattfe /

1

is one of the oldest known, and wsa prob-
ably invented by the primitive Aryans, The
native Indian name of the sign is, of course,

' H

swSs-
likn/' which the philologists tel! ns means something
like

Hr
fortunate/' or " lucky

; it is derived from
sii, "well/* and asiiM "'being/* The name " gam-
inadion/" i.e. the ccosa with Gammas, was given
to it because the short lines at right angles to the
arms make each resemble Gamma, a letter of the
Greek alphabet. Some of the ear.iy Christian mystics
saw jn. the two lines at right angles a symbol of

Christ as the corner-stone, and the architects and
designers of the Middle Ages used the Gamma freely

in their reliefs and patterns. Thus four of them
grouped with their angles towards each other made

the form of the Greek cross rjp

Many writers consider that the fylfot and the

sw&stika are one and the same sign, but some
doubt it. The Oxford Dictionary says that the
fylfot is an " equal-armed cross of which each
arm is continued rectangularly, all clockwise

or all counter clockwise
** and adds “name

based on ancient, direction for design of painted
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window in which / may mean either the particu-

lar pattern or something to fill ths foot oS Lhe

window/^ Tho.se who regard the gammadion and

the swastika, as one and the same sign have con-

founded the sirnpie cross
-J-.

which was used in

the West by pagans Jong before- the coming of

C 3 nisi , with the swastika, which is a purely Aryan
symbol and, of course, of pagan origin. As the

swastika is found on monuments in the catacombs

{HutWe, Symbolism, p. 219 J
it is clear that the

Christians of the early centuries of our era. used it

sometimes as the equivalent of the cross. Or it

may be that they knew the meaning and significance

of the swastika, and wished to indicate by its use

that they thought the dead were *'
fortunate.”

The home of the swastikaseems to hr undoubtedly
India, but Mr r Greg believed that both it and the

fylfot has a very aildent common origin and mean-
ing. But what is the meaning f Max Muller

thought that the swastika, with short lines pro-

jecting to the right 3— , "represented the ver-

nal sun, and that the sauvastika, with short arms pro-

jecting to the left
1

r—u #
was the svmbol of the

autumnal sun.'
1

Another, view is that the swastika

represented Ganesa and the male principle, and the

sauvastika the goddess Kali and the female principle

.

Another authority says that the common sign for

forked lightning was and Says that if this

sign, he crossed by another of the same shape the
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result will be "the swastika Yet another

authority thinks that the swastika in its simplest

form represents the two pieces of wood which were

used in making fire, i.e. filersticks. The generally

accepled view now seems to be that the swastika

is a solar emblem, and that the short lines at right

angles to the arms indicate gyratory or wheeling

motion.

It has been suggested that the four arms repre-

sent the four quarters of the heavens or earth,

and also that the whole sign is an emblem of Indra,

or DyaUS, nr Zeus, or Jupiter, or Thor, In his

article on the sign in Archaiclogia (voL xlviii. Lon-

don, iSdj, p. 293 f
)
Greg sums up by saying that

an Aryan special emblem of the Supreme

God.” He is probably correct, but it is impossible

to be certain, for we shall never know exactly what
idea was connected with ehe sign in the minds of the

Asiatics who first used it, some thousands of years

ago. The Jains, a Buddliist sect, adopted it as a

symbol of the Buddha, and introduced it into

China about 200 »,c.

The Chinese name for the swastika is lei wen, i.e.

"thunder- scroll/' a fact which shows that the sign was.

associated with phenomena of the sky. The circle in

which the swastika is sometimes seen suggest that the

smaller lines of the sign developed into the circle, but

sometimes the circle is shown independently, thus

and on one of the coins from Indian
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Scythia figured by Greg we have Q-
T(

On

pottery the swastika h often shown with four dots

J
Sometimes the four short lines are

made into circles^ thus . On a terra-cotta

ball found by Schliemaim at Troy a row of swas-

tikas arranged between two rows of dots runs round

the middle thus ;

—

r=t rT +
o o o c r? £ o o o o

And on coins of liesembria in Thrace the swastika

follows an abbreviation of the name of the place.

thus MEZ
I

(Percy Gardner. in Niimisvutlic

Chronicle, Part I, rSBu). On another coin figured

by Greg (plates xix and xx) we have the signs

in. a group. This shows that the swastika and the

cross were, entirely different signs
;
the second sign

represents the Egyptian sign for
,r

life*”

Much light has been thrown upon the use and

meaning of the swastika in Ctttma and Japan by
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T. Wilson
t
who in his book, The Swastika (Wash-

ington „ 1896) ,
seems to have col I acted all the available

information about the sign. He says that it is

cue upon the pedestals of statues of the Buddha,

and that st is found also on the breasts of figures of

the BodhisattvaSj i.e. those who will one day

become Buddhas As a character among the

Chinese hieroglyphs it means
,r

prosperity," " good

luck/
3 "wealth' 1 and rJ

long life/' The Empress

\Yu (a, 30 , 634-704) ordered chat it should be used

as a sign for the sun, and so revived the meaning

which it had in India several centuries before Christ,

Mh Goblet d'Alvxella asks the question if the

gammate cross can be assigned to a single birthplace,

and says that its two most ancient known habitats

arc Hissarlik and the terramares of North Italy, He

thinks it possible that both of these, districts bor-

rowed it from the valley of the Danube during the

Bronze Age, and that it was regarded both as a solar

symbol and a sign of fife or blessing; it may have

spread both into Western Europe and into India,

China, and Japan by way of the Caucasus. But it

seems to the present writer, judging from the illus-

trations published by de Mortillet, that it is the

cross which la found on the pottery, etc., from the

temimares and not the swastika.



CHAPTER XVIII.

THE CROSS-

Ode of the oldest aimiletic signs in the world
,

perhaps even the oldest
}
is the choss, that is to say

the figure which is made by two straight lines which

bisect each other at right angles This is

what is commonly understood "by the word r:

cross/'

and not the single wooden pillar or pole to which
malefactors condemned to death were tied, and

which is spoken of by some writers as the crux

simplex. It was at one time believed by many
writers on ecclesiastical symbols, relics, etc., that

the cross was entirely of Christian origin, hut such

is not the case, for it was in use among die pagan
peoples of Western Aria and Europe many centuries

before the death oi Christ. That the pagan cross

symbolized something quite different from that

which the Christian cross commemorated hardly

needs to he said. But judging by what we think we
know of the symbolism, of the pagan cross we are

justified in regarding it as a forerunner of the

Christian cross. On the other hand, the pagan

cross may have been used as a .simple ornament,

and it may have symbolized nothing, or modem
writers in discussing it may have been inhuenced

by their Christian beliefs and traditions, and attri-

buted to it a meaning and symbolism which it never

possessed.
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The commonest form of the cross used by pre-
Christian peoples is that eii which all four arms are
of equal length, and which is known as tile Greek
or equilateral cron. One of the oldest known
examples of it is found on an inscribed cylinder-
seal in the British Museum (No. S9128) which was
made during the Kjassite period '/he Kassite

Dynasty began with Gaitdash (1746 b.c.
p
and ended

with iillii-nddm-abe, who ceased to reign in 1171),
so then the cyfinder-seal was made in the second
millennium b,c. It is reproduced on Plate XI, No, 5

.

On the right is a figure of the Sun-god, seated,

holding some object in his right hand
;
before him te

a rosette of unknown mean i tig, In the held above
is an equilateral cross within a line border, The
cuneiform text contains a prayer to the Sim -god,
which has not yet been fully translated. Another
example of the cross within a line border is pub-
lished by Delapoeie, Cyl Oricniaux, P]aie xx

r

No. spy, A third example
,
but without the line

border is published in the Catalogue of

the de Clerq Collection, I, Plate xxxiii, No, 363.
This last cross is cut in the field just before the head
of a winged Centaur who is hunting in the desert, and
behind him is the erescent moon Other forms

,5 Ci r~n
of the Xassite cross are 1 and r

On ll wall-painting from a tomb at Thebes in the

British Museum we see two small figures wealing
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the equilateral cross on their breasts, and another

example is published by Rgsellini {MommtsmU

Star, tav, Ixx). The objects from which these

examples are taken date from the period of the

XIX th Dynasty, circa 1250 b.c. To the second

millennium B C. also belong the examples which are

described by Gabriel de Mqrtellet, Lc Signe de

La Croix, Paris, i866
? p. 162 f.

F
and are reproduced,

here :

On some Assyrian sculptures we find whal may

be described as a solar or radiated cross, which is

nothing more than the disk of the sun from which

proceed four arms and four rays of light
\

the

arms, according to some, represent the four quartern

of heaven over which the god Anu presided. An other

form of the Cross is seen on the stele of the Assyrian

king ShadSShi-Adad VI (Sa^-Sic in the
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British Museum, viz., this is commonly

known as the Maltese or Coptic ot rayed cross.

The cqui lateral cross is found on many of the smaller

obiects dug up by BchXISMANN at TroY. and on'

vases and bronze weapons found in SCANDINAVIA,

Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France and

England (see Mgrtiltet, op . cii,
r p, 158, and A. W.

Franks, Horae fStales, Plate xxx, fig. 49), That it

at first symbolized the heavens, or some power in

them, seems to be certain, and later the cross itself

may have been regarded as the sign of divine pro-

tection and prosperity, riches, and life. We read

that Columbus and his Bailors were amazed to find

the cross in America, and they attributed its exist-

ence there to the teaching of the Apostle Thomas,

who visited India and worked there as a carpenter.

But the authorities on Peruvian and Mexican

archaeology say that, these crosses are wind

crosses/' and that originally they represented the

four main directions whence came the winds and

rains, and that at a later period they were assumed

to possess a solar or stellar character.

The TaU Ckobs
'~f,

or Crux Commissi, which is

found in the Catacombs of Rome and on monuments

elstwhoie of the Christian period, is sometimes

called the " anticipatory cross/
1

or "type cross,"

the cross of the Old Testament.1 Writers on the

Christian Cross say that it was the symbol of eternal

life with the ancient Egyptians, but it never was.

The well-known symbol and hieroglyphic for " life/
7

1 Th.? IA11 ce£j£S is the special emblem o[ 5 * Anthony.

V 2
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eternal ar otherwise, \ras y- Ankf. which has nothing

to do with the Tau Cross ; and never had the

phonetic value of Tau. Wilkinson made the mistake

of thinking that was to be read Tau, and even in

the last edition of his great work (in. p. 364) he calls

the sign Tau, adding f ‘

the origin of the tau I cannot

precisely determine.'
1

In saying that the
,J

early

Christians of Egypt adopteed it in hen of the cross

he states a fact which has been welt known to the

Fathers of the Church from the llnd century down-

wards. It is wrong, too, to call the sign crux

emsdEa, the " handled cross,
,J

for whatever object

the hieroglyph may represent j
it was certainly

not a cross or anything like it.

Writers have assumed that represents a Tan

cross with a loop added, just as they have assumed

or
£
nefer (which is a conventional picture of a

musical instrument) represents a Latin cross with an

oval added to its lower extremity. Asa hieroglyphic

y undoubtedly means " life
hh
and there is no good

reason for doubting that it is a conventional repre-

sentation of one of the principal organs of the human
body used in the process of generation or coition

(see page 134). The Tan cross is said by some to

represent a cross-headed yoke or gibbet and by

Others the hammer of Thqr
;

on the ocher hand

Lifsius believed it to he of Phoenician origin (De

Cruce, I. 7). As a matter of fact no one knows what,

object it represented, or what meaning exactly the

pagans, who invented it and used it, attached to

it. If it be uf Egyptian origin the Tau may be
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a form of the theroglyph T wliicli represent;:- a female

organ of generation , and is used as a determinative,

of
"'
birth " and therefore “ life.” In Ezek, ix. 4

we read that the prophet wss commanded by God
to go through Jerusalem and to " set a mark upon
the foreheads ” of certain men, presumably as a
sign of their exemption from judgment. Now the

Hebrew word which is translated
,H mark

17

is t&w

{hiikmtM and some have identified "he sign.

b&w with the Tan cross. Tertullian In commenting
on the passage says of the sign

r
' ipsa ehim htora

Graecomm. Tan, nostra autem T species cracis
"

{Advtrstts Marcian lii. 22}. This identification seems

to be fanciful, as also is rhe view that the mark
made with the blood of the paschal lamb on the

houses of the Israelites before they left Egypt was

the Tan cross (Exed. xii. 7).

We have now to consider the Christian Crdbs.

The New Testament makes ii quite certain that

our Lord was not crucified on a single stake (crux

simplex), hut on a putibulum or gibbet formed of

two bars of wood, one fastened across the other.

Some have held tire view that He was nailed to the

cross whilst it lay on the ground, and that the

cross was then lifted up and set upright. Another

view is that He was made to ascend a, ladder, and

was then nailed to the cross. This ladder is repre-

sented in some of the mediaeval pictures of the

Crucifixion, and from the XLIth century onward

the ladder appears on wood carvings and in stained

glass together with the other
r
‘ Passion symbols,

1
'

viz., the dice, the seamless robe, the cock, the spear
,

the sword, the 30 pieces of silver, the pincers, the

three nails, the hammer, the pillar of scourging.
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scourge, the reed, the sponge, the vessel of vinegar,

and the crown of thorns. Four forms of the cross were

used in the early centuries of our era, vis,, the Greek

cross, the four arms being equal in length

Latin cross (cm% immi&sa or crm cupitaia), in which

the lower limb is longer than each of the others

the crux decussate, or St, Andrew’s cross

the crux cammissa or Tan cross At the same

time we find that the so-called monogram of Christ,

\j/ ,
was in general use among Christians.

The Latin cross was best known and most used

because the cross or. which Christ was crucified is

believed to have been of this form j the Latin cross

is also known as the
HJ
Cross of Calvary” and the

(t
Passion Cross," The cross which is sometimes seen

in the hands of the risen Lord is known as the
Nf
Cross of the Resurrection, " and a flag or banner

is usually attached to it. Sometimes the cross has

the form of a tree, or of a series of branches oi trees;

and some pictures of the Crucifixion suggest that each

of the two thieves suffered on the T au cross or on

trues,

The cross did not become the supreme emblem
and symbol of Christianity until the iVth century,

i,e, until after the
r
' Finding "' of the Cross by the
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Empress Helena on May 3, 328, The true cross is

BEiid to have been found during the reign of Tjeerils,
when St, Jamils was bishop of Jerusalem, and if

this be so the Empress; can only have rediscovered it-

Bat the Coptic narrative of the Empress's labours

shows that, her excavations were carried oat on a
very large scale, and we are driven to conclude that
she found something which had never before been
brought to Light, According to this she found
three crosses, but she did not know which of the three

was that on which Onr Lord had suffered. At length,

either as a result 01 her own cog; cations, or acting

under the advice of the devout priest who was with
her, she It ad the body of a dead man brought and laid

upon one of the crosses. As contact with that cross

had no effect upon the dead man, she had him placed

on the second cross, and that also produced no effect

on the dead man Then she had the body removed
and placed oil the third cross, and the dead man came

to life immediately. She. sent a part of the Cross to

Constantine, and the portion of i 1 which he transmitted

to the Pope is still preserved in Rome
;
she reburied

the greater part of the Cross iu the church which she

buht over the site of Golgotha. The Latin crass

is often seen with two cross-pieces thus,

and in this form it is the cross of Lorraine

and of the Knights Hospitallers, And
sometimes, especially among Oriental

Christians, we have three eroiis- pieces thus.

The upper cross-piece was suggested, by the

f,crnil which was nailed to the cross, and

was inscribed in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin.
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The, original scroll was found "by the Empress, together

with the rads, but lor some centuries nothing was

lieard of it and it was generally believed that it had

been destroyed. It was discovered by accident in

the church of St. Croce at Rome in 1492, and Pope

Alexander II I
published a bull in which its authen-

ticity was certified.

tJg&t-casR ira tie fgrm rjf n Crass. iObvierss : The CrjdJi.xic!n.}

The early Christians assigned to the cross in any

form magicaL powers, and they took pleasure in

mating the sign of the cross over themselves on

every occasion possible, both because they received

spiritual help from the act, and because it enabled

them to prove to the onlookers that they were

Christians, and to make themselves known to

each other. It is said that this custom became
common about A D. lE-D. The cross was marked
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upon cattle, and traced tin the walls of house;,

,

and models of the cross me said to havo worked

miracles. To ah intents and purposes the presence

of the cross carried with it the presence of Christ,

and as in Egypt the Tet pillar was regarded

as Oein is himself, so in Egypt and Palestine and

Europe the cross was considered to be Christ Him-

aldV(T Hok-^s: in the- farm dl A Cn^s. (ftcratat . TtlC A=r.'.nsicn
.)

self, and was actually worshipped as such. Even

the so-called monogram of Christ = Kfocrr-dji

or ^ = the initials of 'Iijtrovs X/mraS?, or |~

= cm-ro, cut on wood
at painted on parchment,

or stone, or written

wfas believed to carry
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with it the aJmighiy power of the Blood of the

Sun of God. The custom of wearing amulets of the

cross became common at a very early cate, but Lhe

widespread cult uf the cross did not begin until

after the Vth century. On tliis point and on the

history of the cross generally the reader should

consult G. hE MaitTILLET, Ls SigW ds la Croix

avantle christiunism^, Purls, 1866
;
Brock, Mourant,

La Croix finimnv ct ckreiienns, Paris, 1S81 ; Lifsius,

De Cities Chrisii ; Blake, W. Wilson, The Cross

Ancient and Modern, New York, rS8S
;
Ansault,

Ls Culte da Lx croix avani Je$us Christ, Pans, i£Stj
;

Hulme, F. E., Symbi'iisin. in Christian Art, London,

1908,

Thegroup ot pectoral crosses figured or. Plate XXII
axe in my private possession. The cross in the top

right-hand comer is of pure gold, and was made
during the last century in West Africa for a native

who had embraced Christianity. He had been a

believer in Juju practices and a firm believer in the

medicine
,J

of the native magician. But though

he became a good Christian he could not cast away
entirely his belief in native astrology, and in order

to unite liis old belief with his new oiie, he had the

Twelve Signs of the Zodiac attached to the Christian

cross which he then regarded as a powerful amulet.

The cross below has the upper and lower bars and was
made m Russia. The cross in the centre is a good
specimen in Limoges enamel . The cross in the left-

hand top corner is a Russian priest's cross decorated

with Biblical scenes. The cross below it is made of

steel and is beautifully
J|

Damascened IJ m gold on

both sides
; the legend AEI

P
also in gold, means

“
for ever/'

1

"to all eternity," It was made in
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Russia . The silver cross rtprod uced on pages344 , 347

is really a ease in which ihe wearer carried some

relic or reserved the sacramental bread, The two

halves are joined by a hinge at the top, and the

ring behind shows that this amulet was worn on the

breast. On the one side we have Christ on the

Cross in relief
,
and ota the other Christ triumphant

asceixl'.ng into heaven. The emblems of the Four

Evangelists and the other scenes are in low relief.
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THE CRUCIFIX.

The truss, as we have seen, was used in private

devotions by Christians during the 1st cent (try of

uur era, and was out upon the tombs in the Lind

and Hlrd centuries, but it did not become a public

symbol or badge of Christians until Constantine

had it placed cm the shields of his soldiers and

removed, the Roman eagle from them early in the

IVth century. The cituCiFrx was the natural

development of the cross, but this development did

not take place until the cross bad become a sign of

triumph and glory' instead of a. '.tumbling block

and a symbol of ignominy. Representations of

Christ on the Cross are found on crosses, etc., already

in the Yih century, but they drd not appear in

churches until the VII th or Ylllth century. Until

the Xlth century the body of Christ on the Cross

was always clothed, and in a drawing reproduced

by Hui.mh {op. cit

,

p, 45) He is represented as the

Great Iiigh Priest Afterwards the clothing becomes

less and less, until tl becomes a species of loir] cloth.

In the same way until the XlVth century Christ the

Eabe was always depicted clothed, but after this

period, as a result of the decadence ol Christian art,

He is represented naked, or nearly so, Jn Hulme's

drawing the Figure wears a crowui of radiatory

bars, and above this, on a title are, A and H. It is

thought that tbs representation is as old as Charle-

magne. In all the other ancient examples {the
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Crucifix of John VII. the Crucifix of Charlemagne,

given to Loo HI'. Christ wears a long tunic, fu the

picture oi the Crucifixion given in the Syriac, Lvan-

geliariiiTifi in the Medicean Library' the two thieves

wear waistcoats [see Assei{AnL Cat. BibL Medic. ,

Florence, 17^2, tavola JExiiL). The himbtjs., which is

so often found on early scenes of the Crucifixion, is

of pagan origin, and it seems to have been original Ly

a symbol of power rather than of holiness. It

possibly represented at first the rays of the sun,

and it was assigned not oniy to God, Whose symbol

was the sun, but to men of might and power like

Moses and Muhammad, and even to Satan - The

nimbus came into general use in the VI th century.

Early nimbi were circular. The square nimbus

was introduced in the IXth century' arid the trian-

gular form of it in the Xlth. The nimbus with a

cross within ii is always assigned to the Deity,

THE sigh of tff CTOSS.

To what extent amulets oi the Cross were worn

by the early Christians cannot be said, hut there are

many proofs that they made the Sign of the Cross

over themselves when in trouble or difficulty. Of

this fact the Paradise of Palladium contains many

examples. When Satan, in the form of art Indian,

came to attack St. Anthony the saint made over him-

self the Sign of the Crosss, and ceased to tremble, and

tfm Enemy saw the Sign of the Cross, and straightway

was tonified, Anthony did the same thing when

a demoniacal animal came to him, and as soon as ho

adjured, the creature in the Kamo of Christ, it took to

bight and fell down and burst asunder. A certain

monk, when about to eat some food over which oil
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of radishes ha 3 been poured., made the Sign of the

Cross over himself to protect himself from any un-

toward effect which the strong, coarse oil might have
upon liim. And the monks of ScETe worked
miracles by the Sign of the Crass. A youth whose
face had been turned behind him bv Satan was
brought to Abu a, PoeMEN, and when the saint made
the Sign of the Cross over the young man all dis-

tortion of his features vanished. The Devil Idd

in a. pot of water, and a certain holy woman suspect-

ing h]& presence there made the Sign of the Cross

over the water, and Satan fell from the pot in a

flash of fire. John of Lycus made the Sign of the

Cross over some oil and gave it to a blind woman
to smear over her eyes

;
she did so three times and

three days later she recovered her sight. And the

Fathers of the desert said :

" The devils fear and

tremble not only by reason o£ the Crucifixion of

Christ, but even at the Sign of the Cross, whereso-

ever it be made apparent,, whether ii be depicted

upon a garment, or whether it be made in the air.”

The pagan sorcerers Seeing the wonderful effect

produced by the Sign of the Cross promptly adopted

it in their own - magical dealings, and with such

success that some of the Christian Fathers; com-
plained that, even laymen could drive away devils

by uttering Lhe Name ol Christ and making the

Sign of the Cross. And what the magician did in

those days the Baganda of the SudAn do in our

own, for the medicine-men of that country when
about to work magic, take a strip of leather, and
having stamped on it the Sign of the Crass, they

sew nine kauri shells to it, and it is ready to produce
44 strong magic/'
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TAI-ISMAW5 OF THE VIRGIN MARY.

The following is a description of a Talisman of

the Virgin against fire, pestilence, the Evil Eye, and

all other magical influences. The M Mappa " is

reproduced in Villiers, Atmrfeife, Berlin, 1928.

In the centre is a heart on which is laid the Gross

of St, Anthony of Padua, inscribed Alpha, Omeoa-

Qn the right is the Virgin's Cross inscribed with

Ad and the great Nante of God YKWH and emblems

of tEie 72 great names of God, and two crosses XT.
Below is written 1

" Signum S, Cmcis integritas

B.V. Mari at, Custodia sanctorum Angelortm, nee

non suffragen SS. Trium Kegu, Salvatoris nostri in

Crucft sit triumphalls quetidie inter nos et mimicos

nostra Visibilis et inyisibiliSs.' In the middle of the

Mappa or :a]isman am a crowned heart and a figure

of Christ on the Cross, Below are C. M„ B., the

initials of Caspar, Melchior arid Balthasar, the three

kings who presented gifts to the Babe, and figures

of the Virgin and St. Anthony of Padua. On the

left is a cross inscribed with the name M.K.B.L
(Maccabaeus) in Hebrew letters and the great

Name YHWH (Yahweh or Jehovah), Below is

w - i

t

j
1
— Eci'ri ( : uvur Domini Pugilc partes -id -

versae, Yicit Leo do Tribe Juda, Kudo DauicL

Alleluia, O * Christij ftdjuua nos, O Christi

defotidc nos, O ^ Christi, libeta nos, ah- omni

peccato, a fulgure, et tempestate, et ft motto

peipetna.



CHAPTER XX,

THE EVIL EYE.

Of all the JhingF, which have driven man in all

ages to invent and to use magic, the most potent

is the “Evil Eye," or the
cr
Evil Look/' And the

reason for this is that, the various races of men who
have peopled the earth tor several thousands of

years were convinced that certam men and women,
certain beasts and reptiles., and even apparently

inanimate objects, possess the power at causing by
a mere glance of the eye or a look, Or by a mere
aspect or appearance, injury to their fellow-

creatures, and to their flock? and herds, and to

their crops and orchards, and c. fact to any land

of property whatsoever. This "baleful look or glance

of the eye has always been thought to be especially

injurious to children, and to women who were

about to beco trie mothers, for it threatened the

very existence of the human ra.ee. The look which
the eye caste upon some person Or thing in wonder,

or astonishment
,
or surprise can be made to produce

an evil effect on that person or thing by means of

wronte which the owner of the eye may utter at the

the same time. If the words are contemptuous or

disparaging they, operating in connection wilh the

look, will produce an evil effect on the person or

tiring which the vyO is looking upon. And the

same had effect can be produced by the look or

glance af the eye of the man who, while uttering

words of praise or congratulation, makes a mental
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reservation whereby he produces the exactly opposite

effect to that which bis words seem to wish to make.

Primitive mail seems to have understood these

fatls quite well, though he was totally unable to

describe the exact connection between the glance

of the eve and the spoken words or the secretly

made mental reservation. Many educated people

in many pari? of the world still share this belief

with him, and cannot explain how the eye exercises

its magical power and produces sickness, calamity,

and death. Certain it is that in many parts of the

East, if a customer " runs down/ 1

or speaks dis-

paragingly or abusively of an objectwhich a merchant

wishes him to buy, that object is at once removed

Issl Ill-luck or injury come upon it. And the same

is the case if it be a person or art animal that is

cried down or laughed at
;

the persons friends will

hustle him away, and the owner of the beast will

drag it away with him from the place.

Anthropologists and others have endeavoured to

find out whence the eye obtains its power to inflict

evil on the persons and things which make it to

wonder or surprise it, and some have concluded that

the Evil Eye is produced by the mind itself
,
or by

some quality or power winch it possesses. And

some eminent and mast experienced oculists have

told me that the eyes are integral parts of the mind.

Bacon says in his Ninth Essay, " Of Envy there be

none of the affections which have been noted to

fascinate nr to bewitch, but love and envy ;;
they

both have vehement wishes, they frame themselves

readily into imaginations and suggestions, and they

tome early into the eye, especially upon the presence

of the objects which are the points that conduce to
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fascination, if any snob there be. We see likewise

the Scripture calleth envy an evil eye. Of all other

affections, it is the most important and continual

, , . for it is ever working upon some or other.

It is also tlie viiest affection and the most depraved ;

for which cause it is the proper attribute of the

Devil, who is called, ' The envious man that soweth

tares among the wheat by night
1 ' J

{Matt, xiib 35}.

Iei this extract Bacon uses the word fascination

as an equivalent for the Evil Eye ‘ modem writers,

ns Elworthy observes {Eiil Eye, p. 2), render it by
n
animal magnetism ,J The belief in its existence

must be set down as representing one oi the here-

ditary and instinctive convictions of mankind.
We may then accept the view, which is based

on the general experience of mankind, that envy
can, and does, impart to the eye some quality which
emanates from it and works evil upon the person

or thing on which it tails. But there is something
else which wilt produce the same effect as envy,

that is to say jealousy, "before which who can

stand ?
" as the Book of Proverbs (xxvii. 4) testifies,

and the S-u*# ofSongs (viii. 6
)
in the words " jealousy

is cruel as the grave, the coals thereof arc coals of

fire [which hath] a vehement flame/' Envy,
jealousy, and the Evil Eye are inseparably con-

nected
;

and when joined to words is the origin,

of the evil spirits which work sickness, disaster

„

ruin, and death in the world. Evil spirits and the

Evil Eye have rrom time immemorial been regarded

as one and the same, and it is for this reason that

among many peoples, both in the. East and the*

West, the EyiS Eye has been regarded as a being
with a form and a personality. Sometimes it takes
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the form of an animal, eg. a goat or an ass (see

Palladius, Paradise, vob i. p. 113), or an Indian

{ibid, voh i. p. ii). and in the Life of AwtHOUY we
read ; "It is -very easy for the Enemy to create

apparitions and appearances of such a character

that they shall be deemed real and actual objects
;

and phantoms oi this kind caused a phantom earth-

quake, and they rent asunder the four comers of

the house, and entered therein in a body from all

sides, One had the form of a lion, and another had
the appearance of a wolf, and another was hke unto a

pantile i,and all the ochers were in the forms and simili-

tudes of serpent^ and of vipers and of scorpions
J>

(ibid voL i. p. 14). Frequently the form chosen is

feminine, as we see from TiaIIAT, and ancient

Sumerian personification of evil, and Ltd™, the

night-bag oi the Hebrews. But the Evil Eye is often

depicted in magical writings as an eye, but in no

drawing of it do we see a representation of the "little

man in the eve ” with which primitive man was welt

acquainted. In the Egyptian Liturgy of Fanrrufy

Offerings (ed. Budge, p. 136) the prie&i says to the

deceased when he presents the ninety-eighth offer-

ing t
“ Osiris Unas, the child which is in the Eye

of Homs bath been presented unto thee,"'' The

"little man in the eye'
3

is mentioned in Dent,

xxxh, to' Prov.. vii. 2, and the Arabic version

translates rightly aiJ ayn. The " daughter of

the eye " {baCk ' ttyin) occurs in Ps. xvii r f$, and

is correctly rendered bitU ai-ayin and bint#
f ayin

in Arabic and Ethiopia respectively, Among some

peoples the belief is common that the
ri

little man of

the eye/' i.e. the figure seen in the pupil of the eye,

can leave a man and enter another person and do
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harm to any person or thing he pleases. Others

again hold the view that the Evil Eye has a dnalistic

character, and that it usee- one form, to perform one

class of evil works, and the other to do things which

have no evil effects, Various conclusions have been

arrived at by those who have studied the why and

the wherefore of the Evil Eye
r
hut in no pari. of the

world is it doubted that its influence exists and the

belici ir. it is beyond all doubt primeval and uni-

versal, Moreover., every language, both ancient and

modem, contains a word or expression which is the

equivalent of
”
Evil Eye,"

The oldest mentions of the Evil Eye are found

in die texts which the Sumerians, Babylonians, and

Assyrians wrote in cuneiform upon clnv tablets
;

the Sumerian texts date from the third millennium

before Christ, and they form the base of later

Babylonian and Assyrian magical literature. The

Assyrians were, apparently, unable to read easily

the non-Semitic Sumerian originais, and they there-

fore added interlinear translations in their own
Semitic tongue. The Sumerian words IGI-HUL,
literally eye evil,” are translated by the Assyrian

words i-m ii-mut-tum (see R . G, Thdmpsow. Devils and

Evil Spirits, Tablet V. vol. ii. p. 113}. Ill this text it

is said The roving Evil Eye hath looked on the

neighbourhood and hath vanished far away, hath

looked oil the vicinity and hath vanished far aivay,

hath looked on the chamber of the land and hath

vanished fai away
,
it liath looked on the wanderer and

like wood cut oft for poles, it hath bent his neck.”

Against this Evil 'Eye the great god. Ea went

forth, fust as did the archangel Gabriel in the

Chrisiian legend published by Prof. Gullangz
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{Book oj Pr&tectioM, plate facing p. t 8). The Evil
Eye is represented in the. fonn of a human skeleton,
with very long hair standing upright on its head.
The Hebrews were well acquainted with the Evil
Eye and its dire effects, but it is not mentioned in

the Old Testament, although it is dearly referred
to in such passages as Dent. xv. g r

and Fs. cxli. 4.

On the other hand we have :
" Eat not the bread

of him that is evil of eye
{
r
4
$ 'dfym), neither crave

thou his dainty meats" (Prov. xxuL 6h Still

more direct allusions to the Evil Eye are found in

the Wisdom of Solomon, “
for the bewitching of

naughtiness doth obscure things that are honegr
”

{iv, 12) ,
and in Eedesiasticus xiv. 8, where the Greek

has n fitxtrKv-ufwv a^}9a\fi/u

,

Our Lord scenis to

refer to the Evil Eye in Mark vii. 32 and in Matt,
xx, when He speaks of the wjnjpD?, and.

St, Paul most certainly does when he says to the

Galarians frii. ij ;
"0 foolish Galatians,, who hath

bewitched you ?
,J

frt? vfins zjhxa-rfayei-‘)

,

All inter-

esting account of the views of the later Hebrews
concerning the Evil Eye will bo found in the Jewish
Encyclopaedia

, vaL v„ p. 2So f.

I he Arabs have believed in the influence of the

Evil Eye in all periods of their history, and one of

their commonest names for if is the
11

eye of envy
"

'ain aEAasod; curiously enough they sometimes
call it, being afraid of incurring its evil effects,

'Ain ad-Jam&i," i,&, the ''beautiful eye," Muham-
mad the Prophet was a firm believer in the Evil Eye,
and Asm!' bint 'Umais states that when she asked
him if she might use spells on behalf of the family
of Ja'far he replied :

" Yes, for if there were any-
thing in the world which would Overcome fate it
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would be an evil eye " [Hughes. Dief. of Islam,

p. ii 2), And Sfirah cxifi of the Kut'eUi is often

written on scrolls or cut on agates and citrried as a

protection against the Evil Eye, No prudent

caravan leader will set out oil a journey unless

every beast lias attached to it a blue bead or some

amulet to protect it from the Evil Eye
;
and usually

every man of the caravan carries an amulet either

secreted in his clothes or turban or uLtttfdied to his

body.

How far exactly the ancient Egyptians believed

in the influence of the Evil Eye cannot be said at

the present time; 1o think that they were ignorant

of the belief in it -which was current among the rial ions

round about. them is impossible. The original

inhabitants of the Valley of the Nile probably

feared the Evil Eye as much as the Sudani peoples

did, hut it seems to the present writer unlikely

that the worshippers of Horns the ilder ana R&
paid much heed to it. The Sun and the Moon were

the eyes of Her Ur, the primeval Sky-god of the

Egyptians, the Sun ruling the day and the Moon the

night. No evil person or tiling could resist the

power of Gie Two Eyes, or eKist where it was.

Throughout the Dynastic Period tlifi Two Eyes,

TJdjaif-i
.
were painted ot cut upon coffins and

sarcophagi and other articles of funerary equipment

and they were painted on the bdwS of boats. Besides

this we have the thousands of amulets of the Eye
of the Sun and the Eye of the Moon which are to

he seen in our Museum to prove chat from the Vtb
dynasty onwaids the cult of the Sun -god was pre-

dominant among the upper classes of Egypt, The

use of the Udjai amulet seems to have been universal.
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anr. this may have been che case the belief

in tne influence of the Evs. Eye w4e also universal,

and because the Egyptian set the influence of the
Eye of the Sun-god against that of the Evil Eye.
The curious fact is, if this be so, why there is so little

mention of the Evil Eye, or what is supposed to be
the Evil Eye, in ancient. Egyptian Literature. It is

quite clear that iri-t ia'H-i T j H a ** means

the Evil Eye, and st .is equally clear from the text on
the wall of a chamber in the temple of EdfC that

boohs of spells, which were intended to destroy its

existence, were recited in the temple. Finally the

word
[j

ij

|
^ji seems undoubtedly to

mean fascination, or the influence of :he Evil Eye..

That the Copts, or Christian Egyptians, believed

in the Evil Eye there is nn doubt, for there are many
allusions in the texts to those who possess it, and
to those who make use of it

;
the word actually

used is BJoti or Eon, and the professional magician
who works evil by it is referred to in the Coptic

version of Deni, xvlh, ro {see also Sfiegelberg,

Kofi. H(tndu>orterbuGh
t p. 17).

The Ethiopians or Abyasmians have always held

the Evil Ew, which they calf
if 4 Aykhat

,

11

in great

fear, and their amulets are filled with pictures of the

eyes of the Persons of the Trinity, which they expect

to protect them from its influence. According to a

legend our Lord and His disciples when walking

by Lite sea of Tiberias saw the figure of an old

woman sitting rjna filthy seat. Her appearance was
frightful and terrifying. Her eyes glittered like

gold, and her hands and her feet were like wheels,

and flames of fire sixty-eight cubits lung went forth
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from her month, The disciples said :
" What is

this- tiring, O Lord ” ? And our Lord said unto

then'll : This is the eye of earth, evil. and accursed.

When its glance falls upon a ship sailing on the sea,

that ship sinks suddenly
;
when It pursues a horse,

it casts down that horse and its rider; when it

looks upon a cow that is being milked, it curdles

the milk, which turns into biuotl
;
when it looks

Upon a woman with her child, it Separates them and

destroys them.” And the disciples took thus eye of

earth, evil and accursed, and burnt her body in the

fire, arid scattered the ashes to the- winds—east, west,

south and north—sc that the memorial of her might be

blotted out from the earth . One form of the legend

says that Christ uttered the two words " Asparapses !

Askdr&skisJ " and that it was they that slew 'Aynat.

After that the burning of her body was a simple

matter {Budge, History of Ethiopia, vol. 11, p. 592)-

The Greeks- believed in the existence of the Evil

Eye and their word for it Is BA&kanqs {jUba-Kart*)

and the amulet to he used against it is PhhbaskAition

AS 1 the ancient authorities, C- Fhom-

maund, Is. Valletta, Potthr, ar.d others say that

the Latin word fascinaiut is deiived from BaskanoS-

This also is the view of the late Bishop Lightfgot

(Epistle to the- Galatians, p. 133 f,). Among the

Greek writers who have discussed and attempted

to explain the lfvil Eye may he mentioned Hhuo-

rontJS, who Nourished early in the Illrd century

after Christ and says :

" When one looks at what

is excellent with an envious eye he fills the surround-

ing atmosphere with a pernicious quality, and

transmits his own envenomed exhalations into what-

ever Ei neatest to him ,J

[Thea. i. 140).
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The belief in the Evil Eye has existed in every

country of Europe and still exists. In Germany it

i-s called ahjil flugen at bdse Blick * in Holland,
boost blik ; in Poland, zie oho ; in Italy, oculi

maligni, muV occhio, and jfUatvta ; in Sardinia,

ogu malu ; in Corsica, imtftcchuih&ii ; in Spain,

de ojo ; in France, mauvais ceil of viouvais

regard ; in Nqhway, skjoffrfttnge ; in Denmark, et

ondt nje ; in England, evil eye

;

in Ireland,

droch-shuU. bad eye, itt eye : in Scotland, Ul Ee.

hi Syria it was, and still is, called "sifts btihd ; ifi

Pf-xsta, aghashi ; in ARMENIA, paterak ; in the

Vedas, ghoram eaJtsah ; in Hueg ary, ssemveris ;

in China, ok ngan ur ok
Y
sihi, and the belie! in the

Evil Eye 15 common in Siam, Bhrmah, Tibet,

Korea, Malay, Mai aoca, Sumatra, Tahiti, Samoa,

Greenland, Alaska, Nicaragua, Mexico, British

Guiana, Brazil, Peru, the lands of the Baktu

peoples, and the Bus-wmen and Pygmies, parts of

Australia and New Guinea., The facts given in

the last paragraph are derived from Diff Zauberkraft

des Aages
,
Hamburg r

r qzz
,
by Dr , Seligman n . I his

learned authority shows that the peoples who have

no special word for the Evil Eye make nee of a number

of words which convey the idea of f&scimtion T
and thus

show mat they were, and still are, well acquainted

with the baleful, operations of the Evil Eye,

In all ages man has believed That certain of hie

fellow-creatures possessed the Evil Eye, and as tic

made his gods in his own image he attributed to

them, and to supernatural beings of all classes, the

power to work evil upon him and liis works by their

looks whenever their envy or jealousy was aroused.

Among all the early races of mankind the view that
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envy and jealous and Evil Eye were one and
the same thing, Concerning the Hebrew God YHWH
we read ;

“ They provoked him to jealousy with

strange [gods]
;

with abominations provoked they

him to anger
' 1

[Dent, xxxii, 16 ; I Kings xiv. 23).

And when David in Inis pride took a census of his

people YHWH sent a plague which destroyed 70^00
of the 1,300^00 men of Israel and Judah [2 Sam.
chap, xxiv,}, In Egyptian we hnd that the Eye. op
HoauSj which gave life to Osfris, is called
" Slaughterer of the enemies of Horns/' And Plu-

tarch tells us [lie Iside, cap. xviij that Ibts killed

the son of the King of BybLOS by a glance of her

eye. And several of the Forty-two Assessors in

the Hall of Judgment of Osiris had names which
show that they could lull with their eyes and the

fire which came from thum, e.g. Ariti-f-em-tes, “ Eyes
like flint knives/' and Hepti-she, “Embracer of Fire/'

And it has been generally assumed throughout the

world that every kind of evil spirit possesses the

Evil Eye.

Certain passages in the Bible suggest that some
of the men described therein were believed to possess

the Evil Eye, Thus in the case of Saul we read,
“ and Saul eyed [‘dy&n)

David from that day and

forward " (i Sam, xviii. g}, and it is impassible to

think that the king looked upon the young warrior

with kindly feelings. And though Balaam ex-

claimed :
" How goodly ate thy texts;, 0 Jacob, and

thy tabernacles., O Israel/'' {JShim. xxiv. 5), it is toler-

ably dear that the words did not express his inner

feelings. Coming down to our own times Dr.

Seu&MANN mentions a number of distinguished

men who were credited with the possession of the
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Evil Eye. The most famous and most feared
" jettitore ''

in Rome was His Holiness Fcpe Pins

IX (died 1878). "Hie a^ed Pope LjlU XIII was held
to be a " jettatore

hl

because of the great number of

the cardinals who died during his pontificate. The
Italians always believed Loki> Eyhon and the
Kaiser William II to be endowed with the Evil Eye,
And the same view has been held concerning

Napoleon 111.



CHAPTER XXL

kabbAl&h.

The word Kabbalah is mentioned frequently

m books which describe amulets, charms, and

talismans,, but it is important to make it dear to

the reader that among the early KabbaLsts the use

of magical stones and spells was unknown. The

word Kabb&l&h means SiaSo^ij, and denotes IrA’

dition (irapaSoSfi) regarded from the point of view

of reception, is. KabM.lih is something which

has been handed down and is received generally

(C. Taylor, Sflyrngs of the Jewish Fathers, Cam-

bridge. 1S77, p. iso). At first Kabb&lali was undor-

stood to refer to the teaching of the TfiriLh, i.e. the

Pentateuch, or Five Books of Moses. Later the

other Books of the B;bie were joined to these, and

KabbSlith was regarded as the exposition of a great

secret, and mystical and religious system of philo-

sophy, which was supposed to deal with and explain

the treat!on oi the heavens and the earth, and the

dealings of God with the human race. The names

of the founders of Kabbalah and the date when they

lived are unknown, but they were certainly mystics,

and they were, in the writer's opinion, Semites,

probably Hebrews who were, and the;' still are, great

idealists. The foundations of Kabbalah are very

ancient, and they wore laid by men who believed that,

bv means of the system which they were putting to-

gether, they could bring themselves into a special

relationship with God, and make Him protect them

against every calamity and misfortune which can
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come upon man, The Kabbalah af the Middle Ages
represents el mass of beliefr and traditions which the

Hebrews adopted from die Egyptians, Babylonians

and Assyrians, Syrians, Zoroastriana, Gnostics,

Greeks, Arabs, and even European peoples. And,

whilst readily accepting new beliefs and theories

they abandoned nothing.

Dr. Ginsburjgs summary may l>e quoted as giving

the root of the matter:
* r The cardinal doctrines

of the Kabbalah are mainly designed fa solve the

grand problems about—I, The nature of the Supreme

Being, IT, The cosmogony, III, The creation

of angels and men. IV. The destiny of man ami
the universe. V. To point out the import of the

Revealed Law, and assenting and consenting to

the declarations of the Hebrew Scriptures about the

Unitv of God (Exod. xx, 3 ; Deut. iv, 35, 39 ;
vi. 4

;

xxxii. 39':. His IttCOfiroHEXTY [Exod. xx. 4 ;
Deut.

iv. 15 ;
Ps. xiv, 18. ;

His Eternity (Exod, iii, 14;
Deut r xxxii. 40 ; Isaiah xli. 4 ;

xliii. ro
;

sliv. 6

;

xlviii 13), His Immutability {Mai. iii. 6 ), His

Perfection [Deut. xxxii. 4; 2 Sam, xxii r 31 ;
Joh

xxxviii. 16 ;
Pa, xviii, 31). His InriMIte GOOD-

jjjlss (Exod. xxvi. 9 ;
Ps. xxv. 16; xxxiii. 5 ;

c. 5 ;

extv. 9), the creation of the world in time

according to God’s free will (Gen, i, j) ;
the moral

government of the universe and special providences
;

and to the creation of mar. in the image of God
(Gen, 1. 27J. The Kabb&ilh seeks to explain the

transition from the infinite to the finite
;

the pro-

cedure of ruultifariousuess from an absolute unity,

and of matter from a pure intelligence
;
the opera-

tion of pure LnteUigencc upon matter, in spite of

the minute gulf between them ; the relationship of
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nil t; Creator 1o the creature; to as to be able to exercise

supervision and providence
;
how the Bible gives

name 5 and assigns attributes and a farm to so

spirited a Being
;
how rhe existence of evif is com-

patible with the infinite goodness of God, and what
is the Divine intention about the creation

J

’ [The

K&bhlUh, p. 86).

Among the things which the Kftbbalists borrowed
from the Gentiles was the use of amulets

j charms,

and talismans, although several of their Iiabbis

denounced tiie-ir use, and proclaimed them to be

vain and impotent things. A work like the present

volume is no place in which to attempt to give a

description of the philosophy and doctrines of the

KabljtJib as a whole, and it will be impossible for

anyone to do lIies until the original Hebrew texts,

which, as Dr, Caster says, exist chiefly in manuscript

and are imprinted, have been published with

commentaries by competent Hebrew scholars. The

following paragraphs are only intended to give the

general reader an idea of the way in which the older

Rabbis and their successors employed letters and

numbers as a means of interpretation. This will be

readily understood when the reader remembers that
•m

ihe Hebrews possessed no numerical signs before the

Christian era, and that they were obliged to use the

letters of their alphabet as numbers, An interesting

account of the permutations and combination of

letters and numbers will be found in Ginsbl'RO, C.,

The Ksthididh, London, 1865. Those who wish to

study the original Hebrew texts should consult the

S^ffR Yfe^Sfclj the text edited with a translation

by M, Grossberg, London, iqoz. This is the oldest

oi the Kabbalistic books, and is thought to have
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been written, about a.a 6oo, but it is tolerably

certain that the Substance us it was in existence

several centuries earlier. The sections of it which
deal with the permutations of numbers should be
read with the Book of RAz 1 £l. This angel was
believed, to have been instructed in KabbMah by
God Uim self. The- most interesting and, perhaps,

the most important hook of the Kabbalists is the

great collection of commentaries, written in Aram can,

and generally known as S£fer Z&iiar, i.e. the

Book of Splendour

/

J To ail intents and pur-

poses it is the foundation of Kabb&lkh from the

XIV th century onwards. Translations of extracts

from it have been given in many books, and a

French translation by Pauly, L$ Livrs des SpUn
deurs, appeared at Paris in 1S94. For the literary

history of the work see Caster's article in Hasumgs'
Encyclopaedia, vol. xii. p. S5S.

On the Kabb&J&h generally set: Rosemroth,
Kabbala Dentidat« h Stdsbach,, ibfj ;

France, La
Kabbala, Paris, i8dp

;
Wmte, Doctrine and

Literature of the Kabbalah, London, 1903;

;

and the

important article in the Jewish E«tydopatdia ,

The l ol lowing paragraphs, which deal with, the

names of God, the angels and fiends, the planets

and their influences on men and on human affairs,

magical squares, etc., all belong to what ls commonly
known as ' practical ]£abb&lkh.

M The diagram of

the so-called
f<
Kabbalistic Tree,

11

' which represents

the arrangement of the Ten Sephiroth or " Spheres t"

strictly speaking belongs to
1 r

theoretical Kabbalah,"

but it is so often referred to in books that if is

necessary to reproduce it here from Ginsbnrg's

work (p. 100). The Spheres are a development of

2 a
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the Theory of Emanate oils, which was probably

borrowed partlyfrom the Gnostics and partly fmm the

Neo-Platonists. The Kabbalists used a great many
kinds of amulets, inscribed and uniaisttibed, some to

ward off the Evil Eye, others to protect and preserve

them from calamities and give them success in busi-

ness. But to alt intents and purposes the Kabbalists

were as Superstitions as the Gentiles, whether pagan
or Christian. Some account of their amulets will be
found in the section dealing with Hebrew Amulets.

Tn the drawing here reproduced [see page gyr) we
have a representation of the so-called

,r

KabbaJistdc

Tree.” At the top are the words" Etc S6ph/ j

which
mean something like the “ great original, everlasting

First Cause of Causes. " Below are the Ten SEertinorE

(Spheres) or Emanations from this Cause, which
are connected by channels and form one complete

whole which is permeated by the might of God.
The Emanations are called :

—
1. K-EIHEk., i.s. the Crown, or Supreme Emana-

tion.

(Da'ath), i.e. the Link between Wisdom and
Understanding.

2. CnocEMah = Wisdom (theoretical),

3. BIkah — Understanding (practical).

4. GtiJUliAH = Greatness — Love, Mercy. Pity

(Var. Hesed = Mercy),

5. GebejOecAh = Strength (Var. Pahad =a

Justtce),

6 . Tipbeketh = Majesty, Sovereignty, Beauty.

7. Nesakh: = Conquest, Victory, Permanence.

8. Hdu = Fame, Glory. Spendour,

q. YesGd — Foundation, BuSe.

10. MalkiOth = Kingship, Kingdom,
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1

ySi j'H

rH£ Jr.-HDLEJl

Thf Ei Li fj;’L L

i

h t i = Tree-

2 A 2
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"ti r*r

Draining nt ihc Archt-typel ar Perfect Mar. gf the KfibbaJista,

r-S&u'i.r.B the sesitj ui tin inbuo r.:t:i c: th.ft Ten He rilrith

5 n. his
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The Ten Names of God which correspond with
the Ten SephSrdth are :—i, Ehyeh (Exod. iii. 14).
2. YH (YAH). 3. Jehovah (YHWH) (Isa. xxvi. 4).

4- HI, the Mighty One. 5. Eioah. 6. Elohtm.
7, Jehovah !>aMAth. 8. Elohlm Sabiath, 9. £f
ljayy, the Mighty Living One. 10, Adonay, the
Lukd.

hrj J'flrs dk^uliaiVr: li bitajiged ir. teo concentric circles. (Fnrim tJi© edition
01 til* -ftfliiji Yrtir-i\, uublijbei -at Mantua in 1563 .}

The TjlN Classes of Akgele which correspond

to the Ten SepMrdth are :

—

1 . fja.yyoth,

i. Ophamliin, 3. Arelim [Isa. xxxsii, 7).

4. HashmSlirn (E^ek. i- 4}, 5. Ser&phim (Isa. vi. 6).

6. Shinaidm. 7. Tarshishhn (Dan. x. 6). B. Sons

of God (Gen. vi. 4), g, I shim (Ps. civ, 4).

iO H Cherilbim.
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The Til> MeubeHLS of the human body which

correspond to the Ten Sephirftth are : -i. Head.

2 . Brain. 3. Heart, 4, Right Aim. 3. Loft Arm.

6. Chest. 7. Right Leg. S. Left Leg. 9. Genital

Organs. 10. Union of the whole Body. Thus the

Ten Sephirflth represent and arc called the Prim-

ordial or Archetypal Man, and the Heavenly Man.

See page 373.

Ic, Oik drawing gL'-'ML above the Ep S-tew Is Tcprv^nwa ^ $ email clrcie,

I lift t.lip hmh fit a ihcd, and fmm :i the Tun Ssphnraih r^dLate like

the spokes of a -wIl>eo] TLds a.craa.^Krrjee 1

: iiss 1>kk:i luILeS the " StpbJ-
roth Star ' sud the " miceJ ' iFrc-m ItxoH van Bose^-
ROVF!. JTsfic'fl'Jd Suizbatii, 3677.;

In the Book of YesIrA En Soph is represented

as a circle
f
and the Ten Sephir^th arc arranged

round it in concentric circles. A drawing of this

arrangement it given in the eifiifio princefis and is

reproduced above.

Each of the Sephirfitb has a divine name, viz.

:

1. Ehey^-h (Exod. isi.. 14). a. Yah (Isa. sxvi, 4},
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3. Yhwh. 4. El, 5, Eloajl 6, ElghIm. 7. Yhwh
$eeAj3th. 8. Elohe ^ebA^th. 9. El-KhtAw
10. Au6?*Ai. The first Sephlrab is a hcavcti ul
fire

; the second is the
Ji

first motion
Jl

;
the

third is the Firmament or the Zodiac : the fourth
is Saturn

; the firth is Jupiter ;
the sixth is Mars

or the Sun
;
the seventh is the Snn or Mars

;
the

eighth is Venus; the ninth is Mercury; the tenth
is the Moon.

According to Kabbul&h the Great Name of God
is God Himself.

The Fonv Angels who direct the Four Heavens
are Michael* Raphael* Gabriel and Uriel.
The Seven Angels who rale the earth 3D’ :—

U

btf.t.

Raphael. Raguel, Michael, Suhiel, Gabriel and
TfiRACsrNJ'rir.

;
these appear to have heen identified

with the seven planets of the Babylonians,

I he Princes over the powers of Nature, according
to the eld Ral>b-$, are :—Michael (snow)

,
Gabriel

(
fire). Yorkami (hail}* RaChae {the sea), RiDjAH
(rain), and Ben Nez (wind). According to the later

Rabbis they are :—GalgalIel (the solar disk)*

Ofhanlet (the lunar disk), Kochbiel (darkness),

Retiatiel [the planets), Shamshiel (daylight)
F LAY-

LAHEL (night), Baradirl (hail)* Barakifa. (lightning).

MATHaRIEL (rain)* Shalgiel (snow), Rdchiel (wind)

.

Sa'amihl (storm), Siriel (sirocco), Sawael [whirl-

wind), Sa'aphiel (hurricane), RaJamtel (thunder),

and Ra'aebiel (earthquake),

Ihe Underworld was peopled, by Orders of eviJ

spirits similar m number to the Sephirfrih, hut
besides these Kabbalfth taught that the air round
about was peopled with spirits. In Mark v. 9., they
are called

“
Legion,” because they are so many.
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They fly about m the air of this world like birds,

and they discharge their arrows of evil at as as they

plaasn. TJudf precise dwelling-plm^ ih. tlM -;pa-t3^

Sp«Ltr.tn cA ib* inu^stUbT ini Circles. ^bch ltc ieunc in
TvsImabide Manm-talnts yTfct :*ptcdiw«t frara. Brit. Mar.
C:-Kutnl K:i

.1 JWJW. wjkLch. 13 dftKCjiCd -II fiUojnJiMUi, ttffftfoiW */
AJjEH-M.! M$5., l.t»7>Jnrn r IiJDij

j

between the cLouds of heaven and surface of the

earth. Compare Epb. vi. n and sa. The
demons called by the Rabbis S:!;-:oiM are chiefly
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fallen angels anti tkl r offspring, which their inter-

course ’with meal lias produced. They have wings

and fly about and have a knowledge of the future.

Among them must he reckoned Ashmeday (As-

modius) and Lfutiff, who according to the Rabbis

was Adam j

£ first she-devil wife. The demons called

MaSSiikIm are evilly disposed and seek: to destroy ;

they are the causes of sicknesses and diseases.

Another group of demons is called RuchJm or (fern.)

Ruch^th, and many of them appear to he the souls

of dead men.

Rabbch&li treats of the names of God at great

length. The greatest of all Hi: names is YHWH
(mn 1

'), the so-called Teteaoamtmaton, which is

sometimes confounded with the
*

'Sherri hammit-

phurishi/* t.e.
J[
the Name which is separate or, to

be distinguished from every? other name " [see

Bustorf, Lexicon* s.v.). The pronunciation of the

name YHWH is unknown, hut it is vocalized by
adding m it Eire vowels of the word for " Lord,"

i.e. Ad6hAy ; hence the form of the name
,H

Jehovah
JJ
in our Bibles.

The title “ Shem HaimnLtphorash
Jj

is applied

to three other Karnes of God, which are often used

instead of tire unpronounceable Name of four

letters (consonants) YHWH. These Names contain

Twelve, Forty- two, and Seventy-two letters (con-

sonants) respectively.

The Name composed of Twelve letters {con-

sonants ) is formed of the names of the hist three

Sephlrfrth and reads :

—

KTRHHMHTBWUH.

A variant form of the Name is HnMHTBVrNHDWT
which omits ktr and adds d'at.
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The Name composed of Forty-two i-etterk

(
consonants) contains the names of all the SepbirAtb

and reads
KIRH t [»HTHWN HGDWLHTf£RT
CbWe£HHSHY30DH0PMLIEWT

Xhj !H Name was believed: to possess great mystical

and magical power..

The first part of the name of Seventy-two letters

consists of the Name of Forty-two letters
;
preceded

by the letters aynsqp f£n SAph), and the last part

is formed of the consonants of the Hebrew word

Knot repeated til rice, " Holy, Holy, Holy,” and of

the Hebrew words konhsmimwaks, i.e. possessor

ot heaven and earth
M

(Gen. xiv. 19}. Thus the

name of Seventy -two letters reads ;

—

AYfJSOPETRUpMHTBWNHGDW1HT
PEICTGB $H V SODHODMLLKWT
KDUSK1>0&KD0$KOXIJSW (MWARS

It is said traditionally that it was by this Name that

God brought the Israelites out of Egypt, Another

tradition says that God brought Iscuel out of Egypt

by means of a Name which consisted of Seventy-two

Names. These, according to Dr r Bischofh are :

—

I-IO MW YLY -SVT ' LSI VTISS LLH r K r
- KHT

•

IISY‘
( LD‘

11-30 L ‘ W + HtT
1 - YSL - MUF ’ HRY TIK1M J

J-
r W KL V

LWVT ‘ PHX -

31-30 U LK YV Y TMLH HHW ’NTH H ' *' YRT 1 3 * TI
L

JlYY " WM
31-40 LKS- wgK YHW-LHn KWK MNE ’ NY'EM’

mi '

*YYS

'

4 i-jjD HHH ’ 5JYK -WWl 1 YT . tf 1 S * L '
liY *

' §L MlYH ’

WHW'DNY-
51-&O HHS-

r MM NN e NYT - BOH >PW¥ hNMJi YYL
HJftli-MSR-

6 r-yn WMB *YHH d NW Ml IY DMB MNK ' Y '
1 UHW

n ' 11 * yum -

71-73 lYY’MWM*
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(For the Hebrew letters see GinsbUhg,, KahbMdh,

p. 136,)

Fhe form of the Name of Seventy-two names given

above was probably composed during tile Middle

Ages-, but it seems to l>e based upon a very ancient

form which was evolved by the early Hebrew
theologians who deduced it from various passages

in the Pentateuch
r
which they manipulated in the

manner with which we arc familiar from the later

Kabbailstic wild tigs. On the other hand,, the 7%-

named Name may have been invented by the

Kabbalists, who were skilled hi dealing with
permutations of letters and their numerical values.

The great Name of God, YtlWET. commonly
called the Tetragammaton, which was never pro-

nounced and only written, was associated with the

Twelve Tribes of Israel, the Twelve Signs of the

Zodiac, and rhe Twelve months of the year, which
were divided into four groups nf three names each

aurl arranged under thr four letters YHWEI respec-

tively, Thus we have :
- -

Letter, Tribe, Zodiacal Sign, Monti t.

rJudah. Ram. Nisan.

Y d Issachar, Bull. f—

!s H

LZebulon

.

Twins, Sivan.

r Reuben. Crah- Tamiiin z..

H < Simeon. Lion. Ab.

l_Gad, Virgin. EM.
rEphrainu Scales. Tishri.

W < Manasseh, Scorpion, Marchesvan

LBenjamin. Sagittarius, Chislev.

rDan. Capricemu5

.

Tebeth.

H J Astlfcr. Aquarius, Saebat,

I^Naphtali. Pisces, Adar.



CHAPTER XXI

L

ASTROLOGY.

From the earliest Limes rnen have firmly believed that

(.he stars exerted con l rolli ng influences on themselves

ar.d their affairs, and in every age they have tried to

find out what. LhO£>C influences were and how arid by

what means they are exercised. As far as we know
the earliest astrologers were Asiatics, and among

these tile Sumerians and Babylonians occupied an

important place. The Kabbalists made a system of

Astrology of thdr own
,
but judging by the evidence

now available, the foundations of their science wore

of Babylonian origin. The starry Rulers of their

system were the Sr.vex Astrological Planets

winch " ruled ’ the twenty-four hours of the dav r
and

the seven days of the week, and the twelve months of

the year, and the years, and the cycles of years. The

Seven Astrological Planets, the sun being included

and the earth omitted, were represented thus

The Sun by a circle and point 0 .

SATURN by a eros^ with a half of the line circle

attached

MOON by a crescent of the waxing moon J.

Mars by the solar disk and a ray J

.

Venusbya cross surmounted by the solar disk ? „

Mercury by the symbol of Venus with a pair

of horns attached £ ,

Jupiter by three solar disks united in a mystic

figure, which is supposed to represent fire

und atthe r or .
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The following table, which was compiled by Dr.

Bischcff, shows bow the planets rale the hours of the

day and night on each day of the week. It begins

with zero on Sunday evening.

UAY5 OV THE WEEK.

S, to. T. W. TH. F, 5.

1 6-7 evening Q s j £ % $ k

2 7-tJ I. ¥ ?j 0 W M
3 8-9 „ S ^ ¥ * 0 t £

4 9-w -> 1 f 5 IF ¥ ^ C
5 ro-n Jf

i; O 3 J 5 Ti ¥

6 IT—12 „ i J ^ G p | 5

7 is—i night j S ? ¥ if 0 >

S i-a „ 0 } £ 5 ¥ $ fj

9 2-3 ¥ h .O I £ 3 2
10 3-4 „ 3 V ¥ * Q 2 J

11 4-5 „ 3? J 5 % ¥ k 0
is 5-6 p>

i; G S J 5 3f ¥

13 0-7 forenoon # £ ^ G & J 3

24 7-8 *. J 5? V ¥ »3 O *

15 S-9 m Q S J 5 V ¥ t

16 9-10 Jr ¥ h O } £ 3 K
17 lo-ii pp £ ^ © > J-

iS iT-12 „ & J 5 % ¥ h Q
19 1 2-1 afternoon h Q B J ^ £

20 X-3 „ ^ ¥ * 0 fi J ?
21 2-3 *. J E? ¥ ¥ fj 0 H

22 3-4 1 1 O S f 3 V ¥

33 4-5 ,j ¥ * O 3? £ 3 V
24 5-6 .1 5? 2 S Jj © & o

+

The Rabbis believed that tlie character and
physical characteristics of a man were influenced

by the planets which " oiled
,J

the hour and the
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day dining which he was bom. The man born

when the Sun J
' ruled " the hour acquired, fame and

honour, riches, ndependence, and absolute freedom

of thought and action. Kc would possess naturally

Wisdom, sagacity and shrewdness, dear judgment,

dexterity and eloquence of speech
;

he would be

magnanimous, and possess a noble pride and ardour

of disposition, and he would find favour in the sight

of great men.

The influence of Venus gave a man riches, great

ability, a lovable and loving disposition the love of

beauty and Art, amiability towards his fellow-men,

proneness to confide in people and credulity
;
on

the other hand he would have sittle strength to

fight against Fate and resist temptation, and be

frivolous ,
vain, pleasure -loving, unmoral

,
impetuous

but irresolute.

The influence of Mercury- gave a man a line

memory, skill in writing, readiness and capability

in dealing with the various circumstances of life,

artistic and scientific ability, eagerness, capricious-

ness, dependence on the opinions of others, and

proneness to consider immediate results more than

lasting effects.

The influence of the Moon produced much variety

in the affairs of a man and in his characteristics,

causing both success and failure. Usually his

domestic relationships are happy, it mates a man
rather a dreamer than a worker, religious, kindly,

considerate, communicative, but yet secretive, in-

dustrious and pexSeVeringj but also capricious

,

The influence of Saturn produces slowness and

heaviness of disposition, and the: habst of pondering

deeply on affairs, and of forming numerous plans
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and schemes, the results of which are usually un-

important. It makes a man learned, energetic,

haid-working, and trustworthy., ana increases his

dignity, and enables him to attain success ultimately,

The influence of Jupiter makes a man honest,

and gives him a deep and strong moral sense. It

gives him great prudence and makes him reserved

and sometimes suspicious of his fellow-men. It

gives him great mental energy7 and strength of will

and character, and great ambition, and leads him
to results which are usually satisfactory', but which

do not always bring happiness to him.

The influence of MARS incites a man to do mighty

deeds, and to perform works of valour which often

terminate in the shedding of blood, It makes him
reckless, and gives him an iron will and a bellicose

disposition, and prompts him to do deeds of violence

and to commit sins, hut it often drives Min on to

victory7
. It frequently destroys in a man the

benign influences which the other planets have

had upon him.

If the hour and day of a man's birth be ruled

by' the same planet, the influence of the planet on

Ills physical and mental attributes is greatly

strengthened.

The seven astrological planets travel through the

regions nr “"houses” ol the Twelve Signs of the

Zodiac, and they rale the Signs just as they rule the

days of the week. The Sun rules the house of the

lion, and the Moon the house of the Crab. Mercury

rules the houses of the Twins and the Virgin
;
Venus

rhe houses of the Bull ar..d the Scales
;
Mars the

houses of rhe Ram and the Scorpion
;
Jupiter the

houses of the Fishes and Sagittarius
;

and Saturn
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the houses of the Water-bearer and Capricomas.

Each of the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac corresponds

with one of the Twelve Months. I he KabbaUstic

astrologers did not reckon by the lunar, hut by the

solar h year, which they assumed roughly to consist of

365 days.

a. T]:u H.iiiit: *:f Ijte-

s, Ttw Roaisc fif WeaSth.
ij T'hc IT^njj Df DretimiEL.

1 . Th? Hou*e rjJ luriblolk

fftrUtlTM].

5 . TEtfijtiaWE^ Of Chfldrcn.
hj. Thu Houses (sf SI avftl

.

j. TJrt House oi M^Tri^pr.

D IlH House <>E Death.

9, The Hdiuht of ChJUfty.

id. The Hau-ie ol Gldf j- (HttEOTJxj,

i L. Tl Li' House 0! Pcfico
(HappitLera'i

.

Ii, Trie Hdum of J J.;lLts:1 .

The Rabbis divided the heavens ior astrological

purposes into twelve
fI
houses,' which the Kabbal-

ists of the Middle Ages placed in the positions shown

in the accompanying diagram,

The Kubbjs believed that God created seven

worlds, and that these occupied the upper half of
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the universe., which, as we see from the drawing

below, was circular
;

the lower half formed
fr

Gkeaiios,''' the World Ocean. This drawing is

reproduced from the Book of the Angel Razi£l -a

comparatively late work— but it represents the views

of the Rabbis of the early centuries of onr era, and

is clearly based "upon ancient Babylonian statements

or drawings, and perhaps upon both. The first or

ltd SaviMi Wfctfds, tUe EirtH &tui lii« Wcrid-Occia

.

lowest semicircle represents the Earth* and above

it are the Seven Worlds, viz., the world of the Moon ;

the. world of Mercury
;

the world of Venus
;

the

world of the Sun
;

the world of MatB ; the world of

Jupiter ; and the world of Saturn.

In the astrological system of the KabbaList the

Signs of the Zodiac were nearly as important as the

Seven Astrological Stars or Planets, and In the
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Book of Rariel they are represented as a series of

twelve circles which overlap. In each circle the

nair.e of the Sign is given in Hebrew, the translation

of the names being made from the Greek or I^tin

(see p. 3B7]- An will be seen LitE:r CAch Sign at the

Zodiac has its specie! symbol, but the fiat bail sts

and others drew ap a series of symbols for other

Stars. A selector! of Lhese is given here frum the

quarto edition of Cornelius Agrippa, published in

1531. When these symbols were invented is not

bip1phtVM

'

ps

H i|H £ W til I

||
YrtDl. Mnr-.iirj. Tflan. (HiLri. JipolMr.

TIl; Ggv»'.*.ati &J4i die rive PJaneti.

known, but it Is difficult, judging by their appear

-

^.ttce only, not to tidiLk that Lhey wer' derived from

the signs for these star^i in Sumerian.

According to another authority (The Book
Arb'AT'al) the nnEiumeilt and the kingdom of heaven

wherein the various hosts of F.pints Jive is divided

into 19& provinces or dihtriLta wltich aru ruled over

bv seven supreme angels. eaoli ol whom was served,

by subordinate Dflicials and servants £ach angel

had a Eeil or symbol which the Kabbslists and

magicians wrote on amulets and, u^ed in world ng

ITiagSCj and they are reproduced Oil p. 3B9, hi 03 . I-7.

agatehkt, die Jir&t Angel, ruled 49 Provinces. He
OOuld change beasts or vegetables into stOnra, and
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transmute metals, and possessed all the powers
and. knowledge which his transcendental knowledge
of magic gave him. He ruled 49 Kings, 43 Princes

,

35 Satraps, 2& Dukes, 21 servants, 74 councillors,

and y envoys, and he commanded 36,000 legions of

spirits, each legion containing 490 "beings,

Betiior, the second Angel, ruled over 4?, Pro-
vinces, lie possessed the powers and attributes of

The '-Lrclcs r,t t:ws Sigyg ol tbu Zadiai:. aoconSiDR tc flic Bra{i of Rfiii^l.

IS# 3a:ntj are to be iicsd feuja nEtii ta ]e[i : Group I. Ham, BuLL,
Tvdna, Cf&b. Group IT, Lion, virgin, BaIskiec, Sturpdau. ^G^Tiap
HI- SAfilttmilid, Capn.toro.us .Aqu.Tr: ‘is, Pisces.

Jupiter. He ruled 4-3 Kings, 35 Princes 28 Duke?,
si councillors, 14 servants, seven envoys, and
29,000 legions of spirits.

Phases, Lite third Angel, was the War lord. He
ruled over 35 Provinces.

Oc-H
,
the fourth Angel, presided over solar matters.

He was famous ior his wisdom, and perfccred the
science of medicine, and could change everything

into gold and precious stones. He commanded
2b 2
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36. ^,36 legions of spirits, and they all served him-.

He ruled over 28 Provinces,

PUg-itu, fhe fifth Angel, ruled over al! mat Lets

which were connected with Venus, He could trans-

mute gold sneo copper, and copper into gold. He

commanded 4,000 legions of spirits. He ruled over

21 Provinces,

CrjiJiUJlT,
Cjpbt Alg-c-J^

J i

r -

Ahcatug 'tnj PldiJcr,

Spec*; X
L—

»

^[clumdv X HiKtUj

X\ ElpbHjj

P

Canirmtier,

Cd? ScotfUU, w
Cuii! mjuiof

„

X Vutiicadciu,. in C.c.-s [fljr.a.

Caull

Ssnn&HDJs 0J -lara ar,d cocsMIftl .aim m usr to th# l£abl»lL*b acconlLna tc-

Cornell iis isrrpp7.

OphieJh, the sijith Angel, dealt with everything

which, related 10 Mercury. He could transmute

quicksilver into a white stone. He rated over

14 Provinces and lie commanded rao.ooo legions

of spirits.

Phut, the seventh Angel, ruled over 7 Premiums,

anti directed everything which appertained to the

Moon. He could Lransmuto anything and every^

thing into silver, and cure dropsy, and destroy the

[evil] spirits of the water.
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S#ai of Aj&lcon, the slot cmist, wtto
comTTraridei) se^ncees miLHoati sir

Li jtk: red and forty tbrusand M;!tri lk.

Sen: oJ BrlLur, nrlsj cotwiLHiidjed

twenty-nine theuM.ru] leptm c£
spirits.

Scat of Phnlr^. tie ’Wnr-lcmd,

Sear o: f}ch, the tCcaeicLit, physlciui
and Kir.r i.iniL.

lien! z! I La^ich., Ir-iLiuL'riiil.t'L ol
metals, £jk3 tommairJm n£ rnnr

thousand ie^or-'i of ipltits.

StiU of Dphiel, whgc4>TnrTLa.-id^'oae

h.i.i.iiiLil tha.stuid lejisns nf spiiitH.

£ieal (.-I l
3 hii]. ond gf tiie pmmri of

lIl:: Moon .'nd sirpioinc lord oL tJie

waters.

The Seels o: the Seven ingds wic ml* over tie 196 province of heaveal.

Il'ram tie cdUcC-Unu (ff ancient magical bcwJis palilLiked iti the

German edition of Carotins :\pippa's wmlta. IVdi editson. uol. v.
(

Berlin tg*j, p- It i f-)



CHAPTER XXI EL

TiTE ^AflBALIStlC NAMES AHD SIGNS, AND MAGICAL

FIGURES, ANP SQUARES OF THE SEVEN ASTRO

LOGICAL STARS OR PLANETS

,

We haw already summarized the Id llu ences which

the planets were believed to exert on the characters of

men and we may now defer) be bri efly the- means which

the Kabbaiists used to obtain for their purposes

the most favourable of these influences. They gave

various significant names to cadi planet, and devised

for each four signs, which they wrote on metaJ or

parchment
;

these last-named indicated the various

entities which were in it and those which were

connected with it. These signs were followed by
magic squares, containing a series of numbers

vdiidi the Hebrew Kabbaiists wrote in Hebrew

letters apid the Arabic Kabbalists in Arabic letters.

The Kabbalists used magical squares as amulets,

and they gave them a peculiar character by &53Q-

dating them with the seven astrological stars
f
and

with certain metals. When and where the signs

of the entities or spirits of the planets and the

magical squares were invented is not known, but

il is almost certain that they arc of Sumerian or

Indian origin. The material on which they are

based in its earliest form is undoubtedly very ar.dent,

though the iorms in winch we now have both signs

and magical squares are not. The Kabbalists call

the magical square
|H

KAint'a," which Bnxtorf
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SAtT.-uM. Its spirit. Ttp. (Scusa Fail lorn In

JurmE. Its spirit. Its deioiHk. Hpiitiac, In Tjyjfapi

M^an. ltd Spirit. Its dSffLOn. FoaitiAn In ZodlwC.

Tbs 5c;sr. It'S spirit It* (iflpicini PositiDii. it Zodiac.

TiiP ^ahra r.'mc swools :>i. thu axtoioldclou. . u r? - THUIP:

iKJCLLfcJlrilJ D.EUOH& AP"Q PiJSEIlOtJS !W THft £opr*c.
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translates hy piUmnum and amulei-ttm, and he says
that the Kame’a was hung on t lie neck or breast

(From Kamen comes wm£& (French and Italian.) and
our word camno.) Tile signs and squares for the

planets have been published in many books, c.g,

Cornelius Acrirpa,Magis&hiWtrks Bd . IL p. 128 f.;

PoiN'SOT, Encyclopedia dss Sciences Occulizs, Paris

(no date)
;

Sepharial, The Book of Charms and
Talismans h London [no date), etc.

The forms reproduced on pages 391 and 39z are

based upon the work of Dr. E. PaPUS (Traits d&
Magie pratique, Paris). In each set of drawings the

first symbol is the sign of the planet itself, the

second represents the spirit Or intelligence o£ the

p'anet, the third its demon, and the fourth the posi-

tion of the planet in the Zodiac, which is indicated by
the undecipherable characters which occur within it.

Each planet had several divine names, and each
name had its number

;
the numbers and names of

the spirits of the planets and their demons are as

follows :

—

Planet. Spirit, Demon,

Saturn ‘AgiH {45). Z&el (45),

Jupiter Yophiol (136). Hasmtil {136).

Mau$ + . Graphic! (325). Bar?Sb£l (325).

Sun ., Wakiel (in). Sorath (666),

Venus, . Hagiel.(49),. Kedem&l {175).

Mercury Bne Seraplum (1253). TapMharthaiath

(2080),

Moon .. Malka bethar- i- Shedbarshe-
shtsim {3321) moth Shar-

thathan ^3321).

2. Hasmi®d£ty(369)



amulets and superstitions

The Moon has two demons* one subordinate to

the other.

The Magical Squares of the seven astrological

planets are :

—

1

r. The Kfoj£
rAof Lead (Saturn, 3 columns).

Whether those nine figures arc added up vertically

horizontally or diagonally the total Is 13, or ir

Hebrew letters YH, the shortened ionn of tht

Tetragrammaton YHWH. The total of the three

coLumns of figures is 45, he. the expanded Tatra-

grammaton - ywd . ha < waw . ha* When used ae

&q amulet this square was cut upon a. sheet of lead.

2. The KAnf/a of Silver or TtN {Jupiter,

4 columns).

Whether these sixteen figures are added up

vertically, horizontally or diagonally the total is

34, or in Hebrew letters D — 4 and L — 30. These

letters form a part of the Hebrew word for tin. The
total ot the four columns of figures is 13d, which is

the number of the Spirit and of the Demon of the

1 L3

1

2—
A n r

n M 1

1 n* N

a T i 5 1

n Sf' 1 n

1* 2 A A*
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planet. When cut upon coral this square protected
the wearer from sorcery,

3r Tke. K'am1''a of Ikon (Maks,
fj columns).

w* '10 r 2 2

1 « nro
t* n m i<3

1 n* T 9
JS5 1 3

11 24 7 ^0 3

4 ]2 2ft 3 36

L7 5 13
|

21 9

m L8 1 14 22

[» J 9 2 IS

Whether these five times five figures are added
up vertically, horizontally ot diagonally the total is

6j, or in Hebrew letter* A = I
r
D ^4, N = 50 and

Y = IOj AdGwAy a name of God, The total

of the live columns of figures is 325, which is the

number of the Spirit and Demon of the planet,

4. The KaM^'a-oT Gqt.d (the Sun, 6 columns}.

He 32 3 34 35 1

7 11 27 2H a 30

24 14 16 ts 33 19

13 20 22

25 9 26 12 !

4 2 31

1 25 rh H
T ro Ft B*

b-1 oi m 13

ri
1 5 K3 t* J’

n; DO * ja i>

n 1 3

The total of the addition of Lliese thirty-six figures

in each oi the three directions is in, Ts, the total ol

the numerical values of the consonants z&htib paz
r

f ‘

refined gold.
3 "' The total of the six columns of

figures h 666, which is the number of SHEATH, me
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Ueunon nf die ism. A variant square uf the iim
as a Hon is given bv Jlr lidsctuft icp. eii. p. 146;

.

5. Tull KamI'a cd LOJ'Pfifi (Vekijf, j colimms).

PO rv

nS'i

45

nh
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The total of the addition of these sixty-four figures

In each of the tlitvie direction!; .is 260, i.e.
,
the total of

the numerical values of the consonant3 in kokab

fiMif httyyitn, “ star of living silver " (i.e, quicksilver).

The number of TIeIel, the spirit of the plane t* is 260.

The total of the eight columns of figures is 2,080,,

which is the number of the demon of the planet,

TAp Em iljerHAfiATH, As an amulet the square sliould

be written upon a sheet of tin or quicksilver,

f. The KAmS'a ov Silver (the Moon, 9 columns).

37 76 7 ft 21 92 13 U 5

6 3S 79 30 71 n 6ft 14 45

47 1 39 80 3! 72 55 35

IS 4S 9 4U yl
_

‘&2 ft* 24 56

57 17 « V n 73 33 85 2ft

2ft 56 Ift 5ft 3 42 14 34 66

Etf 27 59 10 51 2 4ft 75 3ft
i

r_
36 63 19 SO n 52

r
3 -34 76

77 2R m 20 61 12 ftft
,
4 4ft

15"nu io> _P i
to 2D A\ 13 n

S n? E3B S ,wy 32 AD T 10

TO 7 m & 1 wS 3JL J2 n: n*

v nn n to ND I3> ID i]

"tj T' 20 a UE. Jb no jnj

15 nj rv j he JBL iS UfL
TD 73 tDi 1

I
2 AO ny ;inS

“5 nD D1 D 1 33 A no IjSL
TU 10 Fd"Li_ 2 1 A3 l no

Kote the arithmetical progression ’.n the central

diagonal column of each square.
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The totad of the addition of thes£ eighty-one

figures, in each of the three directions is 369, i,e. the

total of the numerical values of the consonants sn

£ar£n ha-sAMb, “ golden horn." The total of the

nine columns of figures is 3,321, which is the number
of the supreme Intelligence or Spirit of the Moon
and also of the demon thereof.

4 ftfpfcj.

O
Q
O
o

CE3 APl ACTING J LVN 4&

Char act £ re j heRerun

IEIX3X £ ®
CDXS2

“ S R % 2 jC
Tbii above «FjnjhAlA rii the afaon itrrl ulnrcury ara rtproduted frbai lud

quarts tditinr; n: Cnrr-slLus Agxippi'i St aaeuita phiitaOplmt.

Far Chose- af tbe Sun an- the cnSw:- p’n.ns&i see ills DppLjB-ile

According to Corneous Agrtppj* it is necessary to

be careful, when using a magical square as an asnaultx,

that it. is drawn when the sun, or moon, or the

planet is exhibiting a benevolent aspect, for other-

wise the amulet will bring znieforriuie and calamity

upon the wearer instead of prosperity and happiness

(sec Part II. chap. 22).

It has already been said that in the Hebrew texts
j

of the RabhSffli the numbers given in the magical
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CHAU AtTEjllEi VJMEJUJi.— \htiyc&&&xy<R& &
**

CunUKTIUf i*ttt

fir ¥?¥?¥ 9¥
fir S6AAASA

CMfiETEEEJ UMiTltt

- SSSAS

Ctti* ACfElEJ J-5"lJr^ 9 9 V <?

-"ij: jli 6 fi A &
rj| ia J C r EB. E 5 JATVa Mb

i™. Q 0 ^ ^ AO 1

*
1

(hbjSi*i p^hifEwra .

XXXVW
4inAlBMdlEtotm.

1X1 AAA .j

4JTVT0U
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squares are expressed by letters of the Hebrew
alphabet. These letters are taken from certain

verses of the Bible, e.g. Exod. xiv. ig-2i, which

contain the three Pillars of the Sephiroth and the

.Divine Name of 72 words. The letters are then

arranged id three squares, and from these a fourth

square is made which contains ihe Divine Name of

72 letters (see Ginseurg, Kabldkth, p. 133 1.). The
Kabbahsis made use of a system of dealing with

numbers as represented by letters which is called

CemetriA or GeammatyI = ypn.ftfLQ.Tf.ia. In this

system : 1 . Every letter of a word is reduced to its

numerical value, and the word i s explained by another

of the same numerical value. II. Every letter of a

word is taken as an initial or abbreviation of a word,

III, The initial and He ml letters of several words

are respectively termed into separate words. TV.

Two words in the same verse may be joined together.

V. The letters of words are changed by way of

anagram, and new words are obtained by PnSMOTA-

TroN.. The alphabet of 2-3 letters ; s divided into

(wo equal peris, and one part is put over the other,

and by changing alternately the first letter or the

first two letters at the beginning of the second line

22 commutations are produced, e,g, —

)
' A3GDH'WZUTYK\
iLttSK&NASNM J

or

f acdhwsiityiilT

Let exsf'asni* /
The first Of these anagramic alphabets is tailed

ALbath, from the first words, and the second

AnciAiH and so on, As the texts of some Kabbaltitic
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annl other Hebrew amulets arc reproduced! in this

book* the Hebrew alphabet and the names and
numerical values of the letters are here given.

Pinal Hebrew
farm. letter,

Phonetic
value.

Hebraw name.
vaLac.

S' Aleph X

n B, BH B4th 3

j G, GH Ginlel 3

i D, DH D aleth 4
n H m 5

i W W&w 6

T z Zayin 7
n C,H Cheth 8

13 T Teth 9
ft. Y YOdh ro

1 D
I

K. Kh K&ph 20

*3 L Limedh
M Mem 40

1
3 Nun 50

D S Samckh 6o

V
r

'Ayin 7°

*] a P
r
PH Pe 80

r
5 SMhe 90

p
K or O K&pb 100

i R Rkh 300

w £ Sin 1 300
w SH Shin /
n T, TH Taw ‘400

TIIE babeausts and THE HUNAN HASP,

We have already seen how the Kabbalists asso-

dated the Sepfrh’&th or Emanations of En Sfiph

with the various parts of the body of the
!

Primal
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or
J

' Perfect Man Jj
(see page 37-2) .

and the following

diagram shows which astrological star
IS

rules

"

Sadi part of the human hand, Venus "* rules the

thumb, Mars the palm of the hand, the Moon the

hcd of the hand, Jupiter the first finger, Saturn the

second finger, the Sun the third finger, and Mercury

the fourth finger. See Cornelius, Agrippa, chap,

xxv ii. (voL li. of the German translation, p. I&O,

Berlin, 1921).

r
;:.AB EALISTIC SYSTEMS- OT WHITING,

The Kabralists adopted certain well known
alphabets, Hebrew, Chaldean, etc,, in writing their

works, out they modified the forms of the letters and
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made additions to them, and then they attributed

esoteric meanings to them which were known and
understood by the initiated only. It seems too that

they assigned additional phonetic values to them.

Tliey probably borrowed the idea of doing this from

the Egyptians, for already in the XTXth dynasty

we find examples of hieroglyphic writing to which
the name of " enigmatic " has been given. Sped-

mens of the Kabb&iistic alphabets have been given

in Cornelius Agrippa {chap, xxix) in discussing the

letters and seals of the spirits, and the examples on
page 404 are reproduced from his work. No. 1 is said

to have been invented by Honorms, a 'Flit;ban, and to

have been handed down by Peter of Apono. No. 2 is

derived from the old "square” character Hebrew
letters with which the Torah is written. Whether, as

Cornelius says, this character was used by Mo&es
and the Prophets is doubtful, for from the analogy

of the Stele of Mesha, King of l\loab (Moabite Stele),

they probably used Phoenician letters. This writing

is called the " Writing of heaven.
1

' The small

circles which are attached to the letters have pro-

bably a magical signification. No, 3 is culled the
" Writing of the Angela

,J

or (he
Hl

Writing of the

Kings," i.L'. the Royal Script. No. 4 is the " Writ-

ing of the Crossing of Lite River," I cannot explain

the allusion.

! he Kabbaiists also divided the Hebrew alphabet

(the twentyTwo letters and the final forms of

five of them) into three classes, each containing

nine let tens. The first nine represented the

numbers 1-9, and the nine divisions of the

world which are ruled by nine orders of angels.

The second nine represented the numbers 10 90 and
2 c 2
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H.1VU y 1/ ?U Cl Z 1
j

A
,
A C D E e GUI S l M

nun? i
l

-bNO F R S T V X Y Z a

umrrnox
2 x$)VV^1$OA

7\ U^*T

YAWrrvu/^
^ hhiW/xm

-1
4 37zj

flVJ A r"X 1

KpiC: unens oL Ff i -b

7

. Lib i d ;j
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the things which are in the nine circles of heaven.

The third nine contained the four last letters of the

alphabet ajtd the final forins of K, M, K P and §
The four letters represented the numbers 100-400,

ttud the four elements earth, air, tire, and water,

and the five final forms symbolized the five unions

of bodies, Each of the three divisions of nine letters

was subdivided into three divisions and arranged

between lines thus j

—

P’N

DDT Tn nryi

PE *pn P'T

From ^ the lines which enclose the groups of three

letters the nine following' figures were constructed—

-

LUJCD^rni
The alphabet arranged in this way formed a very

powerful amulet.



CHAPTER XXIV.

THE STARS OR SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC AND THEIR

INFLUENCES, THE HOUSES OF HEAVEN ANU THE
DEKANS.

The Sumerians and Babylonians believed that

the will of the gods in respect to man and his affairs

could be learned by watching the motions of the

stars and planets, and that skilled star-gazerg could

obtain from the motions and varying aspects of the

heavenly bodies indications o: future prosperity

and calamity. They therefore caused observations

to be roade and recorded on tablets, which they

interpreted from a magical and not astronomical

point of viewr

,
and these observations and their

comments on them, and interpretations of them,

have formed the foundation of the astrology in

use in the world for the last 5,000 years. According

to ancient traditions preserved by Greek writers,

the Babylonians mad* these observations for some
hundreds of thousands of years, and though we
must reject SUCli fabulous Statements, we are bound
1-0 believe, that the period during which observations

Of the heavens were made on the plains of Babylonia

comprised many thousands of years. During that

period the star-gazers collected unwittingly a large

number of facts of pure astronomy—and but

for the ban Laid upon their work by the all-
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powerful magicians, they would have developed

into good astronomers. The magician desired the

maintenance and extension of his own craft, and the

personal benefits which accrued to him therefrom

to Lhe unremunerative increase in the scientific

knowledge of the heavens.

It is now a well-ascertained fact that during

the rule of the kings of the 1st Dynasty of

Babylon the star-gazers were able to calculate

astronomical events with considerable accuracy,

and “ to reconcile the solar and lunar years

by the use of epagnmenal months.
'*

They had
learned to distinguish between the planets and
the fixed stars, and some, think they had recognized

the existence of the circumpolar stars which never

set. They had assigned
*’

stations " to the moan
and planets, and garbled forms of the cuneiform

character!; which represented them are preserved

in the famous De Qctu-ita Pk-ilos&phia of Cor-

helius Ag-mpfa of Netted HEiii (1486-1535).

Whether they were the first 10 formulate the

Zodiac cannot he said, but they had good know-

ledge of it.

In the Fifth Tablet of the Creation Series (line 2)

the Signs of the Zodiac are mentioned under the

name of " Lumashi/' and from lines rsr ft. we leam

their names, i.£. :
—

i r Ummu-Khubur, i.e, Tiamat, a female mon-

ster and the origin of all evil. She possessed

the Tablet of Destiny,

2. Kincu, her husband.

3, The V]fer,
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4. The Snake.

5. Lakhamtj,

6 r The Wlhrlav1nil

7. The Ravening Doc,

8. The Scoefion-Man.

g. 'Die Hurricane.

to. The Fish-Man.

ti. The Hqknbod Beast (Capricorn),

12, The "Weapon (Thuisdsiibolt ?}.

All these Twelve were powers of evil, And under
the leadership of TiAjiat and Kingu they sot to

work to defy the great god? who were beginning the

work of the Creation, 4.e. of putting an end to

Chaos and Disorder. The god pul forward Makduk,
the son of Ea, as their champion, and he defeated

And destroyed TiAmat and her allies and created the

heavens and the earth and made man to appear on
the earth. He set iin heaven the Stars of the Zodiac,

which are the likenesses of the great gods, he fixed

the year, and divided it into twelve months, to rule

over each of which he appointed three Stars, and
he established the Moon-god. The Signs of the

Zodiac set up by Mauduk were different from the

old ones, which he had disbanded, and the three

stars which he appointed to each mouth we now
know as the Thirty^ six Ormans, The following is

a List of the Stars or Signs of the Zodiac taken from
the tablet in the British Museum (No, 7782 1), with

a list showing the month that was associated with

each star in the Persian Period. Far the cuneiform

characters see Babylonian Legends oj the Creation,

p. 68 (British Museum).
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Mouth. Name qpStab. TJUtfSLATLCH.
MonEk&r

BfltUTAtEtfr,

Nisannu Agru The. Labourer ..

.

Goat..

Aint Kakkab Li Tlsc Star and the BwlL

Alap shame Butt of Htavtn

Simami R e
Ju ic i n ll TFift Faithful S5(iftp- YwUls.

aba me v berd of Heaven

Tu'auit and the Great

Rabuti Twins

Dmizn Shittn Tortoise ... Crab.

Abu KsUba raba Great Dog (Lion) Lion.

U]ulu Shim Virgin with, car uf Virgin,

com

Tashririra ZftemftoKl --5 Scalar.

Arab ati&nuia. ASsrabu The- Scorpion SoOifpLrMi.

Kiskrou PA-BLi-i,eC The fiod Ennrta Bow.

Tebetum ... Suhur-tmsb The tinat-Fish ... Capricorn us,

Shabatn ...

.

Gultt. Tin; Great Star ... Uiter-bearer.

Addaru iJ 1 L. a a k u. The Star . . . and The- Fishes.

rlkiii nont the; Band of

Flslma

Zodiac Circle (£*jSuikos the circle

of little figures of Mima Is (^dSion}, Li lie name

given to the imaginary circular zone of the heavens,

in which the sun, moon, and planets have then"

courses. It is divided into Twelve Signs or

sections, each of which has its special sign and

is marked, by twelve constellations. The twelve

sections SjaSetfari^DpLa,. contain 30 degrees, and are

reckoned, from the spring equinox in the direction

in which the sun makes its progress through them

in a year. The whole Zodiac moves westwards at

the rate of one degree in seventy-two years. The
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Stars or signs of the zodiac 41 i

Twelve constellations and the symbols which repre-

sent them are :

—

ConsrtLia™™ . Syhb 01,

A^lKSj tit Ram ... y a ram* h*ajd.

Taurus, ihn Boll ,, r y a hull's head.

GHMiar, the Twins j| convmtiaxiai representation of

iwo thiEriren joined to-

gether.

Cahuilk, the Crab 3E two figuies of nine.

Led, tSlL* Lion ... the solar disk with sperms -

taioa. attache d i‘? )+

VlRGO, the Virgin ?

LiBJjA, the Balance r.. ii: a sigh -of equilibrium,

&C0RP30. tho Sfiorpdon 11^ or a flaali of Lghtnir^ with a

aaa,* scorjiiDia's tai.3 attached.

Sagxitaiiids, the Archer -a- an arrow.

Caepjo&ewos^ the Goat VJ ?

AgUAKTJS, the Water- ™ wa^ca on water,

hearer

Pisces, the THhes ... w two fishes joined. Not to be

KtLfOBftded. With Gemini-

The EGYPTIANS borrowed the Zodiac from the

Greeks as the Gecexs had borrowed it from the

Babytlosians, and the most authoritative form of

it was sound originally in the second room of the

Temple Roof at Dim dr f.ah in. Upper Egypt.

Fortunately it was removed from its dangerous

position ar.d is now preserved in the TUbliothfeque

National in Paris. The Egyptians made tertain

changes in the forms of the Signs, On the back of

Taurus they plated a lunar crescent wish the lull

moon rising from it. Gemini was represented by the

god Shu and the goddess Tefnct, A beetle

{scarabacus sneer) took the place of a crab in Cancer.

The Lion of Leo stands in a sort of boat, and a
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goddess is grasping big tad and shaking a whip at

him. Virgo is represented by a woman holding

eui ear or wheat, Lire* is represented by a pair

of scales, but between them is a picture of the disk

oi the sun resting on the horizon; within the disk is

a figure of Honrs tire Child (Harpokrates), Sagit

TARIL15 becomes a centaur, with two faces, one to the

fron t and one to the h ack
,
d lawing a bow . The body

of the animal is winged, and has two tails, one being
that of a scorpion, and the hawk of Hocus or Ra is

perched on the tip of one cf the wings. The fore

paws i.]( the animal are in a boat. The fore part

of the body of Capricohmgs is that of a goat, with
two goat's legs

;
the hind part is that of a fish

with fins. Aquarius is the Nile-god
h
Haio, who

holds in his hands two overflowing libation vases,

which symbolize the Nile of the South and the Nile

of the North. The ged has on his head a cluster

of Nile plants. In Risers wc have two Well drawn
fish, swimming, one nn each side of a lake or stream.

The Persians. Zghoastrian and others, adopted
the Zodiac and used it in their religions systems,

and from I ev.an it pasted into INDIA. Tire knowledge
of the Zodiac entered Chima with the Buddhist
missionaries, and in that country it became a valuable

instrument of the astrologers. The Chinese appear
to have bad a sort of indigenous Zodiac, the Sagns

of which were represented by the Rat, Ox, Tiger,

Hare, Crocodile, Serpent, Horse, Sheep, Monkey,
Hen, Dog, and Pig The order of the Signs is

different from that of the Sumerian Zodiac, and this

suggests that the native Chinese Zodiac was horary

in character, and was not employed for astronomical

purposes. It was used largely in Cent ral and Eastern
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China, arid Japan, and according co some authorities

the Aztecs had some knowledge of it. Every

civilized nation in the world seem5 to have made use

of the Zodiac in some form or other, and chiefly Jor

a=troLogicai purposes.

It is interesting to note that the Egyptians,

attached much more importance to the Thirty-six

Dekans than to the constellations of the Zodiac.

Lists of them are found in the royal Tombs at

Thebes, e.g. those of Setj I and his son. Ramises

II, and figures of the Dekan gods are cut on the

Zodiac from DendhkAh. This importance was

probably due to the fact that each Dekan ruled

one- third of the month, i.e. ten days, and the

Egyptian week contained t.en days. Reproductions

of the gods of the D deans and their names in hiero-

glyph and Greek will be fouEnd in my Gods of the

Egyptians, vol. ii. p r 312 f. The Signs of the Zodiac

were employed in the decoration of Egyptian coffins,

and a well-preserved set may he seen inside the

coffin of Sotef, an Arehon of Thebes, in the British

Museum (No. 6705). On the coffin of tfEStf-

HEDj-TEF-r also we have the Signs of the Zodiac,

accompanied bv figures of the gods of the planers

and the Dekans (No. 6678). This coffin was made

in the IVth century K.m, and the other astronomical

vignettes appear to have been copied from the walls

of the royal tombs at Thebtes.

The Signs of the Zodiac are found in cathedrals and

churches in Italy and France, and also in a few chur-

ches m England
;
see Hiss A-M. CLerke's article in the

Ency. Brit,, vol. xxviii p< 99S. The Twelve Apostles

are at times associated with the Signs of (lie Zodiac,

mid in a. curious little theological work the Christian
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Life is compared to a Zodiac, and the twelve virtues

which form it, the Inner Light, Readiness for death,

Sacramental Confession, Atnegation. Patient Endur-
ance, Hearing the Word of God, etc., are described

at length. The Zodiacal Chttstianus is followed by
an Horologium anxiliaris tutelaris AyigeiiS

Among the descendants of the Arab tribes who
settled in North Africa the Twelve Signs of the

Zodiac were written altogether on pieces of paper

which were carried as talismans by caravan-men and
dwellers in the desert. The natives of the Gold

Coast, especially the workers in metal,. wore metal

rings round which the Signs, made of gold wire,

were soldered. Travellers were in the habit nf

employing the native jewellers to make "Zodiac
rings ” for them, and a great many exist in England

at the present day. The natives who were converted

to Christianity hy the Portuguese missionaries

adopted the Cross, which they regarded as a Christian

fetish, with enthusiasm, and wore it on their persons,

On plate XX E \ is figured a go-id cross, which.came from

the CAmekoons, and was made specially for a pro-

minent native Christian who wore it regularly. But

the symbol ot his new Faith in its simple state did not

content him, and he had some doubt as to its power

to save him
;

after much thought he took his cross

to the bazaar, and ordered the jeweller to add to it

the symbols of the Signs of the Zodiac. When this

had been done he felt that his cross was a real fetish

with "strong medicine" in it, and wore it proudly.

1 Tbc fu.ll title is Zodiscus ChrisiiaKux i&cuplelaiii-s sett

SignaXlI Uivtnaa Ft4ede$iinitio TQtidtm Sytttfwlis txpllicsta

sib Ftiertm brtxUiob Socitiaii-s ]tsh. -Col; Agrippin&e Apud
Cornel; at Egmoud CIO : DC. XXXIL
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Another Interesting amulet from the Gold Coast

figured below. This is a gold boss if indies in

diameter. In the centre is a circular hole which is

intended to represent the sun's disk, and all round

it are zigzag lines suggesting the rays of light which
shoot up from it. Oyer the hole is the Sacred Hr art

SsuCttd Heart r-vmfiund:n by rbe Signs of th* iL'diaC1

.

in gold,, with a geometrical border and annules,

and ranged round this are tile Twelve Signs of the

Zodiac, carefully worked in gold wire and soldered

down, oil an embossed ground. This amulet was

intended to be worn as a pendant on the breast, but

a wire-work chain and fastening were attached to it by

its last owner and it can now he worn aa a bracelet.
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The periods of the rule of the Signs a,re as follows ;

Spring—
RtLTl ++ - -> — March zi-April rp.

Bull -1, .-m-i ip. April 20-May 10.

Twins ... ” May 21 June 20.

Summer—
Cancer +JL + .L .j- Jane 2l -July 22,

1-&0 +.* *-+ > - - *- - July 23-Aug. 2j,

Virgo , .

,

4 ¥ » *-p Aug. ^-Sept, si.

Autumn

—

JlalancE . .. . 1 1 a Sept. 22-Oct. 21.

&I<nrpiun BU + + Oct. 22-Nov. so.

S*gUl&riTl& a-* Nov. zi-Dec. 20.

winter

—

C apricDiruLn .... Det. 21—Jam. Lg.

Aquarius Jen. 20-Feh, r5 .

Pisces +. + i p Feh Tp-llftrcli 30 ,

All these dares aie inclusive. The astrological

year begins with the Spring, aikd the Signs are

enumerated in the direction apposite Lo i hat. of

the figures on the tliaJ of a watch. Three Signs

were associated with each of the Four Elements :

with Earth, BuE, Virgin and Capricemus
;

with

Air, Twins, Baiancej and Aquarius; with Fire,

Plain, I-ion, and Sagittarius; with Water, Cancer,

Scorpion and Fishes, The influences ol til* Twelve

Signs, astrological) y, may now be enumerated.

Rah,—His ruler is Mars
;

his day is Tuesday

;

his colour is red
;

and his stone is amethyst, If

his entrance into the year is delayed his influence

i& lor evil during his whole period of 30 days. He
rules tht emotions, instincts, and energies of those

bom under him, and gives them a dominant will,

swift perception, ample vital power, a quick temper,

generosity and an affectionate disposition. On the
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other hand* they will probably have domestic

differences, few or no children, a varying fortune

and many enemies. Mars exercises a benign .influ-

ence over them.

"Rm.u—His ruler is Venus
;

his day is her day,

Friday
;

his colour is green ; and his precious stone

is agate. He presides over the crops, directs labour

and the profit made from it, and makes the steady

worker to prosper. Venus gives to those bom
under him a cheerful and amiable disposition and

proLificness. The Bull specially controls the neck*

and makes a man stiff-necked* obstinate* reserved,

slow to forget an injury, slow to abandon cherished

beliefs and things. Usually a man bom under the

Bull enjoys a long, quiet life and has a large circle

oi acquaintances.

The Twins, —Their ruler is Mercury; their day is

Wednesday
;

and their stone is beryl. They rule

all tile affections and emotions oi love in men, and

they symbolize union* which 5 a the origin of strength,

mercury controls the arms and shoulders of those

bom under him, and gives them knowledge and

understanding of the Arts and ^cienceo, and the

spirit at adventure, coupled with a certain instability.

Their lives are nsually full of ups arid downs, and

periods of trouble.

The Crab.—

H

is ruler ss the Moon
;

his day is

Monday
;
and Ids stone Is the blue emerald. Men

and women bom under him have delicate constitu-

tions and abilities of a limited order, which they

use with discretion. They are somewhat arrogant

and presumptuous* and mdined to paradox, and

they are swayed by the lust speaker on any subject.

They arc precise in manner and are easily moved to
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mirth, The Crab controls the lungs, breast, and

stomach of those bom under him, and they have

a predisposition to cancer and phthisis
;

but the

women are usually fertile. Good fortune attends

them in the latter years of their lives,

The Lion.—His ruler is the Sun
;
his day Sunday

;

and Ills stone the yellow nifty. Those born under

him am bold, courageous, generous, devoted, faith-

ful, not easily moved", and sentimental, and they are

ambitious
,

autocratic, greedy of honours, quick-

tempered, and lovers of money and pleasure. Their

passions ate strong, and they express their opinions

forcibly. Their gains are tempered with unexpected

losses. The Sun rules their heart and back, and they

are predisposed to pleurisy, palpitations, fever,

rheumatic pains, pains En the joints, and disease

of the bladder. They have many acquaintances

and enemies who cannot injure them.

The Virgin.—Her ruler is Mercury hfer day

Wednesday
;
and her stone grey jasper. She makes

those bom under her to tie sympathetic and gives

them prudence, tact, intuition, skill in directing the

house and business affairs generally, and a love for

the Arts and agriculture. They have skill in the

acquisition of property, are given to illicit affections,

and their love affairs cause trouble in- their families.

The Virgin rules the belly, the intestines and Lhe

genital organs.

The Balance,—His ruler is Venus; bis day is

Friday
;
and his stone is the green emerald. The

period of the Balance brings days which arc r.oinpara-

tively equal! in length- Those horn under it possess

equable and just dispositions, bui they lack initiative

and boldness, and refuse to take risks > They possess
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artistic instincts, and the women ate addicted to

love-making, The Balance rules, lie Iridneys.

The Scorpion.—-His ruler is Mars; his day is

Tuesday
; and his stone is the reddish topa£, lie

presides over a period of the year which is prolific

in Sicknesses, Those who are bom under him are

bold and persistent, but also malicious and jealous

;

he is the star wliich. is the symbol of fightings and

qu&rrcllings and strife of all kinds, Ho controls the

genital organs and the womb, and makes men liable

to fistula.

Sagittarius.'—His ruler is Jupiter; his day is

Thursday
;

and his stone is blue turquoise. As
governor of the period when go a-hunting, he

directs the thighs o£ huntsmen and causes them io

fall from their horses. Those who are bom under

his rule possess dispositions hard to understand,

but they are lull of energy and of love for the arts

and sciences. The influence of Jupilcr produces in

men wisdom, honour and sagacity, humility and

timidity, simplicity of manner and cheerfulness.

Capricorn ts.- -His ruler is Saturn; his day is

Saturday; and his stone is black onyx. Those bom
under his rule arc weak-kneed, delicate, and of

meagre appearance, but their apparently humble
impassiveness is only a cloak for their amhition, and

wish for honours, and egoism and tlidr propensity

for double dealing. They usually many more than

once, but have few children
;

their affections are

characterised by inconstancy, They have a tend-

ency to suffer from rheumatism and diseases oi the

skin, and brittle hones.

Aquarius.—His ruler is Saturn; his day 5s Satur-

day ; and his stone is the dark sapphire, Aquarius
2b2
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gives to those who are bom under hint thoughtful-

ness inclining to mysticism,, prudence, fidelity, love

of the arts, a, strong will, patience, capacity for

work, a courteous disposition, and strong, enduring

passions. They have weak shoulders and legs, and

suffer from cramp and convulsions, This Sign

affords no protection to those who travel by sea.

The Fishes,—Their ruler is Jupiter ; their day

is Friday; and their stone is the blue chrysolite.

This Sign Is especially malignant and has been called

the
Hf

hell of the Zodiac, " It controls the feet, and

those who are hem under it are liable to pustules

and arthritis. It makes them weak, cowardly,

la?,y, shuffling, and it portends for them, calamities,

misfortunes, losses, dishonour, ruin and death. On
the otheT ha-ad some think that they may obtain

positions of trust and importance, and enjoy the

friendship of powerful and wealthy friends,

THE TWELVE HOUSES QT THE SKY,

In Astrology the course of the sun is divided into

twelve portions or
Hl

Houses,” which correspond to

the twelve months and the twelve Signs of the

Zodiac, Eath House ” exercises i certain influence

on men, and on till the affairs of their lives. These

influences ace indicated by the names of the Houses,

1. House of Life. 7, House of Marriage.

2. House of Riches, £. House of Death,

3. House of Kinsfolk. 9, House of Religion.

4. House of Parents, 10. House of Dignities.

5. House of Children^ 11. House of Friendship,

6. House of Health, 32 . House of Enemies,

All the Signs of the Zodiac pass through theseHouses

in turns taking their own special influences with them.
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THU MEANS.

To each Sign of the Zodiac the god Marink
attached three or ccmsteliations. Each gsrc/up

of three Dekans rules the month of 30 days, and
each Dekan rales a ten -day week [he. one-third of

the month.), hence the name Dskan. The toll nwing
la-bk shows thr period of the rule of each Dekaa in

each Sign of the Zodiac, and gives the name of its

planetary regent.

Sics. Oeeab. Tekich of Role.

r. p

Bl'U

Twi?)3 p.,

CANCEF

Lion ...

Virgin

Balance .

SOOEFION

SAfilTTABIfS

Mw. 21 -Mur- jo

P 33-April. 9
April to- ,, 19

jj 20" „ jo

May 1-May 10

i 1 M-
j
£

2L-
s , 30

,1 ^r-Jur-e 9
June to-

r .
zo

21- 1 utv rrr

July 2- it

FF Z3- tl

J I 33-Aop. I

Aufi- 2~ .. Tt

JJ 12- SS

J> 23-Sept. t

Sept. 2” ij rr

Ft ri- EI

PF 22-Ott

.

1

Oct. 3- rr in

23 „ 21

JJ 2?- ,P 3*

Noy, i-NO'V, 10

j 1 31- .. so

<* • it- „ 30

Dec. i-Dtu 10

JJ it-
i.

20

Flanetahy
REG3NT.

M;Vfs

.

San.

Venus,

Mercury.

Mooa.

Saturn.

Jupiter.

Mars.

Sun.

Venus.

Mercury.

Moon.

Saturn.

Jupiter.

Mars.

Run.

Venus,

Mercery,

Moon.

Situm.

Jupiter.

Mars.

Sun.

Veuus.

Mercwy,
Mo&n.

Saturn.
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Sir.s. Deeak. Poiojo of Role.

. I
1

CAPJUEOENU5 ...^ a

L 3

r
1

AQUARIUS 2

f
1

Pesces ... a

l 3

1.1ec. ai-Dfec. 30

jp 35-Ja£L £ ...

JP ™- pp T9 ™
Jan. 20- FF Stq ...

.p 30 Feb. 3 ...

Fell 9- ,,

». 19- » 2# -
Mar. ii-Mar. to ...

HP II- JJ W) --

PjJLNElARY
RSCBHT.

Jupiter.

Macs.

Bun.

Vtaus.

Mkrutuy.

M«m.
Sacura.

Jupit^r-

Mnrs.



chapter XXV.

THE STONES O? THE PLANETS AND THEIR INFLUENCES.

The old astrologers believed that precious and

semi-precious atoned were bearers of the influences of

the Seven Astrological Stars or Planets. Thus they

associated with the

—

Sun, yellowish or gold-coloured stones, s.g. amber,

hyacinth, topaz, chrysolite,

With the Moasr, whitish stones, e.g. tire diamond,

crystal, opal, beryl, mother-of-pearl,

With Mars, red stones, c,g. mby
(
haematite,

jasper, blood-stone.

With Mercury, stones of neutral tints, e.g. agate,

camel! an, chalcedony, sardonyx.

With Ju kJTeS, blue- stones, e,g. amethyst, tur-

quoise, Sappiiire, jasper, blue diamond.

With Venus, green stones, e.g , the emerald and
some lands of sapphires.

With Saturn, black stones, e.g. jet, onyx,

obsidian, fliamond, ar.d black coral.

The astrologers believed that each stone possessed

a sort of living personality, which could experience

sickness ar.d disease, and could become old and
powerless and ever. die. As has been shown in the

section on Babylonian amulets, superstitkms of

this kind were common in Babylonia in the third

millennium b.c.
, and the Rubrics hi the Book of tine

Dead prove that Lire same was the cose in Egypt.
Thus chapter xxx B must be written on a scarab of

green stone, and the text of the Isis amulet on
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camdian, and that of the l’e; of Osiris on gold,

Tine Shamir gem [diamond ?), winch 'was set in the

magic ring of Solomon,, was regarded as a living power
which preserved him from all harm, and kepi him
on his throne. To tlic early Christians the diamond
was the symbol of our Lord, and they regarded it as

an antidote to both physical and moral evil. Both

the pagan astrologers and Christians held the

sapphire m high esteem, the former associating it

with the planet Venus, and the latter
- with the Virgin

Mary, It was a type of virginity and chastity.

Some stones were credited with many powers. Thus
the jacinth gave a man health and happiness and

wealth and
'

protected Turn from lightning and the

thunderbolt. The turquoise, emerald, and foot-ori

emerald preserved a man from every kind of accident,

and the emerald especially was supposed to stimulate

the mental powers. But authorities on such matters

did not always agree as to tire effect which was pro-

duced by certain stones. Thus some thought .that

an amethyst preserved its wearer from drunkenness,

whilst others "believed that it made him dream many
dreams. Red stones, the ruby, carbuncle, and red

jasper were generally "believed to make a man strong

and sturdy
;
some, however regarded, it as a healer

of wounds. To stones used in medicine specific

qualities were ascribed,

THE SYMBOLISM Of &EHS AffiJ 5EMi-P!CE<;[QU$ STONES,

Agate (black}.—-Courage, boldness, victory in

games, prosperity. Agates with unusual markings

on them wire greatly prized, and special value was
attached to them.
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Agate (red),—Calm, peace, protection agEiiixsl the

bites of snakes, scorpions, and other insects
j
and

against lightning and the thunderbolt.

AgUAMAWriE,—Youth,, hope, health. Worn ih

earrings it gained affection and love for the wearer.

Amber,—

P

reserved children front fits*

Amethyst,—

P

eace of mind* It prevented its

wearer from getting drunk and . if the circle of the

sun or moon was engraved on it, front death by

poison.

Beryl,

—

Hope.

Cat's Eye.—

P

rotection against the Evil Eye,

Long life.

Carbuncle —-Detarnination, assurance, energy.

Physical well-being

.

CarneUAN,—

F

riendship. A cure Eor depression

and pessimism

Chrysolite.—-Wisdom, discretion, prudence,

ChRYSOKRASE*—Gaiety, joy.

Coral (red).—Attachment, devotion, protection

against plague ELiid. pestilence* It loses its colour

when a friend of the wearer is about to die.

CoeunbowL—Stability of mind.

Diamond.—

C

andour, sincerity, fidelity and affec-

tion.

EMF-RAi.n.—Faithfulness, unchanging love. Helps

the wearer to forecast events.

Carnet. —Energy, devotion, loyalty. Promotes

sincerity.

Haematite,—

A

lertness, vivacity, serial impulse,

success in litigation.

PIy AfUNTH (Jacinth) .—Fideb ty

.

Jade [white).—Quiets intestinal disturbances.

Jade (black) .—-Strength, power.
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Jasper,—

J

oy. happiness
,
relief from pain.

Jet.—

G

rief, mourning.

Lapis ia2ULI.—Capacity, ability, success, divine

favour.

Loadstone.—

H

onesty, integrity, virility.

Magnetite,—

S

exual impulse.

Moonstone.—

S

ee Selenite.

Olivine.- Simplicity, modesty, pleasure, happi-

ness..

Ony#.

—

Destroys nightmare and bad dreams.

Perspicacity.

Opal.—

F

idelity, religious emotion, prayers, assur-

ance.

Peahi..—

C

hastity, purity.

Peei DOT.- -Thunderbolt. An aid to friendship.

Ruby.—Love, passion. An aid to firm friendship.

Beauty.

Sapphire.—

I

nnocence, truth., A giver of health

and a preserver of chastity.

SaR&onyx.—

B

rightness, vivacity , A guide to

honour and renown.

Sej.entte.—

G

ood Luck.

TopAS.- Love, affection. An aid to sweetness of

disposition,

l UEQFOISE^—-Courage which Leads to fulfilment

ar.d success,

Tuhqucjise (black-lined).—Love, and a winner of

love.



CHAPTER XXVI.

th.eo.ries about Numbers and their mystic and
SACRED CHARACTER.

Many ancient nations seem to have held the view
which Pythagoras (born fl.c, about 580) enunciated
to the effect that " all things are numbers H and that
the elements of numbers are the elements of all

things. The Pythagoreans thought ihe numbers
which were only divisible by themselves, or by
unity., t.o be of more importance than the others,

and among these may be mentioned i, 2, 3, g, ?
t
n J

13, 17, ig, 23, 29, yr, 41, +3, 47, 53, 39, 61, 67, 71,

78,, 79 , ^3 , gy. The mathematical tables found
at Niffar in Babylonia prove that the Sumerians
and their lonsfolk were skilled reckoners, and there
scema to be no good reason for doubting that the
Greeks and many later peoples have borrowed many
of thesr beliefs as to the mystic and sacred character
of certain numbers from them. They were in fact

the founders of the science of mathematics* In
Babylonia the numbers from 60 to 1 were reserved
for gods, e,g. ho (the soss) = Anu, 50 — Bel,
40 = Ea„ 30 = Sin (Moun-god), 35 Marpuk, 20 =
SHAMASH, 15 = ISHTAE, to = RAMMAN (JiSTROiy,
Rviigion. p, 4G5). The greatest sacred number in

Babylonta was t2..gho,ooo
[
= 6o* or 3 .hoc

2
, i,&. the

sar squared). It has been shown to be the
fJ number

of Plato'
1

(Adam:,. Republic of Plata, p, 264 f,).

When related to time 12,960,000 days = 36,000
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years, each containing: 360 days, and is fundamental

in astronomy and in astrology. It governs the

universe and also man's Life, especially the period

of gestation, for 2 16 days (?!, the period of the seven

months' child, and £70 days the period tor the nine

months’ child, inaugurate a lucky birth, lor "both

are divisors of 12,960.000, Every number which

is a divisor of 12,960,000 is a lucky number, and

therefore 7, II, and 13 are unlucky (W. CrujckStiANk

in Hastings' Eitcychpudia, vol ix. p. 417), accord-

ing to some authorities, The numbers 3, 4, 5^ 7 *

to, 12, 4c, 70, and 100 were sacred among many
ancient peoples, and of those 3 seems to be the most

popular mystic number, It represents the perfect

number 2 plus 1. In Vedic literature 3. 7, 21, 55,

77 and 9Q are magical numbers. In the Story of

the Buddha 7 occurs very frequently, and in Iranian

(Fehlevi) texts 3 and 7 play very prominent parts.

The Greeks and Rowans regarded 3, 9, and 12 as

magical numbers, and it is clear that they borrowed

12 from the Babylonians and Sumerians, who had

a duodeci mal-se^agesimal syste(0. , Th e. fundamental

cyphers of it were 5 and 7 ; 5 -h 7 — 12 and 5x12
— 60 the Sumerian soss = 6o, the = 600 ,

and

the sacr 3.600, The numbers 3 and 9 were favourites

with the Celts, and 3, g, and 7 with the Slavs.

One,—

T

he number 1 represented God. The

Egyptian declared in his Hymns to R& or
rAmcn, or

'Amen-Ra, that he was the " one One/" or perhaps
*' the only One," Moses said, " Hear, O Israel,

the Lord our God [is] One **
(Dent, vi. 4 ;

Mark ariL

29}, The Pythagoreans made 1 = the Deity,

indivisible and embracing all things. The Muslim

says " Say God is One God ” [Rur'an, Surah cxii).
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The Babylonians considered I> 2
, 6, TO, II P 13, 1

3

to 1>c unlucky numbers.

Two.-—The number 3, the perfect number, is the

sign of dualityj. and was regarded as the origin of

evil, and the emblem of matter -which is divisible ;

it is a symbol of a revolt against unity The

Egyptians had an amulet in the form of two fingers,

their country consisted of two parts, and their king-

ship was dual. Christian priests raise two fingers

in blessing.

TrrET.E.—The Babylonians considered 3, \t 5, y,

±5 to he lucky numbers. The number 3 was said 10

symbolize birth, lift, and death
;
beginning, middle,

and end: and childhood, manhood, and old age.

As symbolic of the Trinity it was most sacred* In

Babylonia and E-oypt we have triads of gods,

<?_£, Ami, Ea
r
and Bel ; Khepem* Shu, and Tahnlt

;

Amen; Mat, and Chonsu, etc. The Babylonians

spoke of heaven, earth, and underworld, and the

Egyptians of heaven, c&rtb, and the Tuat. The Old

and Kew Testaments contain many instances of the

use of 3 as a symbolic or perfect number, e.g. God
called Samuel three rimes, Our Lord asked Peter

if he loved Him three times, David bowed before tile

Lord three times, Christ fell down three times on

die road to Golgotha, In classical mythology we

have the threeheaded Cerberus, the 3 Fates, the

3 Furies, the 3 Graces, the 3 Harpies, the 3 Gorgeats,

etc. The Magi were 3 in number (according to one

legend they were twelve), Caspar, Melchior, and

Balthazar. Man consists of 3 parts : body, souk

and spirit. The Church distinguishes 3 sections in

the Other World, heaven, hell, and purgatory ;
in

Church Architecture we have the three -light window.
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and in Christian Art the trefoil or triangle usually
symbolises the Trinity. Authorities on dreams
assart that a dream thrice repeated " comes true,"

and t-iat the man who does. no l ebay an order given
to him in a dream three times will suffer great
material loss. And the dimensions of solid bodies

are 3 in number.

Fault.— In Egypt (as in Babylon] we have the

4 quarters of the earth, and in the hieroglyphic
texts the number 4 is symbolic an d complete. Thus
we have the 4 sons of Homs, the 4 altars, the 4
Birthplaces in Abydos, the 4 cardinal points, the

4 doves of heaven, the 4 winds, the 4 rudders, the

4 mm vases, the 4 vessels oi blood, the 4 vessels of

milk, the 4 glorious gods, the 4 spirits, the 4 lighted

lamps, etc. In the Bible we have the 4 rivers of

Paradise, the 4 days lamentation [Judges xh 40]

,

the 4 barrels of water (1 Kings xviii. 33), the beasts

with 4 faces and 4 wings (Ezek. i. 3), tie 4 men in

the fire, the 4 beKts, the 4 kings, the 4 horns, the

4 carpenters (Zech. n so), the 4 anchors [Acta xxvfi

.

29b etc. We have also the 4 Elements—Earth,

Air, Fire, and Water, the 4 Evangelists
,
and the

4 temperaments of men - according to HifpgkrateS).

A name of God YH, contains two lectors, but the

Great and Most Holy Name, YJJWH contains four.

The Kftbbaldh adds many other examples 'of the

use oi the number 4.

Five, - The number 5 is most holy and lucky,

according to some writers* and it is symbolic and
a sign of completeness. In Egypt 5 men formed a

gang of workmen, and among the Hebrews 5 men
formed a household. Ln the Bible we read of the

5 righteous whom Abkajia^ hoped to find in Sodom ;
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the altar had to be 5 cubits long and 5 cubit?; wide
;

5 were to put to flight a hundred (Lev, jcxvi. 8] ;

the peace ottering was to be 5 ram. 5 goats. 5 lambs
]

5 kings were slain, 5 kings 1'iid
, 5 kings were hanged

on 3 trees
;

the golden emerods were 5, the golden
mice 5 ;

David chose 3 smooth stones from the

brook
;
there were 5 loaves and 2 fishes

; 5 sparrows
were sold tor z farthings

] 5 of the virgms were
wise and 5 were foolish

;
the pound (Luke xix. rS)

gained 5 pounds
;

the Samaritan woman had had

5 husbands, etc. The Dentadc of the Templars,
the so-called

11

Solomon's Seat
11

was five pointed,

audit was regarded as a great and mighty protection.

Our senses are 5, the skull is formed by 5 bones,

the metacarpal bones are 5, and the metatarsal

bones are also 5. Those who play games of chance
look upon 5 as the heart and governor of the figure?

1-9. In the Casino it is called the “ protector of the

house,
11

for it Ls thought to reduce the chances of

those who have tlve numbers i, 3, 6, 8 and those
who have i, 4, 7. g to an equality, and in any case

the chances are in favour of the Bank,
Six. The figure 6 is said to be a perfect number,,

necause. the days of creation were 6- It is holy

because it contains the first even number (2), and
the first odd number (3), the former representing

the male member, and the latter the midi^bris

pud&ndtz. "The Egyptians celebrated A festival

of 6. The Bible speaks of 6 cities of refuge

(Numb, xxxv. 6), Jonathan slew the giant of

Gath, who had 6 fingers on each band, and 6

toes on each foot (2 Sam, xvii. 20, 21) ;
the height

of Gor.iA.TH was 6 cubits and a span (1 Sam. xvii, 4)

and the breadth of the image of gold was 6 cubits
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(Dati. iis, r), The frequent use of h in measure-

mente is significant.

The Adamites represented the Creation in 6 days

by the Hexagram thus :

—

&7Jr

Each of the b small triangles should have in it

the Sign of the Zodiac indicated hy the name in

English letters.

Day I, or Period i, represents the time of the

crustaceans and molluscs.

Day a = the period of Indies,

Day 3
-= the period of reptiles.

Day 4 — the period of small mammifers and birds.

Day 5 — the period of the great mammifers.

Day fi — the period of human beings.

Those who believed in the physical significance of

the Hexagram taught that communication between

the Living and the dead was possible, and adopted the

dogma of Reincarnation. The Hexagram is often

called the Tentacle or SoiomoiTs Seal, but it is a

mistake to do so ;
the true form of the Tentacle
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is here given
;

it. is to all intents and

purposes a five-pointed star, It is find seen on
pottery from Ur of the Chaldees.

Sever.—

T

he number 7 is specially sacred, sym-
bolic, perfect and mystic, and it has always been

so, Indians, Persians, Sumerians,, Babylonians,

Assyrians, Egyptians, and the Teutonic, Celtic, and

other peoples of Europe have all considered that it

possesses a special significance. In that it is- in-

divisible it has been compared to God. In the

Vedic and Buddhist Literaluvea it plays a very

important part. In Babylonian we have the 7 gates

of the Underworld, the 7 evil spirits of heaven, the

7 evil splits of earth, the 7 stages of the Tower of

Babei, the 7 tablets of Creation, the Seven-fold

deity, ij. the children of EnneSHA&A, etc.- In

Egyptian we have the 7 Asits, or halls of Osiris, the.

7 forms of Osiris, the 7 Hathors, the 7 tows and their

bull, the 7 great Spirits, the 7 cobras (Uraei), the

7 hawks, the 7-headed serpent, the 7 scorpions of

Isis. The Bible supplies many examples of die

use of 7. Thus v,re have the 7 kins of Pharaoh/s

dream, 7 ears of com, 7 sabbaths, the 7 altars,

7 oxen and 7 rams of Balaam, 7 trumpets, 7 locks

of hair, 7 pillars or" wisdom, 7 steps, 7 cubits, 7 weeks,

7 shepherds, 7 eyes, 7 lamps, 7 baskets, 7 loaves,

7 devils, 7 deacons, 7 churches in Asia, 7 candle-

sticks, 7 stam, 7 piatjutis '"Rev. xv. 1), 7 golden

vials, 7 years, 7-fold vengeance, etc. Jacob bowed

7 times, the priest sprinkled blood 7 times. Naaman
was tola to wash in ike Jordan 7 times, silver is

purs fieri 7 times, and the erring brother is to be
2 t
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forgiven 70 rimes 7. God rested on the 7th day

;

Christ spake 7 words on the Cross* The Jews have

7 holy days 11k the year, and their golden candlestick

had 7 branches. The 7th day of the 7th month
was holy* and Israel feasted 7 days and remained

in their tents 7 days. We have Che 7 Sacraments,

7 deadly sins, 7 penitential psalms, the 7 sorrows,

7 jays and 7 glories oi the Virgin, 7 virtues, 7 gifts

of the Spirit, 7 Councils of the Church, 7 sprinklings

of the -Christian altar
* 7 champions of Christendom

(St. George, St. Andrew, St, David, St. Pathtck,

St. James (Sfais). St. Denys (France], 5t.

Anthony (Italy]
) ;

the 7 wonders of the world, the

7 sages of Greece, the seven before Theh es ,
e a e 7-headed

Hydra, the 7 hills of Rome, the 7 Archangels, the

7 colours of the rainbow, the 7 planets, the 7 notes

of muac. the 7 ages oi man, Hie 7 metals of the

Alchemists, etc. In the Middle Ages the altar in a
church was decorated with 7 precious and semi-

precious stones, via. diamond or crystal — strength
;

sapphire, or some blue stone — wisdom emerald, or

some green stone — skid in, adaptability . topaz =
knowledge i jasper or agate — splendour, beauty

;

ruby. Canadian or garnet — submission or devotion ;

ante thy st = prayer and adoration.

EtCxHT.—

O

ne of the oldest Companies of gods in

Egypt, that of Troth of HEUtfonoys, contained

8 deities,, i.e. four gods and four goddesses ; the

gods were frog-beaded, and the goddesses serpent-

headed, The number 8 seejits to have had no

special significance among the Egyptians, but ch-e

Sovereign Chiefs in the That were 8 in number

;

8 gods bore the Boat of the Earth, the Shemij

serpent had S heads, 4 at each end of his body.
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Hulme calls it the
11

itTiniber of regeneration
11

because most of the old baptisteries and fonts are

octagonal. The Pentateuch lays it down that a

male child R days old is to be ditmncTsed, and in

connection with a measure used in building it seems
to have had a special meaning. Thus there were
to be 8 boards and sockets of silver (Exod. xxvi. 35),

stones of 8 cubits were used in the foundations of the

temple (1 Kings vli. 10} ,
the going up in EzeldcTs

building had S steps and S tables were provided for

the .slaughter of sacrifida] animals (Ezck. xl
f 31, 41).

KiEsii,

—

-Among many aritient and modem nations

the number 9 1ms been thought to he as important

and complete as 3* As representing 3 x 3 it has
been called a triad of triads is. each person of a
triad was expanded into a triad- Hence g is a

triply sacred and perfect number. The Companies

of the gods of heaven
j
earth and the underworld

Of Egypt contained y gods, and Osiris had 9 Watchers

and 9 Mourners . The devouring Worm? of hell

were 9 in number {Book oj ike Dead, chap. in) h at id

we have the 9 rcpdlcrs of Apepj The number 9 is

mentioned rarely in the Bible
h

"but we may note

that the bedstead of Gg, the King of Bashaw, was

9 cubits long [T)out iii. 4). Then vre have the 9
Muses, the 9 Archons of Greece, the 9 orders of

angels, the 9 orders of devils, the Q-iold gates of

Hell, the y days during which Satan and his angels

fell from heaven, Christ appeared to Hk disciples

9 times after His death. The period of human
gestation la 9 months. In classical and mediaeval

literature we have y earths, 9 heavens, g spheres,

9 fairies nf Ak^okeca, 9 rivers of hell, Lars Forsema
swore by 9 gods, 9 G ailkenae priestesses, the auk of

S£ 2
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Deucalion sailed for 9 days before it rested, 9 crowns

in heraldry, 9 IrincEs- of crosses, 9 points of the Jaw,

Drydon's 9 worthies (3 Jews, 3 Pagans, and 3
Christian knights), 9 days' wonder, 9 tailors (tellers ?)

make a man. a cat has 9 lives, the cut-o-g-tails whip,

to see 9 magpies is unlucky, the witches in Macbeth

repeated their spell 9 times, the Crown offered as a

prfise by King Arthur had 9 diamonds in it, 9 knots

in a piece of black wool cured. 3. sprained ankle,

a smartly dressed person is " dressed up to the

nines." a person or thing was as nice as a silver

g-penny piece, leases were granted for ggg years,

and are still granted for 99 years, toasts three times;

three were formerly very common. The: results of

certain muitpli cations of 9 reproduce the same
Figures

—

9 X 2 = xft and 9 X 9 — fli

9 X 3 — 27 and 9 X 8 = 72

9 x 4 = 36 and 9 x 7
- 63

9 X 5 = 45 and 9 x 6 — 54

Ten.—There seems to be nothing mystical about

10, but there is no doubt that it was regarded as a

complete and perfect number. The Papyrus of

Ani makes the Pylons in the kingdom of Osiris to

be 11] in number, but some of the iater Recensions

of the Book erf the Dead make their number larger.

The Kabbahst5 regarded it as a perfect number, for

the Sephiroth or Emanations from En S&fh were

10 ; their names will be found under the section

KabbSl&lr And wre have, of course, the Ten Com-
mandments, In the Bible io appears often as a

number indicating completeness* s.g, 10 camels,

to shekels, IO aSses. lo pillars, id bullocks. 10 women
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who baked bread; io men, lu concubines, io inert

slew Absat.om, to knots, to lovers, to leaves, io

tribes, ro chariots, io pounds gained by one pound,

etc., and we may note that David’s harp liad xo

strings, and that the seven -beaded dragon had io

horns. Mr. Hulme {Sytnbo&ism, p. 15) mentions the

10 petals of the passion flower as representing IO of

the twelve Apostles, Judas, the betrayer, and Peter,

the denier of our Lord being unrepresented.

ELEVEN*—‘There seems to be nothing mystic

about the number tt, and be who dreams about it

is said to be about to suffer some loss or misfortune.

A company of Egyptian gods sometimes eon tains

11 members, and Mr. A. B. Keith says that the

gods- of the Rigveda are often given as 5% and

consist of 3 groups each containing n. The Muslim

rosary , when complete, contains 99 beads., i.e. 3 x
ri x 3, and a marker is inserted at the end of every

33 beach (3 x 11} to enable the reciter rd the

99 Beautiful Names of God to Test, At the present

time many rosaries are sold containing only 33 beads,

and in every one which the writer has bought there,

was a marker at the end of the first and second tt,

and the
" tower/

3

which represents AllAh, ai the

end of the third xi.

Twelve.—The- number 13, like 10, 11, etc., was

held in Babylonia. Eg be unlucky, and modem
writers on numbers accept tins view

;
but it seems

to have no symbolic moaning. The Zodi ac or
i
gi nated,

it seems, in Babylonia, and its Signs were T2 r and

the months of the year were 12, and the whole day

contained 12 ka&u or double hours. The night-

lealm of Osiris was divided into 12 parts, and in che

Book of Gates we have f—is god?, of the funerary
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mountains 12 gods of Anwsntt, 12 gods in shrines

in the Tuaj (Underworld), 12 gods of the Lake of

Boiling Water, iz gods with thdr doubles, 12 gods

of the Lake of Life, rs gods before and X2 gods

behind the shrine, tz gods of the measuring line,

12 gods of hidden arms and hands, is gods of stakes.

12 gods who control the serpent Seba-Apcp, 12

Djadjau who provide the bread of Maat, 12 casters

of spells, 12 gods of the stars that never set, is god-

desses of the hours, etc. In the Bible we have :

—

is sons o£ Jacob, ts wells in Blim, 12 precious

stones, is cakes, 12 oxen, is stones from Johean,

12 Apostles* 12 baskets of fragments, 12 legions of

angels, a crown with T2 stones, X2 gales, the 12 kinds

of fruit of the tree; of life, etc* HERCULES performed

12 labours, Roman Law was written on 12 bronze

tablets, 12 pence = one shilling, and 12 inches make
one font. Tn KahMM"h the number 12 represents

the Philosopher's S tones

.

E And wo may note that the

144,000 mentioned in Rev* isiv* 3 — 12 times 12,000.

Thirteen,—

A

ccording to so me, 13 is an un-

lucky number, and according to others it is lucky.

The superstitious dislike to be one of 13 at dinner

is derived from the I.ast Supper of our Lord with His

Twelve Disciples* The number 13 is associated

also with the fee of 13 pence which the hangman
was paid for each execution at Tyburn

;
the payment

actually made was T3i pence, but the halfpenny

was regarded as the price of the rope. The value of

the Scots mark was fixed at 13^ pence, and was
sometimes alluded to as " hangman’s money,"

1 As i matter of fact the Phkompiber's Stor.a was a red
powder which the alchemist used in getting rid of alloy? or
impurities in met ah,
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In the Haxey Hood Game 13 has a. special sig-

nificance. The Lord, of the Hood wears a Ted coat

and a liar, wreathed with flowers and carries a wand
made of 13 willows lied 13 times with, willow bands

(The Times, Jan. 4* 1325, p. 15, col, 6).

Fqufxeen,—

A

mystic number connected with the

14th day of the moon when it is full.

Fifteen was a sacred number to the Kabbalists

because it represented the numerical value of the

two Hebrew letters YH, which form one 0: the names

of God.

Sixteen, according to the Pythaodkeans, who

regarded it as a perfect number* was oi special

importance, because it represented 4 x 4'

Twewty-ONE, i.e. 3 X 7, each a perfect number
,

indicated completeness and majesty ;
the salute of

21 guns probably represents an ancient ceremonial

in which the number 3T played a prominent part.

Twenty-two, :*e. a X ii, is a sacred number

because the Hebrew alphabet contains 22 letters,

and the Books of the Old Testament are 22 in

number,

Twxnty-EIGHT, a mystic number connected with

the days, i.ff. 7 X 4 of the moon.

Thirty, an accursed number, because Judas

betrayed our Lord for 30 pieces of silver
;

another

view is that it in lucky because Jesus began to

preach His Gospel in the 30th year of His age*

TmETY-THREE, i.e. 3 X II. has been held to be

a mystic number, localise Jesus was 33 years old

when He was crucified ; and Alif-XANDER the Greac

was poisoned at Babylon when he was 33 years of

age*

Tuirty^int,—

I

t was laid down in Deui. xxv* 3,
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that a man might be punished by a beating of 40

stripes and no more, and St, Paul says that he

received from the Jews 40 stripes save one, i.e, 39
stripes, 5 X 13.

Forty seems io be nothing- more than a round or

genera! number. The Israelites ate manna 40

years, and wandered in the desert 40 years; Solo-

mon, Jkhoash, and Joash each reigned 40 years;

TIgses was on rbe mount 40 days; Jonah preached

in Nineveh 40 dayt; our Lord fasted for 40 days,

and remained in the tomb 40 hours, etc. Ouaran
tine lasts 40 days ;

the period of sanctuary was

40 days, and many people sit ii* believe that if St-

Swum ik day be wet 40 wet days will follow, And

40 shillings is a well-known fine in our days-

ft is probable that in many cases 40 was Originally

42, r.e. 7x6.
F-ORTY-TWG, -The Assessors or Judges in the Hall

of Osiris were 43 in number, each one representing

a nome.
Fifty.—

T

he Law was given to Moses on Sinai

50 days alter Israel came out oJ Egypt, and the

Holy Spirit descended on the Apostles 50 days after

the insurrection, 50 is said to be the number of the

Holy Spirit. 50 honorific and great names were

bestowed upon Makdijk after he had reconsituted

the heavens and the earth.

Fii-ty-iuVe, i.e. 5 x 11 appears as a magical

number in Indian spells.

Sixty.—In Southern Babylonia the sexagesimal

system was in general use in texts of a mathematical

character.

Seventy appears to have been used, hke 40, as

£ round or genend number, and many instances
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of its use are to be found in tlie Bible, eg,
11
the

daw, of our years are three-score years a.nd ten
”

{PlS- xc, ro)

;

“ after these things the Lord
appointed another 70 also ” [Luke x. 1). It is,

however, tolerably certain that the actual number
of disciples sent out was 72, and this view is sup-
ported by the statements of ecclesiastical writers.

\A/e refer CMiUffioniy to the ancient Greek version
of the Old Testament as the " Seventy” (LXX),
but the jBook of the Bee and other Syriac works say
that the translation was made by 72 men, fi from
each of the Twelve Tribes, and give their names.
And one of the great Kabbalistic names of God
contained 72 and not 70 letters. The Egyptian
priests composed a Hymn of Praise to AmeK-Ra,
in which the god was addressed by each of his great

names and attributes. In the papyrus of Nesi-
Kronsu, in Cairo, the god himself says that he has

had the Seventy Addresses to Es recited on behalf

of the princess (Budge, Book of thf TJead, 1933.

F 660). But in the edition of the Egyptian text

published by TCavjilk the Addresses are Seventy-
five in number

; for a translation see my Gods of
the Egyptians, voL i. p, 339 £. The words of our

Lord In Matt, xviii. 22 indicate the completeness

of the number 70 X 7 ^ 490.

Ninety-note .

—
"The ,r

beautiful names” of God,
according to the Arabs, are 90 in number, and the

beads in the Muslim rosaries are 991, i.e. ll X 9 :

these are divided into groups of 33, i.e, it X 3-

Qnu noNnJKED antd ten.—

T

he famous Egyptian

writer Ptau-hixep, the Wasiir of King Assa (about

3200 e.c.Jj lived to the age of no years, and several

Egyptian officials are known to have reached this
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great age, Why no years were regarded as the

limit of human life is not clear,

The Jpabbalists advised their followers to under-

lain no business cn the following days of (he month :

2
, 5, n, 13, 15, IS- 3°-

'llie following were favourable days for business

;

i> 3, 7> 9- m, 12, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21. 22, 27, 33.



CHAPTER XXVI L.

DIVINATION,

The word " Alchemy/' i,&. the Black Art/' or

rather the “ magical craft of the Black Country ," is

derived from one of the names of Northern Egypt,

which was called the " Black Country “ because of

the brownish-black colour of the soil in the Delta, as

opposed to the " Red Country," which was givon

to Upper Egypt because of its reddish-yellow sand.

We might thus think that Egypt was the oldest

home of divination known to us, hut such is

not the case, for the literature of Egypt contains

neither mention nor allusion to any of the numerous

kinds of divination which were practised in Sumer
and Akkad in the third millennium b.c, Until the

Ptolemaic period divination by earth, air, fine, and.

water was practically unknown among the indigenous

peoples of the country, and there is little doubt

that they only became acquainted with these

branches of the art of Magic through the Greeks who
borrowed many of their magical practices from the

Babylonians. That Joseph used the divining cup

docs not prove that divining by water, or wine, or

oil was common in Egypt, for Joseph Was a Hebrew
and his people borrowed the art from the Baby-

lorn ans.

The object of divination, no matter what the means,

used were, is to find out what is the Will of God, and

what the course of future events is going to he,

whether they concern an individual or a people.

The methods of divination used by primitive or

uncivilized peoples were of a simple character, hut
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among such highly civilized people as the Sumerians

and Babylonians they represent much thought and

reasoning powers, and some of them were almost

scientific in character. The Sumerians developed a

great system of omens, and the cuneiform texts show

that the omen-lists were revised carefully from

time to time and added to, presumably as the result of

new experiences. The priests derived omens from

dreams whether dreamed by the priest or a private

individual* from the planets and stars, from eclipse,

from the movements of animals, from the flight of

birds* from the appearance of snakes at curtain

places, from locusts, lions, the actions of dugs, die

direction of the winds, the state of the rivers* frum

peculiarities in newly-born children and animals,

from the birth of twins, from accidents that may
happen to men, from deformities in children, from

the birth of monstrosities from the symptoms which

occur in diseases, etc. According to LliC Sumerians

and Babylonians everything that happened to rhe

king, and to men and animals and birds and reptiles,

portended something,, and the priest was expected

to tell the enquirer wliat that something was. The

enormous number of omen-tablets which have been

found in Babylonia and Assyria prove that the

priests kept srrict account of the events which

followed every happening that came to tlveir notice*

and it would seem that their tablets of omens,

e.g. the Book of the Illumination of Bel, con-

tained the results of the experiences o£ an untold

number of generations of priests, For further details

and translations of a number of typical omens see

the chapter,
ri
Oracles and Omens," in Jastrow, The

Religion of Babylentil tend Assyria, iSgd, p. 32$ f.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

nmNATTlM BY WATER,

The ancients attached. Especial sanctity and power
to water, and in many countries, e.g. in Egypt,
water was declared to be the

ir
father of the gods,

J '

The Babylonian and Egyptian cosmogonies mate it

to be the origin^} home of the gods, and the primeval
watery abyss was the dwelling-place both of the
powers of light and darkness. The Copts said that

water and the wheat plant and tire Throne of the

Father stand in one category, and they are the equals
of the lf Son of God JS

(Budge, Coptic Afivcfoyfika,

p, 246). And the Ethiopians believed, that the

three Persona of the Trinity lived m name only in

the primeval World-Ocean until They pronounced
their own names, when they became Persons. The
Babylonian Water-god was called Ea., his name
meaning the

4i
house of water "

; he Lived in the:

subterranean deep which surrounds the earth,

and he was the source of wisdom and learning

and the personification of all knowledge. It is

therefore easy to understand why the Baby-
Ionian5 made divination by water, and why omens
derived from the state and appearance of the rivers

of their country were held to be of supreme import-

ance. As the god of wisdom and knowledge he
was ahlo to inform the enquirer into the future bettor

than any other god. The early Egyptian texts

make Nu or Menu the god of the World-Ocean,
but it was Hapi, the Nile god, the incomprehensible
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and unknowable god, whose form could neither be
delineated nor described, who was the Egyptian
equivalent of Ea.

mvmiNOi cups and bowls.

The cups or bowls which the Babylonians used
as drinking veasuls and as inEtnimcnts oi divination

were probably made oi gold or refined copper, and
the same was the case in Egypt. Some of the gold

bowls which Mr. Woolley found at Ur,and some of

the Egyptian clectimn howls in the British Museum,
were probably drinking vessels. According to Gen.
xiiv. 2, the cup from which Joseph drank, and by
which he divined, was made of silver. Whether it

was inscribed with any magical text is unknown,
The use oi magical bowls was perpetuated by tie

Hebrews who lived at Babylon and in Lower Baby-
lonia in the centuries immediately preceding and
following the birth of Christ, and laigu numbers of

terra-cot ca bowls inscribed with magical texts;

written in the " square " Hebrew character, Syriac

and Manda ttic have been found at Abu Habbah, Tail

Ibrahim (Cuthah),. Derr, Niffar, Babil, Birs-i-Nimrild,

Jumjrunah^ etc* A large collection of them is in the

British Museum. When the first specimens of these

were found by Layard the natives regarded them ats

ancient howls which the magicians had used when
deciding cases or administering draughts, of medicine.

They supposed that they were filled, or partially

filled, with water which the litigants drank, and

that the magicians were able to tell which of them

was telling the truth by the effect winch the water

had Upon him, for the Water god would make the

truth known. Bur the perfect state of the writing
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in many of these bowls suggest that they were not
used for divining purposes. Moreover, they were
found at the four corners of the foundations of houses,

both singly and in pairs and inverted, and the latest

view about them is that they were placed there to

serve as traps to catch devils and evil spirits.

When the Orientals at the present day use the

divining cup, or boyd, water is poured into it up
to the brim, and the magician tells the enquirer to

repeat the question to which he wants an answer
and lo look into the water. As he is doing this the

magician exercises the magical power which he is

supposed to possess, and so causes a scene to appear
nn flic surface of the water, which gives the enquirer

his answer, whether favourable or unfavourable to

him. Sometimes the cup is filled with black water,

or ink, when the scene on the surface of it becomes
very plain. When no cup or bowl is available the

enquirer is made to " cup " his hand and ink is

poured into it, the magician walks round the

enquirer a number of times repeating passages from
the Kur'an as he goes, and the enquirer sees on the

surface of the ink what, presumably, the magician

intends him to see.

The following instance of divination by water
occurred at Khartum a fewr years ago, A native

who was going lo Cairo deposited with a friend

a sum of money and asked him to use it for the

benefit of his wife if he did not return
;
the friend

accepted the trust and received from his friend

a gift of money for his service. The owner of

tfie money went to Cairo, and returned safely to

Khartum. When he asked, his friend to return to

him the money which he had deposited with him,
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the friend denied ail knowledge of the matter

and swore by AMh that (he traveller was mis-

taking him for someone else. An angry altercation

followed, and at length the man wlio had deposited

the money wen t to the Kadi and told him Ills story.

The Kadi summoned the other man, and having

heard from him an absolute denial os' the charge

brought against him by his friend, determined to

elicit the tru’d! by means of a bowl of water. He
took a sheet of paper and wrote upon it certain

verses from the Km' an, and then having Med a

dean earthenware bowl with 'water, he put the

inscribed paper into the water and held it tliere

until all the ink which was still wet oil the paper was

washed off from it into the water. He then told

each man that he was to drink one-hall of the

water , and solemnly warned them that the judgment

of Allah, would fall upon the liar after lie had drunk

his half of the water. Each man drank, and the

KMi put the bowl on the ground, and then Suddenly

the man who had received the money fell backwards

and died forthwith, Some of his friends and kins-

folk who bad been watching the men drink cried

out that he had been poisoned, and fetched the

police . When they arrived they hauled the other

man off to prison and set a guard over the house of

the Kadi, whom they believed to be in league with

him. In due course he was charged with poisoning

his friend, and the British authorities were inclined

to believe him guilty. But so many representations

were made to them by the Muhammadan authorities.,

who declared that the death of the man was due to

effect of the words of the which were dissolved

in the water
j
that at length the ca.se was remanded.
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and the matter was referred to Lord Cromer in

Csu.ro, who was asked to give a judicial decision.

With the fairness and Open-mindedness which were no
characteristic 0/ him, he sent for some of the Mullahs
of the Al-Ashar University in Cairo, and laid the

matter before them, and ssud that he would abide

by their decision, The Mullahs made full enquiry
into the case, and their unanimous verdict was that

the man who fell back dead was a liar and a thief,,

and that it was Allah Himself Who had killed him
by means of the holy words of the Kurin which
had been dissolved in the Water in the bowl. They
exonerated the K£dl from all blame and commended
him for his fearless behaviour. Lord Cromer accepted
their explanation of the cause of the man's death,

and ike accused man, who had boor, kept in prison

whilst his case was being discussed in Cairo, was
released.



CHAPTER XXIX.

DIV] KATTON BY MEANS OF THE LIVER OF AN
ANIMAL.

Among the Roman Anns pices, or Hanispi ces, i.e,

the diviners who made known to the people the

wih of the gods hy means of their arts, was a class

of experts! who specialized in the art of prognnsticat

mg by the appearance of the entrails of the animals

which were offered in sacrifice. This class of men
was called EXTl&FICES and the art of divining by
means of the intestines of animals was known as

extispicium {Cicenn, Ds DivinaiioftB, ii. n) I hi? art

was introduced into Rome by the Etrurian envoys

who were sent to the city on the business of the

Government, and according to Cicero (De Din. ii. 23)

was invented by the Etruscan Tages. And the

Hamspices of Etruria were sent for from many
distant places to interpret the sacrifices and the

orades of the gods (Livy, v. r, 6 ; xxvii. 37, 6).

There is, however, now reason to believe that

extispicium was not an indigenous art in Etruria,

but was introduced there as a result of the well-

known connection between Etruria and the Eaet

which existed in prehistoric times.

In the Book of Ezekiel (xxi, 31) we have a de-

scription of the King of Babylon consulting his

diviners as to the probability of making a successful

campaign against
- Jerusalem. The prophet says 1

' J

For the King of Babylon stood at the parting

{i.e. mother} of the way, at the head of the two
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ways, to uEe divination : he made .his] arrows

blight
,
he consTilted with images fTERAFHJM), he

looked in the liver.” The TekAph£m have already

been discussed (see page 313), The arrows used for

purposes of divination were kept in a case, which,

unless the king had his own private apparatus, was

produced by the priest. Usually the arrows were

two in number, but sometimes a third was added.

When there were two, one had a mark upon it,

meaning " Yes,” and the other a mark meaning:
Hr The third was blank, and this arrow in-

dicated (li at the enquirer must do as he pleased, and

dial the oracle passed do opinion on the question of

the enquirer, and neither approved nor disapproved.

Enquiry by arrows was known as " TelomaLicy.'
3

We now come to the prophet's words, he looked

in the liver,' and they seem to indicate that the

king was an expert in e:dispicium. In any case

they show that the art of divining by the liver of a

sacrificial victim was practised in Babylon as early

as the VI th century B.c, That it was practised in

Nineveh a century earlier is proved by the clay

model of a liver inscribed with omens which was

found during the excavations at f^uyunjifc. and is

now in the British Museum (No, Km, 620; see

GuUe, page an).

The excavations made at Boghazkdi have also

brought to light a considerable number of clay

models of an animal's liver inscribed in cunei-

form, with remarks in the Babylonian and Hittite

languages. It was from this region that the art of

divination by the liver passed westwards into

Eastern Europe and Etruria. The famous Etruscan

bronze liver which is now at Piacenza is described

2f2
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in the MHUilunge& of t.he German Archaeological

Institute at Romo, Section xx, And see the

remarks of Boissier in his Note si<7 wn document

babylonien se r^-pportanl d i extispictnc ¥ 1S39,. The

rough drawing here given indicates sufficiently

well its shape and. appearance But the. true

home of the art of divination by the liver of an

animal is Babylonia, and the Babylonians declared

that it was not invented by them but by the gods.

The Sun-god was believed to have arranged the

.Model l r.r. .r.icna.E's Liver Ln briMiii it i ' i 7. o t? its k :

:

entrails of the sacrificial lamb in such a way that

they would indicate to men the will of the gods,

and, moreover, that he set marks upon them which

could not be mistaken by the skilled extispex.

The omen-tablets show that £argon (Shfuruksii} of

Agade. the first king of the Dynasty of Akkad
me,), and NarAm-Sin, son of Manishtusn

2557-2520 e. a), made use. of omens derived from the

livers 0: sheep, and it is probable that there was

never a time .when the extispe* did not exist m
Scuitlifirn Babylonia. Each generation of extispices

added to the collection of omens which they had
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inherited from their predecessors, and these already

in the second millennium n.c, formed a very large

section o i Babylonian literature. The series of the

omens which were copied for AshurbanipT, K! mg-

of Assyria (668-626 b.c.), and were stored in the

lioyal Library, and those which were made for the

Library of Ncbo in Nineveh, were counted by the

score, perhaps even hundreds, and without the

catalogues which the king had mack the expert

would have found it impossible to consult them.

The Babylonians believed that the seat of nil

passions and emotions was not the heart, but the

liver, and that each passion, emotion, And feeling

had its own special section in the liver, and the

oxtispex based his prophecies on the appearances

which these sections exhibited. It is dear that

different exti&pLtes might read these appearances

in different ways, and therefore the priesthoods of all

the great temples took cate to make provision for

the training of expert axtispices. Therefore models
of livers were made in clay, and squares were marked
on them, and inscriptions added. By means of these

models young men were taught the art of divination

by the liver, hut it is very probable that real livers

were sometimes used by the expert to illustrate his

teachings in the lecture room.

The oldest clay model of a liver which was used

toe teaching purposes, or perhaps in actual magical

ceremonies, is that which is preserved in the British

Museum (No. 92668. Guide, page iso}, 1 purchased
this in Baghdad in rSSS from a native of M6$ul
tailed Dawtid KbaJaf, who said that it was found
at Abft H abb ah where the Trustees of the British

Museum were at that time carrying out excava-
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tirms tinder the direction of the Inti?- Mr. Hormuzd
Rass&m, For some time the opinions of authorities

were divided- as to what the Object represented, but

the matter was decided by the late Canon Isaac

CHWEASE
Biicd (Jay model of ifo lira Of ft a&efp -i' the Hr|thh V

Taylor, Rector of SeLtriiigton, who unhesitatingly

declared it to be the model of a human liver, because

its general characteristics resembled those of the

Etruscan bronze liver which he had seen and examined

at Piacenza during a recent visit to Italy. A photo-
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graphic facsimile ol it >vas published in Cuneiform

Textsfrom Babylonian Tablets in the British Museum,

Part VI
, London, itlqB, together with a transcript

o i Ihc texts upon both sklftR of it by Dr. T. G.

Rhtjasi

Bilk#* . lay moriel iiJ tH* tlv-Dr of a =jiflc-p lu tile Britu,S Museum.

Pinches. In the Preface it is remarked that the

texts; inscribed upon the unique object [Bu. 98-4 '2l
*b

238], which has been thought to represent a human

liver, probably refer to Babylonian magic. The

first published study erf the liver model was by
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Baisstar, Note- s u* im docu ment babyl&nieti se rapport -

an

i

rf I'extispicifh', iSyc). Another description of it

was made by M. Ja_sircw. Religion Bttbyfonicfis und
Assyriene, Rd. IT. pages 21 8, 221 and he published q,

reproduction of it in the Bildermappc which accom-
panied that v;ork [Nos. 103, 103), It was again

reproduced by Klaubcr. Pditi&che-rdigitou! Texie,

xmxi . f„ and see Ebeling. Kcilschrifttcxic wrfv Assur
reiigiPscu Inhalis, Xo, 444,

There is now no doubt that tills model represents

the liver of a small ruminant, probably a sheep.

It thews the organ as viewed from behind. It in-

dicates the four lobes into which the liver is divided,

and the most distinctive features, vis., the processus

pyramidalis ft

,

s , the pointed projection) the gall-

bladder, and the small excrescence called processus

papieloris. The surface of the model is divided

into about $0 squares and other compart ments,

inscribed with sign! neat ions, Pc. the supposed

consequences of the appearance of certain marks
which might he observed on the indicated parts of

the liver, though there is nothing to show what
these marks were. Presumably this model was
used to explain only one particular kind of mark,

according to the position in which it occurred, and

this would be blown to the user, though it is no

longer ascertainable. The other side of the model

is but little inscribed, and obviously the mark in

question was less frequently observed there.

In recent, years Mr. C, J. Gadd, of the British

Museum has made an intensive study of the models

Ln connect i on with his work on the omens, and lie has

discovered several important facts connected with

the construction of the model which have been
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generally overlooked „ He has found that there are

three channels bored in the thickness of the clay
;

al] these meet in the deep angle or cavity at the base.

From these the first emerges in the middle of the

large left lobe, and perhaps, therefore r
represents

the ductus hepaticus, The second runs straight up

through the model and emerges just above the ex-

crescence which represents the processes fiafttbiaris,

t.vli.de I he third emerges just to the left of the pointed

projection, and no doubt represents the 'portae.

According to the style of the writing this model

belongs to the period of the 1st Dynasty of Ba nylon

about zo 50-1 750 B.c,
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THE lUSCEJBfiD BPONZii DIVIDING DISK OF

PZKtA^O^,

This very important object was discovered At

J-’crgamon in Asia Minor in 1^99, and is preserved

in the Museum in Berlin, It is in a good state of

preservation, and its diameter is 0*13 cm. It
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formed a. part of the apparatus which the magicians

of Fergamon used fur purposes of divination and

for obtaining Grades in the first half of the third

century of our Era, The inscriptions on the convert

side are arranged so concentric-cirdes and contain

a large number of magical hieroglyphs, but among
them are several Letters of the Greek alphabet, and

a whole circle of Greek vowels, the Egyptian hiero-

glyph for B, the symbols of the sun and moon, etc.

The system employed by the magician is unknown.

It has been carefully described by Dr. R. WOnscu:

in the Jahrluch of the German Archaeological

Institute. ErgSnmngshaft, No, b, 1905. A drawing

of the complete apparatus, which consisted of ten

parts, has been prepared by PROF, Cqn?e of Per-

gamon, and see Ahbildung 13 in Dn. T. TTgpfnek,

Grieckisch Agyfitischer Ojffenimruiigssauber, Leipzig*

19-24, page r4fe.



CHAPTER XXXI.

D!VIHAT]OPT RY EA Ifl't t OR KANf> ((tlinHANCT).

Geomemcy was common among many of the pimples

of Africa, raid Western Asia
,.

1 and it in practised

at the present day ill several towns and villages in

both continents. The magician mark1 the enquirer

into the future to sit down upon the ground and to

throw handfuls of dust nr sand up into the air, and

when the dust or sand had fallen tin the ground, the

magician inspected the little, heaps or ridges and

proceeded to identify them with some of the astro-

logical symbols of the seven planets, and the Signs

of the Zodiac, and certain important stars, and

according to their shapes and positions he decided

what the ccurie of future events were to he, At

the present time the sand is spread over a square

board or flat stone, and the enquirer lakes up

handfuls of it at random anil throws them up

into the air. When the sand has fallen the

magician examines the shapes and forms which

it has taken and makes his deductions as to their

meaning as before.

Another form of enquiry by earth is made in the

following way i the enquirer sits upon tlic ground,

ar.d raking a dry? need in his right hand prods the

earth with it several times in nil direct ions, and

then the magician examines the holes and groups

them in such a way in his mind that they seem to

1 '.vit. SirlTify Smith has faun-ft amonp chu flagmen ta ef the

Kuyllrujk Collection ft iMCtito uJ a lahjet with a series ol

numbers of holes arranged in the saimi kind way a* ihoss

shown On page 462 .
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Table dJ LouuiDi lie alant with UlUilf HiMJunp i'll Iht P-ce-. Sifin

ul tir.e £sdj<UC., HLir-rfi Elnmitil wlLji viuzh Uiwy won: HMOtltfsi.
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earth
;
and that they made them mtc groups which

the magician was able to interpret, and from which

lie could deduce omens. Sometimes the enquirer

made a number of points on paper with the reed nr

a pen* Thus if the enquirer made four hales in.

form figures of the magical symbols of the planets

and st-iFS. Though the enquirer makes the holes

iri the earth apparently at random, it was believed

that the reed with which he made them was

directed and guided by the spirits that lived in the

4&1 AMLT-ETS AND SUPEHSTITIONS

rft r.y-f,
S ..

;
.'M
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the ground gr four points ofi paper l the magician
a'

interpreted them us meaning a " road " or a " way,"
With this group Mas associated the element Earth,

the planet Moon
,
and the Sign of the Zodiac Leo.

With the group Sb® meaning '* great good fortune.''

were associated the element Earth, the planet Sun,

and the Sign of the Zodiac Pisces, With the group
a

l

r

‘ greediness ' were associated the element Air,
n D

the planet Jupiter, and the Sign of the Zodiac

Mercury, Several other examples are given on

page -}Gi . wr
l ie iv a 1 i s h cor

i

) pi led by Cornd ins Agr i ppa,

is reproduced from page cxc of hit De Occulta Pkifo-

nophia. Following this s* an important list of the

dun -u-

1

1 : ts representing the seven astrological stars

which an? formed from geomaritic figures (see above,

page j&S)
;

at is reproduced from page cxcv of the

second part of Agrjppa's work.
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LUCKY AS D UNLUCKY DAYS.

The ancient astrologers and magicians kept among

their archives careful notes of the tunes of the

day and of the days themselves on which striking

or important events happened. In due course

they tabulated the results of their experience, and

were able to state definitely which days were lucky

and which unlucky. According to one tradition the

Babylonians possessed records of calculations which

extended over a period of 720,000 yean; ! The list

of lucky and unlucky day?, was the forerunner of tin1

Calendar, and it served as a Calendar until about

2000 ti.Cr, when the Babylonians and Assyrians

divided the year into twelve months each contain-

ing 30 days. As I he mouths were lunar their position

in the Calendar changed from year to year, and

every few years an intercalary month was added

to restore the months to their normal places in the

Calendar. Tablets inscribed in cuneiform with a

list of the lucky and unlucky days are exhibited

in the British Museum,
The Egyptians also divided their year into twelve

months, each containing 30 days, which was based on

a List of' lucky and unlucky days throughout the year,

A copy of this list is written on the back of the Papyrus

of Amen-em-apt in the British Museum (No. 10474),

and a portion of another is givei! in the papyrus

Sallicr IV, In these lists the word lucky is repre-
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seated by
J

(literally
rr
good "), and unlucky by

^
(Literally "bad JI

). The day is supposed to be

divided into three portions, each containing four

or eight hours. Certain days were lucky throughout,
and others unlucky throughout

, Sometimes only

one or two-thirds of a day were lucky or unlucky,
and the list in papyrus 10474 distinguishes clearly

which they are, and whether they are in the morning
or afternoon of ihe day, In some parts of Upper
Egypt T have seen natives using calendars compiled

by Copts, in which certain days are indicated as
being unlucky for sowing or reaping or performing

agricultural labours generally, and on comparing
several of these with the ancient Egyptian list I

have noticed that they were also hold to be unlucky
by the dynastic Egyptians.

The teaching of the astrologers of the Middle

Ages was that the Lucky Days of the week were ;

—

Monday1

,
or Moon's day, a day of peace and

happiness.

Wednesday, or Mercury's day, a day of success

in business.

Thursday, or Jupiter's day. a day for courage,

Sunday, or the Lord's Day, a day of happiness

and test.

The Unlucky Days were :—
Tuesday, or Mars's day, a day for quarrels,

litigation, and discord.

Friday, or Venus's day, the Passion of Christ.

Cessation of all work,

Saturday, or Saturn's day, a day of danger and
death.
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Lucky amu Unlucky Hours.

Lucrtv. Unlucky.

s. 3 p.m. to 4.30 pun. 4,30 p.m. to 6 p.m.

M. 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 7,30 p.m, to 9 p.m.

T. 12 noon to 3.30 p.m. 3 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.

W, in a.m. to 12 noon 12 noon to 1,30 p.m.

Tbur. 9 a.m. to 10.30 a.m. 1.30 p.m. to 3 p rm.

Fri. 7 a,m
, to 9 a.m. iQ a m, to is noon.

Sat. 6 a.m. to 7,30 a.m. 9 a.m. to 10 a.m.

The lucky and unlucky days of the week., accord*

ing to- the Arabs, are :

—

Sunday.-—

A

day for planting and building,

because on this day God created the 7 spheres, the

7 planets, the 7 hells, the 7 earths, the 7 seas, the

7 members of man. and the 7 days of the week.

Monday.-—A Hay lor business and travelling,

Idris went np to heaven. Moses went t.o Sinai and
011 Lkis day Lhe Unity of God was revealed.

TUESDAY.—A day of blood. This day Eve first

menstruated. Cain killed Abel; and John the

Baptist, Zachariah, and George (St,?) were killed.

Wednesday.—A day of calamity and catastrophe

.

THURSDAY.—A favourable dny for business. On
Ibis day Abraham obtained the freedom of Sarafrom
Pharaoh. On this day Pharaoh's butler entered the

prison of Joseph, and Muhammad returned to Mecca.
Friday.—A day for marriage. On tins day the

Prophets married and Adam consorted with Eve,

Joseph with Zukikha, Solomon with Ballds,

Muhammad with Khadtja and H

Aisha, and ' Ali

with Fifimah.

Saturday.—A day for fraud and trickery. On ulna

day Joseph's brethren sold him to the Ishmaektes.



chapter XXXIII.

THE HAND OF FAflMAH.

Id ail ages and among all peoples, the hand has
been a symbol of strength and power, ane a picture

of it has been regarded as a representation of God.
Tn the Egyptian text of the Booh of Gfftes on the

&Eab&d ter coffin oF Seti I in Sir John Soane's Museum,
the Great Hand ' meat's the supreme Power
which rules heaven and earth. And in the Vignettes

which illustrate the text we see this “ Great Hand "

grasping the chain to which the Four Suns of Homs
are fastened, and which fetters the serpents of the

Underworld and A pep the god of Evil and everlasting

enemy ol Ra the Sun -god. In mediaeval pictures

the Supreme being is represented by a hand which
projects front the clouds. Sometimes the hand is

open, and rays of light issue from the fingeru, but

it is often seen in the act of benediction, is, with

two fingers raised. In the Bible the raising of the

hand to a gorl is regarded as an act of worship (see

i Kings xtx. t8 :
joh xxxi. 27, etc.). The Assyrians

used a collection of prayers to which they gave live

name " Nish kati,
1

' is, " the lifting of the hand M

[King, Babylonian Magicmi Swc&y, London, 1896).

In Western Asia the act of raising the hand was
universally regarded as symbolical of invocation

to a deity, whether in attestation o£ an oath,, or in

offering up prayer and supplicatiun, And the
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words " lilting of the hand " actually introduces th$

actual prayer of Nebuchadnezzar II to Mardult in

the East India House Inscription-. Littie models
of the outstretched hand have been found tn many
countries, and these were used as amulets

; figures of

the hand were attached to royal sceptres ar.d spears

and other weapons, always with the idea of con-

ferring power on the holders of the sceptres artd the

users of the weapons. In pictures a hand with the

thumb anr! the third and fourth fingers closed, and
the first and second finger outstretched

t
indicates

*'

blessing
JJ

; but a closed hand with the first and
fourth fingers outstretched represents the

ri
horns of

the Devil," Nevertheless models of such a hand
were worn as amulets. A closed hand with the first
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finger alone outstretched was ]n some countries

regarded as a sure protection against the Evil Eye.

Among tiie Arabs and Abyssinians the right band is

held to be the "hand of honour " and the left the
ir
hand of dishonour/' because it is used in the per-

formance of acts which, though necessary, are

regarded as undean. The hands must be washed
before prayers and before meals. And note the

words in Ps, xxvi, 6 :

H
I will wash mine hands in

iimocsncy,'"

Among the Arabs figures and drawings of

the right hand of the lady F&iimah, i.e. the
" Weaver," were held to be powerful amulets.

Fipjnah was n daughter of Muhammad by his first

wife Khadijah, and she married
J

Ali, the cousin

of Muhammad, by whom she had three sons, Hasan,

Husain and Muhain. She is called " Al-Zahra/
1

the "blight blooming" (a name of Venus), and
" Al-BatOl ” is. "clean maid ,J

or
iJ

Virgin/' even

after her motherhood. Muhammad held her to

be one of the four perfect women, the other

three being his wife Khadijah, Asia, the wife of

Pharaoh, and the Virgin Mary. According to the

commentators the hand of l.'&timah represents the

whole religion of Islam and its fundamental duties,

vis,, to beep the Fast of Ramadan, to make the

pilgrimage to Makkah, to give alms to the poor,

and destroy the unbelievers, and to perform strictly

and regularly the prescribed ablutions. Her
hand too symbolised the family of Muhammad,
the thumb represented the Prophet himself, the

first finger Fhiimah, the second finger 'All her

husband the third and fourth fingers their sons

Hasan and Husain. And the fourth finger also
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Symbolized many spiritual and moral excc Ilf n ties

and good qualities.

The illustration on page 468 shows how the right

hand of F&timah was drawn in mediaeval manu-
scripts, In each di vision was a letter of the alphabet

and a number.. To find the character, disposition
,

and
qualities of an individual by means of it the enquirer

wrote down the letters which formed bis name.
He then wrote down under them tile numbers
which were written in the divisions from which the

numbers were taken. Thus if the letter was N he
wrote by i t 40 ;

if it was C he wrote 3, and so on.

He then added up the figures, and the total repre-

sented the special number of the individual. To find

out what this number signified the enquirer then
consulted a long list of numbers to each of which was
attached some characteristic nr quality, thus ;

-

3 Mysticism, contemplation, love of the divine,

15 Affection for what is beautiful and idealistic,

21 Brutality, violence, harshness.

36 Large mindedn ess, endowed with great ideas,

70 Love of science.

If a man wishes to find out If he is going to be
successful in any undertaking, or if he is going to

vanquish a rival, he must wrrite down flic baptismal
names of himself and his rival in letters and the

numerical value oi each letter below it according

to the values given by the "Double Zodiac. He
must then add up each group oi figures and divide

each total by 9. He must then consult the table of

numbers of which extracts have been given above,

and the number which is the same as that remaining
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over after the divisions of totals of the namenumber
by g F will tell him whether he or his rival will bo
successful, A list of numbers in the table will be
found in the Encydopsdie den Sciences Ocsuites, Paris

(no date), p. 523. The Introduction to this volume
is by M. C. Poinsot,. The Hebrews also had a
magical hand in wlurii permutations of the ineffable

Name of God, etc,., were written, see SeLigmann,
Dr, S., Dit Zemberhraft des Anges, Hamburg, 1933,

p, l6.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

CONTRACTS WITH THE ERVIL.

The magical literature of the Middle Ages Contain;

many legends of men who in order to obtain wealth
or power or possession of a certain woman, made a
contract with the Devi] who, having given them
what they coveted, came at the end of the period

agreed upon and seized them and carried them oh
to hell. The contract was said to he written on
parchment or paper with the blood of the in&n who
appkod to the Devd tor assistance, and when he
had signed his name the Devil carried off the docu-
ment and placed it among his arcliives. That men
could and did make contracts with the Devil was
commonly believed in the East and in the West, for

it was argued that if men could obtain their heart's
desire from the Archangels of God. why should
they not be able to do so from the Devil himseif

r

or from his chief ministers, ? Usually the man who
made the contract paid the penalty and the Devil
got his due, htit a few instances are known in which
certain Christian saints have succeeded in cheating
him out of his prey. For when the powers of evil

were carrying away his sou] to hell, the saints inter-

vened and snatched it iron their hands (or paws),
and conveyed it elsewhere, Few, if any, of the
mediaeval legends make the Devi] give back the
bond or contract and release the msai from his

obligation to Mm, probably because no one believed
that the Devil would act. like a charitable creditor.
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One interesting instance of the Devil's charity in

this respect is on record, and that is found in the

Ethiopian SENkesar nr Book of Saints of the
Ethiopian Church. The Ethiopians

r like the
Egyptian Christians (Copts), believed in a personal
Devil who was able to take any and every form or
shape at will, and who could travel with equal ease
through earthy air, and water. Ip the pictures which
illustrate their manuscripts he is usually represented

as a huge black man, with large fiery eyes and terrible

tEeth. with an enormously long body and. long rhtn

legs, and paws with daws. On his head is a pair
of horns., and he has a long tail. The lesser fiends

who perform his will have animals' heads and also

tails
; they. like their master, possessed an over-

poweringly filthy smell, by which their comings and
goings could be detected. But the Devil, whether
called Diabolos, or Satan, or Mas^mtk, took form of

a man at will, and possessing great cunning and
skill m trafficking and bargaining with men frequently

succeeded in buying their souls from thorn.

According to the Senkesag: (mouth of Mask&ran),

day XIII, Budge’s translation, vol. L p. -i|6) a certain

young man feV. in love with his master’s daughter,

and as, apparently, his suit was not favoured by
her parents, he consulted a magician and asked him
to entreat Satan to give him the maiden. The
magician agreed to do this, and having written a

petition on a piece of paper, he gave it to the young
man and told him to go to the cemetery of the pagans
at midnight, arid to stand by one of the tombs thorC;

and to hold up his right hand with the paper in it.

Hie young man obeyed these instructions, and a

Satan appeared and took the paper out of his hand
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and CQnduc.tyr.l him to the Satan-im-ehief, who said :

"Dost thou believe in me, 0 young man? Wilt

thoc. deny thy Christ and not turn, again to Him
after f have fulfilled thy desire ?

r
' The young man

promised to do what the Satan told him > and then

the Satan said lo him :
” Write with thine own

hand on the piece of paper that lliou wilt do this/'

and the young man wrote and denied Christ,

Then Satan l>eg?.n tn work on the heart of the

maiden
f
and he filled her with Mst so completely

that she said to her fattier : “If thou wilt not give

me in marriage to thy servant then assuredly T will

kill myself/' Fearing that she would carry her

threat into execution the father consented to the

marriage and the couple were married forthwith

and set up housekeeping together. Then the parents

of the maiden wept sorely and they entreated God
to remove their sorrow, and Christ heard their petition

and showed the maiden that the man whom .she

loved was not a Christian, Presently she noticed

that he never partook of the Sacrament., and when

she pressed him to go with her to the Table of the

Lord, he refused and told her of what he had done

in order to obtain possession {if her, and how he had

denied Christ and given a bond to the Devil. Then

was the young wife filled With grief, and she hlamed

herself and went to Saint Basil and told him her

story and asked him to save her. Basil sent for the

young man and having heard his version of the

story asked him if he wished to repent and return to

Christianity, The young man said that that was
his wish, and Basil replied : '‘Be of good cheer, and

icar nor/" Having made the sign of the Cross over

him Bash took him to Ms cell and lodged him in a
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small chamber and told him to pray for three days.

At the end of this period Basil went to him and asked

him what had happened during the three days.

'f"he young man replied that he had suffered greatly

through the Satans who threatened him with loud

cries and Showed him the paper which he had signed.

After speaking words or encouragement to him
Basil gave him bread and water and! took him back
to the chain her and prayed over him. After a farther

period Basil viriled him, and the young man told

him that he had been hearing the cries of the devils

round abouL him, but had not seen them. Basil

continued this treatment of the- young man for forty

days, soul visited him every’ third day. When the

forty days were ended the young man said to Basil :

" O my holy father, last night T saw thee waging

war against Satan on my behalf, and thou didst

vanquish him straightway

/

J

and the holy man
rejoiced exceedingly, for he knew that his own
prayers and those of the young man, which wore

coupled with repentance., were having great effect

on the devils. He then Summoned all the monies

from all. the monasteries of Caesarea and Cappadocia,

of which places he was the bishop., and all the priests,

and they prayed for i he salvation of the young man
all that night, On the following day he brought

rbe young man to his church, and the people of the

city came there also, and he commanded all of them

to lift up their hands to heaven and to pray and make

entreaty to God and say :
" Have mercy upon us ”

;

and they all did as he commanded them. And they

continued to ciy out and to say :

l * Lord have mercy

upon us/
J

and at length the piece of paper on which

the young man. had denied Christ and promised
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allegiance to Satan and signed with his name fei]

down from the roof in the presence of all the people.

Then Basil went and took op the paper,, and unrolled

i.C, and read wliat was written upon It in the presence

of ali the people. And he blessed the young man
and administered the Sacrament to him. And he
eailed the wife of the young mao and blessed them
both and they departed in their home rejoicing and
exulting in their salvation. And they praised God
and thanked Saint Basil, who by his prayers had.

delivered the young-man from the thrall 01 Satan.

Another section of the same book (p. 76) tells

the story of a young mail of Antioch „ who applied

to Cyprianus the magician for help in a somewhat
similar ease, But the magic of Cypriamas was
unable to stir up lust in the maiden Justinaj for

when the Saians went to her they always found her
praying. The Satans tried to deceive Cyprianus, but
he discovered their imposture, which disgusted Mm
so much that he burnt his books of magic and was
baptized by the Archbishop of Antioch, He became
a monk, and wras made a deacon and then a priest h

and finally he became Bishop of Carthage, and made
Ju&tina abbess in a house of virgins. Decius ordered

them to worship idols, but they refused to do so, and
after they had suffered severe tortures the Emperor
bad the bishop and Justina beheaded.

The Book of the Miracles of the Virgin Mary
contains many stories which show that Our Lady
not only had the power to rescue souls from the

Satans when they were carrying them to belt, but

that she frequently used .it. In the large richly

illustrated Codices of her Miracles we see her fighting

with the Satans for the possession of the souls of
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those in whom she was personally interested, and
according to the Vignettes she was in such cases

always successful. The Virgin did not interfere

in the case of the unrepentant aimer, as we see from
drawing No. r. Here we see the dying man lying

on his rope bed. with one devil seizing his wrists

anti another his feet, and as soon as he dies they will

carry his soul off to hdl. In No. 2 we see two devils

Nn- 1-

earrying away the souls of two men which they had
wrenched from their bodies. "But whilst they were
doing this the Virgin appeared, and grasping the

two souls, who are given human forms, she delivered,

them from the claws of the devils. The text makes
it clear why she exercised her power on this occasion.

The two souls were the souls of two brothers who
were scribes, and who at one time of their life

had made a, copy or copies of her Book of Miracles.
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They had fallen into sin subsequently and on their

death r
the devils seized their souls as their lawful

possessions. But Mary, because they had written

her Book of Miracles, could not allow them to be

destroyed and she therefore rescued them, hies, 3
and ] illustrate the story of the cannibal of Kerner,

who was a Strong and a very cruel and brutal man.

He killed and ate his wife and children and all his

servants, in all seventy^eight people. Now he was

him
; but when ho came up to him ie found that

lie was a leper. The leper begged for water in the

Name of God, and in the names of martyrs, but the

cannibal laughed at him. Finally the leper begged

for water1

in the name of Mary, and the, cannibal

handed him his water "bottle, but before the leper

could satisfy his thirst, the bottle was snatched from
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his hands by the cannibal. In due course he died

and the devils appeared and seized his soul and
took it to Satan. Mary, remembering that the

cannibal had given the leper half A drink of water

in tier name, tried to snatch the soul from the devil,

but failed to secure it (No, 3}. Then she appealed

to the Father, and begged for the salvation of the

soul of the cannibal because he had given water to

the leper, "lhe Father ordered an archangel to

weigh the draught of water against the seventy-

eight people whom the cannibal had killed and
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eaten, The Scales of Justice were brought forth,

and the merit of giving a draught nf water to the

leper was weighed against the sin of [he murders of

the seventy-eight people whose heads are ^(ji; pro-

archangel held up the Seales it wa* found that the

merit of the cannibal outweighed Ms sins. There-
upon his soul was given to Mary, and in No, 4 we
see her sheltering it within her cloak.



CHAPTER XXXV.

EHVOtflEMENT.

This word, which is often used in French boots
on magic, means the act of making a figure of wax
of a certain person as exact as possible as regards
face [the Latin in -j- tiuftas) and form and special

characteristics, with the intention, after having
performed upon it certain baleful acts and cere-
monies, of making the person represented by the
wax figure to suffer all the pains and indignities

which the magician inflicts on the wax figure. Whilst
the magician is attacking the wax figure he repeats
spells and incantations which effect the transmission
of aches and pains anti sufferings to the human
being wheresoever he may bo. Thus, if a needle
was thrust through the knee joints of the wax figure

Lire human being which it represented would suffer

agonies in bis knees
;

if a needle was thrust through
the heart of the wax figure the human being would
die. Hut envoutement could be practised with a
good as well as a bad object. For there is on record
the case of a seaman who during a fight at sea was
shot in the aye with an arrow, and as. a result be
suffered indescribable agony. Hut his friends made
a figure of him with the arrow in his eye, and took
it to a famous shrine of the Virgin Mary in. Syria.

Tire figure of the Virgin drew the arrow out of the

eye of the figure, and at the same moment the

arrow which was in the eye of the seaman, who was
still on the sea, fell out from it, and the pain ceased

from that moment,
2 EI
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One of the oldest exsjmples of the use ot wax

figojes for tile purpose of injuring a human "being

js found in ft papyrus inscribed with the account

of a conspiracy hatched against Ramoses III {see

Deveriu, Le Papyrus JwUtiarsde Turin, Paris, i860).

The king had become unpopular, and several of the

Court Jadtes and the higher officials wished to get

rid of him and to appoint in his room one Fon-ta-urt.

They took into their sendee a certain magician called

Hui, who was famed lor his knowledge of the occult,

imd having put into his hands a Book of Magic

from the Royal Library at Thebes,, they told him to

bring about the death of the king and his friends.

Hui made figures of the Icing and his officials in wax,

and, presumably, wrote their names upon them, and

he made amulets on which be inscribed words of

power, and he cast a spell on a certain man and made
him take these things into the palace, where they

were expected to influence, adversely the king's

health, Fiat. Llie plot became known, and the ring-

leaders of the conspiracy were arrested and tried for

high treason by eleven judges. Ultimately about

forty men and six women were executed, and

several other conspirators were permitted to

commit suicide.

Another interesting example of the use of the wax
figures is given in the Papyrus of Nesi-Amsu in the

British Museum (cd. Budge
f
ATQkucQhgia, vol. Hi},

In order to overthrow Apep, the god of evil and the

everlasting enemy of Ra the Sun-god, a series of

chapters of spells and curses had to bs recited, and

certain ceremonies performed. The rubrics order

that a figure of Apep be drawn in green ink upon a

piece of new papyrus, and that a wax figure be made
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oi Apep, and bis name was to be inscribed upon it in

green ink. This figure, wrapped round with the

piece of new papyrus, is to be thrown into a fire made
of a special kind of herb, and whilst burning is to

be kicked with the left foot four times,, and when

burnt its remains are to he mixed with excrement

and thrown into another fire. Figures of Apep were

to be burnt in this manner at frequent intervals

during the day and night, and another rubric says :

<r Thou shalt act thus when tempests rage in the

eastern sky, to prevent the arrival of rad clouds

there and to prevent rain or storm." To bum
Apep was a meritorious act, for the rubric con-

tinues :

,c
It is good for a man to do this, good for

him upon earth and in the Underworld. Power

will be given to him to attain to honours which are

beyond him., and he will be, in truth, delivered from

all evil things.
1 '

And wax figures of the king's enemies were made,

and their name.^ were written upon the wax with

green ink, and then they were placed in cases and
burnt. During this process they were to be spit

upon, and trampled upon and defiled with the left

foot, and gashes were to be made in them with a

knife
;

after this they were to be thrown into a lire

made with special herbs, and the fire was to be

quenched with the urine of a crocodile.

To destroy the fiends which were the servants of

Apop figures of four serpents were made hr wax
One had the face of a cat, another the face ol a duck,

another the face ol a white cat, and the fourth the

face of a hawk- They were tied up and fettered,

knives were stuck in their backs, and then they were

cast on the ground and treated in the same manner
!«2
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as the wax figure* of A pep. Hiis monster had about

thirty distinct forms, and. each had its own name,

and in the ritual was curbed with terrible curses.

Besides that of a crocodile Apep was given the form

of a serpent, which had its tail in its month, and a

knife stuck m its back. The ceremony of burning

the waxen Apep was performed many times during

the month by day and by night in the great temple

of Amer-Ra at Thebes, and it is quite certain that

the Egyptian, priesthood, as well as the people,

believed lhat the frequent repetition of the “ Book of

Overthrowing Apep 11 was of vital importance for

the well-being of Egypt and her people. Now there

was another aspect in winch Apep was regarded.

He was the arch-enemy of BA the Sun-god, but

the king of Egypt was the “ son of R5.

''
; therefore

Apep was the arch-enemy of Pharaoh, and all the

fiends and devils who served Apep in the Under-

world, and all the evil men and rebels who served

him on earth were also enemies of Pharaoh, and wax
figures of them were made and burned arid cursed as

were the figures of Apep.

A wax figure of a man which was made for u

magical purpose was found in Egypt a few years

ago and is now in the British Museum (Nil 37918} ;

the wax casing encloses a Lock of human hair and a

piece of inscribed papyrus. Figures of the Four

Sons of Homs were also made in wax, and either

laid on the coffin or inserted among the swallungs

of the mummy. Some are in white wax
(
13 . M,.,

No. 15563, etc.) and some :n red (B.M., No. 8889,

etc.).

As we have seen wax was used in working White

as well as Black Magic, but sometimes a piece of
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piper uMtl instead of was, Tilts i the Muslim
who wants to harm or kill a man when he has no
was takes a piece of pajier and draws on it the figure

of the person lie wishes to injure, and he writes the
name of that person either on or "by the figure. He
then nails the paper to a door or wall upside down*
and proceeds to recite over it certain verses from the
Kur'fin, The recitation over he takes an iron needle
and makes it red hot in the fire and stabs the paper
with it, talcing care that the hole made by the needle
is in the breast of the figure. At the same time tie

pronounces a spell or incantation and says to the
needle,

rf
Pierce his body even as tikis needle pierces

this paper, and take away sleep from him." There-
upon the person whose figure is on ihe paper feel li-

the stab in Ms body, coupled with the "burning pain
caused by the red-hot needle, and Suffers agony as
long as the needle remains stuck in the paper. As
soon as the needle is withdrawn from the paper
the roan find': relief, but if it is left there indefinitely

be dies. Cana de Vaunt in Hastings* Encyd&pasdis,
vol. iii. p. 460.

The use of wax figures for magical purposes passed
from Egypt vifi Greece and Italy into England, and
in the Middle Ages much ham: was wrought by
their means, and people were tevr.ftecl at tile thought
that sickness and even rleath could be inflicted on
them by foes a long way off. It will be remembered
thai much alarm was caused in London during the

reign of Queen Elizabeth because a wax figure of

Her Majesty, with a pin atuck m the breast, had
been found in Lincoln's Inn Fields. As no one had
any doubt hut that harm to Her Majesty's person

had been planned by some villain. Dr, John Dec
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(1537-1608}, the ’ famous astrologer, and as some

said magician, was summoned to the Queen's presence

to deal with the matter. For modern instances of

the use of was figures with diabolical intent see

Elworthy, Ewl Eyer London, 1895, pp. 53-56.

That tile Hebrews at times used envouterr.ent is

proved by the following passage from, the magical

book entitled
rc The Sword of Moses

,J

(see Gastcr,

Studies and Texts
r
vol. i. p. 324, No. 68).

If you wish to kill a man, take mud from the

two aides of the river and form it into the shape of a

figure, and write upon it the name of the person,

and take seven branches from seven strong palms,

and make a bow from reed (?} with the string of

horse-sinew, and place the image in a hollow, and
stretch the bow and shoot with it, and at each

branch {shot) say the words of No, 68 (ssc) ; and

may NN be destroyed.
1 '



CHAPTER XXXVI.

MISCELLANEOUS.

1. Metals identified with, the Planets Gold

With the Sun
r
Silver with the Moon, lion with Mars,

Mercury with Mercury, Tin with Jupiter, Copper

with Venus, Lead with Saturn.

2. Colours identified with the Planets :—Gold

with the Sun, Silver wiLli the Moon, or colour which

changes (shot), Green with Venus, Red with Mars.

Blue with Jupiter, Black with Saturn

,

3. Colours identified with the Signs of the Zodiac i

Fire with the Ram, Dark green with the Bull,

Chestnut with the Twins, Sliver with Cancer, Gold

with the Lion* Variegated with the Virgin, Water-

green with the Balance, Vermilion with the Scorpion,

Sky-blue with Sagittarius, Black with Capricorn,

Grey with Aquarius, Sea-blue with the Fishes.

4. Goon Colours.—

V

ioLet symbolizes intelli-

gence, knowledge Blue, chaste affection ; Green

hope, confidence
;
Rose, sweetness of disposition :

White, purity, truth and joy
;
Red, ardour, health

and strength
;
Amaranth, constancy, fidelity ;

Lilac,

freshness, first-born ] Violet and Green and Yellow,

triumph.

5. Bad Colours.—

W

hite and black, death,

sorrow; Black, sadness, grief ; Orange, Imnsry

;

Yellow, falsity, treason, ambition, avarice; Brown,

penitence and grief
;

Purple, pomp, pride ; the

colour of dead leaves, grief, decay, ruin,

6. The Apparatus of the Magician.—One of
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the stories told in the Westcar Papyrus (Berlin.

P- 3°33) shows that the Egyptian magician Ubaner

kept tht materials which lit used in working magic

in a box made of ebony and white gold, and that

one of the substances which he used was wax. His

servant brought this box to hLtn one day, and he

took wax from it and made the model of a crocodile

seven spans long, and he recited over it magical

words which gave it the power t.o turn into a living

crocodile. The servant took the model ind threw

it into the river, and it became a monstrous and

hideous crocodile which devoured the lover ft Lhe

magician's wife when he went to bathe at dawn.

Tie Egyptian king Xectanebus made models of ships

and men in wax
f
and set them, in a tank of water.

Then he took an ebony rod in his hand, and having

uttered certain magical formulae in the name of

Amen of Lybia the models of his own ships and men
would begin to move about, and attack and sink

the models of the ships of his enemies. The powers

of the rod of Moses which destroyed the rods of the

Egyptian magicians and gave victory to the Israelites

is too well known to need description. It had the

power of the rod of the water diviner, for when

Moses struck the rock with it water gushed forth.

The medical magicians also used a rod during the

performance of their cures, and their god also used a

tod, a drawing of which is given on page 489 . This is

copied from a vase in Paris which was dedicated by

Gudea, king of Babylonia about 23fiO Ti-C,j to the

Sumerian god Ningishsida. the soil of b'inazu., the

Master-physician. This rod probably had two

serpents carved upon it, or perhaps figures of two

serpents in bronze were coiled about it ;
in any case
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jt ig the symbol of the great guild of phyidcians in

England at the present day. The snake sloughs its

akin annually, and so suggested the ideas of renewed
Sift and immortality to the ancients.

7 . MagicalPlahts,—Many of the

ancient herbalists knew that the

juices of certain plants possessed

properties width produced extra*

Ordinary effects when in trodi i ced i n to

thehuman body, and that somemight
tie used as aphrodisiacs, and others

as narcotics, and others as stimulants.

And the magicians when they were

acquainted with them naturally used

them in their lotions and philtres

to produce both good and evil

effects. Certain plants were associ-

ated wff.h the planets and were sup-

posed to supplement or strengthen

Lhe influences of the Seven Astrologi-

cal Stars, but they were probably

mom useful to the physician than

the astrologer.

3. Magical Mirrors were, and are to this day,

made of vessels tilled with clear water dratvn from a

well or river
; sometimes the mirror is made with

ink held in the hollow of the left hand of the enquirer

into the future, who must be seated. The magician

walks round him several times, repeating speds as

he walks, and at intervals he bids the enquirer look

Steadily into the ink. When he had done so fur some
few minutes small ripples pass over the surface of

the ink, and when Ihcsc have died down the scene

required makes itself visible. The KabbhlisU used
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hiCv eii metal mirrors, each of which bore tiiC jnsme oi

one of the planets ;
thus tie mirror os the Sun was

made of gold, is. the solar metal, and could only

be consulted with advantage on a Sunday, 1,6, the

day of the San, The mirror of the Moon was made

of silver and could only be consulted with advantage

on Monday, and so on for the other days of the week.

The five other metals were iron (Tuesday), mercury

(Wednesday), tin (Thursday), copper (Friday), lead

(Saturday).

9. Mandrakes (Love Apples).

—

These are men-

tioned in the Bible (Gen. xxx 14), and there is no

doubt that ancients used decoctions of the plant

both as aphrodisiacs and as narcotics. The roots

assume, extraordinary shapes and forms, and fre-

quently resemble the legs of men and women and

phalli , The magicians used it largely in making

their love philtres, and the modem Cairene drug Seller

gives it to young couples who are going to be married

and who wish to have large families of boys. For-

merly little figures made from mandragora roofs

could be bought in Baghdad, where they found a

ready sale, and they were worn &5 amulets which

stimulated virility and fecundity, and made their

wearers prosperous. For a remarkable series of

drawings of the roots of the mandragora, see

Mr, C. Singer's article on the
J,:

Juliana Anitia Codex
"

in the Journal of Hellenic Studies, vol, sUvsi (1927),

p. 4 ££. The plant has a foetid and somewhat

nauseating snielL

10, DIVENATION by the Deao.— Probably the

oldest instance of divination by the dead is found

in the Epic of Gilgumish, the King of Ur, whose one

quest in life was to find the secret of immortality.
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He had failed to find it on earth and he tried to

find it in the kingdom of the dead. He applied to

the pries Ls, hut they one and all railed him, and
he thought thar if only lie could hold converse with

his beloved friend Enkidu, he would he Able to find

out what he wished tor know. He appealed to Bel

and Sin to raise up the spirit of Enkidu for him, but

each god refused. Then he appealed to Ea, who
ordered Nergai, the god of war, to produce the spirit

oi Enkidu, NeigaJ opened a shaft in the ground
through which the spirit of Enkidu passed up into

thus world
r

‘ like a breath of wind/' Gilgamish

began to question the sprit of Etlkidu but fie gained

Little information Irons him and certainly no satis-

faction, What the spirit of Enkidu. was Like we
shall never know, but Gil garnish must have seen

something, or he could not have asked his questions.

The priest of tergal was probably a medium, who
burnt incense and by suggestion or hypnotism made
Gifgarnish see some kind of figure. The witch of

Endor also was probably a medium and used the

Same means as the pntst of Nergab and showed
Saul a figure of Samuel in the smoke of the incense

It is something of ibis sort which is d nn.fi to 'day in

parts of North-east Africa where men, and women,

in difficulties, seek for information from their dead

kinsfolk . And necromancers like Cecrops, Apol-

lonius of Tyana, Jamiblichus, Porphyry and others

who made divination by the dead probably used a

similar method.

n. Palmistry.—

T

he art of obtaining information

about tile future from the palm of the hand is very

old, and the modem form of it which is now in use

in the countries of the Near East and in Europe ii
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based, upon the; systems which. wets formulated by

the Chinese and Indians. (See Prof. H, A. Grins,

*'
Palmistry in China, " in the Nineteenth Century,

i^op) Two pluses of the art are known, and these

are called " Qurognomia
**

and
”
Chiramantia,-"

the latter dealing with the hand from an astrological

point of view. Some have attempted to show that

the art is of divine origin, relynig on the words

of Job xxjtvii. 7,
rJ He sealeth up the hand of

every man; that all men may know his works,"

Many of the older palmists attached special import-

ance to the shape and form of hands, of which same

seventy varieties were enumerated, and their readings

differed very considerably from those obtained from

the lines and prominences of the inner ride of the

hand. All agree that the thumb is the most import-

ant part of the hand, and say that the first phalange

symbolises will-power and the second logic
;

the

hah of the thumb is called the Mount of Venus, The

Si no round about the thumb is the line 0/ life. Every

phalange of the four fingers symbolizes some quality,

physical or mental. The mount of Jupiter is at the

base of the first finger and symbolizes arrogance,

haughtiness, pride
,
and the like. The mount of

Saturn is at the base of the middle finger, the digitus

infamis of the Remans, and symbolizes fate, destiny.

The mount of Apollo is at the base of the third

finger and symbolises art, music, easy circumstances

in life, etc. The Mount 0 i Mercury is at the base:

of the fourth finger and indicates learning,. The
mount of Mars and the mount: of the Moon, are on the

heel of the hand, and symbolise violence and light-

mindedness respectively. The line of the heel joins

the line of life under the first finger
;

parallel to it
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is the line of tho heart

;

trie line of fate runs up the

Centre of the hand, and parallel La it, an the heel side

of the hand, is the lint of fortune. 'File curved line

from belnw the fourth finger to the "base of the first

is called
r

' the girdle of Venus." The left hand, is

usually chosen for exaimnation by palmists, but
neither the left nor right bunds of any two persons

arc identical ns far as their lines and mounts are

concerned. Expert palmists attach great importance
to the little crosses and triangles and markings which,

appear in many hands, and to the lines which are

found on the phalanges of the four fingers, and very

few agree about the qualities which they think they

indicate. Many think that tins Sines and ridges on
the back of the hand are important witnesses as to

character and disposition,, and some deduce much
information from the line?; on the wrist. Mediaeval

write ns based their works on Hartlieb, Die Kuttsl

Ciromxntia „ Augsburg [XVtli century}, but modem
writers like Desbaiolles, D'ArpenUgny, Frith, and
Allen seem to have borrowed largely from the section

of the work of Cornelius Agripp-a which deals with

Palmistry. A fresh impetus was given to the study

of Chiromancy by Mr, Cfieiro, who gave many
lectures and published a cheap, popular hook on the

subject.

12, Lucky Stones of the Twelve Months of

the YEAR-—January, Garnet
;
February, Amethyst;

March, Bloodstone
;

April, Diamond ;
May, Eraeo

aid; June, Agate; July, Turquoise; August,

Camel! an ; September, Chrysolite
;
October, Beryl

;

November, Topaz; ; December, Ruby, lire stones

specially fitted for amulets for the twelve months

are : January, Onyx
;

February, Jnsper ; March,
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Ruby; April, Topas ;
May, Cornelian; June.

Emerald
;
July, Sapp) lire

;
August, Diamond ;

Sep-

tember, Heliotrope
;

October, Agate
;

November,

Amethyst
;

December, Beryl- Bin several other

lists are known. See Villiers and Pachinger, Amu-

leite, pp. 9s, 93,

13. Amulets made of Parts df the Humaw
Bnmr.-—-These were the phallus, the puifertdu tntdic-

frris, the hand, the little finger of the right hand,

out other finger. Bone DUST was used in medicine

and food, and bone-ashes were mixed with water

and drunk, Human fat was used as ointment in

Black Magic, and Skulls were used as drinking

vessels. Human skin was nailed on seats of judg-

ment, and at one time cigarette cases made of it

could be bought in Paris.
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In the ttATialiteration of Oriental proper nnmc: and wordd,

h rvcTOsci: O A sharp hut smooth gu-turrd aspirate . 1
' is a

strongly Artitlilafed palatal T ;
siti strnr.gly articulated 9

,

sametWg liko $$ in hiss
; £ 151 strongly articulated

_
gutters!

It ; an apostrophe before a letter (r.g\ 'A} it Lbe Spirit ui lenis

of Lb-e Greeks, and to Inverted comma (c.g, A} is A strong

gutters!
,

like she Hebrew j;, which is unpronounceable by
Europeans. Long vowels are marked by A cifcuilifiejt.

A.a. A ™ AHV H asher.AHYH.
270,

A5b, the Egyptian Moon-god,

J41.

Aakbunaten, i.e. Amen hatep

IV, 130.

Aaron, high prieSl., 215, 279,

290. 327, 323.

Aaron, the great hlssFang of,

2i9,

Ah, the manth, 379.

Ab, a mythological fish, the

Pighfer, 152.

Ab Abr Abra formula, 221

AbaJAr, the ttiJOJie of, 24 E.

Afcbida. K5 DibrSk ^Abra-

cadabra'!. 220

Abd al-Hamid, ex, Sultan of

Turkey, 74.

Abel, brother ot Cain. -163.

'Abj^r, his letter to Clil'isc, 132.

'.Miyatli. the alphabet of, MM.

'Abhd hh6\ £7S,

Ahit, the praying mantia, 132.

Ablanathimijba, palindrome

(?), 20e,2t»j 203, 211,312.

Ablutions oJ Mendacans, 239

AbJutioii& Of Muslims, -16&+.

Abortiu-:, amulet against, 317.

ABRACADABRA formula,

Abraham, 270, -330, +G3-

Abrihom, Isaac and Jacob, 307.

Abraham, Stele of, I 39.

Abrakalot, 222.

Abrassut = 385, SL
Abraxas, 3ilSf.

Abraxas LAE, 207.

Abrasastcr amulets, £05f,

AbsaJoirij 437..

'Absarc Der^fcl, arimlet nf, LH2.

'Abto Pish, S5, 152.

AbltD-bura, 2Ha>.

Aha, 409.

Abu Bakr and the .Kssr'an , 51,

Abti fara f?}, JO'S

Abu Habbih, 452, Aid.

Abu Harair&Ji, 47,

Abydivv, 1W.
Abyss, the oriLncvak 4,

Abyssinia. 177, 197, 323-

Abyssinians, 213 235, 4(59.

Adad, 9l
,

1 24

,

"Adah bar-ljatMi, 2+3
:

'Atlak bath-Hdthui. 2+3.

Adam, the first man, 193, 270,

274 ,
32&, urn. 4*1

Adam, creation of h 10 ;
Bi=-

miliMi mitten on bis side, 70.

Adam, his seal as a magical

sign
, 224 , 233, 227.

Adam Kadmftn, 210.

Adam and Eve, 194.

Adam and live and Lllbb, 2I4S.

Adum of the Ophites ((JnoshcE),

210 ,

Adamites, 432
Adar, the month, 379,

2 I
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Adda, th4! 3LJll of, 88-

Addan, 44>7
f

Atlflrn&h.a
r

eL 166

'Adis 'Abal^n
,
£99.

Aekii, 238
'Adyjlii, A-riur.ay. 180, '2‘2J.

272, 282. S&b 373. 377.

Adultery, 3ll

Arams or heavens, the

133.

A-soi'iSj the thr-e-!. hundred 4IKl

ibttjdWB, 210 .

Acsiulapius. 205.

Aether, the, 3S0.

Africa, 232, aas, 491 .
North,

4U West. 346.

Agade, 452.

Agates, 327 black, bland,

green

,

grey, moss, red,

tawny. 60S, 307.

/spates, amulets o£, 10, 69.

Agatha, Saint, 319.

Agitlicdaillicm ,
Agathodemol i r

204, 209,

Agwi. m.
Agrta . liffl.

AhMdenis, King, 295,

AMf, 142.

Ahlitmal], 327
AJiuramajsda, 254.

AHYT1 fEI-TYH). 279, 272,232.

'Ain al-Jamtlll Beautiful

Eyc/ J

359.

Air. 4€i5.

Air
r
Zodiacal Signs of, 4 16-

Airn, 409.

'AisIli, 466.

Aizanes ('SBinft), 173

AKDEN
,
257.

Akluuar, 43,

Ak'iiiiini (PjmopQlis}, 15, 130.

Akhuha, sea.

Akhrammaehamftjiai
,

211.

Akkad, 445, 452..

'Arfiabu [Scorpion), 400.

'AfesOni, 177.

M-Adl, 43.

Al-'Aiiw, 49.

AI-Akkir, 49.

A1-
H

AI3, 48.

Al-Atttn, 47.

AbAsmSu ab^usiifl, 46.

Al-Aw.-wa3 H 49.

AL-'A^iiu, 46.

AI-'AeEk. 47,

Al-BadT, 50.

Al-Batis, 46
Al-BEUd, 50.

Al-Bfol, 47.

AS-Beut, 40.

Af-Basir, 43.

Af BMU. 43.

Ai Bitm, 49

Al-Batfll, 46.

AE-Kilni. 39.

Al-Hatiah, 47.

A34jhH.[f&j . 47.

Al-^ihafii r, 46.

Aj-Ghani, 50.

Al-Hadi. SO*

A]-Hnfiz, 46.

Ai-dlikim, 43

Al-JJakSm, 43
Ai-Hakk, 48,

Al-Halim, 46
Al-l-ianiLd, 49
Al-Hulb. 46,

Al-Haiv, (Al-Hayy), 49, 50

Al-Jabbir, 47.

Al-JallL, 46
Al-Jaml 49,

Al-Kabir, 46.

AJ-Kibii, 47.

Al‘KMir, 49.

Al-Kiivtim, 49 3D.

AI-Kalbir, 47.

Al-XuiUtwuh. 77.

I Al-X*riin, 46.

Al-KftwJ, 46.

A1 Khabtr, IS.

Al-Khftfte 43.

Al-KUkUk, 47,

Al-Ktetv, 26, 79.

Al-KmJdto. 47,
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Al-Litlf, 30-

Al-Majid, 4S.

Al-MajflfL, 49.

Al-tfaLik, 47-

Al-ft££ni'
H 50.

43.

Al-M j aklikhLr, 49.

Al-M-jbdl, 49
Al-Maghnt 50
A]-Millai i r.in . -M.

ua , 49

.

Al-Mufcyt, 49.

AE-Ma'kl, 49.

AUfltrtZK, 4&
Ai-M&jtb, 4ft,

Al-Mukaddim, 49.

AL-M'4ib, 48,

Al-HuJi&it, 414.

AL-Maktadir, 49

A. MuJ

ndn, 47
AI-Wmmlt, 49.

Al-Munieiim, 49.

AbMusi^if, 47.

AL-M ma'iJi, 49.

Al-Mutakabblr, 47.

AUMuMJ, 50.

AL-MmiL, 4ft.

An -Naff, 50.

An-NQr, SO.

Ar-Kati' 48,

Ar-fetiTn, 47, SO.

Ar-Rahm&n ,
47. 50.

Ar-Rafelb-, 48.

Ai Rasbtd, SO.

Ar-Ka'iil, 49.

Ar-Raiisak, 47
As-Sahftr, SO.

As-SaJam, 47.

As-3ainaii, 49
As-Saiml', 4E.

Ash-Shahid, 48,

Ash-SliAknij tA-

At-Tawwib. 49.

AJ-Wadid, 4S
Al-Wihbab, 47.

M-W&hid. 49.

Al-WIjid., 49.

Al-mtiS. 48.

Al-Wil!, 49.

AL-W&U, 49.

Al-Waika, 50.

AJ-Wtel', 48.

Az-Zahir, 49,

Az-Zahru, 469.

AK-Zd-maLchsliari, ISO

Az-Zan
r SO,

AI h

T

sastar, mnad. in amulets,

3J9-

A la canti, 33R.

Alaska, $33
ALatuir, 307.

AJbath AlphiDEt, 400.

Alchamsth, 838.

Alchemists, 434.

Akhemy, 449
Aldeharan, tlic constellation,m
"
Aleppo butEOrj/' a running
sore cammsa Ln Western
Asia, 275.

Alexander tlie Grear 38, 377,m
Alexander Eli, IVpc. 344
ALcDrandria, 12S.

'All, wn-iirLvw ri T Muhammad
she Prophet, 67, 78, 802,

486 489.

Ali&fcGOD, 10, 38, 40, 52, 80,

73, 79, 302.

All-Good, the, 809.

Almsgjvin^, 469.

Altar, 484
A]fl, 117.

Alum, 307.

Alpha., £08
Alpha and Omega. 1 29f.

Alphabet, 250
Alphabet, Hebrew, 22, 401

,

Alphabet, Urbre'v and Sare&rL-

totai
,
268

.

AlphabeL, Phoenician, 251.

Alphabets, amigrumic
,
4M.

Amaranth -- coYistajity, 487.

I Ameshituga, 122.

2 [ 2
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Amber, lit, 339, 307.

Amber, l.ialF uf 30&.

Amber, burnt, 3US.

Amen, the thiGof-mil 222, 285.

Amen oi Egypt, the.
" hidden

gad, 184,

Amon of Egypt, the rarrl oh S3.

Amcil Of 1-itiya 443».

Amr-it-em-hat IT, shell asnnht

Of .
73.

Amen-Ra. (- Amen of Thebss
and Riof HeMopuftfi], 9, 136,

1 4ti 154, +il, 43* temnU
of, 9

Anwli-hfltep HE. Kir.g oi

Egypt, 13o.

Amen-petrp IV, " heretic

"

King of Egj'P'tj 136,

AmE-n-cul-apt, Papyrus of, -K>4.

Amrnti. (Underworld.) , 438.

America., 339.

Amethyst 30R 300, 327 I
to

be placed under thi-: pil iow,

30&.

A :
:'. Vi"

.
a Cs'u l: ruck salt 323.

Amoletiim, 10.

Amram, 270.

Amset, l5o.

Amulet (Ainu)?;turn}, tkriva-

iion of tin: word, Ilf
;

urigin

and development of the, I&;

reason why use of universal

if.

Amulet cases.

Amulet rings, 297EI.

Art1
-

U

1

- rd it-ala, 230.

Amulet spirit? 240.

Amulets, General asiri Personal,

1-32.

Amulets, Llie wearing of, a

religious cKercise, 38.

Amulets, homoeopathic, 22.

Amulets ,

'
!

I iving '

'

and
'

' dead
,"

31 j
" working/' 26 : if los.

lm' staitiR they lose their

power, 22.

Amulets. " faked,
r

30,

Amulets, the. engru ving oE, 68 ]

to he worn next to the skirt,

28 iiLt-ir colours, forma, no
shapes

, 20, 320.

Amulets, neolithic, 134
;

mili-

tary, 73, 74

Amulets made of human skirt,

etc., 494.

Amulets for the sick bed, 29 ]

for the graftal organs, *2®
i

made of dust , 74-

Amulet e in square* of figures

and letters, 2721.

Amulets and Talismans, their

dififttnees and uses, If.

Amulets
,
A rah(Muhammadam )

,

33.

Amulets, Assyrian, 32.

Amulets. Babylonian, 82.

Amulets, Coptic,. 127

Amulets, Egyptian, 133-

Armi.cts, Ethiopian (Abya-
sinian), 177

Amulets, CiTiiistic. 300.

Amulets, Hebrew, 212.

Amulets, Mu niU-tir. 239.

Amulets, M Lttapan. W7
Amulets, Feraau, 00

AnUlktS: Fhwnidan, 230.

Amulets, Samaritan, 2S8

I

AlT-uleta, Saasanian, 125.

Anutlets . 8ynac, 272
Ananizarta. 298
Ancona, 220.

Andiaus, 31.

Andrew, St.,.CjiOES of, 434.

Angel of the Face (Uldiadi, Id.

Angels, the Tour of the Four
Hea verts, 378-

Anecls, ttie Seven supreme,

336.

Allgels, The Seventy [two]

Great, 226.

Angels, the Nine Orders of, 10.

Angels, tha Tcr.th Order, 10.

Angels , wituLg flf the, 403.

Anhai, Papyrus of, 154-
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An:. Papyrus of, S3 j 1 40. IG3,

4S&
Animal uf 151

Animals, amulets of, 150.

Animals, creation n[ rile.. 3.

A nit, ISO.

Ankh amulet, J2&, 134,340.

Anfch-Pnemtik lidF house
amuifit, IKK.

Anpu Anibis), 15b
Anqet

r
l5fi.

Anshiir, 4.

Ant, mythological Mi, 36, 133

Antnt, led
Anthony, St., of Egypt, i27,

3®, 351,357,434.

Anthony, St,, Of Padua, 353.

Anticipator/ Cross, thr 335.

Antioch, 473.

Antipatbes, 300.

Antwerp, 26.

Aim. filcv-goj, 4, 31 1 04, 1 17,

132, 138
Ami, 60 lhs number, 427.

Ar.u (EeUopalis in Egypt),

145, 370.

Amlbis (.Anpa), 150, lo3 r 15G,

20&.

Auutiia identified with Christ,

aoo.

'AnySil, 43.

Ape amulets, Lg,

At>e ainuitft from Ur, 3h.

Apep, the Egyptian Croecdili-

dcvil, 3, 145, 16&. 435. 467,

_ 482, 4S4.

^pep, never destroyed, ti,

A pep, the thirty forms ot 4SJ.

Apep, ttitn.il of, 9.

Apnp, homing c f wax figures of,

.
9.

Aper amulet (dbaudanw), 140.

Aphasia Gwtmfl&ta, 2BL
Aphrodisiacs {vegetable}, 4S&.

Aphrodite, Mysteries of, 32£

Apis, Llie Hufi of Memphis, 34.

152

Apiton, 270.

ApkaJlu, the Seven 13", US,
l L9.

Apocrypha, Christian, TO-

Apollo, the mount of flic liaiads.

492.

Apono, 4l>3,

Apoplexy, imlilet against. 313.

ApfiStldB, the Twelve, 443.

Apparatus OF magicians. 4&7^.

Apparitions, dt.viiu.Li. 275. 357,

Appetite, destruction of, 314
April, amulet and stone of the

_ jnotitLi, 4L?3, 4&4.

Apshait, 152.

Apsu . the primeval ahyas. 4.

Aquarius, 410. 411. IIS.

Aquarius his influences on

THOU, 419, 422.

AhJbi, SB. 74, SO, 97. 213,

323 411

Arabs', 27. 2ft, 30, 92. 24 1. 3IO.

315, 387, 4fi9

Arab;, the trcw'iiTienaLLsrE. 07,

Arabs, the SSuatni:, 77.

Arabs-, thfcir Lucky and un-

hicty days, 40(1.

A - all shainna. 4U&.

Amritha 230
Aratrotl

,
L6(>.

Archangels,, the Seven, Lhil.

Archiepisaipal^ Kings ,
300,

Archuns, (lie Kine, 435.

Ardibah 24fi.

ArtJlm, 373.

Ariel, 277.

Aries, 4 L0, 41 1

.

Aries, tus influences. cm men,

416. 42 L,

AritL-f-cm-fea, 334.

Arm chain, an amulet, 315,

Armenia, 363.

Armenians, 315.

Armlets, 215.^

Artruarica, 435.

Arnoganoc, 492
Arrow, 2 1 9.
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Arrow-head amulets, J34.

Arrows, divinirtiwi by means
or, 214. 451.

Art. 492.

Art, Persian, 252
Autatn, 2A4.

Arthritis, amulet against, 4211.

Arthur, King, 136.

Area and StHene^s. 417.

Arusyticef, tSfJ-

Arva, 259.

Aryans, 334

.

As&r {Osiris]. 156
Asar Hap (ScrapLs) ] nS.

Asattu
,

1 17-

AslTestus, !$0fl

Asfar MaIwUsMt 24 L
Asher, 379.

Aahfr Miet&diud, 233.

AAhme<la.y (Asmodins), 377.

Ajjpur-bani-pal, 93, 453.

Ashur-na^ir-padj 1,03

AshAn letters (Hebrew), "224.

Asia, 252 307, 310, 31 5, 325,

336.

Asia, Wlfe of Pin MhOb
,
469.

Ab-atLcs. 333,

AsklepiQa, 2b I -

'Aslir'iftokte, iai, m.&&.
Astuh' hint llmai?.. 359.

4, sjflrju cis-Sifai, +6.

Astuodjua, 377.

Asparaspes, iSl
,

iSti, 362.

Asphalt, 309.

Ass, the wild, 07

Ass, tlie, and Laitiashtn, 114.

Ass, hoof of as art amulet, 278.

Assa, King of Egypt, 44 1.

AKtssrM, the Forty-two of

Osiris, 140, 163, 3G4, +40,

Assyria, 259, 444-

Assyriaua . 27. 97. 293. m
367, 467 ,

Assyrians, cylinder seals af ,124.

As-t (Esrsj. loS.

AstsrtCi 251.

AstroLugv. MandMtitj 24-1

Astrology, Babylon the homs
Of, 20 f.

Aitiolo^y, 360:., 4W5,

Astronomy. 403.

Astronomers, Persian . 24]

.

Aief Crown, 146.

Atnii cloth, 133.

Alum the god, 156
Attributes of (iod, tli* Nhiety-

rvine;, 46-

August, annulet and stems of

th£ tuor-tb, 403, 494..

AuliniaqerEa&Jiqlebati, 143,

Australia, 3l2, 363.

Austria, 339.

Awgfn, Mar, 275.

Axe Stunc. 315.

Aate-bflarers of Satan
,

10.

Ayjt aJ-
r

Ansh, 55
Ayat al-Kurai, 54.

'Ayenat, ‘Ayrrat, 361 ; the Evil

Eye personified, 136-

Aslide!, 27fi.

Asrial, 277.

A sloes. 310, 433-

Ba, t3;e hcart-aoiJ, L3B.

Ba, amulet of the, 144.

Ba, stout model oi. 146.

Basd-porazim, 216,

Babe, the (Christ), 353.

Babel, Tower of. 433.

Babhnt 2, 288
Babd, 448.

Baboon and Thoth. 143.

Babylon, 34, E02, !23, 25-2,

259, 407. 433. 446, 450
Babylonia, J37. 203, 239, 427,

488-
BnbyLoriia, evil spir.ts of, 4.

Babykmiana, 3, 27, 32, 3B, 97,

124. 1 50. 213, 241, 253, 260,

283, 293. 31 S, 367, 330, 4U6.

444.

Babylonians, unlucky numbers
of the, 423.
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Babylonians, thuir observa-
nans of stars for 730,0(KJ

yaws, 406-464-

Bficchis the jJull, 151,

Baton quoted, 355.

Bag&Evda, 352.

Baghdid, 70, 453. 491).

fiaghd&i boil, a runuiilg Fore,

275.

liafiE for amnletSj L8

BahmE.udfl.eli hath SswraS
,
243

24S.

BikkfLrU in tfafi Sildyri . 549

Bobrin, 285.

Rslanm, 3t>4 r 433.

HaLaeii^e, til" Eodiaoal Si gi;,4 1 1

.

Balance Venus, 413.
Balance In Judgment Ek-ciic,

133.

Ealkis, yuccn of Sheba, 480.

Balls, crystal, 312.

Dultasar, Balthasar, IPJh. 321.

353.

Etmtllii »f Righteousness. t&J.

Wandlets betwetn the eyes, 2 is.

Band-o r-ftsltK. 409.

Banner or the C-TO33, 342
Bantu, the, 3(13.

Baptism (Ma^buLl). 34! i, 241

.

Baptism of Christ, 71

.

Baptists, Mfcndaltic, 240
Baiachic!, 373.

Bat Hayy, 267, 268
Bark paper, 27

HaralfeH. 303.

Basalt, black, 138

Base an. emanation , 370.

Bashan, 435+
Basil. St., 474. 475.

BasiLLdca, 208.

Badlisk . 12.

Baekainelh, K 5

.

Bashamon. 15,

Baskano&, 3$2
Baskets—anmler.^, I ft.

Basrah, 51.

Bat, amulet of the, 12.

Bats, groan stone, S 30-

Bat hung. oeramonia? and reli-

gious. 240.

Bathnimn, 2H5.

Batra Gwinds. 137.

Bay Lire. 117, 11B, 122.

Bead, the Iriiio, an amulet, 380.

Beads, 155, 308. 314; as
amulets, 30,

Brads, origin of, 19,

Brads, the lfiri, for prayers, 79
Bear, 10T.

Brat, green stone amidst, 134.

Beasts, wild. 273.
,J

Beautiful Eyo " — the Evil

Bye, 359
Beauty, tins emanation of, 370.
Beautiful Names ol God, the

Ninety-Nine,

Brer of Lamashtu, ! IS.

Beetle, 411; in jet, 318,

Bretl c . the coloured
,
103.

B«tte nf Kliepera, 150.

Beetles, i.3uk£ mating, 135
flrgiLiLii] ig aud End, symbols

df. 12ft.

Bel. lIl; Eirth-^Q:I, I, 25 L.

Bel. 541 his number, 427.

Bell, an Assyrian, 2L5.

Bell ;. 255.

Belly, 418
Bek, magi rat, I I ft

Bekis, 251.

BlIzoiu, 16b.

Benjamin, 379
Ben Ne/, 375.

Brtula. soul uf Osins, 151. 150.

Bereketh, 327
Berr ies, amulets of, 19 ,

Beryl, 202, 327.

tics, the god, 1.5ft, 165.

Scab, King, 293.

Bcsanijtin, re lie at, 26.

Bethel 214 .

Bethor, 387

Bethlehem, 296, 319.

Betrothal rings, 299-
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Be: Vr'LtcVi me jLt ,
27.1 ;

Li] MiL-

fyaimflad, P7
of ring.-. origin of. 2$3.

Prize];; Tar perform* and JwiFon.

301 ,

J32 U‘>Cj, 1

6

Bier, 114,

B|n£li r
emanation. -370.

Bincis,. mar, headed, 103. 124 .

ifirds, ojnijdcts in the fortlis

el. 85, £31.

Birch amulet, 32] .

Biith of Chri&t on amulet, ]36.

Birth chamber, 235.

Birth, premature, 530.

Uirth-stonl, 236.

Birth, apniul Hi, 341

Birs-L-Nimni tl.. 446.

Bischaff Dr., 219, 220. 234,

378, 3Q1. (f scq.

Risru TUih, 51

Bssntl-Xll&h written on

side. 70.

Bitumen, 121. L5H, 369.

fiJnck, agn of grief 437.

Black = Captionm, 4fl7.

Black Art, 443.

Black Balt 151,

Black Country, 443.

Block FjjilK, 80.

Black Magic, 484.

Black Opal 32 1

.

Black Paste, 1J0-
tUaek stones., magical, 325.

Black Witter. E40.
Bladder, disease of the, 413.

Bliiie on forehead, S5.

Bleeding of nose, 27 n, LKXB, 310.

Bleeding of ivuiuids, 336.

Bleedings iii general, 22 31

4

Flsfdsag Of Aamrtj 219.

Blood, e.scts4or, 310.

Blond, tlte WhnaoL ^6
Blood amulets, 23.

Blood red, 2S6,

Blood oi Christ. 343.

Blnod of Isis. 316.

Bloodstone. S12. 3lfj, 314,

31$.

Blotches, 316

Blows, 310.

Blowers on knots, 62.

Blue, SVmlX)] of clULsir Siffec-

tion, 487,

Brutality. 470.

BnG SefSphlm, 393.
Hear, the wild, IDS,

Boat, the phantom, 7

Boat of the Earth, 434.

Beat of Millions of Years, S3 1

,

170.

Boat of fit. 142, 152, 171.

Bold, Hie Gnostic, 1 1

3

BodhtsalvaB
,
305.

Bodies, the five unions of, 405.

Body the ten SepiiLiOth mem-
bers of, 374,

RogtjazknT, 45l

.

Boil the Wndid, 375
fifos Mich. 353.

1 loilii
, 275, 308.

Boissict quoted, 452-,

Booze Bltk, 363.

Bono ashes ami dusE. 4*34.

Bonce in medicine, 17.

Brines, brittle, 419.

Bones, amulets o£, 13.

' Book of Ammi Ttfat [Egvp-
tilrl), 136.

Bools of Arh at'al (Hebrew),
38G.

Book oi the Bee (Syriac), 441.

Book of the Dead (Egvptiaji)

„

2S, S3. 12S, m f 137, E3S,

139. 140, 142. 143, 145, 147,

15E. 153. 159, ISO, 161, 241,
423. 436.

Book of the Deed.. Kfccnaious
of, 181, 102.

Book of the Dead {Ethiopia}.,

196.

Book of Enoch (EUiiopic), 201.

Book o i Gates {Egyptian)
, 437

,

167,
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Bwk of the Illumination of

B61 (Asiyiisii), 44-t.

Book of John che Baptist

(SfckDdaStic), 241.

Book of the Law (H-abitw},

23S. 236.

Bonk of Magic (Egyptian),

242, -4SS2.

Book of Medicine [Syriac), 17

Book of the Miracles of the

Virgin Mary (Ethiooic:). 476.

Book of Overthrowing
1 A pep

{Egyptian}, 23 r 4®!.

Book oF the 5
J
ra.i.‘^c‘i of Mary

,

(EtluGpc), 28.

Book co Protection (Syriac),

272, 350,

Book of Proverbs, 356,

Book of as atnuletj 197.

Book of Blilti, 224, 363. 306.

Book of Respirations. (Egyp-

tian), 163-

Book of Siuntr: (lithiopLc), 473,

Book of SpemlaLion (Hebrew).

230,

Hook of Spoils it Ediu, 36l-

Bonk of Splendour (Hebrew),

369.

Buck C: T:oversirig Eternity

(Egyptilti), 163.

Buck of- the Two WavS
(Egyptian), 162.

Book of Vcslrfth (Hebrew] , 373,

Bottk uireieta, 18.

Bottles stamped with the CiQ3?,

131.

Boulogne, reliu ;d
,
$6

Baw of Mircinkj o-

Bow [Zodiacal), tW, +12.

Bow, 496.

Bow Risi^s, 30 L.

Bowl, the divining, 446.

Bowls in terra cotta (Baby-

lonia), 27, 247. 2841.

'

Bowls, the Munrid topper. 252-

Bowls, Phoenician
,
252.

Box amulets, 13

Bracelets., 215
Brains of birds, 17-

Bimcji serpent of Musss, 203.

212.

Brasil, 363.

Bread of KaSt, 433.

Bread of Lamashtu, 116.

Breast piece of Judgment. 929

Breast plate oi Aaron, $17. 328-

Breath amulet 146

Bricks. pktLo-convKt, 99, D0-

Bricks, the Four crude, 153

British Isles, 316.

Bronse. Phoenician, 252.

Esnonae Ago, 335.

Brown = penitence, 407.

Brown atones, 326.

Brace of Kinnaircl. 1 77-

Bragge, relic o£ CSirist at. 26.

Bucket, 118.

Buddha, 130, 325. 339. 395,

428.

RurbltiisLa. fjfl, 325.

Buddhists, Envoys of the, $00-

BnlL oi" Heaven, 409-

Bull amulet, 6o,

Bull oi Memphis (Apis), 35.

BolS, Zodiacal Sign. 411.

Bdl-gods, united, 85.

Bo-Oo- amulet, L4, 15.

Burial, Phoenician, 251,

Burmah, 31.5, 963.

Burning glass, 312-

Bushmen, ciraiviftgft oi the,

160, 161 ,
m.

Business, acmdets fur, 21.

Buskin, 43.

Btuler of Pharaoh, 406
Bnxtorf, his lexicon

.
90-

Byhlns, 3G4.

Byron Lend . 365

Caesarea, 475.

Cam. 466
Cairo, 90, 51, 70, 447

Calamity, 4$5.
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Calcutta, rciik* at, 36.

Ciiiar.da.ir, t»-] of the, JR!.

Calendar. agricultural, 4fir>.

Call, amulets of tile, SB.

Cameo, derivatior. of the word,

303.

CanaKiutcs, 250

Cancer, Zodiacal £i£n. 2fl5,

41.0, 411. 41 B.

Cancer, its influcnc-ts oil men,

417, 421

Candleslictr, amulet of toe

of.vsn-brindled, 2 1 9.

Canis -Mntjur, 3$fl.

Can Lb Minor, 35th

Cappadoeis, 475.

Caproadocians, cylinder--seels nf,

124,

Capricorn, iodLacal sign 4-OS,

409, HO, 411. 412.

Capricorn, its influences on

men. 419. 423
Captivity, itie, 10,

Caput Algols -IBS

CaracflJli, the Emperor, 22U.

Caravan amulets
,
21.

Carbuncle 30S, 31ft. 021 327

Cardinal Points, the Four, 45.

Carne-ian, 7ft. S7 01 ft, 324

327. 424 .

Carnival Kings, 301 .

Carpenter's square, amukt,
150,

Carthage. 470
Cart-horses, 30.

Cartouche, 147.

Casts Eor amulets, 20.

Case-tablets In the British

Museum, 87-

Caspar, the Magadan 321 , 353.

Cat - M. H5,
Cat — Isis, ICO.

Cat's Eye, 310.

Catawmlw, 332,, 338.

Catapults, 274.

Catar&tt, the Third, 29.

Catastrophe. -443*3.

Caterpillars, amulet against,

SZ.

Caiochitis
,
311

Catullus. 292-

Cattle disease, amulet against,

275.

Cattle Hunt Scarab, 136.

Cattlemen, the, 149,

Cau-caaus, 335.

Cause of Causes, 370-

Cauda Capricorn], 569.

Cauda Lhsae. 385
Cecrops, 491,

Celts, 420, 433.

Censer, 123,

Centaur, 537,

Centaur - Capricorn, 412,

Cerberus, 120.

lain amulets, IS.

lain of Prometheus, 292,

Chalcedony, 09, 134. 202,

5JL-

lahleeSj SS. 317.

Chnlfc. 311.

Chans. 4.

Charcoal, 30„

Chariot of Elijah, IS9, 191 *

Charioteers i>fSntari. 10.

Charlemagne, 3-50

Charm Kinijs, 20G.

Charms, 27.

Chirroox, Sh
Chastity, amulet for, 420.

Chastity ring, 297.

Chciro the Palmist ,
493.

OaeGpa, 153.

Cherubim. Kl. 373

Childbirth. 314. 315, 320 ;

mature. 324.

Chilii-hod, amulety fCL'j 224.

Children, House ol, 420-

Chill, amulet agaiftEf, 275.

China, 315. 333 AM, 335, 303,

413.

China, palmistry in, 402,

Chinese, 142, 412, -102.

ChL-Eo, tin; sign , S47,
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Chirognomia, 195,

Q iVriiuifttltu). . 493.

CJmembiSj 204.

Chmjurruy 2J04
h 305. 20$.

Cbnonptais, 004
Chcchroahj rji eTnfln ar.ii-.m, 374-

Choldmaiubia, 2(14

Chnst as a magician, 107 ;
His

magical names, ISO
;

His

words of power, 1S1 ; as

corner stone, 835i.

Christians, t>i), .01$.

Christiana, Egyptian, 127, 361,

Christians of St- John tilt

Baptist 233.

L'hnEt]nmty in Egypt, 0 137,

135.

Chrysolite, 331, 325, 327.

Ciny'EOprase, 202.

Clmrcb of St. Civee, 344.

Clnirch of Golgotha, 343.

ChorchUl, Capt Spun cor, 3$.

Chwohison, 247.

Cicero, 450.

CipptLK of Horns, L65.

Cappus of Hor'i:, found m
Atyaaiuia, 177.

Circle of die swastika, 333,

CiicLo, the Winged, 334.

Circle, the Zodiacal, 40ft,

Cirtumdaioilj 239,

Circular marks in Stones, 327,

Crises, gods of, 66
Civet cat, 6H
Clfiw> of animals amulets, l£

r

22,

Cliy ftgursa In walk as pro-

tectory 82.

Cleric, htisa A. M. r 413.

Ciennont Gantieau, 109,

Climes, the Seven, 45
Cloak of Lasrtaelitu, 115.

odd, Mr E„ 34 ,

Cloth amulets, f-e<S and green,

IS. 30.

Club-bearers, the Seven, l£0.

Club Of Mirduk, 5.

C-M B- — Caspar, Melchior,
RaltltfSar, tile Tliree Kings
of Cologne and Magi, 3ll.

Cobra (Uratw), 313.

Cocfc, 124., 339.

Cock of the Passion 3d I

.

Code l'I Gsiiia, IG2.

Codrington, Rev. R. fj.
, 23,

Coffins with picLuret. oi amu-
lets, 20.

Colds. (Clnlls) 324.

Calk, 186, 373, 307.

Collar amulet, 140

Cologne, 23], 32 1.

Cologne, the Three Kings oF,

aaa.

Colossi as amulets, 2K).

Colours, symbolic of good and
evil 487.

Cutouts of amulets, 326.

Colours, as symbols of the
planets and the Signs of the
Zodiac. 4$7.

Columbus. 339.

Commandments, Ltuc- Ten,

43b,

CommutatieE ^ of letters, 400.

. Companies of gods, 434.

Conception, the Immaculate,
312.

Lem: seals, Persian anti Ph.rO-

nidan, 1 24, 253.

Ceriqncs. relic at, 2fi.

Cc-.nriu.rai:. eiriafiatiOiJ or, 370-

Ctmstamine., ISO, R43.

Constantinople, 13$, I $3.

CohSteUationa, symbols oE the.

333.

CoroTCsjcnE, 420.

Copper, 251
;

plntc* of, 27 ;

transmuted into ^o]d, 333 ;

_
magiesd square of, 396,

Copprr amulets, 23.

Coptic Version oi Scriptures,

128-

Copts, 15. 67, H4. 146. 36 L,

445. 465, 473.
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Cor Crania, 3S$
Cor Scorpio. 3S8.

Coral. 312 ;
black, 309.

Cord amulets, IB.

Cord of iir-iil fit, 13,

Cord of cylinder seal, 89-

Cord erf sigurt ring, 590-

Cord, spotted C-r rt.ripcd, 12U

Cornelius Agrippi. Zit) 2&2 t

30^303, 402.

Cornelius AgdpfAj pQrToit of,

231 1

Coronation Rings, 5(H).

Corsica, 333,

Cosm.ii ; Egf, 151.

Cosmogony, 367.

Counter charms: 249.

Courts of Lav?, spells for

those in, 270.

Cow, white
,
1 53.

Cow am ilint, i 34 142-

Cow-guddess Allit , 145, 1 -13.

Cow-goddess Hatton I®.
Cows, spoils fur, 27ft.

Crab, Zodiacal Sign, 406. -ill.

Crump 275. 120-

Oramp rings 301.

Creation. acts of the. 4, 4ftH.

Creation, the Sbr. Liays

432.

Creation, the Three DhTfikiHS

of. 429,

Creation. Hexagram of the. 432.

Creation, Legend. of the, Sf,

Creation, Seven Tablets

407, 433,

Crescent Moan, U3, 124, 207.

Crescent Maori amulet, 213.

trace, St,., Church at, 344.

Omens ink
,
22S

,

Crneorlilf:, Zodiacal iiiqTi 134,

432.

Crocodile, amulets against, 1ft,

31, 315.

Crocodile
,

gall of, 1 7.

Crocodile in wax, 4&L
Cromcr, lord. 449.

Crops, amulets against fire

and insects, 21. 275; spalls

for blessing, 276.

Crass, the pagan, £97, 33ft.

Cross, the Ka^itc, 91, 337
Cross the Christian, 135, 230,

3361.

Cross the, a Christian fetish,

414.

Cross, tlif. Seven Words on,

4 34.

Cross, finding of :he, 342.

Cress, the Coptic and Maltese,,

129, 130, 144, 339.

Cross, the Creek, 33L, 342.

Cross, the Lathi, 31 ft. 342
Cross, the Abyssinian, 173

;

with Four Eyes, 190 with
Divine Face, 193.

Cross of Christ raises dead
(turn to life, 343.

Cross as Christ, 347.

Ctokk, cho Tau, 399.

Cress, the anticipator],7 type-,

939.

Cress, the gammato, 335.

Cross, the rqui lateral 337.

Cross patcoe, 33l.

Cross tilt- rayed or radiated,

333.

Cross of St. Andrew, 342.

Cross of Calvary 342.

Crosd of Liglit, il.

Cross of the Resurrection, 342.

Cross of the Virgin, 351

Cross of asphalt and jet, 310,

313,

Cross, Sign of the, 344 , 331. 474,

Cross, amulets of the. 34 L.

Cmss-bearers of Satan, II).

Crass stones, 311 ,

Craves excavated at ]enr,sa-

lem, 3*9-

CroRRes or. nan ds ,
493.

CroREea with chalk, 311.

Croases. pectoral. 34ft.

CroRsing of ihe I-iiver, 4tK5,
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Crown of thorns, IS, 342.

Crown, file homed, ( S 3.

Crucifix. 350, 35]

.

Cnidnxion, 342 352
; picture

of the, 351 spell of the, 294.
QhlcHbtkin armiWa, 1 14.

Oum, Mr. W. E., 132.

Crusaders and flic rosary, BO.

Crus areata, 340.

Crux caputatij 342.

Crux commit, 339, 542
Lnix decussate, 342
Crux immiFsa, 342.

Crux simplex. 03B. 341.

Crystal, 3LL
Crystal powder and huney, 31 2.

Oukbiel, 273,
Cup, the divining, 443, 440.

Cuthah
, 250, 233, 146.

Cuttle fiah, J3:1.

CycLamen, 12.

Cylinder seals, tiii, b3, 293,

317
;

as vetivc offerings, J23.

Cyprianus. 47b.

Cyprus, 251.

Da'ath, emanation, 330,

Dagger ifi Apkalhij 120,

Dagger bearers of Sal an, if),

DaltOU, Mr. 0 W., 29S, 297,

ao3, arw.

Damascus. 5lj 73.

Dan, 235, 379.

DinicJ, Mar, 273

Dar.-ripuskshL';, 93

Danube, 335.

Darkness, 1, 219.

Darkness, fOr), 240.

Darkness, Friiiw of, 375,

Date palm, 250,

Date scathe, L SB, 121.

Daughter of the eye, 357.

David of Israel, 210, 330. 304.

437.

David, Shield oJ, 224.

Dadd, St.. 434.

Dawn, spirits of the, 3 S3.

Dawtld Khalaf, 453.

Day established, 5-

Days, guds dF the, 168,

Days of the week, the Seven
Prophets of, 45..

Days, lucky and unlucky, 4-J2,

464.

Uiybwak, Lord of the. Si.

Daylight, Frinte of tlic, 375.

Dead, ijivLoafion by means of
the, 490.

Dead intercourse with, 253.

Dead rings offered, to. 391.

Djatk, House e-i. 429.

Deatk rings. ‘297.

Decapitation, 13S
Decejrjhrr, atone and amulet of,

493. 494.

Do Clerq, 109, 337.

Dec. Dr. John. 435.

Dclaporto, 337.

Dekaus
p
44 160,496,406.413,

421.

Delivery of women,, amulets to

help. 20,21.

Delta. 140.

Depression, 425.

Demoniacal possession 3lti.

Demons, belief ixi r 1, 3f.

Demons of tlui Planets, 393.

Deatons, the Seven animal-
headed. It 3.

Demotic script, 13S.

DeridrrFii-.
,
4ll.

Denmark, 353.

Denys, St.. 434

. Derr, 443
Destiny, 367.

Destruction. 219.

Deucalion, 436-

Devil, tlm
,

never destroyed,

17
;

described, 473 ;
ilt a

pot of water, 352.

Devil mmu]], 274
D evil-wu rshippets

,
i ]

,

Devil, the Noonday, 219.
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Licvjl, with the. 172f.

De-yik, SC.
.
awl gads, 4

Devil crops, 2$3.

Devils, the Four chief, 44.

DhuT'Jflb&h-WI-Ikr&m, 49.

Diabolos, 173.

Dial Eiitfis, SOT

Diamond, 312, 313.

Diamond represents Christ,!!®*,

Diarrhoea, 307.

Dice, 341

I)!:TJtHm iiifauaS, $04, 4ES.

Dieiliti^. House )E, 430,

Dk3 (Hiddekel), 209.

Dilgari . 403.

DinieL, Z7S.

Diocletian,, 132.

Dirha, 270.

Diseases caif&fid by dfcvils, 1BL
DisssitfSifiJ \>\ Kingi. 241

Dishes Gimlets, 10

Disk, Winged, 11 3, 337

Disk Lunar and Sola?, Prince

of, 373,

Disk, bromic, used in divin-

ing, 433.

DivinaEon and diviners. 24,

443.
Divination by means of dust,

49I>.

DivincE^n by earth, 40U.

DLvnnation by ink, 447.

Divination by the iivtx of sir.

animal, 4oQ-

Divinatium Isy water, 445.

Divination, apparatus for, 32S.

Divorce, Hill cd. to devils, 205.

Ditzmess. 310.

DociSjty in children, 32S.

Deg, ifniiiacal Sign, 4S2.

Dog and Lamashtu, IT 4.

Dog, black, gill bf, 12-

Dogs, * 27o ;
inodfils of, 275 i

placed under houses, 79.

Dogs, the Five tern cotta, 96-

Dogs, the Ten, 1211.

Dcgsof Aslmrbanipft'l, B3-

Dtjgmaa, the Five, 45-

Dolphins Oil Stelae, 132.

Donicnic of the Bleck Friers,

S(i.

Domes, 2"9

Door posts, amulets fur, 21C5.

Double dealing, 419.

Doutc£ quoted. 39, 40. 44, 45,

303.
1 Drawings, magical, cm anvulets

,

SET.

Dove, symbol of the Holy

Ghost, 130
Doves and rfttftft, 120.

Do?,y quoted, 13-

Dragon the Great, 275.

DfMtfMMMh
Dreams, evil, amulets against,

275. 312 313. 444.

Dreamers, 24.

Drill, the engravers, S3.

Dropping ot youn^, amulet
against, 109.

Dropsy. 3065, 312, 315, 32)
,
336.

Drowning, amulets against, 21,

Drum, luE.

Drunkann-EsEj 3Tl3, 309, 425.

Duality, 429,

DhcHu /icpaiiws, 457.

Dung of beasts as medicine. 17.

DUSIIIA Stone (crwtftl], &7,

Dust of amber, atje.

Dust from tombs amulets*

15. 74,

Datum, 409.

Dyang, 333.

Dyeing, arc of, 252.

lia., WatcT-god, 4, 5, 33, 117,

121. 122, 213, 24t>, 353, 403,

j

445,

Ea. fashions man, 0.

Ea P FortV 1 us number, 427.

Eagle. 101.

Ear of wheat, the Zodiacal

Sign Virgo. 4W, 412.
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Ear-ache. amulets against., £?4,

39&
Ear-nngR, 21-1. 215.

Earth resung nr. World Qceatf,

3fc5.

Earth-god, 4(33,

Earth, Zodiacal Sigria of . H6;
divining by, 46 LI .

Earth aui'Euts. 1 9.

Earthquakes, Prince uf the.. 375.

Earthquakes, amulets against,

231,

Earths, tine Seven, 45.

Ebony, magician's box and
rod, 488.

Ecdesiasticw, 539.

Eclipse, 141,

Edfil, 36

1

Edtlta, 279,
Eel, 152.

Eg^-baLI o: the beetle symhol
at the Sun, 155.

Egypt. 3 . 6. SS, 200. 250 507,

317 .
347.

Egyptians. 3 9 r 27. 39, 67, 219,

2S5, 242, 367 ;
borrow the

Sadiac from the Greets, 411.

EHYH, 261. 373.

Eight, the number. 434,

El, 373.

Elam, 137.

Elders, the Seventy-[two

270 .

Elcaiar, 270.

Electricity in Amber, 507,

Elements, the Four, 45, 40$,

430 :
their Zodiacal Signs,

416.

Elepiss nts sunnier h. is.

Eseuthei us, 250-

Elcven, the number, 437.

Eleven Allies pITilbnut, the, 3 .

Elgin, Lord, 133, 103.

El-Havy, 373.

ELllu, 438-

Elijah., 277 ; bis chariot of

hie, 189. 1 01.

E-iflha, 307
Elisha o.F Ancona, 223.

Elizabeth, Queen, artel wait

figure
, 435.

Elba, Hebraist, 247

Ellil-n ir'.in-atift, 337.

Eloab, 573.

KMiim; ISO, 234, 373.

ElOhlm SaMuth. 373.

Elphfiil, 38S.

'El-Sabaflih, 272
'El-Shaddai, 180,267,272,

, Elul, the month, 370,
Ehvoithy, quoted, 3^, 486,

Emanations, the Ten of Eli

Soph, 370. 401, 430.

Embrujccs of Fire
,
304

.

Emerald, 313. 326, 327; a
mental stimulant. 424,

Emorods, 431.

Endian, the, 57

1

JLndur, the witch of, 213.

Enemies House, nf, 430.

England 3] 2
,
322

, 339, 303;
Wat1 Of marital wax figrtiei

in, 485.

Enludc .. 2, S3. 213, Mlf,
Euiil, 6S, H7. 132. J23.

Ensnoftshara i ho sevenfold deitv,

433.

Enccb, 201, 377.

£n Soph, 370f . . 1578, 401, 436
Entrails. God ul tllfr, 2.

Ejiuriu, 400
Envy, terrible power £, 353,

364.

EnvoLitemont
,
49 S i.

Ephesus, Seven Sleepers rif

,

m.
Ephhdls, 328,

Eptiru bat SabOrcldch
,
247, 246.

Ephraim, 379.

Epilepsy, 29$, 301, 30ft SlU,

313, 3iS
:
320. 324

Epiphanies, 200.

Epiphany, 313

.

Episcopal rings. 306
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Equinox the spring, 409.

EreclL. 2,

Eridu, IIS, 2.4(1,

EsarluLddcui- y.rm llLc:x
,
92,

EBdLniid, 2?S-

Eshinuti, 35 L -

EtcmiLy amulet, M6-
Ethiopians, 235, 473.

Ethiopic language, IfW.

Etinunn, 1 15,

Etruria, 451
Etnhada' util .

223 .

Eucharist, 215.

Euphrates, 51. GS, 233, 2-kJ.

Europe, 317, 5 12, 314. 93o,

336,

Evangelists. tli-e Four. I EH .

26J
,

4 33.

Evangel!arum., 351.

five, 134, 325. 4150 ;
mats!* un-

der] of, 466 i
seal <jE, 224 .

Evil ucvpr destroyed by ihE

gods, 6. 6.

Evil personihsd in Tiimad, 4.

Evil Eve, Vh-e., 3, IS. 15, 28,

33, 61, 62, 142. LSI, IBS.

195, 212, 213, 219, 26S, 274,

275 273, 2SS, 306, 5117, 308,

909, 310, 311, 312, at3
f 314,

316, SI 7, 3 LB. 319, 320. 321,

522, m, 325, 326, 327. 353,

E55i.
r 370.

Evil Eye, virions kinds of,

279 ; "naaws fur, 563 ;
rings

against, 296 ;
amulets

against, 30.

Evil hook, 354.

Evil Sprite, universal belief in,

if.

Evil Spirits, the icn Orders nf„

375 ,

Endsting, the, 303
EsctLspci, 450, 452.

Evtlspiditm, 45Q, 151.

Eye, i!ie little iitan in, 357.

Eve. diseases of the, 520
f 603*

362. 3lB.

Eye, the bloodshot, 314 ;
cye-

aclie, 274.

Eye amplots, 5L1, Hi.
Eyt agate or eye atone, 3(3.

Eye of Eirtli, iSS, 302.

Eye oE Envy 359.

i Eye of H&ruSj 1W7, 364.
! Eye of the Moon, 141, 350.

Eye ol EH, 1 43.

Eye of the >un, 141, 339.

Eye rm iseii, 9J.

Eyes of birds TnctLcirie, 17,

Eyes of flir.t knives, 36+.

'Esina, 377, 176.

Ezekiel. 435, 439.

Fabra, Mr. J, H„ 135,

Face, the Divine, 166.

Fare of God, 193.

FaEnCe, ted, 295.

Faith, the underlying power of

all amulets, 21

F&ilhfulnrv-, 314.

Faithful Shenlierd of Heaven*
409.

Faith-Wisdom, 2lX).

FulHh iShabti}, 139.

['alLthin. SO.

Fulling mrieness, 29B, 316.

Fame, an emanation, 370.

Familiars,, 249,

FdTiiiiic
,
S22

Fancy rings, 309.

Fard. 43,

Fascination, 319. 311, SI 3, 314,

316, SIS, 325, 350, 361, 3G3.

Fascinum, 14, 15.

Fust days, bathings. on, 239.

Fat, h'Jman, as, ointment, 494.

Fate, line of, in hard, 493.

Fates, the, 429.

Father af the godi, 445.

Faticarla, 15,

Fatih it, 56, 39, 68-

Fipnrah, Fa|.iiiu, haul of. 466f.

Faynis, 325.
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Feathers, amulets, ]£, 22, 14fi.

Feathers dls medicine 17.

February amulet and stone of,

493 .

t'eqnndiiy in women, amulets
for, 85, 90S, 400.

Fade |lietrnthal} Rings, 299.

Fbktxa. ipbyiacinry}, 262.

Feldspar, 313.

Female- Principle. 332.

Fertility, rings lor producing,

290,

Festival Songs of Isis and
Nephthys, 103.

Fetish, 14F.
; the natural anti

artihcLal, Hi.

Fetish, derivation of xhe word,
15.

Fetish specialists. 17.

Feti$hi&m, 10

Fevers, amulets against, 275,
303

, 303, 332, 317 ,

Fifteen, che number, 433.

Fifty, thjj number, 440.

Fifty-five
,
the number, 4441.

Figures, evi--avertin|- and pro*

phylaciic, 120.

FiLleis Oil tlie hands, 216-

Finger, lirrle, of right hand.

494.

Finger 1 st
,
nicer j upitcr, 4(12.

Finger. 2nd, under Saturn, 402
Finger. 3rd

,
undei the Sun, 402

Finger, 4th, under Mercury,
402,

Finger amulets, 20.

Finger rings, 215
;

origin erf,

291.

Fanistcrru, 311.

Finite, the, 367
Fire. Sab,m
Fire, amulet against, ,

Fire, the Heaven nf, 375.

Fire, Prince c-f, 375,

Fires ticks, 333.

Fire
,
Zodiacal Sdgn

|
Ram}, 4l6,

437 -

First bora, sacrifice of, 25 E.

First Cause, 307, 37(1.

Firditai, 325.

FisL amulets, 152.

Fish for dedication l0£.

Fisli " medicuie," 17.

Fish skin figure, lOO, 1 19

Fish, the symbol of Christ, 13!

.

Fish man, 120-

Fishes, Zodiacal Hign. 409, 41 1.

Fishes, amulet of, 35.

Fishing, spells for successful,

275.

Fistula, 4E0.

Fite, 415-

Fivr
e, a holy and locky number,

490.

Five BdOks of Closes, 235, 996.

Five names of Lama-shtu, 117.

Five Planets, the, 206,

Five month stnnr-3, 327, 330.

Five Wounds of Cl . .-.t
,
207.

FSag of ihL Ciois, 342.

Flatulence. 914

Flood, the, 117.

Fluid of life, 134, 170
Flaws of blond, 22, 3 ID, 326

Fog, spell against, 230.

Fonts, octagonal, 43o
Fords of the J erdan .71.

Forgeries of amucuts, 31.

Forms uf amulets, 3£&.

Fortune, 453.
Foi ‘

.j:'; r dill; id in >:a;id, 4U3.
Foitunitiu. JJcetna, 303.

Forty, the number, 440.

Forty-two, the number-
,
440

Foundation, ariernanatinn
, 37-0.

Four, the number, 430.

Four Quarters of earth and
heaven, 393.

l-Gjc, tail of as amulet, 213,

Fractures of bones, 93 0.

!

FrankiiicErLse, 29B.

! France, 322, 339, 303.

Frank's, Sir A W., his collec-

tion ut rings. 20b, 339.

2 it
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Freethinkers. 67

Fringe, 217.

Fringes amulets, 30.

Fringes of letters. Bl.

Fringes o£ saddles, 6l

,

Friday,, 417, 418, 4S0 un-

lucky, 4fi-i

Friendship, House of, 420.

Friendship, amulet for seed-
ing, 228.

Frog, 152 ;
eaten to produce

fertility, 143.

Frog, the green tree, 143.

Frog, a fertility amulet, Ho,

Bl. 145.

Fnog, be&s-l oe ring, 296.

Frc-gj symbol of the RESiuroc-

tiem, 144.

Frr-n tints, 280.

Fruits, mutilate to ripen, 15. 19

Fumigation with sulphur, 325.

Funerary Kings, 30J»

Fylfot, 33 E

Gabb£r. 43,

Gabriel, 43, St, 52. (52, ISO,

Z77, 27®, 358 ;

" BasmilEah
"

written on his wing, 70.,

Gad, 379.

Gedd, Mr. C. J. r S7, 3t7. 436.

Gagge, 313.

G&ggitia, 313, 316
Galatians, 359

Galaktitc, 313, 319,

Gamaliel, 373,

Gall bladder, 456.

Gall scones, 311, 317.

Gall gf black dog, 12

;

ot

cro&odilpg, 17; of leopards,

,
17-

Gammajdbon, 031.

Gammas. 331.

Gandash, 337.

Gantsa, 332,

Gatuius, £74.

Garden amulet., 334

Garden of Rde i
,
194.

Gardner, Prof. P., IBri.

Garnet, 313, 314, 32l

Raster, Dr., quoted, 213, 221,

237, 256, 366, 4313.

Gate ui Alesandcr, 277..

Gate-post amulet, 2 IS.

Gate keeper of Hell, 116.

Gazelle, akin of the unborn
used for amulets, 27,

Gunn, the eunuch, 257.

Geb, the Egyptian god, 133.

Gobhurdh, emanation of En-
SM, 370.

Gnduliah, emanation of £n-
SOph, 370.

G£f£i language. 130.

Geos, 279.

Gematria, 261 r 404.

Gemmi, Zodiacal Sign, 4IO
r

ill ; their influences on
men, 417, 421.

Genii, the Sevan Kings oF ihe,

43.

Generator, 7.

Genesis, lioci; oe", 231.

Genital organa, amulets for,

4 IS.

Gentiles, 370.

George, St.. 1 23 131, 181, 274.

275 431 4Gfi

Gwiraiiy. 311. 339, 363. 463.

Grey, symbol of Aquarius
,
4S7.

Gibbet, 34l.

I

Gift Rings, Ml.
Gihou, 226, 269,

Gjlgomish, 2, 88, 124, 211, 496.

Ginsberg. Dr„ quoted, 2 IS,

367.

GiKzd. 241

.

Girdle of Venus, 493.

Girdles, 215.

Giflhmin, £49
Gizah, geese of, lSl.

Goat, Zodiacal Sign, 40©.

Goat'fish. Zodiacal Sign, 409.

Goat-fish, man-headed, 1.24,
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GoUt r amuledc figures of, 36,

Goblet d'AJvrdlc, 335.

God, His ineffable name
TOTH, HlaAttributes, 3B7

;

His Names, 160 ; His Names-
as words of power, 2GQ.

God. the T<m Names uf. 373
God. His Name of 73 Names,

^
376.

i

God, Ilia Name of 12 letters,

377 Ci 4^ letters, 376

;

__
of 72 letters, 373.

God, the Aged (Ancient of

_
days), 165.

God-men, 156-

Gods, the ancestral, 315 ; frog-

hcaded, 434.

Gods, figures of the, £16.

Gods, the Three Companies of,

166.

Goddess, the naked, 92
Codde??., serpent-hcided. 434.

Gas and Magics; 277.

Goitre,. 30'S.

Gold, Egyptian ejic SutULni,

231, 29S
;

white gold. 40S
;

epJiMh of, 328.
Gold, Magical Square of, 395
Gold, coiner nf, symboJic of

me lion, 4S7.

Geld, amulets of, 20, 230.

Golgotha. 843. 429.

Goliath, 333, 431,

Gfffrdf&wj Aiifts beetle, 136.

GoilancE., the late Sir H
,
272 ,

366
Grjud Genius, 204-

Good Look, 30(J.

Good Luck Rings, 333.

Good Spine, S505.

Goose of AmeU, 131.

Gorge tli, the Three. 429.

GouL. 309, 313.

Great Lilc, the (t,*. God),
240.

Glands swellings of the, 312,

316 .

Glass, rod, 29S
;

bice bezel.

294 ; writing on, 301,

Glass biowirjg, 252.

Globes, the Seven, 113.

Glory, emanation nf £n-£&ph,
370.

Grtfsts, 200.

Gnostics, 27. 39, 67 239, 242,

200, 307, 370 r amulets of
the, MO rings of the, 296.

Gnosticism from India, 200 ;

the various iuflUmCcs in . 200.

Graces, the Three, 429.

Grain ol LamashtH, 115.

Graimnata., 261.

Grammatyi, 400.

Granite. 202.

GranvflDcj Earl, 193.

GraphJ&l, 393.

Grasshopper, 152

Graver, St..

Grout Gadder, 151.

Great Dog the Zodiacal Leo,

409.

Great Hand, 467.

Great Judge, 196,

Great River, 250-

Great star, 409.

Great Twins, 409.

Greatness, umanatiM of Eo-
Sipb, 370.

Grftjce, 200, >134 ’ was figures

in, 4$5.

GiBedfisasa, 463.

Greeks,'27, 242. 260. 310, 314 ;

magical numbers of the,

428 j borrow the Zodiac from
the Babylonians, 413, 443..

Green colour, symbolic of hope

,

437,

Green, dark, symbol of Aries,

487.

GrCeil jasper. 3lo.

Green paste, magical, 1)5,

Green stomps, magical, 336.

Greenland, 383.

Greg, Mr.
,
332

2 K 2
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Grigri. r 16.

Gudea, King, 49$.

GUGSTONE, 87.

GUGALLU, 122.

Guiana, 363,

Guinea, 312.

Gala. 4m.
Gypsum. 1 13. 121; symbolic

of Nlmirta, J22-

HaSad, 257.

HiiematLcir:, H7,. 210, 314. 316 ;

beetle of, 136.

Hafsafi, widmv of Muhammad,
51

.

Hflgnr, 60.

Haggard 5ar R.„ 129.

HsgEiE, 393.

Hagittij ruler of V^nus, 3$$,

Ha;], Er-nce of the. 375.

Hair of beasts as " medicine/’

17.

Hair, the wena of, .26,

Hairpins. 314,

Hajj. tlic SC*.

HiiLivv. Mr., quOlo-rl, 236,

Hall, the late Dr. H. R., 2M-
Hall pi Judgment of Osiris,

135, 170, 196,354,
T-T ;urnan

,
3&5.

Hamath ,
2j9.

Humehit, 1,52.

Hammer Of ebe Fllssldh
, 340,

341.

Hand, mndcls of the human,
4® ; use Ot in blessing, 466

;

outstretched
.

37 ;
illlimb

and index finger touching,

126; amulets of the, 150,

493
Hand of honour and dishonour,

469.
Hand, Kabbaliatjc views, 40 if.

Hand symbolic oi God, 4(57.

Ilind, the " raising of the
J

'=
prayer. 467.

Hand of Fatma, 467, 46$.

Hands, washing fit the, 46$
Handled cross, the, $40.

Ha:ipu, 110, 113.

fjipi, tiic Nilt-god, 336. 412.

445,

Hdpi, the son of Horns. 156.

Ha^a-jiaqa-herher, 143,

Kara, 151.

Haro, Zodiacal Sign ,412.

llama Rabbi, 230.

Harp oi David
,
437.

Harpies, the Three, 429.

Ha^jccmtes. 165, 166, 202,

206. 207, 412.

HKsnie], 277.

Mart, sMn of used for amulets,

22$, 230.

Hamspines. 450
Harvest amulet, 307.

Hasan, 302, 46Eb

Hashnjahzn, 373.

HasmicL 393.

IlasmOday, 393
Hat-cord rings, 304
HatliOr, 134, 251 : as na^ed

wntian. 20Gf.

Hathor. the three forme of

woman, COW and ristrum,

150, 156,

Hathor an-.alctSj H9,
Hathors, tha Bevetd, 433.

Haughtiness, 492,

Hawk nf Rt and Horos, 432.

Hajutiy Hood Came, 439',

Hayyfrth, 373.

Headache, 274, 30$. 3IU. 313,

314, 316.

Headrest. 136.

Health arnrilet, 233, 323,

Health, House of, 420.

Heart, Sacrer!, '116.

Heart, amatepi of, 133, 316-

Haarr. disease of, 312.

I

Heart, scarabs ct, 13$.

fleart, line of the, 493.

Heart-soul. 144.
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Hnift, spells Soi the, 139.

Heaven, 33®,

Heavens, tin; Four, 375.

Heavens, chc Seven. 45
Hearns, che Houses df, 4U6,
Hebrew amnZet&, 31 2f

Hebrew letters and lavage,
251), 293, 403.

Hebrews, 39. 67, E4H, 212, 2E3,

214, £24. 251, 2G0, 2(1,3, 357,

359, 366 367, 3G3, 430, 446,

471 ; theurnagdcalf^ur? j.+flft,

Hecate, the thrcc-haidad,, 20^.

Hetjgehog, 151.

IleeL of tile hand line at the.

492.

Heel ot th f. hind stud the
Mdon

r
402.

F'Jeka = Magic, 7.

Helena. the impress, 343
Hefiodotus, 363,

Heliopolis, l4o r H>4
Heliotrope, 5 14, 51 5,

I-lell, the Cate* nf
r 435

ITcJJ of th e £odi?c, 43).

Helmet amulet, I 50.

HeLis, the Seven, 439.

Her.. Zodiacal Sign, 41 2.

HephaGstian . 295.

Hcpti-ihe, 364.

Heqst, Frog-goddess, 143

tie iv the two Eyes of
,
141.

Hercules, 43S
Herd amulets, 4

Hermopohs, 434.

Hortidotua, H5.

Henm, 1 51.

Her pl khart, 156, 206

Herjataf, 153
H tru-nodj-tef-f, 413,

Ser-ur, 6-

Hesed, emanation of £n-Seph.
370.

Het, 168.

HeMa^ratTi, the, 223. 326. 23C).

Hexs^ram of Cruatinn, 432.

Hiddekel
,
226.

Hides as " medicine.” 17.

Hierakonpolis, 293.

Hieratic writing, 126
Hieroglyphic writing, T28.

Hiirah ,
67.

Hildjesbeim, relic at, 2S.

Hillah, 53. 2S3.

Hintaii, 13.

Himyarites &2 r 2 1 3.

Hmiel, 277.

HippoEytiLS, 200

.

Hippopotamus, 16, 134
Rirauj, 3Sft.

Hissarlik, 33a.

Hittites. 451.

Hittites, cylinder seaLs of, 124.

Hfidj emanation of Ubi-Siph,

H70-
H tiller 13.

Holland, 363.

Holy nf Hokes, 323.

Holy Rings. 3tll

.

Holy Sepulchre
,
3*9.

Hnly Spirt'., nimbus. of, 440

Honey 306.

Hor.crmft nf The lies, his system
of writing, 403.

Hoof nf ass lu rings, 238.

Hope. 425.

Hupffter, Dr, T., 459.

Hoti&ou amulet, (46.

Horinlsd. Fabban, 79 : dust

front, hit, tomb an amulet, 26.

Horn, amulets made of, 16 ;

set in rings, 296
;

used as
" medicine,” 17.

Horns of the alkali U, J2G-

Homs of flic Devil, 436
Hornlugiithi auziii&na, 434.

Ht)rse h
Zodiacal Sign, 412.

Horse, sinew of, 496.

Horsemen of Satan , 10.

Hcius the Child, E46, 206, 207,

251 . 412 ;
god of the South,

149 . killed [jy Scorpion.

165 Cippi of. 16a; One
God t?f Heaven, 303.
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Homs uid the Bu, M4.
Horns, the Four Sons af, 467

1

%urcs fri iVTfcx. 484.

HotUe the Hicer, 390.

Hams-Sept, 143.

H&skwi mishput, 3128.

Host-Case, Cruciform, 344, 349

Hnurs, pod's of tfw r 1 68 : the

planctacT Hulers of. 3SI.

Honrs, lucky and unlucky, 4R6-

Home amulet Id, 08, £7, 307,

House, bkssin^s for, 27fi-

Hc ?u.se of water, 445

.

Houses of the Shy, the Twelve,

420,

H-OUscs Of the Zodiac, 383.

HrH

dd, seal of
r 25&.

Hrrkl, seal of, 264.

Hshahsbiel. seal of, £78

Huij-the magi ri an, 492.

TTulriuppu goat, 12s, 122.

Hulmii. Mr. F, F.,,, quoted,

332, 348, B30, 437.

Humbabii, Fact cf , 2,

tfartdJed‘3 iid-fen.
,
the number,

441.

Huflefcr, Papyrus of, 152

Hungary, 339-

Smiting, spells for, 27&,

Huntsmen, 419
Hurricane, the Zodiacal 408.

Hurricimc, Prince of the, 375.

Husain, 902, 46&.

Hyacinth, 3-14, 023
Hythfl, the Seven-headed, 494

Hydrochloric acid., 69-

Hymns to FH, 420.

Hypool ism, 49 [,

Hyp&cephalua aunalrrt, 142.

Hyvemat, Prof.. 247.

larajhllchug. 491.

IAO, HB.
Ibex, 113.

Ibis, 151.

Iby&d, 49.

lire, pu t ri fted, 311.

Ichneumon, Ini.

idrts, m.
f[}T

.
yUL, 358.

Inure amulets, 1&-

[M KALLA, 118.

rmmaenlate Conception, 332,

LmmortaLltyj pie*S of, 4911.

Incanblttons to Lamashtu,
1171.

T noense in ir.k, 70.

License water, 230.

India, ea, 2no, 252 , 3 1 3. 3 17,

319, 323. 333. 335, 339. 412.

Indians., 27, 201. 390. 492.

Indians, Mexican, 312,

Lidra, 333.

ineffable writing, 291,

Li finite, the, 307
Ink, 3; Maclt, of cvm kinds,

12137.

Ink, grtoU, 28, 432.

Lfti, perfumed, 70.

rnk of lilies and crocuses
,
228.

in k with jiiomnc in it, £24.

Triiiin, 117.

Insanity, 324

Inscriptions an amulets, 39,

.275; spirit. 287

I
Investiture Rings, 300-

Invisibility in battle, 3-1 1.

'Irik. 31.

Iran, 125. 317, 412.

Iranians, 233,

Irawaddy, 315-

Irdaiid, 312. 363.

Iri4 b/ix-1, 361-

Iron, 251 :
am-Jcts of, 2)0.

Iron filings, 31 S.

Tron ore, 1 49, 2l0.

Iron powder, 318.

Iron pyrites, 3l5.

Iron, Staricul Square of, 39s.

Isaac, 270.

Isaiah., 215

Ishim, 373.

Ishmael, 80-
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r.ihmnelite$. 32ft 4fiE

latter, 8S, f>7. 103, 351 ;

Fifteen her number, 427.

Iahtar Gate, 102.

Isis. 14a, 165. 196, 251, 3S4.

Isis, blood of, 137, 316.

Isis, hex wanderings- in the

Belts, 140, lGS.

Isis and Nephtlvys, 1 50
l&Wm, 4159

"

Island of Htrog, 176
isifiu 4?.

Israel, Tribes of, 329 330, 334.

Israelites, 234, 341, 378, -JUS.

Issachar. 379.

Italy, 306, 311. 310. 335. 933 ,

vVfiA figures in, 4SS

Itch, th* h 270,

Ithsjmrtf, 270

Ivory amulets j IS,

Iyyar, 379,

Jaekal, lol

.

Jacinth, 327, 424.

Jacob. 20, 270. 304, 433.

Jacobites, £6.

Jade, 31.o, 320, 32fi

Jadflite, 3E5

Ja'far 350.

VAHWKH SABAATH, 372
jams, 333:

Jalii ud-Dfn, 44.

James, St. 343 434.

Janmites, 2 LG.

John, the (evil Spirits}, 43-

January, its stone and amulet.
403."

Japan. 334, 335, 413.

Jasper, 12, 297, 3l 6 . 3£0 ;

green, 315; red. 37, £95 j

yelW, 327.

lascrow quoted. 444, 436.

jaundice, 23. 306, 310, 313,

320 ; amulets against, 22.

Jawbones. 140,

Jerfrat Sabn^aL, $£E-

Jealausy, 364 ;
the awful power

of, 356.

Jemdah. Nasr, 303.

Jerusalem. 215. £19. 250. 343.

343. 450.

Jesus the spell of, 274.

Jesus, the tongue of 70.

Jesus, OSS : the total of the

numerical vaJuKS ol the

letters; of His Nasne, 200.

sam Rings, 293.

OC, 29fi, 300. 317 ; heart of,

318.

Jcttatorc, 365.

Jcttfliura, 366.

Jewels of Lamaihtts, 115

Jt&ish Excycbpa&li&, 369-

Tcws, £7, 9 1, 00, 213, 2 EE, 239,

263. 300,310. 440-

JlniL, the [devils), 43.

olm the Baptist, 71 . 241 466

ohn of Lyons, 332.

John St., Christians nf, 233.

John VII, Crucifix of, 351-

Jolih IV, Ring o: Abyssinia,

IQS.

Jonah, 440.

Jonathan, 320, 431,

Joppa, £56'.

Jordan, 71. 4S3, 4S8.

idseph the Par
: Lai di. 219. 22S.

270, 443, A 16 j the selling of.

466 ,
in pcison, 456.

Joseph aitd ZudeLkha, 466.

Josephus, History of, 260.

oshua, £70.

osifth, £14.

Jove. £91.

Judah, 295, 364, 379.

Judas, 437, 439.

Judas Macciibaeus, 210

Judgment o: Zu. 8S,

Judgment Hall of Osiris. L3d.

142.

Jtnu Cult, 165, 346.

July, 5ton“ anil amulet of,

493-4,
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j iamj umadi ,
445,

June, &rone and amulet of,

403-4,

Jupiter. 43, 3J3. 375, 350, 463,

405 ; its spirit arid demon,

391 ;
sio-liffi influenced by,

4^3] l|iS LTlflueneC 03. 311'JIij

383;. cLjtinn, 394.

Jupiter (teethor). 363.

Jupiter, ruler of the first finger,

402.

Jup) Le r. LFi i; \Th i un t of, 492 .

Jupiter (lasted!}, 420.

Jupiter (Sagittarius),, 419.
^

Justice, cmaiiarinn of Eu-S&pb,
37D.

Justine, 47ft.

Kb, the Egyptian genius, 130-

Ku amulet, ISO.

KaUbMili. 201, 'SIS, 239, 273.
'

309, 323, 366f.

KabbHSh, Practical uni i hso-

ratica], aeo.

Kahtailah and Astrology
;

magic mirrors, 490
KabbSlAh and the Human

Hand, 40if,

Kabbalisuo Tree, the, 369. 371,

fijuGINA stone (haematite), 37.

Kitkitab a Aiap sAtfrcM. 409.

Kalfru 7ob\i. 409.

Kfllftb, 270.

jjjjj

Kinifia. Kami' [Cameo), 292,
'

300,

K ftmt'ft of Copper, 399.

KlmPlof gold, 395.

KSUnfc'* of i ran .305

Kimfe'a of lead, 384.

Kimt'lof dtutisLivcr, 3&S.

KAiuiVlof silver, 3&0.

K£m£'i of tin, 394.

Kamu gate
,
1 20.

Karbala, £0. S3, 65, 06. 70
K mmesteih, 2SS,

Kamalc, 136, 163, 184.

Kas&, Prince, 198

Kusbu, 437.

KasfyaU, 43.

K&zmahp 70-

Kehrft Nognsit E97, 19ft; as an,

amulet, £35
;

surrendered

by the British Museum, 196.

Kfirfcmfil, 390.

KcF-pesb, L34, 149,

Kebath 270.

Keith
,
Mr. A, B., 437.

Key Rings, 30

1

Keiii.tr, the cannibal of, 475.

Kemi'a^ 233.

Kesh, 1 1ft.

I^etebj ;he mid-day devil, 319.

Kctesh, goddess, 156,

kethftr, emanation of En-
5fiph, 370.

Khahis, 43.

Khadijah, 406, 463.

Khalsati, 143.

Khiiscrav, 143,

Khatdiet, 227.

Kharlum (KLhurjflm), 447.

Khft-sskhemuij 293,

Khcpcri, 7, 8 l!JS, 135, 143,

157

Khoemu, !39 149, 157, lftft,

Khufu {Chefi-ps), 153.

Khumbaha, ifs.

Khurza, 00.

Kibshln, £49.

Kidneys, amulets fur, 396,

308, 410.

Kidnev stone, 315

King, Dr. C. H. W.. 202 3D5 t

312,

King, Mr.. 1 13, 116, 467.

King of Light, 340,

Kingdom \ emanations
Kingship / fiOm Eil-SCph, 570
Kuigu, son ami husband of TL&-

mat, 5, Ji40. 407 ;
defeated,

5 ; slain, 6.

Kinsfolk, Ho tie of, 420.
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Kirschinaim, Dr., 303.

Kishiu, }-

KisLinni, J9S.

Knights Hospitallers. 343.

KlOGt
r amuiet -of the, laO,.

Knots, bkrareos on., (52

Knots, the Llovic-nj 62,
Knowledge,, transcendental,

300.

Kocbbiel, 573.

Kfih-i-Nflr.m
KvIdstJ, 2W.
Kuldcwoy, br., 99-101.
K.0:oish tribe, 51.

KMdoian, $11, 313,

Korea, $63.

Kubbah Idris, 25, 75.

Khiah 51, 53.

Kul kb, 113.

Krnmnei,. the rick room. oi a
lemnle, 133, 119

Qur'an, 31, 34 , 44, 280: a*
Sunulet, 235 ; milenils OH
which written, 27, 31’.

; num
her ul letters., VSW-S and
U'Oids in

r
S3.

Kur'ftn amulet costs. 2cL

kammah, 77. 24(3.

KflydnjiJt, 451,

Laban. 152.. 214, SOL
Lsbarto, HMJf. See Tjxilisfrtu.

Labour, wrwnen in, 318, 334-

Labourcr, 4(19.

Ladder of Jacob, 14&.

Ladder of 14S.

Ladder of the Crucifu^un

,

343.

Ladder amulet, 148,

Lig&sh, US,
Lake boiling

1 water, 43$.

Lake Of I.-ife, 433.

Lake, SsaCTed, at Karna.it, Hi3.

Lakhaiuu, 438.

Lila, 2H8.
:!l La MnsDotte

M
Opera of. 31.

LairiiiShtU
,
the disvii-wcist!nu,

92, 97 r 104. 117 ; amulets
of, lift; bribes of, 115; her
five names, 117.

Lamassu, L20.

I-sni h-paroli men t „ 34 L.

Lambnis
, 379,

Lamtniati&ns of l$i$, 163.

Lamp, 113, 114.

Lamp-bearers of Satan, [0,

Lankester, Prof. Kay, 238
Upts lacdli. 37, 317, 327.
Lapis laiijfi, rmiftcul, 317,

Lars Porseua, 435.

Last Judgment, 12S.

Lataiak, ISO, 121

.

Law, the Hebrew, 2BQ
;

the
Revealed, 367.

Law, Roman, 43fl.

Lay aid, S.r H., 113, 2S3, 28b:,

443.

Laylahd, 315,

lead, amulets, of, 34

Lend, inscribed sheets &L 203-

Lead. mutEicai square of, 3EH

.

I.r'a 1 1 1 i i iji _. 492.

Leather amulets 3d.

Lsavss, aiaalefs of* 1 3.

Lsfa/a Ssdijk, [1)6
;

crosses

from, 179.

Legend uf the Creation, 3.

Legion (DgvjJs), 375.

Legraiu, M. G., 136, 164.

Lebfiahim (imultts), 215,

Ufl, Zodiacal Sign, 395
,

4 10,

41 1, 463; bis influences on
men, 41S, 421.

Leo III, Pope
,
351.

Leoxm
(
Pope, ass.

Leopard, 1(S9
;

gall ot, 1 7,

Leopard amulets, IS

Lepers and tajuubal, 473.

Lapidotus fijjh., 2D8.

Ij? Puy, relic at, Sfi.

Le Ronx.M.. liugiies, 19S, I99\

Le-shecn., 327.

Letter Circles and Wheels, 37fi,
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T^tttrs as essential things, 44 ;

fjt mat ticmit ical tiinarcF.. 2Sf

;

numerical values of, 44 ;

PlLn^i idnn rm cyLirl (Tor sebIe,

1 2-1 . Sea Hebrew.
Uvi. 270.

Li baiian vises ,
4 [ 2.

Libn, Zbdioerh Sign. 410. “112.

41S ;
bin influences, over

men, 42S, 421

Library, Medium, 351-

Libraries. of Babylon, 2#.!

Lid/buiski quoted, 247.

Lift, the Cheat. £40,

Life, House the, 420.

Life, line of in Mud, 430, 407,

46S, 402.

Life, the Supreme, 230.

LiFe, ftyndha] of, 330.

(Tread on of, 8,

tight, Waters ui. 240,

I.Lghtfoot, Biiboo., SS2.

lightning. 014, 315, 313. 324 ;

323 ; forked
,
$32..

Lightning, amulets, Si.

Lightning, Prince at the, 378,

Li-ita., 278.

Lila/1

., svmbo] ue freshness 457.

LUfel, 237.

Lilith, desen wife of Adam'
£24, 247, 285. 357, 377,

lily ink, 2£S.

Li nit: duste . 295, $1$.

Limoges enamel, 348.

Line of Fate, 493.

Lillie of fortune, 493.

Line uf the heart, 49$.

Line of tilt; heel of the hand,

492,

Line nf life, 492
L:nen of the Bre-Ostplate of

Aaron, 32S.

Lbieu, Phoenician, 251.

Lion, symbol ef strength, 945.

Lion, Zodiacal Sign, 44J9, 411

Lion-god, double, 95.

Lien-man, 120 .

Lion heart-scarab, 130

Licn-WrightS, 252.

lioncsiS'hcajdecl wOittftu
,

L 1 4

Lip&hss- an Gn&stiosni, 202,

m.
Liianiis ofStfctr, ISO.

Liturgy of Funerary Offerings,

3577
Literal ms, early Christian, 20 L
Liver, 30G, 321

.'

32S.

Liver, divination by, 214, 451 :

rlisaases of the
,
3 lG-

Liver, model of sheep's, in

day, from Babylonia, 451 J

from Nineveh. 4ol ; in

hroiiae, from Piaceiua, 451,

452
• Liveis of birds as

,J

medicina,”

17 -

L06.ngo, 18.

I^odr of lrair, 207. 217 :
mms'

lets , IS

LOtlbam, 18-

Lugos, the l end, 2(52.

Lur.g life, 355.

Londesbornu^h, Lord, Li* cui-

IfiMlcu nf rings, ^1$.

Lord or Heats fSalMitti), 272.

' Lord of the Ladder, NS.

Lord's Prayer, the, 5$. 79
;

ft

spell. 273.

.
Lord;, a dan o: Angela, hi.

Lorraine, Cress of, 343,

Luts, drawing of, 329.

Lotus, 129 1 and Horns. .207.

“ Loud bayer.” a nog, 08.

Love, emanation of En-Sftph.

370,

Love amulets, 228.

Love apples, 490.

Love, power of. 355.

Lave mcJrmg, 419.

Labaid. the Jewish m&gici&u,

152,

Lucky stoEje, 325.

;
LcrGAL.Gm.KA. 121, 132,

LugaJUTsusi , 317-
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Luma.diL, 407
Lumbago, 274,

Lunacy, spirit of, 274,

Lungs, 314.

Lympnlis, 1 20.

Lycus, 352.

Lydda. 161. 274. 275-

I.ydia, 313.

Lynx. 151

Mait, goddess 0-1 Truth and
Law. L57, 206.

Mutcbeth, 43fi.

Maccabatma, 233, rlS3,

Macedonia, 3E7.

Mace-bead, 317.

Mldiuah, 51. 52,

Madoesa, 3G3, 313.

Magi, the, m. 429,

Magianisnu 35,

Magic, 1, 443 i White, 484 ;

IsLack. 404 ;
in Mesopotamia,

£2 ;
of tbd white man,

IS.

-MLajpcians, 3 ;
Ln Babylonia,

407 their apparatus, 4£7.

Magical Stpiarta of fetters., £34

Magnetite . 317

Miilidi. 3)

,

MaMis-ts, 199.

Mahfelfln, 131-

Majesty, emnnatiDn of £n-
hflph, 370.

Mali dal I, 197.

Makcdh, 192.

Makiel, 273
Makkah (Mecca}. 51, 52. 80,

4>39,

Malacca. 363.

Malachite, 3i8.

Malcy, 3S3,

Male pritioplc, 332.

Mdhfe ul-Muik, 49.

Malta ESecharahisu!, 303.

Malkdth, emanation of Ese-

S*ph, 370.

Malt of Lamashtu, 3 J i?.

Mal-dta, 373.

Mambi% SlilS.

Man. Creation of, 367, 403

;

CrOrn tin: Hood of Kingu, 6 ;

rdan in the eye, 387.

Morn, the Archatyphal, Primal,

Pj i
: rtO: diai.Ferfcrf.I Fcavcn 3y,

374, 403.

Mm and the S&phln&th, 372.

Mina, 23 ; iisiflg and reaction
of, 26.

Marasseh, 379.

MAadneana, 2391.

Mhndaltk language, 233.

i&ui dlyi, 240.

Man Aragera roots, 19. 105.

Mandrakes, 490.
Mauichirism, SO J

,

Maniel, 279.

Mano CQryinlx, 31 u.

Mandshtusu, 452.

Maori*,. 315.
Ma.ppa (talisman), 353,

Marbabsta fnet) of Solomon.
192.

fl£arbiJ
,
249.

Marble. 3l&.

March, stone and amulet of.

403.

Marchegv&n, 379.

Marcus the Gnosric, 209.

Mnndulc, his five weapons. 5 ;

creates the heavens. 6; his

conquest, 7 . 25 ; Ins number,
42? ; bis magical beast.

97,

MJirciuk, 92, 101, 123, [24,230,

291, 40B, 42 1, 44Q.

Marett, Dr. R. D., 24,

Marie J, 276.

I

Mariners' amulets. 21
1

Made, St., 138.

Marta, 43.

M&niage, 46fi.

Marriage, House of, 420.

Marriage rings. Jewish. 900.
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Hms, 43, 37§, 330. 465 ; its

spirit EiT.nl demon,, 391 ;
Its

influence tin men, 383'

and nti stones, 423.

JtAfS anti the DiJm of the hand,
4412.

Mars, Mount of, 492
Man; (Iron), 398.

MirS (Aries), 416.

Hit's ['korpio), 419.

Marshall, Mr. F_ H., 364.

Martlc-s, 279.

Man,vIn, 51.

Mai? the Virgin. 130, 191, 319.

421, IBS.

Mary and lab., 203
Mary amulet, 130.

Mary, Book of Praises of, 28

Mary
,
Mirsclfi of , 189

Mary, T?oi* Garden of, 79.

Mary
,
Talisman of, 333

Mary MM^afenq, 297.

Marco (witch), Si.

Mascots, S3.

Mash bar, 246.

Maskaram., 4?3.

Mason’s measure, I Si'1

MaiS- Service_c.f the, 293, 313.

Maaatklnij STS,

Ufast&rnfi, 473.

Master Physician, 438.

Miihfixiel
,
37a.

Mathnmati ra, 427

,

Matrix of r$i4
r
137.

Mattai, Mir, 36-

Mat ter on Giuasfictswi 30!, 202,

Maximilian I, 231.

May. stone and amuLet of, 493,

434.

May my ?raj>fcflourish, 163.

MtaedtfShh.m
Meal, 132.

Measuring line, 438
Mecca, 46fi.

Medicaj papyri. and tablets, SOI

Medical rings, 391.
"

Medicine, £51.

Merliriue man, 25,

JfedidDO.' fetish, 10, 17,

.3 17, 34S.

MedlterraneaiL, 137, 310.

Medium, 4&]

.

MchaUJc!. £78.

Melancholy, 334, 317.

MeJansslans, 23

Melchior, 297, 2SH. 321, 353.

’.felirite, 3tS,

Members of the hodv, the, 366.

274.

Memory, aura Let for, 318

Memphis, 85

Men and women, the tsars of

Khftpcra, &-

Men created to serve the
f-
ods,

6 ,

Men,, figures of, as amulets, 18.

Menas, 8t.
r
132.

Mcnat amulet, 147.

•Mcndca, 85.

Mcnfyct. 157.

Mrn-kali-RS, 137-

Menstruation, 306. 310, 3 id,

463.

Meutu-’Kfi, 1 57-

Mena, lafi.

Meny, 396.

Manyelek 1 1 , 198.

Mbretry, tim planet, 43, 370,

378, 386. 388, 363, 465;
influence oil stones, 423

;

demon and spirit of, 392.

Heronry, its snluonce on men,
3S2

Mercury and the fourth finger,

402.

Mercury, magical square of,

309.

Mereary. Mount eF, 492-

Mercury (Gemini), 417
Mercury (Virgo), 4IS.

Mercury (quicksilver), HfcHl

;

transmutation ir.to Etont,

388.

I Merod, 145, 173.
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Wert, goddess, LS7.

Mesembria, 334.

Mesha, Kingof Mbab.251, 403.

Mesopotamia., 3, 69 S3 i04 f

214, 243, 317
Messiah, 260.

Mcstna, 15fi.

jVft’jJ* Hcfetaf, 7*

Metals, transmutation of. 3S7.

Metals, LtlL'-Liti Tied with planets,

437.

Metal waking, 25!

Mfittemich attic, 27. 105-171,
Metz, relic at

r 28.

Mcodcans. 333.

Meitfeo, 363.

Mesutih, 2l 5.

Micall, 214,

Michael, II, 43. ISO, 193, 228,

297, 375

Michael, the " angel of the
'Face,” 1ft.

Michae L, Homd Li os on . 188.

Middicron, Prof, J. II., 3tl5.

Mull Suites, 328.

Mduejn £79.

Midwife-goddess., 143

Milk in women. 17, 312, ,3 IS.

SI9,
Millr, Asy.nleCs producing, 21.

Mailt m ewes, 3J9 ;
in white

cow, E53,

Milk Grotto, 319.

_\fdk £tbno.3tii. m.
Mlinhm, 43.

Mind, wandering of the, 324 ;

equability of the, 324.

Mind, the, and the opal. 321.

Mirides of the E.V.M.. 197.

Mix tors, 18, 215.

Mirrors, magical, 489.

Mirza Khan. 34, 59.

Miscarriage ,
amulets .Lgamr.c,

21, 21 2; 308, 317 j caused by
Lamaahtu, 109-

Misr, spell against, 339.

Mispih , 30 1.

Mithc-aa, 201, 203 1 nometieal

values of the iettars of IlLs

name - - 365, 208.

Mi 7pah Kings, 301-

Mfcjsi, 16-

Mk-t (amulet), 133.

Moab, 25P, 251.

lloabita Stone, 251 , 403.

Honda, 15.

Monday, 1 lucky day, 417, 4Si5

Monelta, 279.

Monkey, £03, 4)2.

Monogram of Ghiist, 259, 342,

Monel haimi of the H 3 brew-,

259.

Month, the intercalary, 44>4.

Months, gods of tS:e, 168,

Months, the Twelve and the
TeLragrammatou, 379.

Months, the ep^DniEnai, 407.

Months and them indry stones,

493.

Montgomery, Prof. J. A
,
247

Muon, the, 375, 300, 388. 433 ;

its spirit and demon, 392

;

its influence on men, 382 ;

OH stones, -J23
;
creation uf,

A; crescent, 337 : devoured
by Set, 142 ;

day uf the, 465,

Moon Amulet, 150

Moon and hod of the hand, 4 02.

Moon, the 28 stations of the,

44 .

Moon, Eye ci ilic, 360,

Moon, kfount of the, 492.

Muon (Canter}, 417-

Moon (quicksilver), 397.

Moomgod, 403
Moonstone., 330. 524.

Morale 249.

Horde0*1
,

293.

Morning Star, 207.

Mora:co, 307
Momllct, G. de, m, 333. 3S>.

Moses, 50, 197, 233, 2,12. 217,

222, 2U, 235, 270, 299, 351,

403, 420, 4M, 466, 4S3.
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Mrtsas and the brazen serpent,

205,

Moss agate, 307

JIM.. 26 23% *&•
Mother {Evil J£yc), 379,

Mother-of-pearE, 70-

Mother-alphabet, 251.

MathesvoF the Book, 52,
.

Mu tiwr of-everything (Tiftruat),

4.

Motion, the First. 3"n.

Mount Carmel. 250
Mount GcrE7im, 2S&, 2GO.
Mount of Apollo, 492.

Mount of |upitr-r, 492.

Mount of Mans., 402,

Mount of Mercury , -302.

Mount of th" Moon, 402.

Mount uf 5atvni. 492.

Mouse [?j, m,
Mueller. M&K, 332.

HughtMits, £33- 240-

Mubain. 469.

Muhammad the Prunhct, 2-3,

33. 48, 51. 73, 79. 302, 351,

359, 4tKJ. 4£SJ; bewitched.

67
Mu^flinniad Ait FafihSl

,
1 35-

Mu$a:s]nui4aJlt 10.

Mnliht. i id.

74 uiloH. abkssei of amulets, 70,

Multitariousuess ,
367.

Mritn yd
t 30&,

dummies, Egyptian, 309.

Mumnra, envoy of Fa, 4.

Mummy of Apis, 35.

Musawmr, 302

Muses, the Nine, 435,

Muahrush, 101,

Music, 434, 492
Musk in ink. 70.

Muslima, HH. 60, 56, fit); of

Peraia.. 20.

Mu >.3el shells, 5d.

Mur
,
goddess, 150, 1 57.

Mntoniuni, 1 5.

MycerinUs, Kirtfe, 139.

Myrrh, 296.

Mysticism, 420. 470.

Nasmun, 43d-

NabWs, 258.

Nahd., 17, 124.

Mahr al-kabir .^SO.

Nail-fedHb, IS.

Nails, the Three, 341

Naldfil,

Name, the, equivalent -of God
Or naan, 7,

Narhe, the FssetitjaJ,. 46-

Name amulet. 147

Nasties cat ring of Solomon, 2R1.

Names, Gnostic, 203.

Names, the Ninety-n i ne Beand-
ful, 17.

Nancy, relic at, 26.

Nnphtali, 370.

Napoleon fll 305.

Narim-Sm. 452.

Narcotics . 4BS.

Nnr Marralu, 1HJ,

Narnda, goddess. t3Q, L21.

Nassau, Ur,, 15.

Neb-er4ljftr r 7
Ncbo, Library of, 453.

NebsenL Papyrus of, 740-41,.

Nebtskt, 157,

Nabti amulet L 50.

Nebuthadneizax II. 438-

Netmn, 136.

Neck amulets. 506
Necklaces, 155,

Necromancy, -IL3,

Meciatlebus, 300.

Nefer unftfet. 141,1540,

Nefer-Tem 157.

Nefrite, 202.

Nt-Cas atenc, lib.

Negative Confession,. 162, ISO.

Ncitb, 150, 157

Nakhctit. 157,202,
Nckht-neb-L 153.

NojUI, 7. 445.
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Neolithic amulets, 134,

NcQ-"P1ac<miscs, 370.

Nepbthya, 157, 170.

Nephrite, 320, 326
Ncr, a number. 428.

NflfgaJ, 100. l£l, il3,

Nwt, 149,

Ntsakft emanation of Fn-
Sftph, 370..

Neshmet ston*, HO.
Neai-AflHu, 4 S3.

Neri-Khonsu. 441.

Nesi-tn-nebt-A^bm
,
LG3, ISO.

NcEtorius, 20.

Net (Ncith’i, 157.

Net. 122, 149.

Net of itfarduk, 5.

Net of Solomon, 390. 192.

Ndfct, 169,

New Gtrinea, 9,

Nicaragua, 363.

Nicoln srune, 202.

Ndfl&r (Nippur ’i, 2&S, 427,

440.

Night established, 9.

Night, Irincc y£ the. 376
Ni^nt, terrur -uf r 1

.

Nighl devlb and spirits, 312.

316,

.

Nik&ndcr, 313.

Nile, the, 23, 79, 144 r 412.

Nile-god, 4 12. 445.

Nimbus, 351

.

NLnrrud, 252.

Win, 122.

Ninazu, 4SB.

Nine, thfi dumber, 435; nine

£ton Mi, 327.

Ninety-nine, the number. 441.

Nineveh, 124. 451. 453.

Nintnta, 122.

Nippur, 118, 247.

Nlriph, H05.

NUwi, 379.

Ktsaiu™, 409.

JVish .biii, +57.

Noah. 270

Noisee, disturbing, 275.

Names, grids cE the 168.

Noonday devil, 2 19.

NOphct; 327.

North, god of, 149.

Norway, 363.

Nose, bleeding cf, 31$.

November, amulet and stoat'

of, 493, 494.

Mu, Water-god, 7. 445.

Nu, Papyrus of, 1-83.

Nubia, 25, 140.

Number of reju venation , 435

Number, the greatest sacred,

427.

Numbers, permutations, cf, 368.

Numbers as applied to letters,

44,

Numbers, their mystic and
sacred character. 427.

Numbers of tilt spirits and.

demon:; of the planets, 383.

Nun, the ring of the, 297

N Uriel. 277-

Npslnij 12!, 123.

Nut, geddoas, 157

Nut amulets, 19

Oath, attestation of
,
4(57.

Obedience, 326.

Obelisk nmulate

f

tom mummies,

20, 164

Obsidian. 148, 203,

Ocean, see Nu
Och, ruler of the bun, 3S7.

October, jumulet and sturie of,

493, 494-

Odlieio, 317.

Ottering tablet amulet, 150.

Og, 435.

6>iL of rusus,. 303-

Oil of Lumastutu, 1 13.

Oil flasks of St. Menas, 132,

Okaan os, 395.

Olivine, 321.

'Omar, Khalifa, 5k.
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Omega, 203.

Omens, 444 ;
lists of. -444

.

GmrL 259.

Oiic Gad. 61, 425,

•Owe One God,

Onyx, 502; 320, 027-

Opal, 320.

Opening £Aa Mnnih, Liturgy uf,

14t), I 53. 161.

OphEniel, 375.

Ophanim, 373,

Op hid, U33.

Ophites, £03, 210.

Oplrrab, 32S.

Ophthalmia, 001,

Orange colour, symbolic of

luxury, 467.

Orchard amulets, 20, 324.

Oimasd, 203,

Osiris, 143. 25 [j 2BQ, 264, 435.

Osina Identified with Christ,

203,

Otfnis, Code of, 132.

Osiris, Judgment Lkdl o£, Kf7.

Osiris, the seven icrm.s and
seven halts of, 43,4.

Osiri- and the Ladder, 143.

Osiris figures, 152.

Osiris, amulet case of . 2d.

Ostraka, 27.
:Oihman

,
die Khalifah, SI.

Ok, Zodiacal ftsgn ,412.

Ox amulet. 3U7.

Ox, the steeping, 2&G,

Olyrhynch.ua fish swallows

phallus el Osiris, 152.

Fa-Ii[L-£a«, 4M9.

Pacific Ocean, 23.

Paddle, hawk-headed, 7.

Padua, 35ft.

Fahiid, email adon of En-Sdph,
370.

Pains in bands and feet. 317.

Palestine, 70, 137. 200, £36,

301. 3)37, 319, 347,

PaUndtoiM, L01, 207, 262. 207.

FalUtdius, 351, 357.

Palm, leaves, 27.

FaLnroE the hand and Mara, 402.

Palmistry, 49 1 402.

Palpitation ct the heart, 31 U.

315, 413.

Panaricui of Epiphanius, 200.

Panic 1, 2

Pantier, 357
Pantheus, M9.
PapnL Hirgs, 300,
Paper for amulets, 34 ;

magic
figures on, 4S5,

Papyn, 27
;

amuletie, 20 ;

Egyptian Medical, 17.

Papyrus codices, 235.

Papaukkai figure, 101, 2131
Papua, I>r. E.„ 395.

Par, 143.

Paradise. 47, 52.

Paradise, the Four Rivers of.

226.

Paradise, Book of, by Palladius,

351, 357.

Parents, HaUse of, 420.

Paris, 20
;
planter of, 311.

Fa-ndlH [lron|, 33 S.

Paasion, the, 465 symbols of,

341.

Passion, instruments i>F the,

297.

Passion, Ltoes of the, 342.

Passion flower, 437.

; Paste, black, green, 120.

Paste, scarabs of, 252.

Paternosters,. 79,

Patibulum, 34i

.

PaLfick, St. i
434.

Paul, St„ 350, 439.

Panl the anchorite. 79,

Paws of beasts as amulets,

i
17.

PasihSti, son of Hanpu, a

devil, 104, 110, US, 115

, Peace, spells to maintain, 276.

Peacock, hairs of the, 90S-
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Pebbles for counting pravers,

79,

Fochud Locsila,. 17.

Pectoral, 155 : amulet* 150

Pectoral* the Egyptian* 140

Pegasus, 136.

Pegogba, 279
Pehlgvi language. 428.

PofclovL ^eras, inscribed, 125.

Pclcns, unddine of, 292.

Pen* cupper. l£26.

Penates, 1 52

Fepi I, 148.

Fent&cle, the, 40, 28E 431,

495. 433.

Pentacle with the Tccragram-
m&ton 20'.'

Pentagram, 209, £33* 398.

Dentate uch , Si, 235, 368. 379,

435.

Plentaurt, 482.

Perat, 269.

Ptritii
,
M., 109.

Perfume-Rings, 30

1

Pergamoo .. divining disk of,

453,

Pferirint, PPririotfi, Peridotri,

321,327.
Permanence, ejoanarinc of En-

Scph, 370.

Permutations uf letters atld

numbers, £6f, .*66. 400
Persia, 31* 33, 53, 50, 7f>, 125,

137, 200. 306, 317, 320, 3S3.

Persians, 27, 29. 252. 412.

Personality eh stones. 433.

Persons of the Trinity, 301,

Port cm hni, 183. 235,

Peru, 363.

Pessimism, 425.

Pestilence, 219, 322; amulets
against, 21.

Fetor. St., 437.

Fetor of Arsino, 403.

Phagrus fell, 152.

Fhaleg, 367.

Phalli Ojj ring*, 296.

Phallus and PhalSic Amulets

,

15, 20, 3W, 322. 490. 494.

Phallus of Osiris swallowed by
a fell ,151.

Phallits with frog, 144.

Phallus with snake's bead, 1 10,

Phantoms, 367.

Pharaoh, 433, 469
;

his butler,

4B3; his magicians, 232;
his royal ring, 295.

Philistines-* £ltt.

PhiloSupluir's Stune, 436
Philtres, love, 490.
Phoebus, 209.

Phoenicia, 137, 259-

PtiMiridanj, 250f
;

cylinder

Seals of, I2J , lotions of the,

403.

Pheetdir, 153

.

Phul, 336.

Phylactery, 1 2 : the Samaritan
name a!, 262.

Phylactery, metal rase for, 265.

Phylacteries, Hebrew* .216.

Phylacteries, Samaritan, 256 J.

Piacenza, 451, 452.

PLctographa, Indian ami Su-
merian, 291, HJ2.

Piet?a del fon'Qv.w 338.

Pfrijfl de&ft CTOCt, 313 .

P*t,fra nwfarJiHUft, 314.

Pig, 151 ; not used in " medi-
cine," 17 ; the wiLd* 97.

Pig, Zodiacal Sign, 41.2.

Pig and Lamashtu, 114.

Pilcher, Rev. E. T.* 230.

Pilgrimage
,

(the Hijj;, 469-

Pi-iar oE scourging, 34 L
Pillar of th# Muslim fl-osary,

79, 90-

Piliars, the Fzve, 45.

Pillars of the Sephlioth* 400.

Psllbw fheadrestj! amulet, 138.

Pimples, 3)0.

Pincers, 341.

Pinches, Dr. T. G., 455.

PLueb&s.. 270-

2 L
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0

FNDtX

Pinnaddfat

,

3 IP

Piscoa, S5, 410, 411, 41 2, 4E£1
;

their inflRenoeF uu m<m, 420.

Pislion , the river, 22f>, 3G9.

Piitis Snpfiia. 20A.

Pitch andsEilt, 322.

Pitdhah, 327.

Fittadcinri. 303-

Pity, emanation of En-S&ph,

37tX -

Ptua V. Pope, 60.

Pin* IX, Pope? 365

Plague. 322. B61 .
amulets

against, 2E.

Planets, the Pive Astrohignrd,

43, €7.

Planets, dac Seven, 190. SO ;

Prince ot the, 375: their

itLvuic names and i
Lumbers

and signs and squares, 396 ;

metols associated with them,

487 1
the colours identified

with thero, 437.

Piansut, Egyptian grids of tlie,

330.

Fiauts amulets, £H.

Pia-qUc, 313-

Plaster Of Paris, 31 L.

Plaster amulets. IS.

Plato, 427
Pleiadea 388.

Pianos, Stele of, I 20.

Plerr^nia., 206.

Pleurisy, 4 IS-

Pliny. 12. 13, 250. 51X5. 307,

309.311.312,
Plteah, ssai oi, 256

Plutarch, 304.

Pacm-sU, Abba, 352.

Poinsot. ^tr. C„, 303, 471

.

Poison, poisons, 3 13, 3J.S. 42s.

Poison-Rings, 301.

Poland
,
363.

Pollen, Father, E J-, 1S6,

Polynesians, 23.

Porphyry 491.

Fosy-RLugs, 299.

Pots amulets, IS.

Potsherds, 27.

P*UiH'y
t,
5i:mer.un, 233.

Power (Order of ArfgtJs). 10

Powers annate in amult".S, 22,

PrEcbia, 14

Pra eputititn Christi, 2fi.

Prases of Maty, Book of t/ue-,

107

Frith, 223

.

Prayer, the five lines of, 45,

Prayer supersedes Spells, 20.

Prayer serolls, 260-

Prayer towards the Korth., 239.

Prayers 10 Osiris and Ka, ] 62.

Pregnancy amulets, 21, 224.
’ Preserved Tablet," the, 51.

PrinanaiirieE :Osder of Angels],

ID.

PrixnAl hlan the., 210.

Prisoners, massacre of, 251.

Prcbaska; llOhl , 15, 332-

Proclus,305.
fV>Fff.tsn fuipiilans, 4545.

Prticfl^as pyramidaii s
,
453.

Prometheus 291 and nng.
202 .

Prophets 24

Prophets ui the da}M of the

week, 4o.

Prophylactic Figures. 37
Prosperity, 335.

Prostitute. Mexican, 3 IS.

Pr&riNnT, seal of, 254.

Prov.nepa o; heaver.. the, 100,

3SS.

PnikioL 276.

.Psalter,. the Abyssinian, an
arr.ukt, 2$

PsychostasLa, 24J.

Pt&k 154, 157.

Ptafi-litLep, 441-

Ptsk-Sekier, Ed7-

Pta^-Seter-'Asar, 14G
;
figures

Of, 154 ;
tags f oar, 2$.

Ptolemies, 201.

1 Pudenda muliebris
t 255, 204.
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Pumice stone, 321.

Pmainu s:tc3ic
r 315.

Pupil of the tye. 3 17.

Fureciu. matting, 119,

Purple liner,
,
Phoenician 251,

P^rpE, syni^o]i-C &f ptnnp and
pride, 487.

Pus.tnJ.3i, 420.

Puzzle Ring, 30!.

Pygmies, 363.

Pylons Of Osiris, 43B.

Pyramids, 20
Pyramids of MenoJ, 145
Pyrites, 19, 3 Eft.

Pythagoras, 427.

Pythagoreans, 42H, 43B.

Quarantine, 440.

Quartz, 313.

Qc bhsenut
,
157.

QUe-Cii Of Sheba, 191, LLH.

Qttibbel, Mr., 295.

Quicksilver, 597.

HiL. S, Nl, L4fi
P

L6I, 1 96, 260,

380, 4is7
;
Addresses to, 441 ;

sccrcc name of
,

ft; i -i poi aoned,
1(55. CastsspeHs an Apep, fl.

Ri, the Gricgcd ot heaven and
cht One One, 203.

Rt and fSS
•Ka-Harmachis, J57
RabLsTi

,
122.

Ra' amici. 375.

Ra'asLiclj 375.

Rathe! arid ike Tcraphlm, lp2,

314-

RadxaP, 375.

Raps aninietd, i&.

liajjncl. 203, 375.

Rah i r 3-26
;

and line colour,

437.

Rain, Prince of the. 375,

Rainbow, 434.

Rainmakers., 312
r 315,

Rainstorms, Amulet1
; • against,

375.
Ram, Zodsatal Sign, 409-411.
Ram of Amen, 85
Ram of .VLend.es, 85
Ram amulet, flp.

Rarrf-hcaderf ~ Lalf
,

I 13

Ramadfm, Past of, 4EJ9.

Rameses II. shell amulet of, 73,

Ramuses III, 452.
'fiammnoi and ]ft tiis number,

427,

Raphael die Archangel, 203,
22B, 29S

r 375.

Rasram, Mr. H., 454-

Rat, ZCKliataj Sign, 412.

Ravening Dug. the Zodiacal,
308-

JtJsMf, tiwk of, 9,26, 236, 227.

360. 3Sft.

Ready. Mr. A., 253.

Reception {KahbaJih}, 366-
Red., sy.inlwlit u: wisdom, 487.
Red agatp, 314

R*d cornelian, 3] 4_

Red. doth, 120.

Red jasper, 3E4.

Red Country, 443.

Red CroWn amulet, IS).

Red o'.r
j
:i (E-’iiueii.iciaiLs). 252.

• Red Parte, magical, IIS.

Red Stones, Amulets of, 22, 326
Red wood powder, 17.

I Red Sea, 70, 3St

.

Red Sea shells in Egypt, 73.

Reed amulet, 153.

Keed of the Passion, 342
River Swamps, 16ft.

Rcgeha, the god,
1

*, 2&1

.

Regents, Planetary and Zodia-
cal, 421, 422.

Rehaticl, 375.

Reinmnaatiott, 432.

Relies of saints, ci:U <>;,

Religion, House of, 420,
Religion, the Samaritan,, 250.

;
ReLiqaaiy-ttinKS, 301.

2 I, 2
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Reliquaries in Ld&TlgQ, 13.

Rencmt, 15?.

Reptile, I .
-R

;
amulets Ln

form of. 151.

Rffihpu, 157.

RflsLn, 17
;

balls of as amulets,

IS.

Resurrection. 127,440; imim-

lets, Hfi.

Resurrection, Egyptian, ;

Christian, 14-f,

Reuben, 379
J?c"u. Kin.tiE.ka»i€. -KS9.

Revelations of Muhammad. 5l

Rheum, 314, 321
;

amulet
against. 306.

Rheumatism. 3iDS, 321. 419.

Ribband, Ribbon, blue, 217, ;

336.

Riches, spells for obtaining, 22&.

R idi es, H Ouse at
,
4!3,

L'
I

„

Rickets, 3>:?s.

Ridj ah, 375.

Rigvncta, 437.

Rikis Kutii, 40©
Ring, lIl"

.

as JUT. amulet, 391 f,

396,

Ri n e-sign e(, 291

Ring and 30 lar dial:, 291.

Ri.o^ and siaft 29 1

.

Ring of AtasLicr'is
,
295.

K.n° ot Pharaoh, 295,

King of Solomon, 23 1 . 295. 434,

Ring-Finger . 29 1

.

Rings, Collections of, 293;'

materials used in, 293-
;
on

hat cords, TO4 ;
Tvith gaps

in them, 295.

Rings :

—

Anticipatory .Kings , 150.

Bow Rings, 301,

Carnival Rings, 301.

Coronation Rings, 300.

Cramp Rings, 30 1

.

Death Rings, 397

,

Dual Riogs, 301.

Eceltsiastical Rings, 296.

Episcopal Kings, 300.

Fancy Rings, 300.

Fede Rings, 290,

Fruierajy Rings, 301.

Gilt Rings, 301.

H&i_v Rings, SOI

.

Investiture Rings, 500.

Jewish Marriage Rings, 300.

key Rings, 301.

Medical kin gs, 30 !

,

Memorial Rings, 300.

Mi zpati Rings, 301.

Oriental Rings, 302.

Papal Rings, 300
Perfume Ring;;. 301.

Poison Rings, 30L
Posy Kings, 399-303
Presale Kings, SOI.

Reliquary Kiup, 801
Royal Rings, 300.

Scr]«ants
J

Kings, 300.

Signet Rings, 292.

Sphere Rings, 303.

Trinity Rings, 301.

Votive Rings, 301.

Rings blessed by -saints :*ui.

River nf Fire, Iflfi, 197
River of sunrise, $S_

Rivers, or Paradise, the Four,
235.

Rob-:, the .seamless, 34

L

Rock alum, 10.

Rock crystal, 19. 31 ], 320.

Rock salt, ]©, 332.

Rod oF Mdses, 490.

Rod of NectOncbu, 468.

Rod of Kingiihzids, 486.

Ro]i of Ulb Law. 235, 236.

Roller, it, Lhe Sun, 1 36,

Romany, 152; magical num-
bers of, 433,

Rome 26, 339, 343, 450.

Rome, the Jdven Hills of, 434,

Roosevelt, President., 32.

Rope, the knotted, 147.

Rus-ury, the Kuddkist, SO.

Rosary, tne Christian, 79.
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Knarry, the Muslim, 79, 437

Rose-colour, 4S7.

Rnss Garden $f Mary . 79.

RosELLiui,, Signor, 33S
Roses, oil of, in ink, 7(1.

Rosette, Si, 337.

Royal Sen pt, 4(J3,

Roval Library at Miteveh,
453.

RovaE Tjbtarv it Thebes. 4S2
Rubrics, 28, 362, 42J¥.

Snby, m, 324. 327' pow-
dered, 322

;
water of, 322.

Ruthiel
r
373.

Rlchlm, Ruchith, 377
RdltyASl, 43.

Kdhi, sht'devil, 240.

Rulers (Order of Angi/ls), Lfl-

Ranes, 44.

Russia,- 348.

Rylanda, Mr. W. H... £06.

Siibicans, 239.

Saljoeiasn, 177.

SabUOt-h, 201. 2m.
Sabbaths, the Sever., 433,

Sabbath nat observed by the

Mandecens, £39.

Sabines, 129.

Sacking doth amulets, IS.

Sadayel, 298.

Saddte-blg amulets, 30.

&ffiran, extract of, in ink, "0

Sajgittarina, Zodiacal Sage, +10;

in. 412. 41 6; bis influence

on mun
,
4 ] 9

,
+2

1

.

Saliaricl, 278

Sah&rftn amulet 213+

Sukk&rall, 149
Salt Cfan&lafnr of the Kuran,

00 .

Saliva, man a or, 26
Sale as medidne, 17, 322
Salt, rock. as cnrtetLcy% 328

Semar.gclopli, , 227.

Samaria, 259.

Samaritans, 25R. 259 ;
the

Egyptian, 36D.

Samrue, 279.

Sarniei, Z7&, 375.

Samoa, 303.

SamsamaiL, 43.

Samuel the Prophet, 07b, 491. ;

his spirit raised up, 2(3.

Sarid, divining by, 4fi0.

Sandals of LamiAht u
,
(15.

Sandal wood, 81).

SanscTioi, 227
,
229.

Sa
r

phiei. 375.

Sapphire, 323, 327.

Sappir, 327,

5m
,
423

SiirfL, 436.

Saracens, S3.

Sard, 310. 324. 327.

Sardinia. 3 1 6, 363-

Sardonyx, 324

Siire&h 'H.Lyiia, !9t.

Sargon I, +a£.

Sargon 1 1 . 25U.

Sanyail, 43

Sarpiiici. 277.

SossaniOes, 12&.

Sassoon M:. L). S., 25B.

Satan, 10, 235, 35 E, 435. 473.

Satanism, 11.

Sate*. 157.

Satnat'l, 10.

Salor ArepO Tenet Opera Rotas.

IS l

Sadi- day. +19 ,
an unlucky

day, 465.

Situ™, 43, 370, 3$3, 402, dfift
;

his spirit iliirl demon, OR] ;

his influence on men, 382 ;

tm stones, 423.

Saturn (lead}, 394-

salurn (Ajcuarinsj. U9-
5auirn (Capricorn), + !9,

Saturn Mount of, 492-

Satyricx t$.

Sial, 21 a, 491
;

bis evil eye,

S04.
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SamvaEtura, 332.

SeMvola, 15-

Scales (Libra), IS. 44)9. 410.

Scales of Judgment, Egypt'™
and Mntidaftic, 241. 480.

Scandinavia, $39,

Scarab (.Seiiriiuaf itz mwc^}., 135

163
,
252

,
411 horns of, 12

Scarabs, as bead:;, 294 ;
as

scats, 137; colossal, 13H

;

found in ill conn tries. 137.

Scarabs, Phoenician, 252 .

Scarabs of Amenhohep III,

1 3lH

.

Stent tubes, 215.

Sceptic amulet, 140
Scetc. 35*.

Science, love of. 470,

Schist, 27, 324.

Schumann, Dr., 33*, 339.

Schwab, l>r
. ,

2Fki.

Scorpion 111), IS2, 275, 80S

357 ;
amulets against, 21

Scorpion, Zodiacal Sign, 409.

411, 413
, 41&I its influence

on men, A IIM21

.

Scorpion-man, 103, [30, 2345,

406.

Scotland, $63 . cr^tal’igasLiig

in, 312 .

•Scomige, 342.

Scrofula, 312 .

Scroll with bilingual inscrip-

tion, 343, 344.

Scythia,. 334.

Sea. the Seventh Hell of, 249;
water of, 319 ;

sea blue

(risecs), 437 I amulets of

members ol, Si.

Sea., Prince of the, 315,
Sea*, the Seva*, 45.

Scal-cytiuders as amulets, 87 f,

252.

Seal of Aration, 389.

Seal of Bnttior, 389.

Seal of Eve, 224.

Seal of Ilagith 380.

5enl of Holy Sepulchre, 319.

Seal of Lilith. 389.

Seal, of Cth, 3&L
Seal if Ophicl, 3S&.

Seal of Plialcg 339
Sell Of Phcl

,
m

Seal of Solomon, 203] with

EismlMh written on it . 70.

Seals, amuietk, 230 ;
8033a-

nian, 125.

Seals, the Seven, 40,

Seasons, the Four, 445 gods
of Llic, 163.

Sebu-Apep, 438,

Sebelc-neterH-RiL 294

Scbctc, 137,

Seeds, amulets, 19.

Sefelih.Ahiti, 157,

5Sf*r Yqm, 3-56, 369.

Safer iitihitr, 360-

Seker, 13S, 157-

Sekhmit, 15&.

Setal; t.hr. threefold, 222.

SclenitR, 324.

Selencicafl, 2Q£L
Scligmann, Dr. 13, IS, 30,

32. 363. 471.

Semtr Edam. 204.

Semites, 250, 366.

Semti 139

Srttfrtt&r, +73,

Senoi, 224, 227.

SepEiarial, 393.

SephAtvaun, 259.

Scphfrhth, 230, 376, +40 ; the
iEn anti thfir Divine 14tunes,

369. 374 ;
the Star and the

Wheel, 371.

September, amulet and stone

dL 493, 494.

Scrapis, 153.

Seraphim, 10, 373.

ScrapiE = Christ, 203.

Scrcims Sarnmcnicus, 220.

Serjeants Rings, 300.

Ssi'pmit, Zodiacal Sign. 412.

Serpent, cat-headed, 483
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Serppmt, tlif nra-headed, 114.

Serpent, tke seven-headed, 433.

Serp-^nt, bead of an amulet,

147 ; skin oE an amultt, 22,

Serpent and Eve. l94 r 193.

Serpen t sitail ot physicians
,
1300

.

S*?- penis acEUltits, 18.

Sitpencine, gfeen . 87, 324

Serqjt, I56 r 170,

SesheTa, IS?

Set, ths Devil, S, HI, 145, 158,

166, 215
|

devours the inotra

.

142; kills Huroa, I7G
;
muts*

Latcs Osins, 152.

Seti I. fKsfcs^wJi jigiwc of, 413,

467 .

Seven, a verv sacred number,
436

Seven Angels, 43.

Seven Api ait'z , 1 18

Seven branches of palms. 486-

Seven Heavens. 204.

Seven Kings of the Genii, 43-

Seven metal mireore, 4SO.

Seven Powers of Evil, 169.

Seven Scorpion goddEsses, !68,

I7Q,

Seve^ Seals, 4^).

Seven Sleepers of Eplieses, 230.

Seven Son 5
; of Iityars,

,

I 23,

Seven Stars, 209,

Seven Vowels, the, 263.

Severus of Antioch 1S3.

Seventy, the number, 449.

Seventy Ar.^fiU. the, 226

Seventy Diseases-. the, 323

Seventy Elders, the, 270

Sexaf^iijjnal system, 440-

Sexual desire, amulet, 147;

impulses, 425. 42ti ; inter-

course, 31&-

Shabatn, 409.

Sbabti, 135, 150. L5&.

Shafts, spell of the, 159
JjAflifriwm. (fibiiu, 3l3

Shaddaa, 223, 330.

Shafiel, 270.

Skai-£JirSinsiH, 163.

Shd wood, SO.

Shaltur, 415.

Shulgiel.. 375.

Shd.mar.cscr IV. 239,

Shamash, 91, 116, 124. 291,

427 .

Shatniel, 277

Sh&mtsGrash, 43.

SharrtEr stone, 231. 424 l

Shamnhi-Adad VI. 338.

Shamshid, 277, 278, 375
Sharrukin, 452.

Shaft al-'Ar&b, 51,77. 23£>, 240.

SJiawairtf, 155, 156.

Sheh&, m.
Shehat, 379.

Shchko, 327.

Shcbriri fanr.dst, 220

Shcchem, 214.

Sli-felbar&heflsotli, 393.

ShMton, 376.

Shedu. I SO.

Shesp, Zodiacal Sim, 412

Sheep, model of liver of, 450-

Sheep's wool, 33.

Shell amulets, 30, 70.

Sterner, 259.

$h£**i hammiipihMsh, 37?
Shgmhi serpent, 434,

Shepherd of Enlil, 123-

Shiahs. 53 r 67,

Shield o

i

David, 231.

Shield of Salomon, 222.

Shield-hearen of Satan, 19.

Shinanim, 373
Shipwreck amulets, 23 ,

311.

Shim, 409.

Shit-ian^we-a, 121.122,

Shittu, 409.

ShOhairi, 327. 330

Shonnontm, 25S.

SlirewmoiifcG. 351

SIhl, 8. 55,' 149, 431.

Shuaubhujia, 92.

Stiurappak
,
113

Shuttle amulet. 149.
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£ia:n, 3SS-

Sick-bed amulets
,

'&

Sidnnians, 250.

Sidra d'Yahyl, 2A I

S’dia RabbA, 241.

Sight, failure of the., 3C)S

Sign of Gaa Cross, 56, 351, 352.

Signal l ing; of Ju clal i
,
295

Signet Rings, 292.

Signs, raHtMAtic, 46 1

.

Signs *f the Zooiat, Penods of

Role of, 416-

Signs of ]hi? Zrsdiac, Circles of,

Vtj

Kifcu, 361.

Sifcfcl.375.

Sitoam Inscription, 250-

Sitver, 3SS
;
aniulek 20, 236 ;

the iW> pieces of, 34 I ; magical

square of, 377.

Silver Colour — Cancer. 497,

Ssmaini (Sivan}, 409.

Siijiifjon, 379.

ibun, Moon-god, 1 24 : his num-
ber 30, 427.

Sinai, 427, 440,

Sirocco, Prince- C-f,

Sinrush, l&l

SisSth., £17,

Sivan, 379.

Six, the number, 431

.

Sixteen, the number. 439.

SiTity, the number, 440.

Skin, human, 494 ; diseases or.

3M, 41B r

Skin of serpents
,
am LiktS of,

30.

Skull of Hamit, o.

Skulk, 494.

Sky-bine (Sogittarius), 437,

Sky-god, 4, 91, 300-

Ski*, 423,

Sleep, broken, 320.

SJKp-prodllttftjf amulets, 314.

Sleeplessness, 317.

Slingers-, Satan's. 10.

5fU£S, amulets against, 29.

Smith. Mr. George, 93.

Smith, Mr Sidney, 2, 100, taO,

4S0.

Snake, *the Zodiacal, 463.

Snake bite Amulets, 21, 314,

m.
Snakes, [52, 3L6 : -sloughing of

the skin of, 4$9 ;
beads of

used in " medicine," 17.

Snow, Prince of the, 375.

Soane, Sir John, 467.

Sodom, 430.

Solar disk amulet, lSU.

Soldiers, amulets of, 73, 74

Salcmon, 33 r 97, 197, 203, 233 ;

295 ;
a magidfin, 192, 230 ;

his wards of power, 131,

Solomon, Bed of, 290-

Sclomori rind RllEtk, 466 ; Ids

wife, 191.

Solomon, mg of, 10, 42-1.

Solomon, slueld of, Z&, 226

Solomon . spell of, 274.

Sotijf of Songs, 356.

Sons of God, 373.

Sous of Homs, loll.

Sana of ti£, 464.

SGwth, 393.

Snrensss, 275.

Seres, 316. 313.

. Scrtss, 329.

. Sosa, 42ti.

Su-ter, the Archoti 413-

Souk of dead men,, 377-

Souk Live in crystal ,312
Smith, Grown of the, 154.

Sovereignty , emanation of En-

SOpli. 370
Sow amulet, 35.

Spain, 363.

Sparkling stones, 526.

Spai rows, 275.

Spear of the Passion, 341.

Spear of Marduk, 5

Spelts, ma.tciiak cm wEnoh
written 27 ; transiDJEaLon of,

2S.
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Spheres., tli-E- Tor. ' Sci>-

hiritli.

Spheres Of Stars, 240.

Sphinx, 256-

Snioa_ 3R8.

Spiders, 275, 306.
Spie^clberH: 3$1

Spinal cord amulet, NS.
Spin file of Lsr.iia.shtu, [f5.

Spirit in amulets, 23.

Spirit-boat, 7.

Spirit of the daughter af the
moon. 270.

Spirits, disembodied, 23.

Spirits, uviJ. their tiidwws
forms, 4.

Spirit^ good, have human
fornijs, 4,

Spirits of The planets. 393, 394.

Spitting, ceremonial, 12,

Spittle mEdieine, ] 7

,

Spleen rings, 301.

SplfltKJotlr, emanation .if V n

Sflph, 370,

Sponge, Hue Pa 5 E-ion, 342.

Sprains amuEett, .*1G.

Square the true form oi an
amulet. 4»-

Square charuntc-r Hnb-ew, 403,

Square of Hebrew words, 27 L.

Squares, mngicai. 45 t
;

n.F

letlL'ts and numbsis., 234
;

Arabic and Hebrew, 30M
;

of

I Lumbers On rings. 3G£,

Squan?*, e: 1 1 nr Seven Planets,
394.

Srgd, 25fi.

Stalagmites, 324

StaiLicms, 2b.

Stamato putra, 3] 7.

Star an lI Crescent, 213.

Star, eight-rayed, 2&1

Stars, 6-., 409 ; circum painr,

407 .
symbols of, 383.

Station* of the moon and
planets, 311. 407,

Steatite, 252-

Stclc of Mtsba, 403-

Stepphlg chains, 215.

Steps amulet, 140.

Stepi-pyramid, 143.

Sterility amulets, 307, 332.

Stiff-tied! amulet, 307.

Sfdmul&ntSj 489.

Striking Pane (Set), tflO,

Stomach-ache, JflS, 303 ; nmU-
let, 2U5.

St&i it amulets
,
10 green senne

bsetleSj 136.

Stonftol St - Thomas, 3i0.
Stone of widowhood, 314.

Stones, inherent qualities in,

&7 ; male and female, 109 .

pierced, 327 ;
of variegated

colours, 327 j circular, semi-

dicular, triangular, 327 ;
oi

victory, 3E2; their pttpby-
ieciic and tbempclltic pro-
perties. 306 ff.

Stones. semi-precious, sym-
bolism of. 424 .

Stop-stcme, 317
Storm-god, Zy 10&.

Storm, Ejmee of the, 375.

Strabo, E52

Strange, gods. 214
St^inghr of boys. 279.

Strength, emanation of Eu-
stph, 37(1.

Strength, faiinne of, 316,

String amulets, 13

Subhah, SO
bii i1u:l

, 27, 31, Eo3 314, 352.

Sues, 73-

Sue?. 77,

Snhnr-mashj 409.

SuLnhnr, 324.

Sumatra, 363 .

Swmer, 443

Sumerians, 3, 82, 0£, ISO 201,

20S, 2t9, 246. 268, 233,317,

380
, 427, 44 4 ;

their duo-

decimal and oCxagcsimEiL sys-

tems, 42B.
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Sun, ^rentien of, fl
- autumnal

and vernal, 375-
, £^0, 9&2

.

463; his demon and “ipint,

^9[ ; Memos Influenced by,

423 ; his influence on men,

382 ;
connection with tlujxl

finger,'<012.

Sunday. 4Iti, 405: bathings,

•zm.

Sun, Eve of the, 360

Sun-rise, 85

Suit (goid)
,

33S.

Sun (Leo), -US.

Sun-of-the-Uni verse, 204.

Suu-^od. 8. H&, 163, 202, 337,

492; s tun da -still
,

1 70-

Sunstroke, 21* 291, 313, 314.

Sunt wood, 30,

Supreme Life, the, 239.

Sflruha. the, 32, in.
Sunel, 203, 3"5,
Survival of the seal, 3S 1

,

SflsEiivds, St., Legend of, i S
i

,

132
Susnucl 277.

SlltL 143

Sttwaahtika, or mummy, 129.

Svnstika, 331

.

Swallow, Ini, 309.

SwftsOk^. 33 L
;

equivalent ta

the Cross, 332.

Switliin, St., 440.

Switzerland, 339.

Sward oj Moses, 4S6,

Sword of the Passion, 341,

Symbols of the Sim and Moon,
398 i,

Syria, 69, 125, 137, 173, 200,

242, 230, 30-6, 307, 319, 363-

Syrians, 367.

'taUet of Destinies, 45,91, 407.

Tablets, astrological and
mathematical 406, 427.

Toges, 450.

Tahiti, 3G3

Tahcb. 260.

Tails of animals annulets, 20.

Takffld, 278
Talisman, meaning of the ward,

11, 33, 14 u^aiuM Evit
Eye, S53.

Til] IbiSJiim, 446
'L'almudh, 230 : BahhU 230,

aaa.

Talons ed hinds amulets, 36-

Tamar, 295.

Tamarisk, 1 20.

Turnon, 328,

Tarnimali, Rfi.

T&mmdz 251, 370.

Tunis, Ifti.

Tftutah, 30.

Taphtharthaietli, 303.

Tarbush, 29.

Targtinm, 283.

Tunei, 278.

TusHst, 327.

Tarshishun, 373,

Tashmctum, 97-

Tashiitlim, 40&.

Tassel, 8], 217.

TattOtiifif .
43.

Tuu Cross, 343.

Ta ams, Zodiacal Sigr. , 4 1 0, 111,

4Jfi
;

Ms influence cai men,
417,431.

Ta-urr, 153.

TaiVL-itiah
,
£S.

Taylor, Can or. Isaac, 454,

Tears of Khepera, S.

Xcb'irah. 224.

Teheth, 379.

Tchctum, 409.

Taddy-bear
,
32.

Teeth, chattering of the 374 ;

cutting the, 313; As ' medi-
cine,'' 17.

Teetli amulets, 18

Teinat, S r 85, 43 1.

Tehuti, 3.58-

Tdomancy, A Si-

Tempests, prevention of, IBS.
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TsiHt, 3(30

Ten, the nti'mber, 43$.

Ten Woi ilv of Cfcation, 2fi],

272.

Ten Comnmiirtm-enits, ihc. 26 L.

Ten Spheres , the, Sf®.

Tent-H et-nub
,
I6S.

Tephillin, 200. 202.

Teriphim, 152. 213, 4&1.

Terrmwes. 335.

Terror, the night. 2L&,
Tertulkran, Sil.

Tct, the: Pillai = Osiris.. 150,

347, 424.

Tct amakt, 13-7.

Teta, 161.

Telu, the homL- oi' 0&-.ris, 162,
J

J etia^rairnni tun, 330, 260,297,

377, 394 . ar,d tribes, ol

Isrrael, 379.

Teutons, 433.

Tcwahi Ttmainu, 3! 5.

Tliiiblt, 43.

Thanma iisina. 279.

Tlicbcfi, 9, 337, 434, 402;
tombs at, 413 ,

Western .19$,

153-

Theodore, 19?

Theophrastus, 30.3.

Theory of H inanitions
,
370.

Thievft?i, the Crosses of the

two, 351,

Thirteen, the number, 498.

Thirty, an accursed Dumber.
439 ; the 30 pieces of sliver.

341

Thirty nine, the number, 439-

Tliirst destroyer, 31

5

Thomas, St., 274, 339 ; stone

ot 510,
Thompson. Br. R. C.. H)0, 113,

21.0, Sifci, 323, 340, 35H.

Thatb, the god, 142, 10o, 170,

I BO, 196, 206, 251; Ms
Compnnv, 434 ;

'.vonis of,

140, 141.

Thoth, the soul ol K$. &. I$S-

I Tboth identified. Mth Christ.

207.

Tltoth mcs HI, 153-

Tfooucria, J5S.

IT race, 334.

Three, she number, 429.

I'hree-form God 203.

Three Kings, of Cc'ogne, 298,

311,

Three nails, the, 341

.

Throne of the Father, 445-

Throne, the Sublime, 5fi-

Throne Verses, Ffi, 68
Thrones {ait {Jrder ct Angels),

10.

Thumb, 492.

Thumb and Venus, 402 .

Thumb Ritigi. 304

Thunder, Prince of the. S7u.

Th un rteL’tooli
,

113, 208, 255,

40B.

Thunder-scroll
,
333,

Thunderstorms 31 6,

Thursday, a Juctv day, 419.

465.

Thurston , Follier, S,j.. ]&G.

Thureau Brmgiis, 1 GO, 109, 113,

11$.

15, yuecn, 136.

Ttamat, Mother OF Everv-

thing,” 4. 5. 337, 407.

Tiberias-, Sea of, 106, 361.

Tiberius, Emperor, 343.

Tibet, 313-

Tihur stcraii, 325.

Tigftr, Zodiacal Sign, 41 2,

Tigris. 239, 249.

Tin, magical square Of, 394-

Tipherctli, emanation of Err-

56ph, 370,

Tiriel, 238, 337.

TinnidhL, L7.

TLshri 373.

Tlyait 52.

Tjal amulet, 137

Toadst-one, 298.

To-day, 8S.
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Toes amulets, 20-

Tombs, the prehistoric Egypt-

ian, 153-

Tongue, euueiJlj'Et urcJ^r, 31-U. 1

Tongue cl JesiM, IJiimilLiiJ;

written upon, 70.

Toutljaele, 303. 312,316. 3 19.

Topaa, 32,1
. 325, 327,

Topaz Island, 32 1

,

T6rah, 235, 23E, 366. -103.

Torch [Nusfcu}, £23.

T0rcll-1)eaneri dl Satan, 16

Toi'clifg, the Four, 1S3-

Turtaiss, Zodiacal Sign, 409-

Tortoise igrtm itotie: , J34.

Tctaphbth, 216, 217-

tower -= AllUl, 437.

Towns, gods of, 163.

Tradition, 3S6.

Traditionalists, Arab, 67,

TransjrjTuintlOil of b&asts and
plants, 3$3-

Transmutation ?! metals, 387.

Tiftvellers, rings For, SS6.

Travellers, speLLs lor, 278.

Travertine, 325.

Tree, the K abhalistic, 369, 37 1 -

Tree of Liio. 230.

Tree, the sacred, 63 124. 254.

256 ; with Forbidden fruit,

195,

Trees, am^iletlc Jigurrs. of, 20.

Triad, the first, 8.

Triads of gods, 4-29.

Triangles of the Hexagnn.1, 227.

Triangles on the hands, 403.

Triangular blast ol Apis, 35.

TrLbal marks, 44.

Trib?ii of Israel and the Tetra-

jgrannmatnn . 379.

Trinity, the, 429 ; tha First, 3 ,

the Three Persons of tSte, 17

Troy. 334, 339.

Truth, goddess of. 206

Truth speaker, 339, 1S1.

Tuame Rabuti, 409.

Tint, 147.m 166, 434. 43S.

Tuamntci, 158.

Tuesday, 416 419
;

usilueky,

4S5,

TttftE of hair amulets, 1H.

Tumnitm, 3SB
Turkey, 367.

Turkish stone 325.

Turquoise, 325.

Turks, 92, 164, 213, 610. 315-

Turtle, 15!

Turtles, green stone. 134; s.s,

rr
medicine,

11
17.

Tuudast stone, 87.

Twelve, the number, 437
;

atones-., 327.

Twins, tiic fighting, 12(.

Twins (Gemini), -109, 411;
their influence on men. 417,

421,

Twenty-one, the number, 439.

Twenty-two, the number, 439,

. Twenty-eight, the- number, 439;

Two, the perfect number. J29.

Two Eves, 360
Twp Fingers Amulet, I J8 Hft.

Two-faccd Centaur, 412.

Tyana,, 49 J

.

Tyburn, 43K

Type Cmss, 339.

Uatchitj 158
Ubancr, 496.

Ub<J ougem, 363.

Udjatti, *KIG

Udjuu (amulet), 133.

TJdinh, 69.

Uhat (scorpion), 170.

Ulcers, 306.

ULuIli, 469

Umbilicus, 29, 73, 164, 313
Umiel, 278,

Ummu-Khabur, 407
Umrlt, 253.

Unas, King, 161, 387.

Uncials, Greek, 202.

Understanding, 376.
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Underworld, 1 15, 467. 463.

Unaneot, sacred, 153.

Union of bodies Emdsouis. 1 45.

Unity, 367 ;
u i God, 60, 218 ;

^rir.LCv ot Adah revealed, 461

,

Universe, its drCUiiir form. 3E5.

Upl-Jjekau, 158-

Ur, ol the Chaidics, 1 lk, 317.

Ur of the Chaldees. 8S, 39. UH.
113,317, 446,436.

'Ur, husband of ftdba, 546.

Uriel. 203, 228. 375.

Urigallu reeds, the seven, 119,

122 .

Urlm, 338, 323.

Urine, .12 retention of, 325 ;

of virgins (as
J

medicine
!!

),

17,

Urinary crsca.se£, 314.

Urudu lndg" kal 1 ca, 1 32-

Usertsen r, shell amidst of, 73,

Ushahti, U&habtiu, 155, 557,

153.

Usiurtu (net), 1 2-1
.
122.

Uterus. 117. 122, 314
Utukhu, 117.

Valley ft l Tem&a of Kings. 1 53.

Variegated colour — "Virgin.

437.

Vedas, 363.

Vegetation amnSets, 33Q, 320.

Venus, 43, 335 380. 336, 485.

469; demon and spirit of,

392; her influence cm rural

332 r Gar-dlc of, 493 ; Mount
ei±. 465 ;

stones influenced. try.

423,

Venus atld the thumb, 4412.

Vans (UhraJ, 413,

Venus (Taurus), 41.

Venus (Cop per), 3Bti

V-snus (sapphire), 424
Vermilion, 437.

Vineyards, spells for blessing,

276.

Victory, emanation of Ei>
Sdpli, 3741.

Vignettes, magical, 67, IRQ I

in the Kiidyia, 24 1

.

Village amulets, 22.

Vinegsr. 342.

Violence, 492.

Violet symbolic of intelligence,

487
Violet 4- Green -f- VelloW —
triumph, 487.

Violet stone, 326.

thper, ] 52, 3i 3 ;
Zodiacal Sign,

497.

Virginity, 261.

Virgins, arine oh is

Virgo, Zodiacal Sign, 4C9. 411,

4 1 2, 436; influence- iM men,
421

Virility amulets, S3, 3Q8, 326,

490
Virtues, the Twkve, 414.

Votive Eings, 301,

.
Vowels, the Seven, 203

Vulture, -radons, 888,

Vulture amulet, 140, 351.

Vulture and uraeus amulet,130,

Vulva, of lids, 137.

Waddell, Dr., SO.

Waite. Mr,. 369,

Walatta KSdin, 186 .

W&ldi Miryilm, 187-

Walls
,
anouiers Eur, 22.

Warlwta, Soft.

War Lord "PhaLcg). 387.

Washers (the Mftndfteftns), 239.

Water, spouts of evil, 303 ;

stones worn by, 327.

• Water, Sodiacid Sign. 416.

Water, divination. by, 445. 488-

|

Water, hviug, i.r, flowing,

24(1 ; water, dead, still,

240.

Water, due Hlnclf, 240.

Water uf crystal, 3L2.
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Water of LirtlisMii. 1 15.

Water of ilirqiJOBu, 325

Water, jjte^n = Libra, 461.

Wate is cf light
,
24C-.

Water-bearer (Aquarius), 4Uft,

411 ; his influence on men.

430,

Wakter-gad, 4. St), 240, 446.

Ifotftlte'fl, 324.

Wax, 27. 4E&; white, 494 ,

u^etl iu engraving diddl-StS,

S3; figures of, 4ftS f

.

Wa*; figure o: Apep, R.

Wav, fig-nrsoF Qac*n Elizabeth

in. 4S5.

Wealth, 325.

Weapon-men, the Seven, 120.

Weather BMPiKers, £4

Weaver, the (Emrimaii), 4 OR.'

Weaver of spells, 62.

Wedddsg Maryam, 337.

Wednesday, 417 ; lucky. 4tJ5.

Week, the Eg y|i! i an
,

413.

Weights, accurate, 252.

Well o£ Zerusern, 30.

Wells af pity, mercy, etc., £97,

Weradyi, who married lh&

DeviL, JS2.

Westcat Papyrus, 46ft-

Wheat pjant, 445
Wheel, the lapidary's, 6ft-

Whiriwind, 100, J13; the

Zodiacal, 40S3

Whirlwind, Print-#, of the, 975.

White = parity and truth. 4S7.

White anfl black — death, sur-

row,

White Crown amulet
,
150

White Magic, 39, 464-

White stones, 32S.

Widowhood.. stone of, 314.

Witd beast amulet s, 23.

WItat of devils, 275.

Wind., Prince of the, 37^.

Wind crests, 333.

Wine, violet, 309-

Wilkinaon, Sir G.. 940.

William IT, Kaiser, 365-

WtUowSj the Thirtftn'j, 435

WLIscmi
,
Mr. T.„ 336,

Wisdom of Solomon, 359.

Wisdom, emanation of Esb

SCiplt, 37th

Witch, Witches, 3, To, 906

Witch of Endcr, 2l3.

Witehcraft, 31 0, 31 1 , 316, 31ft
r

322.

Wizards, 24

Wolf, 113, 275 357.

Womb, the, 4 IS.

WortlQ amulet, 205.

Womb lit Tiimat, 5.

Women, pregnant, 316- ;
spalls

for worr.cn in labour 276,

Women and tile Kw'in
,
52

.

Wong, 16.

Wood amulets, Id-

WodJey, Mr. C. L.. 99, 104. 31 7,

446.
'

Word, the Almighty, 170.

Wordrpod, 6.

Win rds on I ; ntcls and doorposts-,

26E.

World ol Jtipitec .
98S

World o£ Mr.TS, 6SR

World of Menemy, 36K.

World Ol Mn: m . 336.

World Of Saturn. 3SS

World Ol Sim, 389.

World oT Venus, 3BS.

World Ocean. 5, lid. 240, 385,

445.

Worlds, the Seven , 6S4, 365-

Wounds, amulets against, 2!.

22, 314.

Wright, Dr. W,, 19S :
242.

Writing
,
ait Of, 27; inventor

of, ft.

Writing, fcnigrii&tic, 403.

Writing, Kabbalistio, 2SB. 402.

Writing, Sdmtrien, 82.

Writing of lbs angels, 409.

Writing Of the Crossing cf tho

River, 4Q3.
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Writing of heaven. 403.

Writing of the kings. 403.

Wn, the Empress, 355.

Yah. ISO, m
YaliAlom, 327
Yalnveb, 2 JR.

Yabyfi l*a:‘ Hitvvil inl^iatTi, 242
Yamao

,
74.

Yanrnis, 27b
Yashpah., 327.

Yaaidis,, 13

Yew, lunar and solar, 384, 407 .

Year-god, 180.

Yellow fiowers. amulets, 22.

Yellow stones., 326.

Yellow — falsity, 4-B7.

YeFadim&'tl, 375.

Ycsfedh, emanation td En-S&ph.,

370.

Yesterday, 05,

YH, YKWH, 390, 299, 29!,

270, 272, 353, 364, 377.

Yomlel. 2718.

Yophtil, 333.

Yorkanci:, 375.

YktaL, seal of
r 256.

Yspandarmid, 785
Yule, Sir H., 315.

Ztkfillflriahj 4 56.

Zadikiel, 276.

Zahtr. 43.

Said itm-Thibilt. 51,

Zaki., 43.

ZakitL. 278.

Zardush, 270.

ZaiiaJ]. 295.

Zatriel, 279.

Zatumusligir stone, 67.

Zaz&l, 3H3,

Zebulon, 37£)

Zemtem, Wftli ol, 80
Zend-AvesEtj 301.

Zenker, 2fl(t.

Zeus, 333.

ZibSLuitOm
,
405

Sick, Stephen, 301

Zte ofco, 963.

Zirnroem, Jit., 120.

Zingirli inscriptions, 251.

ZEHsnrni, the Two, 122.

Zodiac, 44, 67, 165, 2413, 341.

301, 34S. 375, 406, 437. 4i>0.

Zodiac, the oldest, 407 ; the

second, 409, 409 j Hell of

the, 420 ;
the double, 479 ;

the 12 signs Filed by the

planets, 363; the SLimnnar,
41 2 horary, 412 ;

Chinese,

412,

Zodiac imulec 414,

Zodiac of Uenlerah, 41 1,

Zodiac and the Tetrigramma-
rnn, 379.

Zodiac Rings, 303. 3D4.

Zaftiaots CAmiwnnSj 414.

ZomistriuiSj 357, 412,

Zu, 199
;
judgment of, 89.

Znleikha, 496.
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